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Introduction

welcome

In July 1996, Arabian Horse World began the “Foundation Breeder  

Series,” stories that tell of the adventures and triumphs of early and 

influential breeders of Arabian horses. This Volume I of Arabian Horse 

World ’s Foundation Breeder Series presents some of the first breeders in the 

series: Frank and Helen McCoy who built a breeding program based on one 

mare; the Howard Kale family who became known for exploring new sources 

of top horses; the Gainey program that established the “Gainey type” known 

around the world; and Al-Marah Arabians, the second oldest consecutive 

breeding program in the United States. This volume also features Dr. Sam 

Harrison who pioneered breeding specifically for racing; Richard Pritzlaff who 

brought in the first “new Egyptians” in 1958 and Don and Judi Forbis who 

through their Egyptian imports the following year brought a new appreciation 

of Egyptian lines; Crabbet Stud in England, the “nest” for breeders worldwide; 

Director Ignacy Jaworowski of Michalow Stud in Poland who developed a 

distinct type valued by European, Middle East, South American, and American 

breeders; Jennie and Lester Walton, early breeders in the Northwest; Charles 

and Jeanne Craver who preserved the descendants of the Homer Davenport 

imports of 1906; and Sheila Varian who for more than 50 years has succeeded 

in breeding the beautiful athletes of the breed. The common factor of these 

Foundation Breeders is their appreciation of the unique qualities of the Arabian 

horse and their dedication to making them even more beautiful and useful.

The pages on your screen are exactly as they appeared in Arabian Horse World at 

the time of printing.

Enjoy!
                    mary jane  parkinson,  edi tor

http://www.arabianhorseworld.com
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Frank McCoy with some of the treasures of the McCoy breeding program…
(starting left) Bint Sahara (Farawi x Bint Sedjur) and five of her daughters: Sahara Rose,
Sahara Dawn, Sahara Queen, Sahara Star — all sired by Ferseyn — and Sahara Lady,

sired by The Real McCoy.

The McCoy
Tradition
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LAST SCOTTSDALE during morning halter classes, heads spun as a grey mare — big, regal, typey,
beautifully proportioned — trotted into Mares of 1990 and Older. Programs pages flew as spectators
located her entry and smiled as they recognized her ancestry and marveled at her age. At 16, Lady
Sahara (Mr Mac x Sahara Lady by The Real McCoy) made her comeback with great elan. Twelve
years out of the arena and she showed herself off as if she’d won a championship last week. Judges
appreciated the qualities for which Frank and Helen McCoy bred her — and she walked out of the
ring a Scottsdale Top Ten…just as she did twelve years before, in 1984. 

For owners Flois Burrow of Canterbury Arabians, Noblesville, Indiana, and Jennifer Sloan of Rising
Star Arabian Ranch, Calistoga, California, the Top Ten was validation of Flois’ thinking in the spring
of 1995 when he brought home four McCoy mares, including Sahara Lady. At Canterbury, the new
mares joined other Arabians of McCoy lines in what is the highest concentration of McCoy Arabians
anywhere. When Flois first proposed the idea of showing Lady Sahara at Scottsdale, win or not, Helen
McCoy was less than optimistic. “But heck, yes, I went to watch her,” says Helen. “Gave her a little
cheer before she went in the gate and went to see her afterward in her stall. I was excited and proud,
of course, and a lot of people liked her.”

Lady Sahara’s Scottsdale title has significant historical meaning. Just 50 years earlier (just!), Frank
McCoy first stepped into a show ring, the occasion being the “Southern Cal” all-Arabian show (the
second such show in the United States) in Flintridge, California. Frank trotted in his newly-acquired

Frank on Fersara (Ferseyn x Bint Sahara) and Helen on Hasa (Ferseyn x Rehasafa) in 1951.
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mare, Bint Sahara, and
her weanling colt, El
Shiek. The colt placed
fourth, and Bint Sahara
brought home the blue
in the mare class. No
championships in those
days, but as first place in
the senior division, Bint
Sahara was assumed to
be the female winner of
the show. (Lady Sahara
carries three crosses to
Bint Sahara — as her
granddaughter and
double great great
granddaughter.) 

Whatever the official
blessings of the day, Bint
Sahara’s win sent Frank
and Helen McCoy
spinning off into the

world of breeding and showing Arabian horses. In short, they were happily hooked, and for the past
50 years the Arabian breed has been the beneficiary of their resolve to breed and show the best.

F RANK BROUGHT a practiced horseman’s eye to the Arabian horse scene — an eye developed in
an environment where mistakes in judgment immediately impacted the pocketbook. Frank
grew up one of eight children in a farm family, scrambling to make a living on their Missouri

acres. The father and his four sons worked at farming, but the senior McCoy’s challenge was
breeding, buying, and selling livestock. He bought horses for the U.S. Cavalry, for use in World War I,
and family conversations often centered on horses and mules.

Some of the senior McCoy’s admonitions of good horsemanship included these: If you’re going to
have a horse, have a good one. (It doesn’t cost any more to feed and care for a good horse than it does
for a poor one.) When you find that good animal, take the best of care of it and treat it right. Feed
animals so they look their best, groom them, and get them looking their best, and you’ll have
something to be proud of. “We boys groomed our horses three times a day — morning, noon, and
evening,” Frank recalled. “Owning a horse in those days was no hobby because horses were means of
transportation and a livelihood. The way your horse looked said something about what kind of person
you were.”

Through hands-on experience with animals, Frank learned patience, deliberation, and the art of
buying and selling. When he was six, he rescued a baby pig from near starvation, raised the pig, sold
him, bought more livestock with the proceeds, traded a cow (to his father) for a colt, and that colt
(again to his father) for a better horse, a black part-Morgan which Frank kept and trained. 

About that time, Dad McCoy decided Frank could trade on his own: “If you’re gonna trade, trade
on your own judgment and don’t come askin’ me what I think. And if you get skinned, don’t come
hollerin’ to me,” Frank was told. This dropping-out-of-the-nest approach worked. At age 16, Frank
was buying horses and mules, and although he may have looked like an easy target for seasoned
horse traders, he never got ‘skinned.’ 

Frank and Helen McCoy with the mare who got ‘em hooked:
Bint Sahara (Farawi x Bint Sedjur).
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That same year, Frank parlayed a part of his livestock to pay for the fanciest buggy that money
could buy, to go with his better horse. He settled for nothing less than the best — a sleek, jet-black
model with a fold-down top, manufactured in St. Louis. From then on, Frank never dreamed small
dreams. “I always have a picture in my head of what I want. I think about it, dream about it, and
believe that I can have it,” he noted.

I N 1934, Frank came to the Los Angeles area — the real estate market in Missouri during the
Depression could not support his dreams and ambitions. Frank looked around at the Southern
California business scene, started an oil well supplies business, and in 1944 married Helen (his

next door neighbor). “My background in horses was zero,” says Helen. “Whatever I’ve learned, I
learned by doing. I’m a city girl, born and raised in Los Angeles. Even when I first met Frank, he
didn’t have any horses. Then one day he went to a horse auction in Los Angeles and bought two
grade horses. He soon decided he wanted better horses, so he got some Palominos to raise Half-
Arabians, but that didn’t go very well. Then somehow, in his search for a horse that matched his
ideals, Frank began looking at Arabians.” 

Frank walked away from his first visit to an Arabian ranch with mixed thoughts. Some of the top
stallions of the time lived on that ranch, none of them showing evidence of the kind of care Frank
had learned. “If these are Arabian horses, they’re going to have to look better than that if I’m ever
going to get any,” he told a friend. A bit later, he attended one of the famous Sunday shows at the
Kellogg Ranch at Pomona. “I saw old Farana in his stock
horse routines and two or three trick horses. Those
horses looked considerably better,” Frank recalls. “The
more I looked, the more interested I got. Arabians could
look good.

“Then in 1945 I went to the first all-Arabian show,
and watched my brother Fred show a two-year-old colt.
He didn’t do any good, didn’t get any ribbons, and I
knew it was in part because the colt wasn’t in show
shape. Another reminder of what Dad taught us.”

Then came Bint Sahara into the lives of Frank and
Helen and therefore into the thinking of all who value
superb Arabian horseflesh.

Bint Sahara was part of a package Frank heard about
through the owner of her sire Farawi (Farana x Ghazawi
by Ghazi). Intrigued by her description, Frank hitched
up a trailer and drove to Cottonwood, California, for a
closer look…in what is now recognized as an event that
changed the breed. Breeder John Silva put a price of
$2,500 on the package — $2,000 for Bint Sahara (age
four) and $500 for her sister Sedi Sedjur (age two), the
latter greatly discounted because of the loss of one eye.
Through the clarity of hindsight, the purchase of Bint
Sahara may be viewed as the bargain of the decades. As

Two of the winners produced by Bint Sahara…
TOP, Fersara (Ferseyn x Bint Sahara) winning her first 

class at the 1947 Bellflower Horse Show.
BOTTOM: Bint Sahara’s first foal, El Shiek (Nusik x Bint Sahara),

pictured at a 1947 show at Devonshire Downs where he won
first place in the yearling class.
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Helen notes, everything changed with the advent of the mare. She arrived in foal to Nusik and in May
1946 produced El Shiek, the colt Frank entered in the Southern Cal show along with Bint.

Frank, still remembering the nuances of the first show, bred Bint Sahara to Ferseyn (*Raseyn x
*Ferda), a show horse, a sire of show horses, and a leading sire in California, if not in the nation, at
that time. Frank’s carefully planned mating produced Fersara, a grey filly foaled in April 1947, an
event that Frank contended put him in the Arabian business.

A BOUT THE TIME Fersara was weaned, Harry Linden of Spokane, Washington, came to Southern
California to shop Arabian horses, stopped in at the McCoys, and quickly offered $2,000 for
Bint Sahara. Frank just as quickly countered with $5,000 — a price he felt would end any

interest in the mare — and Linden said “I’ll take her.” So much for horse-trading in 1947. More horse
trading followed about four foals later when Linden sent Bint back to the McCoys on a 50/50 foals
basis so that she could again be bred to Ferseyn. She arrived at McCoys in March 1952, in foal to
Fadheilan (*Fadl x *Kasztelanka by Koheilan I), and foaled a bay colt in April, a colt that by way of
the agreement became Frank and Helen’s property. In another Bint Sahara-related transaction, that
colt was sold to the Jack Tone family, another early California Arabian program, of Stockton,
California, for $650. Another bargain of the decades, as the colt grew into his label of “The Fabulous
Fadjur,” herd sire for the Jack Tone ranch, an Arabian Horse World “Super Legacy Sire” with 820
registered foals, National winner, and sire of 19 National winners.

The Tone interest came through Marge Tone’s first Arabian show and her acquaintance with Frank
and Helen there. Marge instantly loved Fersara and asked if there were any more at home like her.

Fersara (Ferseyn x Bint Sahara) with one of her well-known foals, Ferzon (by Ferneyn), who caught the eye of Daniel C. Gainey and
went on to establish his look through the Gainey breeding program.

E.E. ENGLEMAN
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Frank allowed that he had a “little bay colt” that might please her. After visits to the McCoy place and
a lot of Marge’s homemade apple pies and special dinners, Jack Tone bought the colt for Marge as a
birthday gift. “It was agreed that the McCoys would deliver Fadjur to our farm, as we had no horse
trailer,” Kathleen Tone Hammer recalls. “The day the McCoys rolled into our driveway became one of
the happiest days of our lives. The little bay colt thought he was the best thing that ever happened.
He pranced and posed for us, tail over his back, his head held high, his neck beautifully arched, as he
showed off his wide-set eyes, dished head, tiny muzzle, and beautiful little ears. Now 44 years later,
all the world knows of Fadjur and his prepotency for siring those qualities. For the Tone family, the
McCoys remain one of the
wonderful memories of our
introduction to breeding Arabian
horses.”

T HAT SAME YEAR (1952)
Fersara produced her first
foal, a grey colt sired by the

Ferseyn son Ferneyn (x Moneyna
by *Raseyn). Frank and Helen
named the colt Ferzon and had
him on the show circuit, where he
went champion as a yearling.
Daniel C. Gainey, then in the early
years of establishing his Gainey
Arabians in Owatonna, Minnesota,
visited the McCoy pastures and
took note of Fersara’s handsome
grey colt. When Gainey’s agent
came to McCoys (then in Bell,
California) some months later,
Frank was trading sharp and
quoted a price of $10,000 for
Ferzon, a record-breaking price for
a youngster. After brief
consideration, Gainey phoned and
said, “I’ll take him.”

Daniel J. Gainey (Daniel C.’s
son) recalls: “That colt turned out
to be one of the most prepotent
stallions the breed has ever known.
He became the fountainhead of
Gainey Fountainhead Arabians and
progenitor of the line known
worldwide as the Gainey Arabian. I
guess that makes Frank our
godfather. The whole family has
always enjoyed and been blessed
with a marvelous relationship with
Frank and Helen — a relationship

TOP: The stallion Ferseyn (*Raseyn x *Ferda), and BOTTOM, his son,
Ferneyn (x Moneyna by *Raseyn). 
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that began with the purchase of Ferzon.” Add to Ferzon’s credits his siring of 227 offspring, 24 of
which are National winners. 

There’s one more Bint Sahara horse-trading episode. Frank continued to breed Bint Sahara to
Ferseyn, and she produced Royal Son (1953) and Royal Grey (1954). Soon after that, Frank traded
his half of Royal Son for full ownership of Bint Sahara. Both horse-traders were happy; Frank had his
prize mare back, and Harry Linden had one of Ferseyn’s sons. Frank and Helen bred Bint Sahara to
Ferseyn all of his breeding life, then used two of Fersara’s sons Dunes (by Ferneyn) and The Real
McCoy (by Aarief) for her last three foals.

Bint Sahara must be viewed as a model of fertility. In 20 years of producing, she delivered 18 foals (11
of which became champions) provided the Arabian community with some fine breeding stallions and
top producing mares, and established the McCoy breeding program as one of the most consistent and
dependable in the United States. Fersara, in a second-generation example of fertility with quality, foaled
eight sons and daughters in nine years; she died at age 13, easily the winningest mare in California in
her day. She handily retired the W.K. Kellogg Trophy by going Grand Champion Arabian at the
Southern Cal show for three consecutive years, and she was an early Pacific Coast Champion Mare.

O F COURSE, no story of the McCoys is complete without the episode of the McCoy desert-bred
horses. Here’s Frank’s description: “In those days, the 1950s, we did things that we just
wouldn’t think of now. Dr. Eugene LaCroix had Aarief (*Raffles x Aarah by Ghadaf) on lease

over at Lasma in Scottsdale. I wanted to reinforce the Skowronek line (through *Raseyn) in our
horses, and Aarief (by *Raffles), a Skowronek grandson, seemed a good choice. Dr. Gene agreed to
trailer Aarief to Indio in the California desert, we met him there with Fersara, and bred the two under

a palm tree. That’s how we got American
desert-bred Arabians. Maybe we should
put a marker of some kind on that palm
tree.”

Fersara foaled a chestnut filly in
1959, pretty and typey, but Frank and
Helen were a bit disappointed They
needed a future herd sire. The next

LEFT: Frank McCoy aboard the Scottsdale halter and

performance winner, Sara Jean (Ferneyn x Fersara).

BELOW: The full siblings Royal Storm and Sahara Queen

won first place Produce of Dam for Bint Sahara at an

early Del Mar Arabian Show; both were sired by Ferseyn.
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desert breeding yielded what
they wanted: a grey colt with
three lines to Skowronek, one
through Fersara, two through
Aarief. At his first look at the
colt, Frank exclaimed “That’s it.
The one I’ve been looking for!”
Named The Real McCoy, the colt
reinforced Frank’s breeding
principle that any well-thought-
out mating should be tried twice. 

The McCoys were always a
welcome sight at shows —
always a credit to the breed —
their horses groomed to the
teeth, and Frank and Helen well-
dressed and pressed in western
attire. When they began to win
(consistently), jeans and barn
boots were out; they’d changed
the look of the show ring.

M ARIANNE HATFIELD

(Hatfield Arabians,
Porterville, California)

recalls early show days and
Frank and Helen’s concern that
every horse look its best: “Dick
and I brought our first Arabian,
the filly Bint Treyf, to a show
and showed her in a pretty
ordinary show halter. Frank and
Helen, in their kindly and
outgoing way, pointed out that
the halter really didn’t look very
good and that they would be glad
to order a more fitting show
halter for us. So they started us
down the path of better looking
show horses. We bred to The
Real McCoy in 1962 and still
have his granddaughter, May
Day Bouquet, Region 1 and 2
Top Five Mare. Our friendship has endured for 44 years with many visits and many travels together.
As you might imagine, we’re teased a lot about the feuding of the Hatfields and the McCoys. Frank
even bought us a book on the subject so we’d know why the two families are supposed to hate each
other. But we just loved each other and still do.”

The McCoys supported Arabian shows by encouraging others to enter and by hauling their horses

This stallion earned his name the moment he was foaled: The Real McCoy,
a product of the “desert breeding” in Indio, California, of Aarief and Fersara.
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her day. She handily retired the W.K. Kellogg Trophy by going Grand Champion Arabian at the
Southern Cal show for three consecutive years, and she was an early Pacific Coast Champion Mare.

O F COURSE, no story of the McCoys is complete without the episode of the McCoy desert-bred
horses. Here’s Frank’s description: “In those days, the 1950s, we did things that we just
wouldn’t think of now. Dr. Eugene LaCroix had Aarief (*Raffles x Aarah by Ghadaf) on lease

over at Lasma in Scottsdale. I wanted to reinforce the Skowronek line (through *Raseyn) in our
horses, and Aarief (by *Raffles), a Skowronek grandson, seemed a good choice. Dr. Gene agreed to
trailer Aarief to Indio in the California desert, we met him there with Fersara, and bred the two under

a palm tree. That’s how we got American
desert-bred Arabians. Maybe we should
put a marker of some kind on that palm
tree.”

Fersara foaled a chestnut filly in
1959, pretty and typey, but Frank and
Helen were a bit disappointed They
needed a future herd sire. The next

LEFT: Frank McCoy aboard the Scottsdale halter and

performance winner, Sara Jean (Ferneyn x Fersara).

BELOW: The full siblings Royal Storm and Sahara Queen

won first place Produce of Dam for Bint Sahara at an

early Del Mar Arabian Show; both were sired by Ferseyn.
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up the coast of California and into the
Northwest, Nevada, and Utah. Often the
champion mare was Frank with Fersara
and reserve went to Helen with Hasa
(Ferseyn x Rehasafa by Rehal),
purchased in 1949 as a two-year-old. The
McCoys soon became regulars at
Scottsdale and never missed a show —
most of the 41 years of the show as
exhibitors.

The McCoy presence in the show ring
was also marked by Frank’s farm-boy
“Whoa” to his entries. So forceful and at
such volume, in fact, it was said that
when Frank commanded “Whoa!” every
horse in the ring whoaed.

Frank recalls the high of Scottsdale
1959 when Royal Turk (bred by McCoy
and sold) was named Champion Stallion;
Royal Storm, Reserve Champion Stallion;
and Sara Jean, Reserve Champion Mare.
All topped off by Bint Sahara winning
Produce of Dam (one of ten times her
offspring placed first, second, or third)
and Fersara placed second in Produce of
Dam. Ferseyn won Get of Sire, thanks to
the same McCoy entries who won
Produce of Dam for Bint. In
performance, Sara Jean (Ferneyn x
Fersara) won first in formal driving,
second in three-gaited and Reserve
Champion Three-Gaited, this after going
Reserve Champion Mare. By March 1963,

Bint Sahara descendants accounted for 35 championships, 12 reserves, and more blues than you can
count, just for the McCoys; the Fadjur descendants expanded the count considerably. 

I N 1963, after 18 years of breeding and showing, Frank and Helen thought of slowing down, of
finding a more rural setting for their small group of horses, something with a few pastures and a
small barn. Their three acres in Bell, California, had become urbanized. They found the setting

near Chino Hills, California, where they bought 150 acres. Here Frank took his own advice: “When
you buy horses to get started in the business, go out and buy all the land you can buy. Then work like
the dickens breeding your horses and taking care of them and taking care of your land. In the end, if
you don’t make any money on your horses, the land will bail you out. It’s worked for dozens of people
— they made enough from their horses to make the payments on the land and to hold it together
and, by gosh, it’s paid off.”

Arabian breeder Alice Payne (who owned *Raseyn and *Raffles in their last years) was their only
neighbor for miles around back then. Frank and Helen built their home and the small barn, fenced
pastures, planted some acres to oats, and looked forward to some quiet years.

Frank and Helen at the 1976 Southern Cal Santa Barbara Show with
Cover Gal (McCoys Count x Vallseyna by Ferseyn), who was

Champion Mare. Her show ring accomplishments include three
consecutive U.S. National Top Ten Mare titles (1974-1976), and 1976

Scottsdale Champion Mare.
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Once more, Frank and Helen’s lives were changed by an Arabian horse. The Real McCoy started
his championship collection at age two, going Champion Stallion at San Francisco’s Cow Palace, then
he and Frank entered six to eight shows per year with an appropriate number of championships. Ted
Lonnberg trained him in park and Gayle Reis showed him with some success in that discipline. The
Real McCoy’s first foals spoke well of him as a sire and mare owners were soon at the gates of the new
ranch. Helen found herself busy writing breeding contracts and Frank was equally occupied with
building stalls for visiting mares. All thoughts of slowing down were shelved.

Frank continued to get up farmer-early each morning and usually had the first horses turned out by
6:00 a.m., and The Real McCoy on the walker (he insisted on going solo). By 6:45, the cleaning crew
arrived, and every stall and every corral was cleaned. (A friend recalls that at the Bell ranch, the
McCoys each day picked up not just the stalls and paddocks, but the pastures as well.) An evening
cleaning covered the same area. By noon, Frank was back at the barn, putting the pasture horses back
in stalls and grooming them. The evening feeding and a final “bed check” completed his day. Frank
seldom missed foal watches and often enjoyed the beauty of the moon rising over the barn roof.

R EAL MAC, a double grandson of The Real McCoy and full brother to Lady Sahara, keeps the
McCoy look before hundreds of thousands of spectators each football season as the official
mascot of the Indianapolis Colts. Flois Burrow bought Real Mac from the McCoys in 1986,

and a few years later decided an Arabian stallion would be a far better mascot than the miniature
horse being used. Now, Real Mac’s on the field at each game, making figure-eights and loops after
each Colts’ score, and with the Magness’s horses charging up and down the Denver Broncos sidelines,
the Arabian horse leads the NFL…in equine rushing yardage! “Real Mac loves the crowds, loves
showing off, and considers himself a most valuable player,” says Flois. Another McCoy son,
Authenticity (x Bint Neyseyn by Neyseyn) brought button-bustin’ pride to his owner and to the
McCoys when he went 1977 U.S. National Reserve Champion Stock Horse in his first Nationals try. “I
have a wonderful photo,” says Authenticity’s owner Jack Teague of Scottsdale, “showing Authenticity
getting his trophy and Frank happens to be in the background, pointing out to a friend of his that this
handy grey stallion was a son of The Real McCoy.”

With “McCoy” functioning as a prepotent sire, Frank and Helen could now linebreed Bint Sahara
and Ferseyn. Daughters of both Bint Sahara
and Fersara were bred to The Real McCoy,
and Bint Sahara herself was bred to him (her
grandson) to produce McCoys Count, U.S.
Top Ten Stallion and a Scottsdale Champion.
The linebred mares were incorporated into
the McCoy program, and colts and fillies were
sold as foundation stock to new breeders or
as show horses. The stallions Dunes (Ferneyn
x Fersara), Royal Storm (Ferseyn x Bint
Sahara), Mister Storm (Royal Storm x Hasa),
Mr Mac (The Real McCoy x Farella by
Farlowa), Silverwood (The Real McCoy x Sara
Jean by Ferneyn), Vals Mac (Mr Mac x
Vallseyna by Ferseyn), Kidd Khazzan
(Khazzan x GA-Starlet by Mr Mac), Dunes
Ace (Dunes x Sahara Lady by The Real
McCoy), Sahara Prince (The Real McCoy x
Sahara Queen by Ferseyn), Saharas Play Boy

The Real McCoy son, McCoys Count (x Bint Sahara), foaled in
1965, was a U.S. National Top Ten Stallion in 1972, and won his
age class at Scottsdale in 1977.
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up the coast of California and into the
Northwest, Nevada, and Utah. Often the
champion mare was Frank with Fersara
and reserve went to Helen with Hasa
(Ferseyn x Rehasafa by Rehal),
purchased in 1949 as a two-year-old. The
McCoys soon became regulars at
Scottsdale and never missed a show —
most of the 41 years of the show as
exhibitors.

The McCoy presence in the show ring
was also marked by Frank’s farm-boy
“Whoa” to his entries. So forceful and at
such volume, in fact, it was said that
when Frank commanded “Whoa!” every
horse in the ring whoaed.

Frank recalls the high of Scottsdale
1959 when Royal Turk (bred by McCoy
and sold) was named Champion Stallion;
Royal Storm, Reserve Champion Stallion;
and Sara Jean, Reserve Champion Mare.
All topped off by Bint Sahara winning
Produce of Dam (one of ten times her
offspring placed first, second, or third)
and Fersara placed second in Produce of
Dam. Ferseyn won Get of Sire, thanks to
the same McCoy entries who won
Produce of Dam for Bint. In
performance, Sara Jean (Ferneyn x
Fersara) won first in formal driving,
second in three-gaited and Reserve
Champion Three-Gaited, this after going
Reserve Champion Mare. By March 1963,

Bint Sahara descendants accounted for 35 championships, 12 reserves, and more blues than you can
count, just for the McCoys; the Fadjur descendants expanded the count considerably. 

I N 1963, after 18 years of breeding and showing, Frank and Helen thought of slowing down, of
finding a more rural setting for their small group of horses, something with a few pastures and a
small barn. Their three acres in Bell, California, had become urbanized. They found the setting

near Chino Hills, California, where they bought 150 acres. Here Frank took his own advice: “When
you buy horses to get started in the business, go out and buy all the land you can buy. Then work like
the dickens breeding your horses and taking care of them and taking care of your land. In the end, if
you don’t make any money on your horses, the land will bail you out. It’s worked for dozens of people
— they made enough from their horses to make the payments on the land and to hold it together
and, by gosh, it’s paid off.”

Arabian breeder Alice Payne (who owned *Raseyn and *Raffles in their last years) was their only
neighbor for miles around back then. Frank and Helen built their home and the small barn, fenced
pastures, planted some acres to oats, and looked forward to some quiet years.

Frank and Helen at the 1976 Southern Cal Santa Barbara Show with
Cover Gal (McCoys Count x Vallseyna by Ferseyn), who was

Champion Mare. Her show ring accomplishments include three
consecutive U.S. National Top Ten Mare titles (1974-1976), and 1976

Scottsdale Champion Mare.
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THE BINT
SAHARA/FERSARA/McCOY
CONTRIBUTION TO THE
ARABIAN BREED
(All horses bred by Frank and
Helen McCoy unless
otherwise specified.)

BINT SAHARA, 1942 grey
mare; sire: Farawi (Farana x
Ghazawi); dam: Bint Sedjur
(Ribal x Sedjur)
Bred by John C. Silva
Four times Scottsdale First
Place Produce of Dam, three
times Second Place, three
times Third Place
Purchased in 1946; sold to
Harry Linden in about 1947;
repurchased about 1955
Dam of 18 foals, including
three National winners;
grandam of 1,298 grandsons
and granddaughters, as of
Volume 69 of the stud book
Grandam of 35 National
winners. Arabian Horse World
leading “Aristocrat,” with 11
champions, until 1988.

The Bint Sahara family:
EL SHIEK, 1946 bay gelding;
sired by Nusik (Sikin x Nusara
by *Abu Zeyd)

FERSARA, 1947 grey mare
sired by Ferseyn (*Raseyn x
*Ferda by Rustem)
Scottsdale First Place, Second
Place, and Third Place
Produce of Dam
Dam of eight foals
Grandam of 747 grandsons
and granddaughters, as of
Volume 69 of the stud book
Grandam of 50 National winners

FERZON, 1952 grey
stallion; sire: Ferneyn
(Ferseyn x Moneyna by
*Raseyn) 
Sold to Daniel C. Gainey as
a two-year-old; foundation
sire for Gainey
Fountainhead Arabians
Sire of 227 offspring,
including 24 National
winners

BINT FERSARA, 1953 grey
mare; sire: Ferneyn
Sold to Seahorse Stock
Farm  
Dam of seven foals,
including two National
winners

SARA JEAN, 1954 grey
mare; sire: Ferneyn. Dam
of 4 foals

SANDS, 1955 grey stallion;
sire: Ferneyn. Sold to Cal
Poly in 1957; died 1958
Sire of five foals, including
Scottsdale winners (halter
and performance)

DUNES, 1956 grey stallion;
sire: Ferneyn
Scottsdale Championships
in age-level classes
Retained by Frank and
Helen McCoy as a
breeding stallion
Sired 88 foals, including
two National winners

SARA SUE, 1958 grey mare;
sire: Ferneyn. Died as
weanling

SARA LYN, 1959 chestnut
mare; sire: Aarief (*Raffles
x Aarah by Ghadaf)
Scottsdale age-level
Reserve Champion. Dam of
eight foals 

THE REAL McCOY, 1960
grey stallion; sire: Aarief
Scottsdale Champion and
Reserve in his age classes
and placed in Get of Sire
Retained by McCoys as a
breeding stallion
Sire of 408 foals, including
22 National winners 

SAHALLA, 1948 chestnut
gelding; sire: El Amir (Alla
Amarward x Joontafa by Joon)

FADJUR, 1952 bay stallion;
sired by Fadheilan (*Fadl x
*Kasztelanka by Koheilan I);
bred by Harry Linden.
Acquired in utero by Frank and
Helen McCoy in lease
arrangement.
Twice U.S. National Reserve
Champion Stallion; four times
U.S. and Canadian Top Ten
Stallion; twice Scottsdale First
Place Get of Sire and twice
Second Place
Sire of 820 foals, including 19
National winners

ROYAL SON, 1953 chestnut
stallion; sire: Ferseyn (*Raseyn
x *Ferda by Rustem); bred by
Harry Linden
Scottsdale age-level Champion.
Sold to John and Marilyn Hay
Sire of 75 foals, including
three National winners

ROYAL GREY, 1954 grey
stallion; sire: Ferseyn
Bred by Frank and Helen
McCoy under lease
arrangement with Harry Linden
Scottsdale Champion in his
age class and first in
performance. Sire of six foals,

including one National winner
and Scottsdale winners in
halter and performance

ROYAL TURK, 1955 grey
gelding; sire: Ferseyn
1959 Scottsdale Champion
Stallion; Scottsdale placings in
halter and performance, 1958-
1966. Eventually sold to Ed
Tweed, Brusally Arabians,
Scottsdale. Sire of 8 foals,
including Scottsdale winner in
halter and performance

ROYAL STORM, 1957 grey
stallion; sire: Ferseyn
1959 Scottsdale Reserve
Champion Stallion and
placings in halter and
performance. Sold to
Lewisfield
Sire of 129 foals, including
three National winners (four
National Championships, five
Top Tens in performance, one
Top Ten in halter) 

SAHARA ROSE, 1958 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn Scottsdale
halter placing
Dam of nine foals, including
one National winner

GYPSY ROSE, 1970 grey
mare; sire: The Real
McCoy (Aarief x Fersara by
Ferseyn)
Produced two foals

SAHARA DAWN, 1959 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn Scottsdale
Champion and halter placings.
Dam of six foals, including one
National winner. McCoys bred
one foal from Sahara Dawn's
granddaughter, Gwalahna
(*Gwalior x Dawns Diamond
by The Real McCoy).

SAHARA QUEEN, 1960 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn
1968 U.S. Top Ten Mare; 1963
Scottsdale Champion Mare;
Scottsdale age-level
Champion and placings
Dam of six foals, including one
National winner
McCoys bred five foals from
granddaughter Chino Queen
(Bay El Bey x  Queens Doll by
The Real McCoy), by Mc Coys
Count, and Real Mac

SAHARA STAR, 1961 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn
Scottsdale Champion and
halter & performance placings
Dam of nine foals, including
one National winner

MISTEE STAR, 1978 grey
mare; sire: Silverwood (The
Real McCoy x Sara Jean)
Produced five foals by
*Muscat, Real Mac, and
Vals Mac
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LADY MUSCAT, 1984
grey mare; sire:
*Muscat (*Salon x
Malpia by Priboj)
Produced three foals,
sired by Sir Macs Ace
and Vals Mac

STAR RO ZAY, 1974
chestnut mare; sire: The
Real McCoy
Produced one foal by Little
Big Mac

SAHARA SUE, 1963 grey
mare; sire: Dunes (Ferneyn x
Fersara by Ferseyn)

SAHARA LADY, 1964 grey
mare; sire: The Real McCoy 
Scottsdale age-level
Champion
Dam of 11 foals, including
one National winner

LADY HELEN, 1973 grey
mare; sire: Sahara Prince
(The Real McCoy x Sahara
Queen by Ferseyn)
Dam of five foals

SAHARA LYNN, 1978
grey mare; sire:
Saharas Play Boy
(Ferzon x Sahara
Queen by Ferseyn)

LADY VICTORIA, 1980
grey mare; sire: Sahara
Dancer (Gazon x White
Rose by The Real
McCoy)

McCOYS COUNT, 1965 grey
stallion; sire: The Real McCoy
1972 U.S. Top Ten Stallion;
Scottsdale age-level
Champion and placings
Sold in 1971. Sire of 199
foals, including four National
winners (one Championship
and one Reserve in
performance, three Top Tens
halter, four Top Tens
performance)

PURCHASED AND LEASED
MARES FROM WHICH FRANK
AND HELEN McCOY BRED
THREE OR MORE FOALS; THEIR
DAUGHTERS AND
GRANDDAUGHTERS RETAINED
TO BREEDING AGE

ARIZONA, 1959 grey mare;
sire: Dunes (Ferneyn x
Fersara); dam: Luna (Farana x
Kehefe); bred by Harry
Harness; purchased 1959;
sold 1966. Produced four
foals, all by The Real McCoy

AZH NABORR RAFFA, 1978
grey mare; sire: Azh Naborr
(*Naborr x Azhderiane); dam:
Azh Deraffa McCoy (The Real
McCoy x Azhderaffa)
Purchased 1979; sold 1983
Produced five foals.

BINT KUMAIT, 1967 bay
mare; sire: El Kumait (Farana x
Ghazayat); dam: Ruhmel (El
Rabir x Ruhmila); bred by
Victor H. Boyd. Purchased
1973; died 1996. Produced
eight foals (1974-1986)

ALAIINA, 1981 grey mare;
sire: The Real McCoy. Pro-
duced one foal by Real
Mac

BINT KAY, 1973 grey
mare; sire: The Real
McCoy; bred by Victor H.
Boyd. Purchased 1973;
sold 1979. Produced three
foals (1977-79)

CHINO GAL, 1974 grey
mare; sire: The Real
McCoy. Pro-duced two
foals

CRYSTAL DOLL, 1979 bay
mare; sire: The Real
McCoy Produced five foals
by Classy McCoy, Real Mac,
and Mr. Mac

BIG DOLLIE, 1984 grey
mare; sire: Real Mac
(Mr Mac x Sahara Lady
by The Real McCoy).
Produced two foals 

CLASSY ELANA, 1983
bay mare; sire: Classy
McCoy (The Real
McCoy x Sahara Star
by Ferseyn)
Produced two foals

FARANASEYN, 1968 grey
mare; sire: Dunes (Ferneyn x
Fersara); dam: Farala (Farana
x Masala). Bred by Cal Poly,
Pomona. Purchased 1972;
sold 1975. Produced 3 foals

POLLY ANN, 1975 grey
mare; sire: Big Mac (Mr
Mac x Sahara Lady).
Produced 6 foals

FIRST LITE, 1981 grey mare;
sire: First Class (*Bask x
Khema); dam: Primazonna
(Gazarr x Primavera)
Bred by Tom and Dorothy
Johnson. Purchased 1983;
sold 1987. Produced three
foals (1985-1987)

FIRST DREAM, grey mare
foaled 1985
Sired by Real Mac (Mr
Mac x Sahara Lady by The

Real McCoy)
Produced one foal

KRYSTAL LITE, grey mare
foaled 1986
Sired by Mr Mac (The Real
McCoy x Farella by
Farlowa)
Produced one foal

HASA, 1947 chestnut mare;
sire: Ferseyn (*Raseyn x
*Ferda); dam: Rehasafa (Rehal
x Ferdasafa); bred by Leland
Mekeel. Purchased 1949; died
1971. Produced six foals
(1955-1965) by Ferneyn,
Royal Son, Dunes, and Royal
Storm. 

REBECCA, 1956 chestnut
mare; sire: Royal Son
(Ferseyn x Bint Sahara)
Produced three foals,
including one National
winner. Retained one
daughter for the McCoy
breeding program

MISS BECKY, 1962 grey
mare; sire: Royal Storm
(Ferseyn x Bint Sahara).
Produced 1 foal 

HATTIES JOY, 1982 grey
mare; sire: Silverwood (The
Real McCoy x Sara Jean);
dam: Hy-Hattie (High Hat x
Sara Lyn); bred by Wudl and
Elliott. Purchased 1984; died
1996. Produced three foals
(1986-1988)

NEETAFFA, 1964 roan mare;
sire: Sur-Neet (Sureyn x
Bonita); dam: Turaffa (Raffrim
x Tuwaisan); bred by Jo-Lin
Arabian Horse Ranch.
Purchased 1971; died 1977
Produced four foals (1972-
1977)

BINT TAFFA, 1973 grey
mare; sire: The Real
McCoy (Aarief x Fersara
by Ferseyn). Produced
nine foals, three sired by
Dunes (Ferneyn x Fersara
by Ferseyn)

ROKHALZA, 1940 bay mare;
sire: Azam (Rifnas x Treyf);
dam: Rokhal (El Sabok x
Mirza); bred by Theodore G.
Meyer. Purchased about
1946; sold 1966. Produced
five foals (1947-1950)

KALZA, 1947 bay mare;
sire: Abu Farwa (Rabiyas x
*Rissletta by Naseem)
Produced two daughters,
by Ferseyn and Zitez

ROZAN, 1949 grey mare;
sire: Ferseyn (*Raseyn x

*Ferda by Rustem).
Produced four foals (1954-
1957), by Ferneyn, Royal
Son, and Aarief

TAI KAMIL, 1977 grey mare;
sire: Mc Coys Count (The
Real McCoy x Bint Sahara)
Dam: Lo San Vision (Lo
Vision x Lo Sangett); bred by
Tai Tasl Arabians. Purchased
1978; sold 1983. Produced
three foals (1981-1984)

VALLSEYNA, 1957 grey mare;
sire: Ferseyn (*Raseyn x
*Ferda); dam: Valla (Alla
Amarward x Valencia); bred by
Fred V. Waddington. Acquired
about 1980. Dam of 10 foals

COVER GAL, 1970 grey
mare; sire: McCoys Count
(The Real McCoy x Bint
Sahara by Farawi)
Acquired at foaling; sold
1980. Produced six foals
(1977-1982) by Gai
Parada, Saharas Play Boy,
and Silverwood

SILVER GAL, 1979
grey mare; sire:
Silverwood (The Real
McCoy x Sara Jean by
Ferneyn). Produced
two foals

GALS PAPER DOLL,
1977 grey mare; sire:
Gai Parada (Ferzon x
Azleta by Azraff)
Produced six foals, by
*Muscat, Real Mac,
Classy McCoy, Mr
Mac, and Vals Mac

MACS DOLL, 1983
grey mare; sire:
Real Mac (Mr Mac x
Sahara Lady by The
Real McCoy).
Produced two foals,
by Mr Mac and
Magic Mac

MI GAL, 1974 bay mare;
sire: The Real McCoy
(Aarief x Fersara by
Ferseyn). Acquired as foal;
sold 1995. Produced five
foals

VALS GAL, 1972 grey
mare; sire: McCoys Count
(The Real McCoy x Bint
Sahara Farawi). Acquired
as foal; died 1996.
Produced seven foals
(1978-1985)
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THE BINT
SAHARA/FERSARA/McCOY
CONTRIBUTION TO THE
ARABIAN BREED
(All horses bred by Frank and
Helen McCoy unless
otherwise specified.)

BINT SAHARA, 1942 grey
mare; sire: Farawi (Farana x
Ghazawi); dam: Bint Sedjur
(Ribal x Sedjur)
Bred by John C. Silva
Four times Scottsdale First
Place Produce of Dam, three
times Second Place, three
times Third Place
Purchased in 1946; sold to
Harry Linden in about 1947;
repurchased about 1955
Dam of 18 foals, including
three National winners;
grandam of 1,298 grandsons
and granddaughters, as of
Volume 69 of the stud book
Grandam of 35 National
winners. Arabian Horse World
leading “Aristocrat,” with 11
champions, until 1988.

The Bint Sahara family:
EL SHIEK, 1946 bay gelding;
sired by Nusik (Sikin x Nusara
by *Abu Zeyd)

FERSARA, 1947 grey mare
sired by Ferseyn (*Raseyn x
*Ferda by Rustem)
Scottsdale First Place, Second
Place, and Third Place
Produce of Dam
Dam of eight foals
Grandam of 747 grandsons
and granddaughters, as of
Volume 69 of the stud book
Grandam of 50 National winners

FERZON, 1952 grey
stallion; sire: Ferneyn
(Ferseyn x Moneyna by
*Raseyn) 
Sold to Daniel C. Gainey as
a two-year-old; foundation
sire for Gainey
Fountainhead Arabians
Sire of 227 offspring,
including 24 National
winners

BINT FERSARA, 1953 grey
mare; sire: Ferneyn
Sold to Seahorse Stock
Farm  
Dam of seven foals,
including two National
winners

SARA JEAN, 1954 grey
mare; sire: Ferneyn. Dam
of 4 foals

SANDS, 1955 grey stallion;
sire: Ferneyn. Sold to Cal
Poly in 1957; died 1958
Sire of five foals, including
Scottsdale winners (halter
and performance)

DUNES, 1956 grey stallion;
sire: Ferneyn
Scottsdale Championships
in age-level classes
Retained by Frank and
Helen McCoy as a
breeding stallion
Sired 88 foals, including
two National winners

SARA SUE, 1958 grey mare;
sire: Ferneyn. Died as
weanling

SARA LYN, 1959 chestnut
mare; sire: Aarief (*Raffles
x Aarah by Ghadaf)
Scottsdale age-level
Reserve Champion. Dam of
eight foals 

THE REAL McCOY, 1960
grey stallion; sire: Aarief
Scottsdale Champion and
Reserve in his age classes
and placed in Get of Sire
Retained by McCoys as a
breeding stallion
Sire of 408 foals, including
22 National winners 

SAHALLA, 1948 chestnut
gelding; sire: El Amir (Alla
Amarward x Joontafa by Joon)

FADJUR, 1952 bay stallion;
sired by Fadheilan (*Fadl x
*Kasztelanka by Koheilan I);
bred by Harry Linden.
Acquired in utero by Frank and
Helen McCoy in lease
arrangement.
Twice U.S. National Reserve
Champion Stallion; four times
U.S. and Canadian Top Ten
Stallion; twice Scottsdale First
Place Get of Sire and twice
Second Place
Sire of 820 foals, including 19
National winners

ROYAL SON, 1953 chestnut
stallion; sire: Ferseyn (*Raseyn
x *Ferda by Rustem); bred by
Harry Linden
Scottsdale age-level Champion.
Sold to John and Marilyn Hay
Sire of 75 foals, including
three National winners

ROYAL GREY, 1954 grey
stallion; sire: Ferseyn
Bred by Frank and Helen
McCoy under lease
arrangement with Harry Linden
Scottsdale Champion in his
age class and first in
performance. Sire of six foals,

including one National winner
and Scottsdale winners in
halter and performance

ROYAL TURK, 1955 grey
gelding; sire: Ferseyn
1959 Scottsdale Champion
Stallion; Scottsdale placings in
halter and performance, 1958-
1966. Eventually sold to Ed
Tweed, Brusally Arabians,
Scottsdale. Sire of 8 foals,
including Scottsdale winner in
halter and performance

ROYAL STORM, 1957 grey
stallion; sire: Ferseyn
1959 Scottsdale Reserve
Champion Stallion and
placings in halter and
performance. Sold to
Lewisfield
Sire of 129 foals, including
three National winners (four
National Championships, five
Top Tens in performance, one
Top Ten in halter) 

SAHARA ROSE, 1958 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn Scottsdale
halter placing
Dam of nine foals, including
one National winner

GYPSY ROSE, 1970 grey
mare; sire: The Real
McCoy (Aarief x Fersara by
Ferseyn)
Produced two foals

SAHARA DAWN, 1959 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn Scottsdale
Champion and halter placings.
Dam of six foals, including one
National winner. McCoys bred
one foal from Sahara Dawn's
granddaughter, Gwalahna
(*Gwalior x Dawns Diamond
by The Real McCoy).

SAHARA QUEEN, 1960 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn
1968 U.S. Top Ten Mare; 1963
Scottsdale Champion Mare;
Scottsdale age-level
Champion and placings
Dam of six foals, including one
National winner
McCoys bred five foals from
granddaughter Chino Queen
(Bay El Bey x  Queens Doll by
The Real McCoy), by Mc Coys
Count, and Real Mac

SAHARA STAR, 1961 grey
mare; sire: Ferseyn
Scottsdale Champion and
halter & performance placings
Dam of nine foals, including
one National winner

MISTEE STAR, 1978 grey
mare; sire: Silverwood (The
Real McCoy x Sara Jean)
Produced five foals by
*Muscat, Real Mac, and
Vals Mac
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(Ferzon x Sahara Queen by Ferseyn), and the full brothers Real Mac and Big Mac (Mr Mac x Sahara
Lady by The Real McCoy), added further crosses to Bint Sahara herself and to the Skowronek sons
*Raffles and *Raseyn.

W HY THE SKOWRONEK LINE? “When I bred to Ferseyn the first time, he had only three foals on
the ground,” Frank said. “But he was a show horse, and I wanted to breed horses the judges
couldn’t stop looking at. And that old Ferseyn, you know, he had a nice head and a good

neck, high tail carriage, good hips, and he carried a lot of style. He was just a good horse. I liked him. I
thought, ‘That’s what I want.’ And, by God, I haven’t been sorry to this day. The first time I bred to
Ferneyn, he had only two foals, but I wanted his head and neck and the bloodlines. There’s one thing
about the Skowronek line, especially those we’re raising here, and especially The Real McCoys.
They’re just so dang slow maturing. They don’t get to be their best until they’re eight or ten years old.
But that’s better than horses that mature so quick — they look good at two or three and everyone says
‘Oh, it’s going to be a wonderful thing,” but you never see them again after they’re four.”

Fersara was bred to Ferneyn for six of her eight foals to produce double Ferseyn grandget — Ferzon
and Dunes being prime examples of stallions who strengthened the line. Two Ferseyn daughters also
intensified the Ferseyn line. Hasa (Ferseyn x Rehasafa by Rehal), mentioned earlier, was bred to Royal
Son (Ferseyn x Bint Sahara), to Dunes (Ferneyn x Fersara), and to Ferneyn. Hasa’s daughter Rebecca

(by Royal Son) was retained in the program;
she produced Miss Becky by Royal Storm
(Ferseyn x Bint Sahara) who was kept in the
program. Vallseyna (Ferseyn x Valla by Alla
Amarward) was bred to McCoys Count, Gai
Parada (the Ferzon son owned by Daniel C.
Gainey), and The Real McCoy to produce
more daughters that were retained in the
program. They in turn were bred to Real Mac
and Silverwood.

On the rare occasions when Frank and
Helen bred to outside stallions, they, with
few exceptions, stayed within the Skowronek
sire. *Naborr, Gai Parada, *Muscat, Ferzon,
and Classy McCoy were chosen for their type
and correctness. “The Skowronek line will
cross well with any kind of horse you want to
breed to,” Frank noted. “Take those mares
sired by old *Raseyn and by Ferseyn and
Ferneyn and Ferzon, they’ll reproduce well
with any other line. That’s the secret of
raising horses, or raising anything — to get
lines that reproduce well. If a stallion won’t

sire better than he is, then you’d be better off having a gelding.” The few mares used that were not
related to Bint Sahara or her descendants were chosen (or retained) for their ability to cross well with
the Skowronek line sires.

The Chino Hills ranch provided the setting for the heydays of the McCoys. More breeding, more
showing, more marketing, continued respect from the Arabian horse community. Frank and Helen
produced a maximum of ten foals each year, but had cut back to four or five by the early 1980s. Frank,
himself, showed halter horses until the early 1990s; Helen showed in halter until the late 1980s.

The ranch became a shrine of sorts for breeders who cherished the classic look warranted by

Two-time Scottsdale champion in his age class,
the 1956 stallion Dunes (Ferneyn x Fersara).
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Frank’s skilled linebreeding of Bint Sahara and of Skowronek. Visitors also came to share in the
wisdom, good cheer, and genuine caring so abundantly given there. Helen’s horse activities expanded
to show secretary — she’s the dean of show secretaries nationwide — and she probably holds the
breed record for the number of show offices she’s worked.

“When Bob and I were planning the Jubilee, a benefit for the Morris Animal Foundation, in the
mid-1970s, we asked each other who was the best show secretary in Southern California,” Ginger
Detterman (Bo-Gin Arabians, Thousand Oaks, California) recalls. “The answer of course was Helen,
and she readily agreed to help out. Without her, the Jubilee would not have been the success it was.
She was kind of a silent partner, right in there pitching, doing everything she could.

“And it was Helen who gave a big boost to the Cal-Bred Futurity when it was in its planning stages.
She furnished a list of owners of all the mares in foal to The Real McCoy — the big stallion in
Southern California at that time, breeding as many as 50 mares a year. From that list, we invited
mare owners to become a part of the Cal-Breds. I honestly feel that without that help it would have
taken the Cal-Breds a lot longer to get off the ground. Just one of the many things the McCoys did for
the Arabian horse, all over the country.”

Frank became politically active in a number of organizations, among them the Arabian Horse
Association of Southern California, Region 1, the Arabian Horse Registry of America, and the Arabian
Horse Trust, and was much in demand as the post-lunch stand-up comedian at conventions. Frank
and Helen never missed a Scottsdale, never missed a Nationals, attended WAHO meetings worldwide,
and never missed a Southern Cal show.

F LOIS BURROW RECALLS the experience of bleacher-judging classes with Frank McCoy: “Frank
would study each animal carefully and make comments such as ‘Look at that one — you’d
have trouble getting a collar on him,’ ‘Those handlers have the horses cranked up so high they

can’t breathe,’ ‘Look at that short hip, that horse could break down in the rear,’ ‘Why do judges place
horses with bad legs? That’s the first thing that goes,’ or ‘That one doesn’t look much like an Arabian.’
The list goes on, the point being that Frank always looked at the overall horse. He wanted pretty, a
balanced body, and good legs, and he had good reasons for wanting all of them. Helen agreed with all
of Frank’s ideas about the Arabian with the addition of ‘good temperament.’ A lot of people, including
myself, are better people just for having known Frank and Helen.”

Helen recalls the pride of the McCoy program in 1995 when Southern Cal observed its fiftieth show
with appropriate ceremony. “At the club’s second show in 1946, Bint Sahara won the mare class and
was champion mare (in effect). Then last year, Jeans Jewel (Proletariat x Queens Doll by The Real
McCoy), Bint Sahara’s granddaughter and great granddaughter, was Champion Mare. A nice span of
the years for the program.”

From the first McCoy-bred foal in 1947, the McCoys are the official breeders of about 375 foals.
(Helen acknowledges that many breedings credited to the McCoys were breedings made by new
owners of mares sold on contract while McCoys were still the recognized owners.) The last McCoy
bred foals came in 1990, when Frank, at age 95, still put his efforts into breeding that better Arabian
horse. Both Frank and Helen speak of Bint Sahara and Fersara as their all-time favorites. “I lucked
out when I bought ‘Ol Bint,’” Frank noted. “It wasn’t my smartness that caused all that. I bought her
because she was for sale. I’m really proud to have owned those two mares. Then add The Real McCoy
to make me a really lucky person — to have three such special horses in a lifetime.”

In 1982, Frank noted: “The longer I fool with horses and look at horses and breed horses, the more
critical I get. I want to see a horse with a good personality and a beautiful head and a big eye — one
that you can’t keep from looking at.  Like my father, I can tell by the head hanging out the stall door
whether or not I want to see the rest of the horse. Saves a lot of time. If that horse doesn’t have a
good head, just quit lookin.’ If I get past the head, then I want a horse that has a good back and a
good croup and good tail carriage and good legs. And can move.”
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more daughters that were retained in the
program. They in turn were bred to Real Mac
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and Classy McCoy were chosen for their type
and correctness. “The Skowronek line will
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breed to,” Frank noted. “Take those mares
sired by old *Raseyn and by Ferseyn and
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with any other line. That’s the secret of
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sire better than he is, then you’d be better off having a gelding.” The few mares used that were not
related to Bint Sahara or her descendants were chosen (or retained) for their ability to cross well with
the Skowronek line sires.

The Chino Hills ranch provided the setting for the heydays of the McCoys. More breeding, more
showing, more marketing, continued respect from the Arabian horse community. Frank and Helen
produced a maximum of ten foals each year, but had cut back to four or five by the early 1980s. Frank,
himself, showed halter horses until the early 1990s; Helen showed in halter until the late 1980s.

The ranch became a shrine of sorts for breeders who cherished the classic look warranted by
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Frank died last November, just weeks after several hundred of his
best friends gathered to help him celebrate his one-hundredth
birthday. In speaking to the partygoers, Frank repeated his theme of
appreciation for the quality of the friends he and Helen made over the
years through Arabian horses: “No breed of horses has more nice
people in it than the Arabian. They’re down-to-earth, they’re
considerate, and you don’t hear many Arabian people knocking other
people’s horses. It’s amazing how nice people treat Helen and me. Not
just around here, anywhere we go. Yes, lots of friends, and no one in
the country appreciates their friends more than Helen and I do, I
know that.”

IN THE FALL OF 1993 — just two years before Frank turned 100 — at
a dinner honoring the couple, Frank and Helen made a startling
announcement…startling, that is, only in terms of its extreme

generosity: The McCoys planned to leave their estate, estimated at
$2,000,000, to the Arabian Horse Trust in Westminster, Colorado. “To
ensure the Arabian breed’s future, we need the dedication of people
like the McCoys,” says Neil Chur, chairman of the Trust. “They have
given so much to the breed and to the Trust and will always be
admired and remembered for their stability, integrity and wisdom.”

Robin Gainey adds this thought: “Little did Frank realize how much
the Arabian horse community valued him and that, for many of us,
the best thing about the Arabian horse business is the people. In
particular, Frank and Helen McCoy. 

“After Frank died, I recalled a wonderful photograph taken at the
‘Parada Party’ a Gainey-hosted major event of Scottsdale 1981,” Robin
continues. “Jimmie Dean led the Ferzon son Gai Parada on stage and
they were met center stage by Frank McCoy and Ferzon. I like to
think of that scene now — the stage still set, the crowds, the
decorations, the music, the air of excitement — with one additional
person, Daniel C. Gainey, owner of Ferzon. All five friends together
again in the spotlight.”

Helen found homes for the few horses still left at McCoy Arabians
and in mid-May, the last horse there had to be put down — the grey

1984 mare Classie Gal, descendant of Fersara, Bint Sahara, Ferzon, Vallseyna, and The Real McCoy.
For the first time in 50 years, the McCoy barns are empty.

The old is new again. By 1976, the McCoys had produced winners of more than 50 championships
and, in an Arabian Horse World story,
furnished readers with their concise guidelines
developed over 30 years of breeding: 1) Get top
quality horses; 2) take extra good care of them;
3) work for quality instead of quantity; and 4)
love what you are doing for your horses. The
rules worked for the McCoys for nearly 50
years, and the spirit and wisdom of Frank and
the earthiness of Helen tell us the rules will still
apply 50 years from now.

TOP: Frank at his 100th birthday
celebration. BOTTOM: Helen McCoy
gets a championship ribbon for 30

years of attendance at the
Scottsdale Show.
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“Probably started about 57

years ago,” says Dr. Howard F. Kale.

“I’d graduated from medical school

in the Midwest and was interning

in Seattle. In school, I’d heard

that all the romance was in

Seattle — everyone was singing

from the balconies — so it was a

fine choice for internship.

Thursdays were my day off (but I

always had to get back to the

hospital early to get my free lunch

before evening), so I’d climb into my

old Ford and just drive around Seattle,

savoring all that romance. Loved the beauty of

the lakes and the mountains and Puget Sound and Lake

Washington. I’d follow a little trail on

the shoreline of Lake Washington, down through Renton and through Bellevue

and so on, a weekly time-out from interning. 

“On one of those jaunts, I discovered a horse ranch, actually a golf course

that went broke during the Depression and ended up being owned by the

Norton Clapps — she was a Weyerhauser — and there I saw Arabian horses. So

beautiful — the green grass, white fences, waterways, and trees, and the

horses. The scene drew me back week after week. It all got a little infectious

and one day I just stopped in and tried to buy an Arabian. The horses were not

for sale, I was told. Maybe a good thing because I didn’t have any money

anyway. But that just made me just a little more determined.

That was the bug that lit the fire.”

Pictured above: Dr. Kale aboard Rossidor (Ross Zi x *Dornaba by *Naborr)
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Two years later, Dr. Kale was assigned the care of a patient who happened to own Arabian horses
— Dr. Gordon Dutt of Great Falls, Montana. “So one day, we packed up our old Packard sedan,
hitched up an old homemade trailer, invited our friends Dr. Gene and Mary Jean LaCroix to go along,
and set off for Montana,” Dr. Kale remembers. “That’s where I bought my first Arabian, the filly
Indaieh (Alla-Al-Jebal x Indirza by *Mirzam), for $1,500. (When the LaCroixs moved to Scottsdale in
the mid-1950s, Indaieh went with them, and it’s my recollection that both Kathy LaCroix and young
Gene got their first English pleasure championships with her.) Later, I went back to Dr. Dutt and
bought the stallion Adonis and the mare Anah, whose daughter Um El Surab was bred to the
LaCroix’s stallion Rabab and to Aazhar, a Rajas grandson. 

“In the 1940s and 1950s, we had wonderful family adventures with the horses. I used old Adonis
for a riding horse, and we had horses for my wife Marybeth and the three kids. We’d ride the trails
along Puget Sound, bathe the horses, and swim in the salt water. We were eventually pushed out of
our little place in north Seattle and bought some acreage in Bellevue, still on the bridle trails. I rode a
lot in those days, shaking up my gall bladder and my kidneys, I thought.”

Dr. Kale bought the Ferseyn daughter Wahida sight unseen. Ferseyn was at the height of his
popularity in those days, and Wahida’s dam, Tahir, was known to Dr. Kale, so it was an easy decision.
And, as Dr. Kale had learned, Arabians were not for sale at every turn of the road. Other mares were
added: Azramim, bred by the U.S. Government (the Remount
Service at the Kellogg Ranch in Pomona); Raffanne, bred by
R.B. Field, pioneer breeder of the Northwest; and Bint Saba,
bred by Dr. Dutt.

“My son Howie started hanging around the barn when he
was eight or nine,” Dr. Kale recalls. “We’d do some painting,
some riding in the arena, and some trail riding. By that time,
I’d become infatuated with the idea of breeding Arabians, and
we bought 20 acres near Bothell where we had room for
about 50 horses. So of course we had to have a trainer and
‘Mo’ Morris and his wife Diane came to our farm. We’re still
good friends today.”

“Howie spent a lot of time with the early stud books —
absolutely wore some of them to shreds as he became the
student of pedigrees. (Now and then I’d mention something
about the amount of time spent on stud books versus time
spent on school books, you know.) At the age of 16 years,
Howie was showing our horses. I remember an early show at

F O U N D A T I O N  B R E E D E R S

The Kale Family

The 1953 mare Wahida 
(Ferseyn x Tahir by Antez).

By Mary Jane Parkinson
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Yakima. Howie was getting ready to present Wahida and
somebody said to me, ‘You aren’t going to let that kid show
that mare, are you?’ I said sure, but then I started shaking
at the knees a little, so I sidled over to the master
showman, Frank McCoy, and asked him if he’d mind giving
Howie a few pointers. I’ll never know what Frank told
Howie, but Wahida was champion mare that day.”

As the family interest grew, the showing expanded.
At a Washington show, Dr. Kale spotted the

handsome grey Ross Zi being shown in costume.
Correctly surmising that horse and rider were

having great fun, Dr. Kale bought the stallion,
used him in the Kale breeding program,
and, in a costume made by Marybeth, got
on the show trail, hand galloping all the
way to 1972 U.S. National Champion
Native Costume. (Earlier, Ross Zi and Dr.
Kale went U.S. National Reserve
Champion Western Pleasure.) Rossidor,

Ross Zi’s son bred by the Kales, became Dr.
Kale’s driving horse and they high-stepped

all the way to 1976 Canadian National
Champion Pleasure Driving. “Great horses, both

of them, my two old favorites,” Dr. Kale notes. “If I
couldn’t get to a show to qualify them — had to

practice medicine to feed them, you know — Howie or Mo
would qualify them and I’d get to the show for the weekend and

get a little bit of the glory of the championships.”
Breeding and foaling began in earnest at the Bothell farm. “Marybeth, also an M.D., helped to foal

all the mares,’ Dr. Kale recalls. “We had closed circuit TV cameras on the foaling stalls — sometimes
four mares at one time — and she’d tell me exactly when the mares needed us, and we’d go down and
treat the umbilical cords and give the injections and help the foals start nursing. You can also give
Marybeth the credit for all the pretty names — the silvers, the silks, the satins, the ambers, the
jewels. We called her our ‘moon lady’ because she followed the signs of the moon to tell us when to
breed to get fillies, when to wean, and so on, and we had a lot of fun with that.”

“Worked fine if the mares developed follicles at the right time,” Marybeth recalls. “If they
cooperated, we could predict well. I used to consult with Helen McCoy about weaning time. Wean in
the fourth quarter of the moon, the dry phase of the moon, we felt. The mares dry up easily and the
foals don’t fuss so much. If we had to take a mare to the show and didn’t follow that plan, we would
have a heck of a time.”   

I
N 1962, THE KALES BECAME MORE GLOBAL in their search for breeding stock. That’s when Howie
noticed a small ad in the Arab Horse Society News of England which featured *Silver Drift, full
brother to *Serafix (bred at Crabbet Stud and imported to America in 1954, where he quickly
established himself as a top sire of American championships). Dr. Kale and Howie (then a

student at the University of Washington) contemplated the use of the Skowronek sire line via Naseem
on the Kale mares and soon made plans to see *Silver Drift. At the Yakima show that year, Dr. Kale
invited Dr. LaCroix to come along. Both wanted to see more of the Crabbet program, to learn more of

Dr. Kale and the 1957 stallion Ross
Zi (Ga’Zi x Rose of Rossana by Alyf)
claimed three titles in U.S. National

competition: 1996 Reserve
Champion Western Pleasure, and

1970 Reserve Champion and 1972
Champion Native Costume.
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At a Washington show, Dr. Kale spotted the

handsome grey Ross Zi being shown in costume.
Correctly surmising that horse and rider were

having great fun, Dr. Kale bought the stallion,
used him in the Kale breeding program,
and, in a costume made by Marybeth, got
on the show trail, hand galloping all the
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Native Costume. (Earlier, Ross Zi and Dr.
Kale went U.S. National Reserve
Champion Western Pleasure.) Rossidor,
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all the way to 1976 Canadian National
Champion Pleasure Driving. “Great horses, both

of them, my two old favorites,” Dr. Kale notes. “If I
couldn’t get to a show to qualify them — had to

practice medicine to feed them, you know — Howie or Mo
would qualify them and I’d get to the show for the weekend and

get a little bit of the glory of the championships.”
Breeding and foaling began in earnest at the Bothell farm. “Marybeth, also an M.D., helped to foal

all the mares,’ Dr. Kale recalls. “We had closed circuit TV cameras on the foaling stalls — sometimes
four mares at one time — and she’d tell me exactly when the mares needed us, and we’d go down and
treat the umbilical cords and give the injections and help the foals start nursing. You can also give
Marybeth the credit for all the pretty names — the silvers, the silks, the satins, the ambers, the
jewels. We called her our ‘moon lady’ because she followed the signs of the moon to tell us when to
breed to get fillies, when to wean, and so on, and we had a lot of fun with that.”

“Worked fine if the mares developed follicles at the right time,” Marybeth recalls. “If they
cooperated, we could predict well. I used to consult with Helen McCoy about weaning time. Wean in
the fourth quarter of the moon, the dry phase of the moon, we felt. The mares dry up easily and the
foals don’t fuss so much. If we had to take a mare to the show and didn’t follow that plan, we would
have a heck of a time.”   

I
N 1962, THE KALES BECAME MORE GLOBAL in their search for breeding stock. That’s when Howie
noticed a small ad in the Arab Horse Society News of England which featured *Silver Drift, full
brother to *Serafix (bred at Crabbet Stud and imported to America in 1954, where he quickly
established himself as a top sire of American championships). Dr. Kale and Howie (then a

student at the University of Washington) contemplated the use of the Skowronek sire line via Naseem
on the Kale mares and soon made plans to see *Silver Drift. At the Yakima show that year, Dr. Kale
invited Dr. LaCroix to come along. Both wanted to see more of the Crabbet program, to learn more of
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the ancestors of American imports. Then Jerry Smola, the Lasma trainer, suggested going on to
Poland. “A little scary, I thought,” Howie recalls. “Since when are Yankees supposed to go to
communist countries, as Poland was at that time? Anyway, I was ignorant enough not to have too
much fear. So we got visas for Poland and finally the four of us — Dr. LaCroix and young Gene and
Dad and I — left in September 1962. Dad even entertained some thoughts about trying to buy
Raktha, the sire of *Serafix and *Silver Drift, but that just didn’t work out.”

*Silver Drift, bred by Lady Wentworth at Crabbet Stud, properly impressed Dr. Kale at first look.
“A little different type. Big (15.1), long-necked, bold, typey, a lovely dappled grey. Just what I was
looking for,” Dr. Kale remembers. “So we bought him, to be owned in partnership with Don Chandler
of Fairbanks, Alaska.”  Visits to Courthouse Stud, Margaret Greely’s farm in Sussex, and Patricia
Lindsay’s Stockings Farm rounded out the visit. At Stockings Farm, the Kales purchased *Chukran, a
Gerwazy yearling colt.

Then on to Poland, where few Americans had traveled to that point. Alice Payne brought back
reports of excellence after her visit of the 1950s, and Pat Lindsay had developed a marketing
relationship with the Polish government, part of the scheme that brought the Polish imports of 1960
and 1961 to the United States, but actually little detail was known of the postwar years in the state
studs. Ofir was at Tersk, and Witraz had died, but Americans knew of the line through *Witez II, one
of the war booty imports. The visitors saw the pride of the Polish-bred stallions — Aquinor, Comet,
Czort, and others. Negatiw had just arrived from Tersk Stud, following his son *Naborr who was at
stud at Michalow State Stud. *Pietuszok, also a fairly recent arrival from Tersk, was admired for the
athletic qualities of his offspring. Altogether, the visitors saw 200-300 Arabians. 

The 1951 stallion *Silver Drift (Raktha x *Serafina by Indian Gold), bred by Crabbet Stud, England,
and imported to America by the Kales in 1962.
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At Michalow, the Kales chose two
*Naborr daughters: *Dornaba, out of the
Amurath Sahib daughter Darda, and
*Eskadra out of Ela (by Miecznik); and
at Janow-Podlaski State Stud, Howie
picked out a weanling filly, *Elba, sired
by *Pietuszok and out of the Witraz
daughter Ellora, whom he brought in in
partnership with Ed Arndt. (For the
LaCroixs, the visit to Janow changed
their lives, for there they spotted *Bask,
a six-year-old stallion just off the
racetrack…but that’s, of course,
another “Foundation Breeder” story.)
Back home, the Drs. Kale and LaCroix
were diligent in their efforts to persuade
Mrs. Anne McCormick of Scottsdale to
buy and import *Naborr. “Our pockets
just weren’t deep enough,” Dr. Kale
explains.  

*Silver Drift and *Chukran arrived in
the United States early in December
1962; *Dornaba and *Eskadra in March
1963. All traveled by freighter, the
English horses in a long but smooth
trip, the Polish horses in a six-weeks
storm-wracked journey that left many
of the horses in poor condition. 

Naturally, these new treasures had to
be shown off. *Silver Drift won three
championships in halter (with Howie)
and championships in English pleasure
and costume (with trainer Al Erickson).
In 1965, *Dornaba started with
Canadian Top Ten Mare, added another
Canadian Top Ten Mare title, and
eventually went U.S. National Reserve
Champion Mare; in 1966, still shown by
Howie, *Dornaba became the first Triple
Crown mare in the breed (same-year Championships at Scottsdale and the U.S. and Canadian
Nationals). “The U.S. National mare class took all morning — no preliminary sections in those days,
no recesses,” Howard recalls. “So *Dornaba showed for over three hours and then came back that
evening with Mo Morris to be named National Reserve Champion English Pleasure. A remarkable
expression of her ability to give. A rare mare and a rare National Champion Mare in the history of
U.S. Nationals.” That same year, *Eskadra collected U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Mare titles, after
going 1965 U.S. Top Ten Park and in 1969, added Canadian National Reserve Champion Mare.

By the late 1960s, the Kales were ready for the traditional next step in horse breeding — a new
stallion. This time they chose Tornado, a grey 1965 son of *Bask out of *Silwara (Dargee x Silwa by

The two *Naborr daughters Dr. Kale and his son Howard
picked out at Michalow, Poland — *Dornaba (top) and

*Eskadra (bottom) — arrived in America in 1963. Several
years later, both mares had significant National wins in

both halter and performance, and Howie, Jr. made
Nationals history by showing *Dornaba to the first Triple

Crown title in the Arabian breed.
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partnership with Ed Arndt. (For the
LaCroixs, the visit to Janow changed
their lives, for there they spotted *Bask,
a six-year-old stallion just off the
racetrack…but that’s, of course,
another “Foundation Breeder” story.)
Back home, the Drs. Kale and LaCroix
were diligent in their efforts to persuade
Mrs. Anne McCormick of Scottsdale to
buy and import *Naborr. “Our pockets
just weren’t deep enough,” Dr. Kale
explains.  

*Silver Drift and *Chukran arrived in
the United States early in December
1962; *Dornaba and *Eskadra in March
1963. All traveled by freighter, the
English horses in a long but smooth
trip, the Polish horses in a six-weeks
storm-wracked journey that left many
of the horses in poor condition. 

Naturally, these new treasures had to
be shown off. *Silver Drift won three
championships in halter (with Howie)
and championships in English pleasure
and costume (with trainer Al Erickson).
In 1965, *Dornaba started with
Canadian Top Ten Mare, added another
Canadian Top Ten Mare title, and
eventually went U.S. National Reserve
Champion Mare; in 1966, still shown by
Howie, *Dornaba became the first Triple
Crown mare in the breed (same-year Championships at Scottsdale and the U.S. and Canadian
Nationals). “The U.S. National mare class took all morning — no preliminary sections in those days,
no recesses,” Howard recalls. “So *Dornaba showed for over three hours and then came back that
evening with Mo Morris to be named National Reserve Champion English Pleasure. A remarkable
expression of her ability to give. A rare mare and a rare National Champion Mare in the history of
U.S. Nationals.” That same year, *Eskadra collected U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Mare titles, after
going 1965 U.S. Top Ten Park and in 1969, added Canadian National Reserve Champion Mare.

By the late 1960s, the Kales were ready for the traditional next step in horse breeding — a new
stallion. This time they chose Tornado, a grey 1965 son of *Bask out of *Silwara (Dargee x Silwa by

The two *Naborr daughters Dr. Kale and his son Howard
picked out at Michalow, Poland — *Dornaba (top) and

*Eskadra (bottom) — arrived in America in 1963. Several
years later, both mares had significant National wins in

both halter and performance, and Howie, Jr. made
Nationals history by showing *Dornaba to the first Triple

Crown title in the Arabian breed.
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Raktha), Silwa of the Silver Fire female line, a line much valued by the Kales. Dr. Kale described
himself as “always in love with her” in speaking of *Silwara. “I knew I wanted one of her foals
someday. A beautiful mare and one of the most influential Naseem-line mares ever imported from
England in my opinion. With the added athletic ability and good looks of *Bask, I saw Tornado as
the perfect outcross for the *Silver Drift daughters.”  Tornado came to Kale’s in 1967 as a two-year-
old, and two years later, with Howie at the lead, claimed the 1969 Canadian National Champion
Stallion title. 

While showing brought national recognition, the Kales’ passion was the breeding barn. The *Silver
Drift daughters gave Tornado his early champions; with *Eskadra, Tornado sired two National
winners. Altogether, the Kales bred 63 Tornado offspring, 30-plus of which were champions. 

In the early 1970s, Dr. Kale and Howie searched the studs of Europe and Egypt, but failed to find
the stallion who would take their program to next level. The pieces of perfection were there at home,
certainly — the strength and motion of Ga’Zi, the arresting beauty of *Dornaba, the balance and
correctness of Ross Zi and Rossidor, the classic look of Aarief, the femininity of Wahida, the type of
Tornado, the size beautifully arched neck of *Silver Drift. But again the Kales hoped to find a catalyst,
new blood that would strengthen and unify the virtues of the generations of Kale breeding.

S
HIFT OF SCENE TO A LONDON HOTEL ROOM. The year was 1974, and Howie was returning from his
third trip to Poland, where he’d seen the Tersk-bred *Namiet; in England he’d been
impressed by offspring of two other Tersk stallions, Pomeranets and Arax. In a small London
bookstore, the discovery of a Russian Arabian stud book set Howie on a three-day, non-stop

transliteration marathon, as he painstakingly deciphered the Cyrillic alphabet.
The gifts of the Naseem line were already well known to the Kales, both through *Silver Drift and

Ga’Zi, who traces to the Naseem daughter *Rissletta — but in the Russian stud book, Howie found
not only the descendants of Naseem, but those of
his sons, daughters and grandget; of the
Crabbet mares that went to Tersk
with Naseem in 1936; of top
Polish bloodlines through
Arax, Piolun, Ofir, and
others, plus
representatives of
Poland’s prized female
lines, some of Egypt’s
best, and a sprinkling
of French lines. 

By June 1975,
Howie was walking
the barn aisles and
pastures of Tersk, the
Russian state stud for
Arabians. Here was evidence
that the Tersk breeders had
wisely combined the best of traits
from a number of countries of origin
into a superb product. A candy store,
an Arabian breeder’s dream. Seven
trips and seemingly endless

The next step in the Kale breeding program: the 1965 stallion
Tornado (*Bask x *Silwara by Dargee).
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negotiation later, six Tersk-bred stallions and 14 mares arrived
at the Kale ranch in May 1976 — Howie’s selections from what
he considered Tersk’s best. These sons and daughters of
Aswan, Arax, Topol, Nabeg, and *Salon would provide new
blood for a genetic recharge of the Kale program…and in the
usual behavior pattern, other American breeders were soon
booking flights to Seattle. 

“My intention was to acquire a full working sample of the
best bloodlines at Tersk,” Howie recalls. “I wanted the Aswan
son out of *Magnolia, the best Aswan son out of the Naseem
line, a Naseem out of a Priboj mare, and top representatives of
really important family lines. Mammona, of course, and then
Tarascza (primarily through Nitochka), Star Of The Hills. With
that assortment, I wanted to develop a world class stud of 100
broodmares, a stud that could compete with the Polish studs
and with Tersk, a stud that would annually produce the
National Top Tens. And we came close a few times. I knew I
had to be very serious and make myself very good because the
horses had to feed themselves and me.”

Kale mares to Tersk stallions…Tersk mares to Kale
stallions…Tersk mares to Tersk stallions — this became the
master plan. For the Kales, *Nariadni (Nabeg x *Nariadnaia by
Aswan) became the star sire, as he was bred to daughters and
granddaughters of the foundation mares. 

B
UT HOWIE HAD UNFINISHED BUSINESS at Tersk. In the
stallion barn at Tersk in 1975, a chestnut stallion
completely entranced him. Not a be-nice-to-have
horse, but a must-have-at-any-cost horse. The

stallion was *Muscat;  the cost in time, money, and energy was
great. After nearly three years and 13 trips to Tersk, plus a
nervous few days in Holland as he was tested for piroplasmosis,
*Muscat finally rolled into Scottsdale. 

Scottsdale, not Bothell, Washington. At Scottsdale, Howie’s
dream horse ranch was materializing in the form of Karho.
Howie relates: “I drew the plans for Karho while I was in
college in the mid-1960s and had time for idealistic pursuits. A
dream — no location, no reality — just what I would build if I
could build anything I wanted for Arabian horses. I still had a
negative net worth, so the plans just sat on the shelf for a long
time. But as Arabian horse activity accelerated and became
more and more centered in Scottsdale, I acquired the Bell
Road property in the spring of 1977, dusted off those 13-year-
old sketches, and started construction.” By 1979, the stallion
barn was usable, and the first major event (an open house)
took place during the Scottsdale 1980 show.”

Karho became a center for Tersk-bred Arabian activity, with
major sales and open houses held there during Scottsdale show

TOP: The dream of the Karho facility
in Scottsdale begins to take shape.

MIDDLE: The Tersk-bred 1960 mare,
*Magnolia (Arax x Mammona),
imported by the Kales in 1980.

BOTTOM: the 1971 stallion *Muscat
(*Salon x Malpia), imported from

Russia in 1978, trots his famous trot
to the 1980 Triple Crown title, with

Howard Kale, Jr., at the lead.
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Aswan, Arax, Topol, Nabeg, and *Salon would provide new
blood for a genetic recharge of the Kale program…and in the
usual behavior pattern, other American breeders were soon
booking flights to Seattle. 

“My intention was to acquire a full working sample of the
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son out of *Magnolia, the best Aswan son out of the Naseem
line, a Naseem out of a Priboj mare, and top representatives of
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Tarascza (primarily through Nitochka), Star Of The Hills. With
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broodmares, a stud that could compete with the Polish studs
and with Tersk, a stud that would annually produce the
National Top Tens. And we came close a few times. I knew I
had to be very serious and make myself very good because the
horses had to feed themselves and me.”

Kale mares to Tersk stallions…Tersk mares to Kale
stallions…Tersk mares to Tersk stallions — this became the
master plan. For the Kales, *Nariadni (Nabeg x *Nariadnaia by
Aswan) became the star sire, as he was bred to daughters and
granddaughters of the foundation mares. 

B
UT HOWIE HAD UNFINISHED BUSINESS at Tersk. In the
stallion barn at Tersk in 1975, a chestnut stallion
completely entranced him. Not a be-nice-to-have
horse, but a must-have-at-any-cost horse. The

stallion was *Muscat;  the cost in time, money, and energy was
great. After nearly three years and 13 trips to Tersk, plus a
nervous few days in Holland as he was tested for piroplasmosis,
*Muscat finally rolled into Scottsdale. 

Scottsdale, not Bothell, Washington. At Scottsdale, Howie’s
dream horse ranch was materializing in the form of Karho.
Howie relates: “I drew the plans for Karho while I was in
college in the mid-1960s and had time for idealistic pursuits. A
dream — no location, no reality — just what I would build if I
could build anything I wanted for Arabian horses. I still had a
negative net worth, so the plans just sat on the shelf for a long
time. But as Arabian horse activity accelerated and became
more and more centered in Scottsdale, I acquired the Bell
Road property in the spring of 1977, dusted off those 13-year-
old sketches, and started construction.” By 1979, the stallion
barn was usable, and the first major event (an open house)
took place during the Scottsdale 1980 show.”

Karho became a center for Tersk-bred Arabian activity, with
major sales and open houses held there during Scottsdale show

TOP: The dream of the Karho facility
in Scottsdale begins to take shape.

MIDDLE: The Tersk-bred 1960 mare,
*Magnolia (Arax x Mammona),
imported by the Kales in 1980.

BOTTOM: the 1971 stallion *Muscat
(*Salon x Malpia), imported from

Russia in 1978, trots his famous trot
to the 1980 Triple Crown title, with

Howard Kale, Jr., at the lead.
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weeks each year. American and foreign
buyers found a new source of Tersk blood
and found merit in the blendings of Tersk
blood with Kale and other American
bloodlines. *Muscat starred at every Karho
event, his goosebumps-generating quotient
increasing each time he snorted his
greetings to the crowd in the courtyard
entry and then trotted his world-beater trot
around the reflecting pool. *Muscat and
*Nariadni, stablemates at Tersk, now lived
across the aisle from one another at Karho,
an aisleway always crowded with admirers. 

In 1980, *Muscat became the breed’s
first Triple Crown stallion, and made Howie
the first person to show both a mare and a
stallion to that high distinction. “*Muscat
knew all the moves, had the championship
attitude, had the conformation and motion,
and just I ran alongside him,” Howie
relates. “Obviously, succeeding in the show
world with a horse I believed in so much
brought great joy. The only negative aspect

TOP: The 1976 stallion *Nariadni (Nabeg x
*Nariadnaia by Aswan), imported by the
Kales in 1976, is now with the Taylor family
at Taylor Ranch, in Provo, Utah. BOTTOM:
The dream becomes reality, and Karho
becomes the hub of Russian Arabian activity
in Scottsdale, Arizona.
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FOUNDATION MARES
PURCHASED 1942-
1963

ANAH
1931 grey mare; sire:
Kaaba (*Nuri Pasha x
Ophir); dam: Medinah
(*El Bulad x Sultana);
bred by Albert W.
Harris, Chicago, IL.
Anah was purchased
from Dr. Gordon A.
Dutt, Great Falls,
Montana. Her daughter
Um El Surab (sired by
Adonis) founded our
first mare family; we
have bred seven
generations from Anah.

MILANNE
1944 grey mare; sire:
Feyd (Farana x Amham);
dam: Kishta (Akil x
Felestin); bred by
Robert B. Field,
Leavenworth, WA.
Milanne’s daughter
Raffanne (by Hanraff)
was purchased and
started her branch
before Milanne herself
was added. This line
gave us Amber Satin,
1988 U.S. National
Champion Mare. We
have bred seven
generations from
Milanne.

WAHIDA
1953 grey mare; sire:
Ferseyn (*Raseyn x
*Ferda); dam: Tahir
(Antez x Setana); bred
by Everett D. Doutt,
Redding, CA
Wahida, purchased in
1959, became my first
show horse, winning
1963 Canadian National
Reserve Champion
Mare and ten-plus
championships.
Wahida’s family is the
most numerous in our
current program. We
have bred seven
generations from her.

FOUNDATION MARES
PURCHASED 1962-
1977

*DORNABA
1960 grey mare; sire:
*Naborr (Negatiw x
Lagodna); dam: Darda
(Amurath Sahib x Brda);
bred by Michalow State
Stud, Poland
Imported by Dr. Howard
F. Kale, Bellevue, WA,
1963
One of the great mares
of all time. First mare in
the breed to win
Scottsdale, Canadian
Nationals, and U.S.
Nationals; one of the
few National Champion
Mares to also win
Reserve National
Champion English
Pleasure. We bred four
generations from
*Dornaba.

*ELBA
1962 bay mare; sire:
*Pietuszok (Priboj x
Taktika); dam: Ellora
(Witraz x Elza); bred by
Janow-Podlaski State
Stud, Poland
Imported by Howard F.
Kale, Jr. and E.M.

Arndt, in 1963.
Selected in 1962 at
Janow-Podlaski State
Stud, Poland, as a
weanling, we’ve bred
five generations from
her; her line comes
through *Bint Elba,
1975 Canadian National
Champion English
Pleasure.

*ESKADRA
1959 grey mare; sire:
*Naborr (Negatiw x
Lagodna); dam: Ela
(Miecznik x Lala); bred
by Michalow State
Stud, Poland
Imported by Dr. Howard
F. Kale, Bellevue, WA,
1963
*Eskadra was selected
at the racetrack in
Warsaw in 1962 by Dr.
Kale. She was noted for
her special trot and was
named 1969 Canadian
National Reserve
Champion Mare. We’ve
bred five generations
from *Eskadra.

FOUNDATION MARES
PURCHASED 1976-
1984 

The mares listed below
are from the lines of
Tersk Stud, Stavropol, 
Russia; and they appear
to have established
families here.

FROM THE FAMILY OF
MAMMONA who traces
to Sahara (a mare
imported to Poland in
1845):

*Magnolia (Arax x
Mammona), and from
the *Magnolia branch,
*Muzza (Aswan x
*Magnolia)

From the Nomenklatura
(Naseem x Mammona)
branch: *Nariadnaia

(Aswan x Neposeda)
and *Najada (Aswan x
Naturshitsa)

From the Monopolia
(Priboj x Mammona)
branch:
*FA Mona Lisa (*Muslin
x Modnitsa)

From the Metropolia
(Priboj x Mammona)
branch:
*Mannaa (Nabeg x
Miest)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
STAR OF THE HILLS,
who traces to Selma (an
Egyptian-bred mare
brought to Crabbet
Stud in England in
1891): *Parketnaia
(Aswan x Ptashka) and
*Pristan (Aswan x
Palmira)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
PLOTKA, who traces to
Elsissa (a desert-bred
mare imported to
Poland in 1874:
*Nahodka (Arax x
Nepriadwa)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
TARASZCZA, who
traces to Gazella (a
desert-bred mare
imported to Poland in
1845):
*Nissa (Aswan x
Napersnitsa)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
RISALA, who traces to
Rodania (a desert-bred
mare brought to
Crabbet Stud in
England in 1881: *KF
Pavanne (Patron x
Poema)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
NARADA who traces to
Milordka (a mare foaled
at Slawuta Stud in
Poland in 1816:
*Prokaznitsa (Arax x
Pokaznaja)

PRINCIPAL MARE FAMILIES OF THE KALE BREEDING PROGRAM

Annotations by Howard F. Kale, Jr.

The principal
players in the

Kale story:
Dr. Howard

Kale and
Marybeth;
Sandy and

Howard
Kale, Jr., 
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FOUNDATION MARES
PURCHASED 1942-
1963

ANAH
1931 grey mare; sire:
Kaaba (*Nuri Pasha x
Ophir); dam: Medinah
(*El Bulad x Sultana);
bred by Albert W.
Harris, Chicago, IL.
Anah was purchased
from Dr. Gordon A.
Dutt, Great Falls,
Montana. Her daughter
Um El Surab (sired by
Adonis) founded our
first mare family; we
have bred seven
generations from Anah.

MILANNE
1944 grey mare; sire:
Feyd (Farana x Amham);
dam: Kishta (Akil x
Felestin); bred by
Robert B. Field,
Leavenworth, WA.
Milanne’s daughter
Raffanne (by Hanraff)
was purchased and
started her branch
before Milanne herself
was added. This line
gave us Amber Satin,
1988 U.S. National
Champion Mare. We
have bred seven
generations from
Milanne.

WAHIDA
1953 grey mare; sire:
Ferseyn (*Raseyn x
*Ferda); dam: Tahir
(Antez x Setana); bred
by Everett D. Doutt,
Redding, CA
Wahida, purchased in
1959, became my first
show horse, winning
1963 Canadian National
Reserve Champion
Mare and ten-plus
championships.
Wahida’s family is the
most numerous in our
current program. We
have bred seven
generations from her.

FOUNDATION MARES
PURCHASED 1962-
1977

*DORNABA
1960 grey mare; sire:
*Naborr (Negatiw x
Lagodna); dam: Darda
(Amurath Sahib x Brda);
bred by Michalow State
Stud, Poland
Imported by Dr. Howard
F. Kale, Bellevue, WA,
1963
One of the great mares
of all time. First mare in
the breed to win
Scottsdale, Canadian
Nationals, and U.S.
Nationals; one of the
few National Champion
Mares to also win
Reserve National
Champion English
Pleasure. We bred four
generations from
*Dornaba.

*ELBA
1962 bay mare; sire:
*Pietuszok (Priboj x
Taktika); dam: Ellora
(Witraz x Elza); bred by
Janow-Podlaski State
Stud, Poland
Imported by Howard F.
Kale, Jr. and E.M.

Arndt, in 1963.
Selected in 1962 at
Janow-Podlaski State
Stud, Poland, as a
weanling, we’ve bred
five generations from
her; her line comes
through *Bint Elba,
1975 Canadian National
Champion English
Pleasure.

*ESKADRA
1959 grey mare; sire:
*Naborr (Negatiw x
Lagodna); dam: Ela
(Miecznik x Lala); bred
by Michalow State
Stud, Poland
Imported by Dr. Howard
F. Kale, Bellevue, WA,
1963
*Eskadra was selected
at the racetrack in
Warsaw in 1962 by Dr.
Kale. She was noted for
her special trot and was
named 1969 Canadian
National Reserve
Champion Mare. We’ve
bred five generations
from *Eskadra.

FOUNDATION MARES
PURCHASED 1976-
1984 

The mares listed below
are from the lines of
Tersk Stud, Stavropol, 
Russia; and they appear
to have established
families here.

FROM THE FAMILY OF
MAMMONA who traces
to Sahara (a mare
imported to Poland in
1845):

*Magnolia (Arax x
Mammona), and from
the *Magnolia branch,
*Muzza (Aswan x
*Magnolia)

From the Nomenklatura
(Naseem x Mammona)
branch: *Nariadnaia

(Aswan x Neposeda)
and *Najada (Aswan x
Naturshitsa)

From the Monopolia
(Priboj x Mammona)
branch:
*FA Mona Lisa (*Muslin
x Modnitsa)

From the Metropolia
(Priboj x Mammona)
branch:
*Mannaa (Nabeg x
Miest)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
STAR OF THE HILLS,
who traces to Selma (an
Egyptian-bred mare
brought to Crabbet
Stud in England in
1891): *Parketnaia
(Aswan x Ptashka) and
*Pristan (Aswan x
Palmira)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
PLOTKA, who traces to
Elsissa (a desert-bred
mare imported to
Poland in 1874:
*Nahodka (Arax x
Nepriadwa)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
TARASZCZA, who
traces to Gazella (a
desert-bred mare
imported to Poland in
1845):
*Nissa (Aswan x
Napersnitsa)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
RISALA, who traces to
Rodania (a desert-bred
mare brought to
Crabbet Stud in
England in 1881: *KF
Pavanne (Patron x
Poema)

FROM THE FAMILY OF
NARADA who traces to
Milordka (a mare foaled
at Slawuta Stud in
Poland in 1816:
*Prokaznitsa (Arax x
Pokaznaja)

PRINCIPAL MARE FAMILIES OF THE KALE BREEDING PROGRAM

Annotations by Howard F. Kale, Jr.

The principal
players in the

Kale story:
Dr. Howard

Kale and
Marybeth;
Sandy and

Howard
Kale, Jr., 
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was that by that time horse shows were given more weight and became ‘proof’ rather than fun. In a
business sense, I took home a much more valuable horse than I took into the ring. As a breeding
animal, his genes were not altered by the title. The ribbon didn’t change anything about him, yet it
changed the game a lot.” 

In about 1980, Dr. Kale and Marybeth were equally drawn to Arizona’s desert country and
purchased a ranch near Black Canyon City, about an hour north of Phoenix. There the Kale breeding
program goes on, at reduced volume; Karho was sold in 1984. “By the mid-1980s, money came first
in every aspect of horses,” Howie states. “The business had changed. It was time for me to go. 

“There were wonderful ups, and there were a few downs that we could cry about as spilled milk,”
Howie reflects, “but there was also the opportunity for me to be a horse breeder without worrying
about economics. Few people get to chase their passions
without reserve. I spent millions on Arabian horses and
bought every horse in the world that I wanted at that
particular moment. So for one brief shining time, there was
my Camelot. Is Camelot obligated to last forever? I’m not
sure. Was it real to begin with? We all thought it was, but at
some level we knew nothing could go up forever. 

“So we go on. Horses are still good for people. The Kale
family is out of the horse business as such — you have to be
either in or out — and we’re very much into enjoying the
horses, breeding a few, selling a few. However, I don’t want to
go back to being an amateur with five horses again. I’m still
too thoroughly addicted.”   

I
N HIS THINKING AND DOING as a breeder, Howie
incorporates some time-tested concepts — the
writings of Federico Tesio and his theories on
breeding for racing ability; the thoughts of the Duke

of Newcastle of the late eighteenth century; Lady
Wentworth’s writings — The Authentic Arabian is still the
bible in Howie’s opinion; the writings of James Fillis of the
mid-1850s. “Those old books spoke of serious commitment,
the realization that the quality of the horse meant success or
failure on the battlefield, that the master of the horse was
perhaps the second in command of the kingdom,” Howie
comments. “The standards of a good horse are derivative of
the knowledge of what serves the horse best, and the modern
sciences of biophysics and biomechanics help us understand
why horsemen two centuries ago specified the way knees
and hocks and feet should be built. It’s terribly important
that the fundamental and immutable laws of the physical
process of inheritance be recognized — but in our current
world of entertainment and instant gratification, we don’t
take time to assess what knowledge we need and determine
how to use that knowledge to accomplish our goals…sort of a
ready-fire-aim approach.

“Mating is a simple physical process,” Howie continues.
“Half the genes of the sire are selected and half the genes of

Some of the Kale broodmares…
TOP: The 1966 mare, Silhoulette (*Bask
x Silwara). MIDDLE: Silk-N-Silver
(Tornado x Silver Sprite), foaled in
1969. BOTTOM: Miss Century (Ga’Zi x
Wahida), foaled in 1962. 
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For horse breeding, the one overall com-
mandment: You shall perform the co-cre-
atorship in good faith.
The supporting commandments:
1. You shall have no agenda but building
true knowledge of the role of the co-creator
and of the horse.
-Know what features comprise a good
horse. Know what features comprise a
good Arabian horse.
-Acknowledge that while the Arabian is first
of all a horse, it is more than a horse — a
classic, able, and noble being. And
acknowledge that nobility and art to some
degree have a great deal in common.
-Recognize that horse breeding is an
endeavor of responsibility — not entertain-
ment.
-Recognize that in breeding horses you
always win. Even if you’re wrong, you now
know what didn’t work and you have gained
in knowledge. All breeders produce good
and not so good.
-Recognize the immutability of the laws of
genetics, honor the rules of inheritance.
2. You shall make or serve no purpose
other than breeding a more perfect horse.
-In Biblical parlance, thou shalt not worship
the idols of dollars, promotion schemes,
and marketing hype.
-Remind yourself that no great breeder ever
bred a great horse by accident or mistake.
-Acknowledge that breeders have manufac-
tured genetic diversity among some blood-
lines: the expression of the master breeder
exercising the co-creatorship. (Or an
incompetent breeder exercising the co-cre-
atorship and destroying the raw material in
the process.)
-Recognize that the only decision a true
breeder has to make is this: What can I
understand this foal inherited and does it
offer a promise to the next generation?
3. You shall not pretend knowledge or make
false promises.
-Recognize that ego doesn’t count in horse
breeding. Ego-feeding contributes nothing
to the quality of the next generation.
-Recognize that ignorance has no place in
horse breeding.
4. Work diligently, but recognize and enjoy
your accomplishments.
-On “bad foal days” remind yourself that a
breeding program is a process, that one
disappointment does not doom a program.
A program consists of major contributors,
minor contributors, and non-contributors.
But such is life. The past is dead. The future
is illusory. We live in the eternal now
moment and we choose to do this or

choose not to do this. Horse breeding can
help us experience some of the real mean-
ing of choice-making.
-Horse breeding is a serious business, cer-

tainly, but love what you are doing, have
fun each day, or the price is too great. Life
is fragile, and the Camelots are few. Don’t
waste time on the I-wish-I-would-haves or
this-could-have-been-ifs. What are you
going to do now?
5. Honor and know your chosen sires and
dams.
-And their sires and dams and their sires
and dams, as far back as you can find one
scrap of documented information about
them. This part of the knowledge only per-
spiration, association, and desire can build.
Knowing what an individual horse was
delivered with and from what sources gives
a better knowledge of what it will deliver to
the future. And that’s solely assessment
and judgment. And that’s the art, the fine
art, of breeding. If you try to understand
only the effects of inheritance, you’ll never
understand the cause. Consider effects as
evidence to help you understand the cause.
The meaning and the knowledge are in the
cause, not in the effects. You gain no
knowledge by counting up the effects until
you relate your observations to understand-
ing the cause. Then you’ve built knowledge.
A vital point.
6. You shall not participate in creating
dysfunction or ugliness.
-Remember that bad pasterns and crooked
legs are unforgivably and reliably passed to
the next generation. Perhaps it’s unfortu-
nate that these defects are not a genetic
lethal, for they truly cripple the horse and
denigrate the breed in the eyes of any
horseman.
-Recognize the genetic diversity of some
lines as a part of the expression of a master
breeder — that as opposed to the incompe-
tent breeder who may be exercising the
co-creatorship and simultaneously destroy-
ing the genetic material with which he/she
works.
7. You shall not make indiscriminate
matings for any reason.
-Design matings well as a fair exercise of
the co-creatorship. Make the mating, pay
your money, and take your chances.
Profoundly simple.
-Do not attempt to entertain yourself with
horse breeding. Don’t confuse enjoying
horses with exercising the co-creatorship
(the responsibility of horse breeding).
You have to love horses. Can’t be a good
breeder without loving horses, but a horse
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By Howard F. Kale, Jr.
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For horse breeding, the one overall com-
mandment: You shall perform the co-cre-
atorship in good faith.
The supporting commandments:
1. You shall have no agenda but building
true knowledge of the role of the co-creator
and of the horse.
-Know what features comprise a good
horse. Know what features comprise a
good Arabian horse.
-Acknowledge that while the Arabian is first
of all a horse, it is more than a horse — a
classic, able, and noble being. And
acknowledge that nobility and art to some
degree have a great deal in common.
-Recognize that horse breeding is an
endeavor of responsibility — not entertain-
ment.
-Recognize that in breeding horses you
always win. Even if you’re wrong, you now
know what didn’t work and you have gained
in knowledge. All breeders produce good
and not so good.
-Recognize the immutability of the laws of
genetics, honor the rules of inheritance.
2. You shall make or serve no purpose
other than breeding a more perfect horse.
-In Biblical parlance, thou shalt not worship
the idols of dollars, promotion schemes,
and marketing hype.
-Remind yourself that no great breeder ever
bred a great horse by accident or mistake.
-Acknowledge that breeders have manufac-
tured genetic diversity among some blood-
lines: the expression of the master breeder
exercising the co-creatorship. (Or an
incompetent breeder exercising the co-cre-
atorship and destroying the raw material in
the process.)
-Recognize that the only decision a true
breeder has to make is this: What can I
understand this foal inherited and does it
offer a promise to the next generation?
3. You shall not pretend knowledge or make
false promises.
-Recognize that ego doesn’t count in horse
breeding. Ego-feeding contributes nothing
to the quality of the next generation.
-Recognize that ignorance has no place in
horse breeding.
4. Work diligently, but recognize and enjoy
your accomplishments.
-On “bad foal days” remind yourself that a
breeding program is a process, that one
disappointment does not doom a program.
A program consists of major contributors,
minor contributors, and non-contributors.
But such is life. The past is dead. The future
is illusory. We live in the eternal now
moment and we choose to do this or

choose not to do this. Horse breeding can
help us experience some of the real mean-
ing of choice-making.
-Horse breeding is a serious business, cer-

tainly, but love what you are doing, have
fun each day, or the price is too great. Life
is fragile, and the Camelots are few. Don’t
waste time on the I-wish-I-would-haves or
this-could-have-been-ifs. What are you
going to do now?
5. Honor and know your chosen sires and
dams.
-And their sires and dams and their sires
and dams, as far back as you can find one
scrap of documented information about
them. This part of the knowledge only per-
spiration, association, and desire can build.
Knowing what an individual horse was
delivered with and from what sources gives
a better knowledge of what it will deliver to
the future. And that’s solely assessment
and judgment. And that’s the art, the fine
art, of breeding. If you try to understand
only the effects of inheritance, you’ll never
understand the cause. Consider effects as
evidence to help you understand the cause.
The meaning and the knowledge are in the
cause, not in the effects. You gain no
knowledge by counting up the effects until
you relate your observations to understand-
ing the cause. Then you’ve built knowledge.
A vital point.
6. You shall not participate in creating
dysfunction or ugliness.
-Remember that bad pasterns and crooked
legs are unforgivably and reliably passed to
the next generation. Perhaps it’s unfortu-
nate that these defects are not a genetic
lethal, for they truly cripple the horse and
denigrate the breed in the eyes of any
horseman.
-Recognize the genetic diversity of some
lines as a part of the expression of a master
breeder — that as opposed to the incompe-
tent breeder who may be exercising the
co-creatorship and simultaneously destroy-
ing the genetic material with which he/she
works.
7. You shall not make indiscriminate
matings for any reason.
-Design matings well as a fair exercise of
the co-creatorship. Make the mating, pay
your money, and take your chances.
Profoundly simple.
-Do not attempt to entertain yourself with
horse breeding. Don’t confuse enjoying
horses with exercising the co-creatorship
(the responsibility of horse breeding).
You have to love horses. Can’t be a good
breeder without loving horses, but a horse
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breeder undertakes a much greater
responsibility than a horse lover.
8. You shall honor and pay for that
which you get from others.
-Whether you receive knowledge, the
wisdom of years of experience, or
semen from a top stallion, honor the
source. (And make regular payments
on your installment contracts.)
-Recognize the morality and practical-
ity of learning from others and buying
good horses from others, while
refraining from stealing ideas — or
horses.
9. You shall not lie or mislead others
or yourself.
-Report accurately to yourself and to
the world — be it show wins, number
of mares bred, number of champions
sired, number of trainers vying for a
colt you bred, or health conditions of
your horses.
-Give recognition to the honor of the
centuries-old game of horse breed-
ing. Maintain that honor, enhance the
dignity, and contribute to the integrity
of the effort.
-Recognize that if perfection is to be
created, it will take the best from
every source. Do not sell short, to
yourself or others, horses of blood-
lines other than those in your
breeding barn.
-Above all, do not mislead yourself.
What is, is — in each generation, in
each individual. Worthwhile or not
worthwhile. Excuses aren’t required.
Justification not required. (Chicken
comes with feathers.)
10. You shall not covet anything.
Equip yourself.
-Recall the days when horse shows
were fun — not deadly contests —
events where everyone could applaud
somebody else’s good horse. (If you
can’t cheer for somebody else’s
good horse, then you’re a fraud as
a breeder.)
-Equip yourself with the inner knowl-
edge that the real meaning of horse
breeding is the challenge to yourself
to be the best you can be, that mak-
ing a commitment to any productive
effort is healthy for human beings.
And that the Arabian horse offers the
ultimate opportunity for being the
best.
-Rejoice each day in the possession
of the magnificent creature which is
the Arabian horse. *Muscat (*Salon x Malpia),

imported in 1978
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the dam are selected and recombined in the new foal. That’s the rule. All possibilities are equally
likely; the breeder can’t specify wanted and unwanted genes. Even if you’re in love with the horse, it
isn’t going to change the genetics. 

“In horse breeding, we deal with sample size one (the foal produced by the mating) only. Say a
mare has a maximum of 20 foals in her lifetime. Of the jillions of probabilities, some will be lucky;
others will be unlucky. (Even sample size 1,000 offers no genetic proof of anything.) Sample size one

has no meaning other than to help you appraise what
happened and to tell you whether or not it has worthy
potential for the next generation. A standard of lack of faults
has no meaning, other than upper crust mediocrity. If a
horse has sufficient defects to cripple it or defects that
promise to be reliably delivered to the next generation, it’s
useless as a breeding horse. Disqualified. Period. I don’t care
how pretty a head it has. Of the serious defects, any one is
disqualifying.  

“I have never seen a horse that is better structured than
its parents. Often from classic pedigrees, you will get a foal
that’s a little prettier than is implied by the parents. But
don’t expect better structure than is physically displayed by
the parents, regardless of how good the structure behind
them. Briefly: What you see is what you get. (That’s why I
am super critical of defective legs.) Once you lose
correctness, you can’t get it back. Lose a little type and you
can get it back. That’s practical advice based on
experience.”

Horses with bad legs, bad pasterns and feet, or bad
dispositions deserve the discard vote. “Fortunately for us,
most of the serious deficiencies of the breed were left on the
desert several centuries ago,” says Howie. “After we get past
the qualified/disqualified decision, then I don’t care what’s
wrong — all the little stuff. I only care what’s right. What
pieces of perfection exist? What true excellence does this
horse offer to deliver to the next generation? Only
superlatives count at this point. And that’s a positive
approach to breeding because it’s those superlatives
combined with somebody else’s superlatives that will
produce the next more-nearly-perfect generation. Here the
quality of the mare becomes more important. A breeder’s

reputation may be in his stallions, but his wealth is in his mares. You can’t borrow somebody else’s
great mare, but you can breed to anyone else’s great stallion.

“So you have this mare with these superlative features and these shortcomings. Find the perfect
match, the stallion that complements her. Win and you’ve taken a serious step forward in combining
excellence. If you don’t win, you didn’t roll 12. You rolled six or seven or eight. Usually you get some
mixture of the two. On a gross quantitative level, if you say that half the genetic possibilities are
pluses and half are minuses, one out of four foals will get two pluses, one will have two minuses, and
two will have one plus and one minus. The minuses you throw away; the pluses you take to the horse
show. The two in the middle preserve the quality of the potential for future generations — neither a
step forward nor a step backward.”

TOP: *Dornaba’s daughter Jewel Drift
(by *Silver Drift) founded a family

that included seven National winners.
BOTTOM: *Nariadnaia (Aswan x

Neposeda)  — “No surprise,” says
Howie, “that greatness comes from

greatness.”
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the dam are selected and recombined in the new foal. That’s the rule. All possibilities are equally
likely; the breeder can’t specify wanted and unwanted genes. Even if you’re in love with the horse, it
isn’t going to change the genetics. 

“In horse breeding, we deal with sample size one (the foal produced by the mating) only. Say a
mare has a maximum of 20 foals in her lifetime. Of the jillions of probabilities, some will be lucky;
others will be unlucky. (Even sample size 1,000 offers no genetic proof of anything.) Sample size one

has no meaning other than to help you appraise what
happened and to tell you whether or not it has worthy
potential for the next generation. A standard of lack of faults
has no meaning, other than upper crust mediocrity. If a
horse has sufficient defects to cripple it or defects that
promise to be reliably delivered to the next generation, it’s
useless as a breeding horse. Disqualified. Period. I don’t care
how pretty a head it has. Of the serious defects, any one is
disqualifying.  

“I have never seen a horse that is better structured than
its parents. Often from classic pedigrees, you will get a foal
that’s a little prettier than is implied by the parents. But
don’t expect better structure than is physically displayed by
the parents, regardless of how good the structure behind
them. Briefly: What you see is what you get. (That’s why I
am super critical of defective legs.) Once you lose
correctness, you can’t get it back. Lose a little type and you
can get it back. That’s practical advice based on
experience.”

Horses with bad legs, bad pasterns and feet, or bad
dispositions deserve the discard vote. “Fortunately for us,
most of the serious deficiencies of the breed were left on the
desert several centuries ago,” says Howie. “After we get past
the qualified/disqualified decision, then I don’t care what’s
wrong — all the little stuff. I only care what’s right. What
pieces of perfection exist? What true excellence does this
horse offer to deliver to the next generation? Only
superlatives count at this point. And that’s a positive
approach to breeding because it’s those superlatives
combined with somebody else’s superlatives that will
produce the next more-nearly-perfect generation. Here the
quality of the mare becomes more important. A breeder’s

reputation may be in his stallions, but his wealth is in his mares. You can’t borrow somebody else’s
great mare, but you can breed to anyone else’s great stallion.

“So you have this mare with these superlative features and these shortcomings. Find the perfect
match, the stallion that complements her. Win and you’ve taken a serious step forward in combining
excellence. If you don’t win, you didn’t roll 12. You rolled six or seven or eight. Usually you get some
mixture of the two. On a gross quantitative level, if you say that half the genetic possibilities are
pluses and half are minuses, one out of four foals will get two pluses, one will have two minuses, and
two will have one plus and one minus. The minuses you throw away; the pluses you take to the horse
show. The two in the middle preserve the quality of the potential for future generations — neither a
step forward nor a step backward.”

TOP: *Dornaba’s daughter Jewel Drift
(by *Silver Drift) founded a family

that included seven National winners.
BOTTOM: *Nariadnaia (Aswan x

Neposeda)  — “No surprise,” says
Howie, “that greatness comes from

greatness.”
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W
HEN TO MAKE the keep/discard decision on foals? “Most of them tell you from the time
they’re foaled whether they’re really special, special, okay, or a negative,” Howie
believes. “But I prefer to make a serious appraisal at six weeks to two months, before
they start to grow in various directions. Later, knowing the bloodlines helps you

understand the growth patterns. We’ve learned that the *Muscats grow totally differently from the
*Nariadnis, for example. The *Muscats can be pretty babies, disappointing weanlings and yearlings,
gangly two-year-olds, and by the summer of the three-year-old year, they kind of get it all together
and start growing up and filling out, all happy. They’re at their best from six to ten. The *Nariadnis
are usually very pretty foals, wonderful yearlings, and short and fat two- and three-year-olds, then
start growing steadily but painfully slowly; they’re not
finished growing until they’re six.” 

For the Kale family, *Dornaba might have had the greatest
impact in the early years of the program had she not died
young with only one daughter. The mare died foaling twins in
1969, a loss that both Dr. Kale and Howie consider the low
point of the 50-plus years with Arabians. Howie comments:
“We experience the fragility of life itself in horsebreeding.
*Dornaba held such promise, a truly great mare. To have
that extinguished was the most sorrowful tragedy. Three
veterinarians and five doctors kept her alive for almost a day
after she prolapsed the uterus, but they couldn’t get her out
of shock. Such events double the joy, however. The
*Dornaba line reblossomed with her only daughter, Jewel
Drift (by *Silver Drift), Canadian National Champion Mare,
who founded a family of excellent breeding horses that
included seven National winners in the first two generations.
Here just a single thread, one daughter, kept the female line
going.” 

“The best comes from the best — no mystery. You have to
trust that factor,” Howie goes on. “For example, the mare
*Nariadnaia — in my opinion, Aswan’s best daughter, whom
we imported in 1976 — is out of Neposeda, ‘the Queen of
Tersk,’ (who was certainly one of Priboj’s best daughters)
who is out of Nomenklatura (who was one of Naseem’s best
daughters) who was out of Mammona (Ofir’s best daughter)
who was out of Krucica (whom Director Krzysztalowicz
considered the the best mare in pre-World War II Poland).
It’s no surprise that the greatness of Krucica followed
through the female line. 

“But that chain of greatness also doesn’t protect all
offspring of such combinations,” adds Howie. “Dad and I
have gelded some colts of wonderful parentage — not
because they were bad horses but because they did not fulfill
the promise. We have, I think, bred more National winning
geldings than any other breeder…and if that’s the case, I’m
proud of that distinction.” 

In making the breeding decisions, Howie’s grading system
serves him well. “I kept notes on all the horses we saw at

Some imported stallions of
Russian bloodlines…
TOP: *Mag (Aswan x *Magnolia),
imported in 1986.  MIDDLE: *Naturel
(*Mag x Nepriadwa), imported in 1981.
BOTTOM: *Namiet (*Salon x
Naturshitsa), imported in 1982. 
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AARIEF
1946 grey stallion; sire:
*Raffles (Skowronek x
*Rifala); dam: Aarah
(Ghadaf x Nadirat);
bred by B. Tormohlen,
Portland, IN
Sire of 75 offspring,
including four National
winners; Kales bred 7
ADONIS
1939 chestnut stallion;
sire: *Mirage (desert-
bred); dam: Curfa
(Ribal x Nardina); bred
by W.C. Shuey,
Asheville, NC
Sire of 24 foals; Kales
bred 5
DRIFTSUN
1973 grey stallion; sire:
*Silver Drift (Raktha x
*Serafina); dam:
Raffanne (Hanraff x
Milanne); bred by Dr.
Howard F. Kale.
Sire of 14 foals; Kales
bred 11
GA’ZI
1949 chestnut stallion;
sire: Abu Farwa
(Rabiyas x *Rissletta);
dam: Ghazna (Chepe
Noyon x Ginnyya); bred
by Leland Mekeel, CA
Sire of 266 offspring,
including 20 National
winners; Kales bred 8
HK CROWN PRINCE
1986 chestnut stallion;
sire: *Muscat (*Salon x
Malpia); dam: Jewel
Drift (*Silver Drift x
*Dornaba); bred by Dr.
Howard F. Kale
Sire of 11 offspring;
Kales bred 8
*MAG
1977 grey stallion; sire:
Aswan (Nazeer x
Yosreia); dam:
*Magnolia (Arax x
Mammona); bred by
Tersk Stud, Russia;
imp. by Howard F.

Kale, Jr.,1986
Sire of 127 offspring,
including three
National winners;
Kales bred 28
*MAGNIFICENT
1979 bay stallion; sire:
Aswan (Nazeer x
Yosreia); dam:
*Magnolia (Arax x
Mammona); bred by
Tersk Stud, Russia;
imp. to the United
States by Howard F.
Kale, Jr., 1979
Sire of 27 offspring
Kales bred 13
*MAKAT
1976 grey stallion;
sire: Aswan (Nazeer x
Yosreia); dam: Madia
(Arax x Monopolia);
bred by Tersk Stud,
Russia; imp. by Karho
Farms, Inc., 1979
Sire of 49 offspring;
Kales bred 5
*MANUSS
1983 bay stallion; sire:
Peleng (Nabeg x
Palmira); dam: Mania
(Naslednik x Magia);
bred by Howard F.
Kale, Jr., at The
Kossack Stud,
Amsterdam, Holland
and imported in 1984
Sire of 8 offspring;
Kales bred 7
*MENES RASB
1977 bay stallion; sire:
Nabeg (Arax x
Nomenklatura); dam:
Metropolia (Priboj x
Mammona); bred by
Tersk Stud, Russia.
Sire of 220 offspring,
including ten National
winners
Kales bred 6
MUSCASTAR
1979 bay stallion; sire:
*Muscat (*Salon x
Malpia); dam: Miss
Century (Ga’Zi x
Wahida); bred by Dr.
Howard F. Kale
Scottsdale Reserve
Junior Champion Colt
Sire of 136 offspring,
including three
National winners
Kales bred 61
*MUSCAT
1971 chestnut stallion;
sire: *Salon (Negatiw x
Sonata); dam: Malpia
(Priboj x Mammona);
bred by Tersk Stud,
Russia; imp.by Howard

F. Kale, Jr., 1978
1980 Triple Crown
Stallion (Scottsdale
Champion Stallion,
U.S. and Canadian
National Champion
Stallion)
Sire of 969 offspring,
including 40 National
winners; Kales bred
225
MUSSIAH
1984 chestnut stallion;
sire: *Muscat (*Salon x
Malpia); dam: *Nissa
(Aswan x Napersnitsa);
bred by Howard F. Kale,
Jr.
Sire of 31 offspring;
Kales bred 13
*MUZCAT
1982 chestnut stallion;
sire: *Muscat (*Salon x
Malpia); dam: *Muzza
(Aswan x *Magnolia);
bred by Howard F.
Kale, Jr.
Sire of 28 offspring;
Kales bred 6
*NAMEN
1982 chestnut stallion;
sire: Namek (Arax x
Neposeda); dam:
*Nissa (Aswan x
Napersnitsa); bred by
Howard F. Kale, Jr. at
The Kossack Stud,
Holland, and imported
in 1981
Sire of 53 offspring,
including 1 National
winner; Kales bred 42
*NAPITOK
1973 chestnut stallion;
sire: Pirit (Aswan x
Pika); dam: Neposeda
(Priboj x Nomenklatura);
bred by Tersk Stud,
Russia; imp. by Howard
F. Kale, Jr., 1976
1981 Canadian
National Champion
Park, U.S. Top Ten
Park
Sire of 293 offspring,
including 9 National
winners; Kales bred 8
*NARIADNI
1976 chestnut stallion;
sire: Nabeg (Arax x
Nomenklatura); dam:
*Nariadnaia (Aswan x
Neposeda);
bred by Tersk Stud,
Russia; imp. by Kale,
Jr., 1976
Sire of 411 offspring,
including 8 National
winners; Kales bred 94
*NATUREL
1981 bay stallion; sire:

*Mag (Aswan x
*Magnolia); dam:
Nepriadwa
(Pomeranets x
Napraslina); bred by
Howard F. Kale, Jr. at
The Kossack Stud,
Holland and imported
by Howard F. in 1981
Scottsdale Senior
Champion Stallion,
Show Grand Champion
Stallion & Supreme
Champion; U.S. and
Canadian Top Ten
Stallion 
Sire of 182 offspring,
including 5 National win-
ners; Kales bred 32
*PTERSK
1977 grey stallion; sire:
Nabeg (Arax x
Nomenklatura); dam:
*Pristan (Aswan x
Palmira); bred by Tersk
Stud, Russia; imp. in
utero by Kale, Jr., 1976
Sire of 218 offspring,
including 2 National
winners; Kales bred 9
RABAB
1943 chestnut stallion;
sire: Rabiyas (Rahas x
Rabiyat); dam:
Mutrabba (Stambul x
Moliah); bred by W.K.
Kellogg Institute, CA
Sire of 22 offspring;
Kales bred 6
RD ARIEL
1984 chestnut stallion;
sire: *Muscat (*Salon x
Malpia); dam:
*Nariadnaia (Aswan x
Neposeda); bred by
Howard F. Kale, Jr.
Sire of 21 offspring; 
Kales bred 8
ROSS ZI
1957 grey stallion; sire:
Ga’Zi (Abu Farwa x
Ghazna); dam: Rose of
Rossana (Alyf x
Ferdana); bred by
Leland Archer, WA
1966 U.S. National
Reserve Champion
Western Pleasure,
1972 U.S. National
Champion Native
Costume
Sire of 20 offspring,
including 4 National win-
ners; Kales bred 12
ROSSIDOR
1964 grey stallion; sire:
Ross Zi (Ga’Zi x Rose
of Rossana); dam:
*Dornaba (*Naborr x
Darda); bred by Dr.

Kale
1976 Canadian
Champion Pleasure
Driving; U.S. and
Canadian Top Tens in
English Pleasure,
Pleasure Driving
Sire of 11 offspring,
including 2 National
winners; Kales bred 5

SILVER BARON
1971 grey stallion; sire:
Tornado (*Bask x
*Silwara); dam: Silver
Sprite (*Silver Drift x
Raffanne); bred by Dr.
Howard F. Kale
U.S. National Top Ten
Futurity Colt 
Sire of 38 offspring,
including 2 National win-
ners; Kales bred 21

*SILVER DRIFT
1951 grey stallion; sire:
Raktha (Naseem x
Razina); dam: *Serafina
(Indian Gold x
Sharfina);
bred by Lady
Wentworth, Crabbet
Stud, England
Imp. by Dr. Howard F.
Kale and Don
Chandler, 1963
Sire of 169 offspring,
including 17 National
winners;
Kales bred 52

TORNADO
1965 grey stallion; sire:
*Bask (Witraz x
Balalajka); dam:
*Silwara (Dargee x
*Silwa); bred by Lasma
Arabian Stud,
Scottsdale, AZ
Canadian National
Champion Stallion,
U.S. Top Ten Stallion
Sire of 339 offspring,
including 22 National
winners; 
Kales bred 63

ZODIAC MATADOR
1979 chestnut stallion;
sire: *Bask (Witraz x
Balalajka); dam: RO
Fanciray (Rabol x
Rasray); bred by T. & J.
West, AL
Canadian and U.S.
National Champion
Park
Sire of 254 offspring,
including 24 National
winners;
Kales bred 5
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including four National
winners; Kales bred 7
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Sire of 24 foals; Kales
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Sire of 11 offspring;
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imp. by Howard F.
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including three
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bred by Tersk Stud,
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Sire of 49 offspring;
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Peleng (Nabeg x
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bred by Howard F.
Kale, Jr., at The
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Amsterdam, Holland
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Sire of 8 offspring;
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Nomenklatura); dam:
Metropolia (Priboj x
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including three
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1971 chestnut stallion;
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Sonata); dam: Malpia
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bred by Tersk Stud,
Russia; imp.by Howard
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including 40 National
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1984 chestnut stallion;
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bred by Tersk Stud,
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1981 Canadian
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Park, U.S. Top Ten
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Western Pleasure,
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1976 Canadian
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Driving; U.S. and
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shows and on that first trip to Poland, and by the late
1960s, I’d graded every horse there. At Tersk, I graded each
horse I saw. The first question I ask: Is this a class horse or
not? Is it an 80-plus horse, a 90-plus horse, or an I-don’t-
care. So far, there are no 98s, only a few 97s (one is
*Muscat). Wahida was a 96, *Nariadni is a 95.

“As I developed the system, I had to recognize that
evaluating each part of the horse didn’t work well because
the whole is more than the sum of the parts. Or there may
be a bunch of good parts that don’t go together well;
sometimes you find deficiencies yet harmony. When I see a
special horse — I’ll use *Nariadnaia again as an example —
I can always find the sources of that specialness in the
pedigree. No question, Naseem, Krucica, and Aswan
contributed to *Nariadnaia’s gorgeous head. It didn’t come
from Priboj — the size and the wonderful shoulder came
from him. Interesting, that at the Neposeda stage of the
female line, the whole structure changed — from small and
exotic to much more of an athlete. Priboj brought about
that change. Earlier, Mammona bred to Naseem produced
Nomenklatura, who was small, very pretty, lots of neck,
perhaps a little light-boned. Neposeda was a happy
combination, a little more arch to her neck than Priboj, a
little finer in the throatlatch, a gorgeous head, better
hindquarter than Priboj. She got practically all the good to
be had and gave Tersk a whole new standard of excellence.
*Nariadnaia had an even prettier head and higher tail
carriage (compliments of Aswan) and was a little more level
in the croup (if that’s a virtue) than Neposeda.” 

Many of the Kale horses were sold to Lasma in the late
1980s, but Black Canyon Ranch is still home to some 100-

plus Arabians. “These days, my computer business (information management systems) takes care of
my friends in the pastures, a reversal of the years when they sustained my early efforts in computer
usage and program development,” says Howie. “We’re still breeding a few foals each year, may breed
more. Two special horses at the ranch reflect the generations of Kale breeding. Probably the greatest
gift was Silk-N-Silver’s third daughter, Sweit N Silver, foaled in 1994 when the mare was 26. (Her first
daughter was Amber Silk (by *Muscat), U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Mare, and dam of one National
winner.) The filly is gorgeous, the next generation for the line. Her sire, RD Ariel, is by *Muscat and
out of  *Nariadnaia, and Silk-N-Silver is by Tornado out of Silver Sprite by *Silver Drift out of
Raffanne, one of our foundation mares. The 1993 chestnut colt, Crown Brocade, is by HK Crown
Prince (*Muscat x Jewel Drift by *Silver Drift) and out of Silk Brocade (*Nariadni x Amber Silk by
*Muscat). Practically all of the very special ones in the whole Kale breeding program are present in
those two. What are we going to do with them? Keep them and love them and appreciate them.”

T
HE INFLUENCE OF FIFTY-PLUS YEARS of Kale breeding extends to breeders big and small,
newcomers and old-timers. One of them is Robin Barton, who owns a small farm, Barton’s
Arabians, in Olympia, Washington, with her mother. “Living in the Pacific Northwest, it’s
natural that my parents and I fell under the magic of such Kale immortals as *Silver Drift,

*Dornaba, *Eskadra, Wahida, Ross Zi, and Rossidor, years ago,” says Robin. “As a youngster, one of

Two of *Muscat’s winning daughters…
TOP: Musknitsa (x *Prokaznitza by

Arax), a Scottsdale and National winner
in halter and performance. BOTTOM: U.S.

National Champion Mare, Amber Satin
(x Satin Silver by Tornado).
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my fondest memories was
that of visiting the Kales
and being allowed to ride
Ross Zi and the great
*Dornaba. I think *Dornaba
touched me like no other
horse ever has. My father’s
favorite was her stablemate,
*Eskadra, and my mother
loved *Dornaba’s daughter,
Jewel Drift.

“The Kale stallion,
Spindrift (*Silver Drift x

Wahida by Ferseyn), came to live with us in 1978,” Robin
continues. “He’s won many championships in both halter
and western pleasure, and at the age of 28 years, is the
senior statesman of our Arab horse family. The straight
Russian stallion, HK Musczar (*Muscat x *Nissa by
Aswan), purchased in 1994 from Howie, is the very
essence of his great sire *Muscat, and is a multi-halter
champion in the Northwest. In addition to the two Kale-
bred stallions, we have an Ashir daughter, two Spindrift

daughters, a knockout yearling filly by HK Musczar, and a 27-year-old family
pet gelding by Amara Baha. We’re proud to be part of the Kale breeding
tradition which, over the past 50 years, has made a significant worldwide
contribution to the betterment of the entire breed.”

Wayland and Carole Schulz, owners of Hillcrest Arabian Stud in Cascade,
Washington, came under the spell of the Kales’ Russian horses in 1985, after
19 years as breeders of Crabbet bloodlines. “It was *Nariadni who enhanced
my image of beautiful Arabians,” says Wayland Schulz, “and today, after ten
years of conversion, we’re now blending the bloodlines of *Nariadni,
*Muscat, *Padron, *Pattrone and *Marsianin. We have ten daughters of
these stallions, and the balance of our herd, which numbers 35 horses, is a

combination of these bloodlines. We stand Sir Musk (*Muscat x Gold-N-Flame by Tornado) and
Padrons Legend (*Padron x Santanas Dalight by MS Santana), and thus far in 1996, we’ve produced
three fillies and one colt — all bred with a focus on extreme type, good disposition and excellent
movement. 

“Our relationship with the Kale family has been a wonderful experience,” Wayland continues. “It
took two years to convince Howie to lease us HK Breeze, one of his favorite *Muscat sons, and we’ve
incorporated his offspring into our breeding and show program. Our goal as Arabian horse breeders
has always been type first, then classic beauty with unlimited potential as show and breeding horses.
Our most significant accomplishment is the ability to consistently produce excellent individuals.
What more can I say…except that Arabian fever is an incurable disease, made bearable only by the
presence of beautiful Arabian horses.”

The Kale influence…as seen at Barton’s Bay View Arabians, Olympia,
Washington, and the stallion Spindrift (*Silver Drift x Wahida), top left; BPL
Kirov (*Muscat x *Karny by *Procent), 1987 Scottsdale Junior Champion Colt,
at Alexander Arabians, Gilbert, Arizona, top right; LA Markiza’s 1996 *Muscat
filly, Red Romance, owned by Lois T. Peters, Healdsburg, California, middle;
and bottom, the pastures of Hillcrest Arabian Stud, Cascade, Wisconsin.
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my fondest memories was
that of visiting the Kales
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Ross Zi and the great
*Dornaba. I think *Dornaba
touched me like no other
horse ever has. My father’s
favorite was her stablemate,
*Eskadra, and my mother
loved *Dornaba’s daughter,
Jewel Drift.

“The Kale stallion,
Spindrift (*Silver Drift x

Wahida by Ferseyn), came to live with us in 1978,” Robin
continues. “He’s won many championships in both halter
and western pleasure, and at the age of 28 years, is the
senior statesman of our Arab horse family. The straight
Russian stallion, HK Musczar (*Muscat x *Nissa by
Aswan), purchased in 1994 from Howie, is the very
essence of his great sire *Muscat, and is a multi-halter
champion in the Northwest. In addition to the two Kale-
bred stallions, we have an Ashir daughter, two Spindrift

daughters, a knockout yearling filly by HK Musczar, and a 27-year-old family
pet gelding by Amara Baha. We’re proud to be part of the Kale breeding
tradition which, over the past 50 years, has made a significant worldwide
contribution to the betterment of the entire breed.”

Wayland and Carole Schulz, owners of Hillcrest Arabian Stud in Cascade,
Washington, came under the spell of the Kales’ Russian horses in 1985, after
19 years as breeders of Crabbet bloodlines. “It was *Nariadni who enhanced
my image of beautiful Arabians,” says Wayland Schulz, “and today, after ten
years of conversion, we’re now blending the bloodlines of *Nariadni,
*Muscat, *Padron, *Pattrone and *Marsianin. We have ten daughters of
these stallions, and the balance of our herd, which numbers 35 horses, is a

combination of these bloodlines. We stand Sir Musk (*Muscat x Gold-N-Flame by Tornado) and
Padrons Legend (*Padron x Santanas Dalight by MS Santana), and thus far in 1996, we’ve produced
three fillies and one colt — all bred with a focus on extreme type, good disposition and excellent
movement. 

“Our relationship with the Kale family has been a wonderful experience,” Wayland continues. “It
took two years to convince Howie to lease us HK Breeze, one of his favorite *Muscat sons, and we’ve
incorporated his offspring into our breeding and show program. Our goal as Arabian horse breeders
has always been type first, then classic beauty with unlimited potential as show and breeding horses.
Our most significant accomplishment is the ability to consistently produce excellent individuals.
What more can I say…except that Arabian fever is an incurable disease, made bearable only by the
presence of beautiful Arabian horses.”

The Kale influence…as seen at Barton’s Bay View Arabians, Olympia,
Washington, and the stallion Spindrift (*Silver Drift x Wahida), top left; BPL
Kirov (*Muscat x *Karny by *Procent), 1987 Scottsdale Junior Champion Colt,
at Alexander Arabians, Gilbert, Arizona, top right; LA Markiza’s 1996 *Muscat
filly, Red Romance, owned by Lois T. Peters, Healdsburg, California, middle;
and bottom, the pastures of Hillcrest Arabian Stud, Cascade, Wisconsin.
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For Lois T. Peters, of Red Horse Ranch, Healdsburg, California, the big attraction to the Kale
breeding program was *Muscat, pure and simple. “I’m a sucker for that big, red horse,” she says, “and
I wanted to work for the man who went through all the trouble to obtain him. I worked for the Kale
family for eight years, mostly at the Black Canyon ranch — the best years I’ve ever had working for
anyone in the horse business. The hours were long; the births, deaths, sales, wins, losses, and
hundreds (525 at one point) of horses to care for all-consuming, both mentally and physically — but
I’d do it all over again in a minute!

“The generosity of the Kales led to the breeding of my beloved Rhapsody in Red. One afternoon, I
timidly asked Howie how much it would cost me to lease Scarlet My Love (a Saddlebred mare Howie
owned) and breed her to Dr. Kale’s stallion Muscastar for a foal of my own. Howie said, “Nothing! Just
go ahead and do it!” Dr. Kale couldn’t understand why I didn’t want a purebred foal, but I just loved
that Saddlebred mare. Scarlet had three foals on the ground, two by Muscat and one by *Nariadni,
but I thought Muscastar would be a better nick because he added the line of Abu Farwa, through Miss
Century, dam of Muscastar — and it worked!

“From time to time, Dr. Kale and I would get into differences of opinion on one thing or another,”
Lois adds, “and it would always end up with me in tears and Doc huffing up to the house, muttering,
‘Oh, just do what you want.’ The next morning, Doc would come down to the barns, give me a raise in
salary, and the whole matter would be forgotten. I always suspected Marybeth Kale might have had
something to do with that! Marybeth Kale…there are just not enough words to express my regard for
her. A grand lady.

“When I got my mare La Markiza (Azjaa x Grazyna), I tried to look at her through Dr. Kale’s eyes,
and she’s proven to be a fine broodmare. ‘Kiza’ has produced three foals for me: Stonewalls Dimond
Lil, a Half-Arabian halter champion and western pleasure junior horse winner, who’s going to Denver
for the Futurity/Maturity; On The Move, by Sheikh Ibn Shiko, a reserve champion gelding as a
yearling, with unlimited performance potential (‘Mo’ could perform in show hack just as easily as he
could be a reiner); and the *Muscat daughter, Red Romance, who is truly her daddy’s girl, complete
with the Muscat trot. Just an hour after my veterinarian called to tell me that it was time to put my
beloved Rhapsody to rest (the blackest day of my life), Taylor Ranch called with the news that La
Markiza had been checked in foal to *Muscat. Red Romance looks uncannily like Rhapsody, and she’s
so good, she takes my breath away. I can’t believe I have been so twice blessed — it must be in the
breeding.”

*M
USCAT AND *NARIADNI are with Rick and Paula Taylor at Taylor Ranch, Provo, Utah,
where they’ve become the centerpieces of the Taylor family involvement with
Arabian horses. Rick first became interested in the Tersk lines through ownership of
a *Nariadni daughter, then arranged for *Nariadni to come to the ranch beginning

with the 1992 breeding season, and late in 1994, acquired controlling interest in the *Muscat
Syndicate. “Even before we brought *Nariadni here, I spent a lot of time with the Kales,” says Rick.
“Howie has always been totally free with his perspectives of Arabian horse breeding, whether or not I
was there to buy. Learning from Howie continues to be a most fascinating experience for me —
learning the genetics and reinforcing the idea that a good horse is a good horse, no matter what its
bloodline label. Howie and I have never signed a contract with all our dealings — only a handshake —
and he’s never deviated from our agreements. If anything, he’s gone beyond. Over the years, the Kale
family has earned our total respect, both as horse breeders and as people, and we treasure their
friendship.” The Kales have consigned nine horses to the Pride of Production Sale at Taylor Ranch on
September 7, and there’s a good chance, says Rick, that he’ll persuade Howie to present *Muscat one
more time, as in the Karho heydays. 

Howie, his wife Sandy, and their daughter, Jennie, make their home at the Black Canyon Ranch.
“Jennie appears to have inherited the Arab horse infection,” Howie observes. “Her school horse is
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Bint Elba (Ross ‘Zi x *Elba), age 26, and Jennie bred
a filly of her own (out of Silk Brocade) whom she’ll
show herself. Sandy attends to the many
management duties and keeps the ranch records…so
everyone stays pleasantly busy. We’ll cut back some
more — the hardest part is deciding who not to keep
— then start breeding a few more,” he adds. “I’m not
finished yet as a breeder. Have we achieved
perfection? I haven’t yet seen a perfect horse, but
that’s a sliding scale. While we have surpassed my
definition of perfection of 30 years ago, I have not yet
attained my current definition of perfection.” 

In the long look back, Howie comments on the
Kale stallions and their contributions: “Tornado was
more of a modifier and a perfecter than a changer;
*Nariadni just makes them a little better everywhere;
and *Muscat stretches them out and makes them
look like *Muscat. When I close my eyes and see my
Arabian horse, it’s *Silver Drift. I like the

masculinity, the big front — my style, my favorite flavor, of horse. For the family, he inspired a quest
for better and better and better and left a treasure for the next generation. The best Tornados would
not be as good as they are without the best of *Silver Drift. And the best *Muscats and the best
*Nariadnis would not be what they are without the gifts of *Silver Drift and Tornado.”

After spending 12 years at the ranch, the senior Kales now live in Scottsdale. “The ranch was a
wonderful place for Marybeth and I to live, and a nice transition from medicine and surgery to
retirement,” says Dr. Kale. “In the first years on the ranch, we kept busy with backhoes and
bulldozers and building fences, while Howie just kept bringing in more horses. Now, we drive up about
once a week, pick oranges and grapefruit, look over the horses, have a family get-together. The horses
continue to enhance my life and I give credit for my present state of  health — I’m going on 87 and
ride my bicycle about five miles every day and swim every day — to having horse breeding as an
avocation.” 

For Dr. Kale, the memories are many. The pleasure the Kales brought to Mrs. Anne McCormick by
presenting the trophies when Kale entries won the Get of Sire class for *Naborr at Scottsdale and by
bringing *Dornaba and *Eskadra to her ringside seat for a close-up look. The breeder pride in
watching Amber Satin go 1988 U.S. National Champion Mare. The family pride in watching *Muscat
put the last jewel in his Triple Crown. The fun of showing Ross’Zi in western pleasure, costume, and
stock horse classes (he won a state championship in stock, against all breeds) and riding him on the
trails of the Black Canyon until he was 30. The satisfaction of putting *Dornaba in a park class, at the
request of show management to fill a class, and winning. The invitation from Dr. Kale, as president of
a Washington Arabian horse club, to Frank McCoy to speak to club members, all of them attracted to
the meeting by his topic (how to make money in the horse business); they listened through about 58
minutes of Frank’s naughty stories so that they could hear his 30-second answer: Buy the land to grow
the horses on; make your money on the land. The contributions of the Kale trainers: Mo Morris, Bud
Kernell, and Al Erickson (the best in the business, says Dr. Kale). 

“I don’t think anyone ever stops being intrigued by the breeding,” says Dr. Kale, “and the challenge
of being very selective in making breeding choices. I’d like to see current breeders pay more attention
to function and action and conformation, rather than just prettiness. But the breed has come a long
way from 1939. And if I had the chance to do it all over again, I would be just as committed, and strive
just as eagerly for perfection.”

And the beat goes on…Bint Elba (Ross Zi x
*Elba by *Pietuszok), foaled at the Kale farm in

Washington in 1968 and winner of the 1975
Canadian National Champion English Pleasure

title, is now 26 years old and Jennie Kale’s
school horse at Black Canyon Ranch,  Black

Canyon City, Arizona.
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Bint Elba (Ross ‘Zi x *Elba), age 26, and Jennie bred
a filly of her own (out of Silk Brocade) whom she’ll
show herself. Sandy attends to the many
management duties and keeps the ranch records…so
everyone stays pleasantly busy. We’ll cut back some
more — the hardest part is deciding who not to keep
— then start breeding a few more,” he adds. “I’m not
finished yet as a breeder. Have we achieved
perfection? I haven’t yet seen a perfect horse, but
that’s a sliding scale. While we have surpassed my
definition of perfection of 30 years ago, I have not yet
attained my current definition of perfection.” 

In the long look back, Howie comments on the
Kale stallions and their contributions: “Tornado was
more of a modifier and a perfecter than a changer;
*Nariadni just makes them a little better everywhere;
and *Muscat stretches them out and makes them
look like *Muscat. When I close my eyes and see my
Arabian horse, it’s *Silver Drift. I like the

masculinity, the big front — my style, my favorite flavor, of horse. For the family, he inspired a quest
for better and better and better and left a treasure for the next generation. The best Tornados would
not be as good as they are without the best of *Silver Drift. And the best *Muscats and the best
*Nariadnis would not be what they are without the gifts of *Silver Drift and Tornado.”

After spending 12 years at the ranch, the senior Kales now live in Scottsdale. “The ranch was a
wonderful place for Marybeth and I to live, and a nice transition from medicine and surgery to
retirement,” says Dr. Kale. “In the first years on the ranch, we kept busy with backhoes and
bulldozers and building fences, while Howie just kept bringing in more horses. Now, we drive up about
once a week, pick oranges and grapefruit, look over the horses, have a family get-together. The horses
continue to enhance my life and I give credit for my present state of  health — I’m going on 87 and
ride my bicycle about five miles every day and swim every day — to having horse breeding as an
avocation.” 

For Dr. Kale, the memories are many. The pleasure the Kales brought to Mrs. Anne McCormick by
presenting the trophies when Kale entries won the Get of Sire class for *Naborr at Scottsdale and by
bringing *Dornaba and *Eskadra to her ringside seat for a close-up look. The breeder pride in
watching Amber Satin go 1988 U.S. National Champion Mare. The family pride in watching *Muscat
put the last jewel in his Triple Crown. The fun of showing Ross’Zi in western pleasure, costume, and
stock horse classes (he won a state championship in stock, against all breeds) and riding him on the
trails of the Black Canyon until he was 30. The satisfaction of putting *Dornaba in a park class, at the
request of show management to fill a class, and winning. The invitation from Dr. Kale, as president of
a Washington Arabian horse club, to Frank McCoy to speak to club members, all of them attracted to
the meeting by his topic (how to make money in the horse business); they listened through about 58
minutes of Frank’s naughty stories so that they could hear his 30-second answer: Buy the land to grow
the horses on; make your money on the land. The contributions of the Kale trainers: Mo Morris, Bud
Kernell, and Al Erickson (the best in the business, says Dr. Kale). 

“I don’t think anyone ever stops being intrigued by the breeding,” says Dr. Kale, “and the challenge
of being very selective in making breeding choices. I’d like to see current breeders pay more attention
to function and action and conformation, rather than just prettiness. But the breed has come a long
way from 1939. And if I had the chance to do it all over again, I would be just as committed, and strive
just as eagerly for perfection.”

And the beat goes on…Bint Elba (Ross Zi x
*Elba by *Pietuszok), foaled at the Kale farm in

Washington in 1968 and winner of the 1975
Canadian National Champion English Pleasure

title, is now 26 years old and Jennie Kale’s
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“T
O ME, it’s unfortunate that more Arabian breeders don’t involve themselves in more
facets of the breed, because they’re missing something vital,” says Bazy Tankersley.
“I love to take the Auntie Mame approach: ‘Life’s a banquet and most sonsabitches
are starving to death.’ Don’t let yourself be among the starving. There’s so much to

learn, much to do, and much to ponder about the ‘banquet’ — this wonderful breed of horse.”
The late Jimmie Dean often teased Bazy: “No one will ever know whether or not you’re a good

breeder because you have just been so lucky all these years.” 
Bazy and Jimmie met when, in the mid-1930s, she took a taxi from a Cincinnati train station

to Selby Stud at Portsmouth, Ohio, where Jimmie orchestrated the breeding program. Bazy was
just 15, on her way home from boarding school in Virginia for a visit with her mother and step-
father in Albuquerque. Bazy recalls: “My mother was a big believer in making her children
independent as early as possible, and she gave me permission to go to Selby’s, but didn’t give me
a clue on how to get there. So I very logically, I thought, took a cab for the 100-mile trip. Really
surprised Jimmie Dean. He never stopped talking about my showing up in a cab and in pigtails.
Now, I’ve never had pigtails — ever. But he thought that made a good story. 

“Fortunately, I made a big impression on Jimmie — partly because of the taxi ride and partly
because Jimmie liked the idea that I thought the mares were more important than the stallions,
even *Raffles and Image. With that visit, Jimmie and I became friends, a friendship that lasted
for life. 

“Of course, I couldn’t buy any horses then, but I had my master plan. Most of the girls at
Foxcroft School had their own horses and I wanted an Arabian, but realized the peer pressure
would say a Thoroughbred for a school horse. So I bought Proper Time, a Thoroughbred gelding
who had not made the grade on the track. And I spent three years saying to that horse, ‘You are
my ticket to my first Arabian.’ Whenever I rode him I was not concerned with how well he was
doing that day, but what he was going to be by the time I was ready to sell him. On graduation
day, I sold him as an accomplished hunter and point-to-point horse, banked the money, and set
about learning more about the Arabian breed.” 

Bazy’s introduction to the breed came through the childhood gift of that classic of all collectors
of literature on the breed, the November 1923 issue of National Geographic with its “The Story

of the Horse” wherein an Arabian
stallion is portrayed in an oasis
setting. Enough to start any
youngster daydreaming. A little
cow pony and a three-quarter
Arabian mare (somehow named
“Little Joe”), the latter a gift from
her mother, gave Bazy mobility in
her pre-boarding school years in
Albuquerque, and Little Joe
inspired her to someday own a
“whole field of Arabians.” 

By 1939, Bazy had studied the
writings of authors of the time —
Lady Wentworth, W.R. Brown,
Albert Harris, Spencer Borden,
and Carl Raswan — and felt
confident about mare shopping.
Jimmie Dean helped her to
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Bazy purchased Indraff (*Raffles x *Indaia) when he was
nine and made him herd sire at Al-Marah Arabians,
breeding 159 foals by him from 1945 through 1965.
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acquire Curfa (Ribal x Nardina by *Berk), a
chestnut mare owned by the Shuey family in
Hendersonville, North Carolina. Curfa produced
the first Bazy-bred Arabian, Lottery, a 1941
chestnut stallion sired by *Raffles. Bazy brought
Curfa to the family’s high mountain Trinchera
Ranch in Southern Colorado, where the mare
demonstrated the expected Arabian traits of
stamina and industry. Lottery proved himself by
working cows at the Trinchera, showing amazing
adaptability to terrain and duty and in showing
up the mounts of the ranch cowboys. 

A few years later, Bazy mare-shopped at the
Van Vleet Ranch at Nederland, Colorado, where
she bought Selfra (*Selmian x *Rose of France
by *Raswan), a Selby-bred mare who produced
Taka (by San Marino) for Bazy in 1943. The
favorable impressions of the Selby mares
encouraged more buying of Crabbet lines,
particularly those with Skowronek blood. Bazy
cites the purchase of Rose of Luzon (Gulastra x
*Rose of France by *Raswan) as one of her
smartest early moves. 

Shortly after the end of World War II, Bazy
(then Mrs. Peter Miller) and her horses relocated
to Rockford, Illinois, not far from her mother’s
dairy farm, where Bazy had spent childhood
summers. “My parents were both in politics — my father, Medill McCormick (of the newspaper
McCormicks), served as Senator from Illinois; my mother, Ruth Hanna McCormick, was the first
woman elected as a Congressman-at-large — so I spent childhood winters in Washington, D.C. and
took riding lessons there. My mother became very active in breeding Holstein cattle and was
recognized as one of the better breeders of the day. From her, as a youngster, I learned about
selection of breeding stock for specific goals, the value of pedigree, and about breeding several
generations ahead. Then I questioned breeders who raised not only horses, but cattle, sheep, hogs. 

“By the mid-1940s, I’d made up my mind about two factors of breeding,” Bazy continues. “After
studying genetics in college, I realized there were two ways you could go about a breeding
program. First, with a small program, say less than 12 mares, you would take those mares to the
appropriate stallions — it doesn’t pay to buy a top stallion for so few mares. But I didn’t want to do
that. The ‘field of Arabians’ dream suggested buying an outstanding stallion and then buying the
mares to complement him. Second, the time-honored theory of any kind of livestock breeding —
that of having two lines that are a good nick and then linebreeding both of them, hoping to
intensify the opportunities of getting what you want from each line.”

Indraff (*Raffles x *Indaia by Raseem), the “top stallion” that came into Bazy’s life for this
prescribed breeding program, reflected early impressions from the Selby Stud. “I had seen both
Indraff’s parents and heartily approved of them. Indraff was discovered at Donald Schutz’s
Crescent Farm in North Manchester, Ohio, where I took one look and thought, ‘That’s the horse,
the one that fits my mental picture of an ideal Arabian.’ I bought the horse, right then, within
minutes of seeing him.

Arabian classes were scheduled for the first time at
the famous Chicago International Livestock Exposition
in 1950, and 14 competed. Here’s Bazy with Ragutaya

(Gulastra x Ramghaza) at the show.
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“H
AVING A *RAFFLES SON WAS IMPORTANT TO ME, and I felt Indraff was the *Raffles son who
would sire my dynasty. Having grown up on ranches in Wyoming and Colorado, I
wanted what looked like a working horse. And Indraff was that — big forearms, big
gaskins, big feet. Indraff had the balance of his sire, just beautifully balanced, and he

had the ‘three-circle’ conformation of *Raffles.
“I brought Indraff to our new home in Peru, Illinois, a great big old house on the main street, with

a carriage house that became Indraff’s stall, and a large front lawn. The only way I could exercise
Indraff was to longe him on the front lawn, so each day motorists on the highway were treated to the
sight of this beautiful grey Arabian stallion being longed on the lawn by a very pregnant lady: me.”

The next task in the master plan was to find just the right mares for Indraff. Bazy insisted — and
still insists — on three factors of equal importance. Mares must be structurally correct with no
hereditary faults of soundness or conformation; they must be heavily endowed with Arabian type;
and they must be very feminine and have the depth of body that indicates they will be fertile and
capable of harboring a good-sized foal. Bazy does not tolerate a bad disposition or flightiness, any leg

faults, weak loin or low back, or a cresty neck
(which might indicate inconsistency in
fertility). 

Within those guidelines, and in order to
linebreed Indraff, Bazy bought *Raffles mares
when she could, not that she considered all
*Raffles daughters perfect. The really good
ones were generally not for sale, she
discovered; but she was able to add the
*Raffles daughter Rose Marie (x Rodetta by
Agwe) from breeder Margaret Shuey of
Asheville, North Carolina. “One of the most
important mares I ever bought,” Bazy
comments. Rose Marie became an
international winner at halter, gave Bazy fine
producing daughters, and she produced one
National winner. 

Other mares that went to Indraff in his first
years at stud included the foundation mare
Selfra (especially suited because of her line to
Skowronek), along with mares of Dickinson,
Selby, Babson, W.R. Brown, and Kellogg lines.

In his lifetime, Indraff more than lived up to
Bazy’s hopes and expectations for him as a
sire. Indraff, an Arabian Horse World Sire of
Significance, sired a lifetime total of 254 foals,
12 of which have National titles, evenly
divided in halter and performance. 

In 1950, Bazy packed up the herd and
moved to Washington, D.C., a move prompted
by the need for an editor for the Washington
Times Herald, one of the stable of McCormick
newspapers. “My uncle who posted me there
just assumed that anyone in the McCormick

TOP: A Bazy pioneering effort: the first Arabian auction,
held at Al-Marah in 1956. 41 Arabians sold for a total

of $65,010. BOTTOM: In 1956, 14 of the R.B. Field Arabians
(Leavenworth, Washington) made a cross-country rail trip

to Al-Marah in Maryland as Bazy purchased the
nucleus of Field’s Bent River herd.
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comments. Rose Marie became an
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by the need for an editor for the Washington
Times Herald, one of the stable of McCormick
newspapers. “My uncle who posted me there
just assumed that anyone in the McCormick
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family could edit a paper,” Bazy recounts, “but I’ve
never liked the newspaper business and wanted to
concentrate on my horses and my interests in
education.”

The move and her work put Bazy in the midst of the
excitement and intrigue of the Washington political life,
and she skillfully worked her horses into that intrigue
through entertaining and special events at her farm.
The Miller marriage ended during these years, and
Bazy married Garvin Tankersley (he also of the
newspaper business), who has teased Bazy that she
didn’t know how many Arabians she owned when they
married and that she still doesn’t know the exact
count. Later, Al-Marah was relocated to Barnesville,
Maryland, and through Bazy’s enthusiasm and support,
it became the East Coast center for Arabian horse
events, as well as the largest Arabian farm in the
country. 

Through her mare Rose of Luzon, Bazy developed an
appreciation of the Gulastra line and in the mid-1950s
she bred nine mares to him. For a part of that time —
long before the advent of shipped semen — she
swapped sires with Howard Marks, sending Indraff to
his California ranch in return for Gulastra (*Astraled x
Gulnare by *Rodan), whom she eventually purchased.
“I kept seven Gulastra daughters for the program and
still consider him an excellent cross for the Indraff
daughters,” says Bazy. “I wanted to breed horses with a
little more presence and more freedom in the shoulder,
without losing pretty heads. Earlier, I’d tried some
Babson blood. I’d loved the Babson lines since I visited
the farm as a young adult, on assignment as a reporter
for one of my mother’s newspapers in Rockford,
Illinois. At that time, I much admired *Sulejman
(Fetysz x Fasila by Rasim, the latter a Crabbet
stallion), particularly his fabulous legs. Absolutely
clean, not a mark on them. I first saw *Sulejman on
that visit as he and the Babson manager, George Cason,
came dashing out of the forest and leaped into the
riding ring. All well-timed, I’m sure, but I was totally
impressed. Loved his presence and his wonderful
shoulder. And I just fell in love with the Babson mares
— those beautiful, beautiful *Fadl daughters. When
*Sulejman was in old age and no longer breeding (in
the early-1960s), I was able to acquire him. My
veterinarian at the time, Dr. Steven Lange, who loved
the challenge of fertility problems, got him breeding
again and I had six offspring by him. The *Sulejman

TOP: Harold Brite trained at Al-Marah for decades,
beginning in the 1940s, specializing in working
horses, but accomplished in other disciplines.

Here, Harold with AM Fansie Flower (AM Count
Rafla x Al Marah Light Fantastic). MIDDLE: Rose

Marie (*Raffles x Rodetta) with her 1954 daughter
Al-Marah Rose Mae by Indraff (one of her five

Indraff offspring) with Bazy. BOTTOM: Count Bazy
(*Count Dorsaz x Al-Marah Ragtime), 1967 U.S.
National Champion Stallion and 1967 Buckeye

Reserve Champion English Pleasure.
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blood is still in the herd through his son AM Sulejmans Flag (x Al-Marah Danna by Indraff) and
through several daughters, one of which is the great-grandam of AM Sea Captain, senior sire at Al-
Marah. Unfortunately, Indraff and the Babson mares did not nick consistently enough.”

A reinforcement of the Crabbet Skowronek lines came in 1956 when Bazy purchased the entire
R.B. Field herd. “Almost mystical,” says Bazy. “There was R.B. Field in Leavenworth, Washington,
and I’d probably heard of him. Then one time he came to Al-Marah and we discovered we had mirror
programs, absolutely. He had Rapture (by *Raffles) out of a full sister to Indraff. He had three
Gulastra mares, we had five. He had Cassandra, we had her full sister Rose Marie. We just evidently
had the same ideas and liked the same kind of horses. And R.B. was just the greatest kind of guy –
irascible as could be, and always fun. So he began making yearly visits to Al-Marah to look at the
current foal crop and talk horses. And we’d swapped breedings and mares. One day R.B. confided to
me that none of his children were interested in the horses and he didn’t want the herd dispersed
when he died. So he extracted my solemn promise that I would buy his horses and merge them with
mine. When R.B. became very ill in 1956, his wife persuaded me the time had come. 

“The Field purchase — 13 mares, five foals, and Rapture — turned out to be fortuitous for Al-
Marah. The Rapture blood and the Field mares are still very important in my program. They

produced a lot of the toughest horses.
Our endurance horses come from that
line, and of course, Cassandra became
one of our top producers.”

With the abundance of *Raffles blood
in her herd, Bazy automatically became
a member of what she terms the
“*Raffles mafia,” a close-knit group of
breeders in the Midwest and on the East
Coast — Bill and Mae Munson of
Shalimar Arabians in Illinois, Clifford
and Dick Lodwick of Lodwick Arabians
in Ohio, Gina Manion of Manion Canyon
Arabians in Indiana, Garth and Joe
Buchanan of Comar Arabians in Iowa,
and of course, Jimmie Dean. Tish Hewitt
of Friendship Farm and Crete Harvey of
Harvey Arabian Farm, both Illinois
breeders, came along a bit later, as did
Jerry Donoghue in Texas.

“I’m still a great fan of *Raffles,” Bazy
notes, “but I did not go for the inbred-
inbred-inbred *Raffles. I felt that they

got to be just little tanks and they couldn’t move. They were very athletic as far as working horses,
but they had no stride. Some tended to heavy necks and lost type in the head. That’s why I went to
outside stallions, such as *Sulejman and Gulastra, which none of the other *Raffles breeders were
doing; they only brought in outside blood through the mare lines. 

“We mafia members enjoyed a great sense of camaraderie and sharing. If I needed a young stallion
in Bill Munson’s barn, for instance, I simply took him and used him and returned him. If he owed me
a filly, he sent me his best. There was absolutely not one vestige of competition among us. The feeling
was as though the horses of *Raffles blood comprised one herd and we each had a piece of that herd.
They were our horses.” 

AM Canadian Beau (*Ranix x Al-Marah Caliope), 1974 U.S.
Top Ten Formal Driving and Formal Combination, as

presented in harness by Al-Marah trainer Victor Kerr.
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of Friendship Farm and Crete Harvey of
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notes, “but I did not go for the inbred-
inbred-inbred *Raffles. I felt that they

got to be just little tanks and they couldn’t move. They were very athletic as far as working horses,
but they had no stride. Some tended to heavy necks and lost type in the head. That’s why I went to
outside stallions, such as *Sulejman and Gulastra, which none of the other *Raffles breeders were
doing; they only brought in outside blood through the mare lines. 

“We mafia members enjoyed a great sense of camaraderie and sharing. If I needed a young stallion
in Bill Munson’s barn, for instance, I simply took him and used him and returned him. If he owed me
a filly, he sent me his best. There was absolutely not one vestige of competition among us. The feeling
was as though the horses of *Raffles blood comprised one herd and we each had a piece of that herd.
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I
N AUGUST 1957, when the news
flashed around the world that
Lady Wentworth, owner of
Crabbet Stud, had died, Bazy

moved quickly. The Crabbet
Arabians had been left to Lady
Wentworth’s manager Cecil Covey.
“Because Mr. Covey was bequeathed
horses but not the means of caring
for them, a herd reduction seemed
imminent, and I knew whoever got
there first would get the prize,”
Bazy recalls. “So I quickly sent my
manager, Harold Brite, to England to
negotiate with Covey, and Bill
Munson volunteered to go. I was
delighted to have his help in
choosing mares. Through those two,
we were able to buy every mare we
wanted (with the exception of Silver
Gilt) and five stallions. Within
weeks of Lady Wentworth’s death,
Miss Gladys Yule of Hanstead Stud,
a leading breeder of Crabbet lines in
England, died, and we were able to
purchase 14 horses from her stud,
including all the Hanstead mares.
Believe me, you know what
excitement is when you go to New
York to receive a shipment of the 35
finest Arabians in England.” 

The Crabbet/Hanstead purchases
included the stallions *Crystal
Voyager (Royal Crystal x Nerina by Rissalix), *Royal Constellation (Grand Royal x *Serafina by
Indian Gold), *Little Owl (Grey Owl x *Kabara by Rissalix), *Royal Diamond (Oran x Grey Royal by
Raktha), *Bright Diamond (Bright Shadow x *Silver Diamond by Grand Royal), and *The Count of
Al-Marah (*Count Orlando x Rafeena by Aluf), and brought in daughters of Grey Owl, Iridos, Dargee,
Grand Royal, Rissam, Rissalix, General Grant, Irex, Radi, Rasham, Oran, Blue Domino, *Silver
Vanity, Raktha, *Count Dorsaz, and *Count Orlando. 

Bazy very much wanted the Hanstead stallion *Count Dorsaz (Rissalix x Shamnar by Naziri), but
was unable to negotiate a purchase from Miss Yule’s heir, her secretary. *Count Dorsaz had twice
won the Winston Churchill Cup for the best riding horse of all breeds, and because of his wonderful
action, he enjoyed great popularity as a sire of Anglo-Arabians. “Ultimately, we were able to lease
*Count Dorsaz,” Bazy recounts, “and when I saw that first foal crop out of the Indraff daughters, I
knew I couldn’t live without that horse. So I just badgered that poor woman to death. Finally, my
agitation at not being able to buy began to disturb my husband Tank’s domestic tranquillity, and he
just picked up the phone, called her and bought the horse. Just as simple as that. Although he never
involves himself with the horses, he knows when to move. 

For Al-Marah, Dreamazon reinforced the Skowronek blood through his many
lines to the Skowronek son *Raseyn. At Scottsdale, he was 1978 Junior

Champion Colt, and Bazy Tankersley later showed him in western pleasure.

© 1992 ROB HESS
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“I
CONSIDERED *COUNT DORSAZ an outcross for the Al-Marah mares because in his
immediate background, there are no duplicates of horses in Indraff’s pedigree. In the
fifth generation, however, only one horse is not duplicated. I knew he had what we
needed — the freedom of movement and the presence and the qualities we associate

with the Crabbet lines. Because of those qualities and more, he was the answer to my hope
of finding a major stallion that I could inbreed. Of course, it took us several years to sort out
which lines would work with him — the Oran line didn’t blend with him to suit me — and we
eventually ended up using more Hanstead lines with him than we did Crabbet lines.” In the
United States, *Count Dorsaz sired 15 National winners, including Count Bazy, 1967 U.S.
National Champion Stallion. 

In the early 1960s, when she was judging a small Canadian show, Bazy was completely taken
by one of the performance stallions entered, and at the end of the show, moved quickly to find
him and his owner. “Here’s this big mahogany bay stallion with four white socks, obviously
an older horse, exhibiting the best action I’d ever seen in an unshod horse. He put in several
faultless performances with youth riders, and I was delighted to learn he (*Ranix) was the town
favorite. He turned out to have the same sire as *Count Dorsaz.

“I managed to lease him and that move started some interesting developments at Al-Marah.
*Ranix (Rissalix x Iorana by Radi) had some qualities you wouldn’t like — in the longest day
he wouldn’t have won a halter class — but his action was just superb and he had a wonderful
shoulder. I was tempted to do some genetic fishing, an attempt to see what mares we could
breed to him that would take his positive attributes. That’s how we got AM Canadian Beau (x
Al-Marah Caliope by Indraff), U.S. National Top Ten Formal Driving and Formal Combination,
and sire of two National winners. And how we got Al-Marah Canadius (x Al-Marah Tai by
Indraff), a National Champion in performance and sire of ten National winners, including
National Champions in halter and performance. We, of course, got some ugly horses that just
went out as pleasure horses, but the odds of incorporating the positive *Ranix qualities seemed
to improve with each generation. With Canadian Beau, we’re still genetic fishing, but he’s part
of a pattern we’re using a lot wherein we take a highly inbred horse and add one outcross.
Neither of the parents are necessarily end products. For instance Canadian Beau’s dam, Al-
Marah Caliope (Indraff x Calla by Rapture), is highly inbred *Raffles, small and lovely, and a
little on the fine-boned side. Such genetic fishing is not a good effort for breeders unless they
have lots of horses because some inevitably are disappointments. With Canadian Beau, we got
all the beauty of the dam and the presence and shoulder and motion of *Ranix — all his pluses. 

“I don’t wait for signs to tell me when I need an outcross stallion. I always plan several
years ahead, and I look for stallions 364 days a year. I seldom use what we refer to as a ‘cold
outcross,’ and when I do, it’s just to add a little new blood — an eyedropper full. I frequently
bring back some blood that we’ve used previously, and even more often I look for a stallion
within the same genetic pool, as *Count Dorsaz was — even more appropriate than we had
realized. With his use, the inbreeding coefficient was very low but we were very much in the
same genetic pool.”

The same principles worked for Bazy with three other stallions: *Silver Vanity (Oran x Silver
Gilt by Indian Gold), sire of six National winners; *Bremervale Destiny (Oxford Decimus x
Bremervale Zendi by Lord Gold-N-Glo), imported from Australia in 1986; and Dreamazon
(BF Rageymazon x Gai Dream by Gay-Rouge), sire of three National winners, purchased in
partnership with owner Margaret Haverstock in 1985 and in full ownership in 1987. None had
common up-close ancestors with the Al-Marah horses, but had common ancestors farther back. 

Dreamazon provided Bazy another opportunity for inbreeding. “Currently we have three full
brothers that are the product of breeding Dreamazon to his full sister CF Gai Fantasia,” says
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“I
CONSIDERED *COUNT DORSAZ an outcross for the Al-Marah mares because in his
immediate background, there are no duplicates of horses in Indraff’s pedigree. In the
fifth generation, however, only one horse is not duplicated. I knew he had what we
needed — the freedom of movement and the presence and the qualities we associate

with the Crabbet lines. Because of those qualities and more, he was the answer to my hope
of finding a major stallion that I could inbreed. Of course, it took us several years to sort out
which lines would work with him — the Oran line didn’t blend with him to suit me — and we
eventually ended up using more Hanstead lines with him than we did Crabbet lines.” In the
United States, *Count Dorsaz sired 15 National winners, including Count Bazy, 1967 U.S.
National Champion Stallion. 

In the early 1960s, when she was judging a small Canadian show, Bazy was completely taken
by one of the performance stallions entered, and at the end of the show, moved quickly to find
him and his owner. “Here’s this big mahogany bay stallion with four white socks, obviously
an older horse, exhibiting the best action I’d ever seen in an unshod horse. He put in several
faultless performances with youth riders, and I was delighted to learn he (*Ranix) was the town
favorite. He turned out to have the same sire as *Count Dorsaz.

“I managed to lease him and that move started some interesting developments at Al-Marah.
*Ranix (Rissalix x Iorana by Radi) had some qualities you wouldn’t like — in the longest day
he wouldn’t have won a halter class — but his action was just superb and he had a wonderful
shoulder. I was tempted to do some genetic fishing, an attempt to see what mares we could
breed to him that would take his positive attributes. That’s how we got AM Canadian Beau (x
Al-Marah Caliope by Indraff), U.S. National Top Ten Formal Driving and Formal Combination,
and sire of two National winners. And how we got Al-Marah Canadius (x Al-Marah Tai by
Indraff), a National Champion in performance and sire of ten National winners, including
National Champions in halter and performance. We, of course, got some ugly horses that just
went out as pleasure horses, but the odds of incorporating the positive *Ranix qualities seemed
to improve with each generation. With Canadian Beau, we’re still genetic fishing, but he’s part
of a pattern we’re using a lot wherein we take a highly inbred horse and add one outcross.
Neither of the parents are necessarily end products. For instance Canadian Beau’s dam, Al-
Marah Caliope (Indraff x Calla by Rapture), is highly inbred *Raffles, small and lovely, and a
little on the fine-boned side. Such genetic fishing is not a good effort for breeders unless they
have lots of horses because some inevitably are disappointments. With Canadian Beau, we got
all the beauty of the dam and the presence and shoulder and motion of *Ranix — all his pluses. 

“I don’t wait for signs to tell me when I need an outcross stallion. I always plan several
years ahead, and I look for stallions 364 days a year. I seldom use what we refer to as a ‘cold
outcross,’ and when I do, it’s just to add a little new blood — an eyedropper full. I frequently
bring back some blood that we’ve used previously, and even more often I look for a stallion
within the same genetic pool, as *Count Dorsaz was — even more appropriate than we had
realized. With his use, the inbreeding coefficient was very low but we were very much in the
same genetic pool.”

The same principles worked for Bazy with three other stallions: *Silver Vanity (Oran x Silver
Gilt by Indian Gold), sire of six National winners; *Bremervale Destiny (Oxford Decimus x
Bremervale Zendi by Lord Gold-N-Glo), imported from Australia in 1986; and Dreamazon
(BF Rageymazon x Gai Dream by Gay-Rouge), sire of three National winners, purchased in
partnership with owner Margaret Haverstock in 1985 and in full ownership in 1987. None had
common up-close ancestors with the Al-Marah horses, but had common ancestors farther back. 

Dreamazon provided Bazy another opportunity for inbreeding. “Currently we have three full
brothers that are the product of breeding Dreamazon to his full sister CF Gai Fantasia,” says
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Bazy. “Because Dreamazon is heavily linebred
back in his pedigree to begin with, the inbreeding
coefficient on these three stallions is as much as six
times greater than if we had mated a full brother
and sister who were not linebred. Inbreeding will
intensify whatever qualities you have (good or bad)
and the potential for reproducing those qualities. If
you find an undesirable characteristic popping up,
you should certainly not use that individual for
inbreeding, but if the great majority do not manifest
the undesirable characteristic, you shouldn’t
necessarily discontinue inbreeding. It just means
that culling must be more rigorous than in usual
circumstances.”

More recently, Bazy has added two new stallions.
Chauncey DB (WN Alegria x *Yanifa by Garbo),
purchased in 1994, is eighty-seven-and-a-half
percent Spanish in pedigree. “Chauncey did for us
exactly what we hoped he would: gave us some long-
necked, long-legged fillies for the broodmare band,”
Bazy comments. “A stallion’s contribution to an old
established program does not have to be broad to be
significant.” Opalo (*Barich De Washoe x Brumarbas
Jewell by Azraff), purchased in 1996, adds a Spanish
sire line and reinforces the *Raffles line through
his dam, a *Raffles granddaughter and great-great-
granddaughter. 

“Opalo was purchased on the basis of three 1996
foals he sired for Al-Marah,” Bazy notes. “I consider
that a strong indication — but not proof — of his
ability as a sire. Next year, I will breed him to 10 or
12 mares, and in one year, I will know if Opalo will
bring to the herd the qualities I expect him to.” 

In the late 1960s, Bazy longed to return to the
desert country she loved so much, so once more she
packed up the herd and installed them on a newly-
built Bazy-designed facility on 110 acres in the
Tucson suburbs. In 1996, Al-Marah mares produced
30 foals, sired by AM Gypsy Vision, Overlook Farwa,
Deep Freeze, AM Sea Captain, SSA Csea Dream,

TOP: Chauncey DB (WN Alegria x *Yanifa), a 1994 addition to the
stallion barn, brings Spanish bloodlines to Al-Marah. MIDDLE: AM

Sea Captain (Al-Marah Indraff x AM Lady Inred), senior sire at
Al-Marah, with trainer Mitch Willour. BOTTOM: Al-Marah Garcon
(AM Canadian Beau x AM Tis Beverlie) with Stanley White, Sr.

(an Al-Marah trainer during the Maryland years) at the 1992
Nationals for a Top Ten Country English Pleasure.
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Chauncey DB, Al-Marah Garcon, AM Double Dream, and Opalo. “For me, a broodmare band of
about 25 head is ideal, making the total herd over 150 and less than 200. This gives me enough
horses so that I can afford to gamble in order to take giant steps ahead. This size also gives me
enough variety so that I have horses that produce English pleasure, halter, endurance, hunter,
jumper, and cutting and reining horses. Yet, it is not so many that I can’t have an intimate
acquaintance with all of them, and it is the maximum that I can raise within a certain overhead. In
the past when we got too big — nearly 300 head — I just didn’t feel that I had a good handle on the
operation, either from a management standpoint or in understanding what my program was doing.

“Financially, Al-Marah is very much a business and operates as a business. Probably three-
quarters of my conversations with my manager Dennis Eikenberry and half my conversations with
my trainers Lee and Donna Bolles and Leo Hansen are concerned with the financial aspects of the
business.” In line with the concern for sound business operation, proper horse husbandry is a
high priority at Al-Marah. Mares should produce a foal almost every year and they should be good
mothers with a strong maternal instinct and lots of milk, Bazy believes. “The average age of any
herd should be kept young. If a mare doesn’t produce better than herself, or at least as good as

herself, she does not belong in
the broodmare band. If she does
produce better than herself, she
should be replaced by one of her
daughters. 

“The best horse husbandry
practice is to let them live as much
as possible like horses, with a
minimum of time cooped up in a
box stall and a maximum of time
in the company of other horses.
Right now, we are changing our
physical plant so that our stallions
can be turned out with geldings or
bred mares, but we will not make
that change to the detriment of the
size of our pastures. We want the
foals to have plenty of room to run.
At least half our foals are turned
out in range conditions, in fields of
several hundred acres, at the Hat
Ranch at Williams, Arizona, a
2,400-acre ranch I bought in 1977.
I wish all the foals could have this
growing-up.”

“In order to meet the increased
energy and protein requirements
of gestation and lactation, we
augment mares’ diets with a
commercial supplement,” says
Dennis Eikenberry. “This product
provides additional vitamin and
mineral supplementation and is

FEATURES OF CORRECT CONFORMATION ESSENTIAL TO A GOOD
ARABIAN, by Bazy Tankersley
BODY. Balance of the body is terribly important, meaning that the
length of the body (excluding the neck) must be very little, if any,
longer than the height. The body should present three circles of equal
size (shoulder, barrel, and hip). Frequently the hip is not deep enough.
I like a deep heart girth and for the horse to be well-bodied all the
way back, not “herring-gutted.” Good overall carriage must be there,
particularly tail carriage. 

LEGS. Front legs must be straight when viewed from the front and
have short cannon bones, with the tendon well out from the bone
below the knee (as viewed from the side). The leg must also be
straight from the side view, but I will allow a horse to be a little over in
the knees, but never calf-kneed. The hind legs should have enough
curve of the gaskin to allow for good hock action, but not so much as
to cause the horse to be “camped out” behind, nor must the hind leg
be so straight that it is “post-legged.” From behind, I like to see the
hocks turned in just a little to allow the stifle to clear the barrel in a
long stride.

TOPLINE. I like a strong topline and a strong back, a slightly curved
rather than table-straight croup, and I will give up something on the
wither if I have to. (The first riding instruction I ever got was to keep
a leg on each side of the horse, and I have never found that withers
were necessary in order to do this.) 

NECK. I want the neck fairly lengthy, but in good proportion to the
body. I do not like the Loch Ness monster look, and I don’t want the
throatlatch so narrow as to inhibit the windpipe. I like a V-shaped
chest and only moderately wide. 

HEAD AND NECK. Heads can vary tremendously in that you can have
a lovely head that has a perfectly straight profile, but because of large
wide-set eyes placed low in the head, it is beautiful. On the other
hand, you can have a head with a pronounced bump and dish that is
equally beautiful. I like to breed extreme heads, but I will never give up
wide-branching jaws that allow for a big windpipe. The mare’s head
should look feminine, and the stallion’s head should look masculine.
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Chauncey DB, Al-Marah Garcon, AM Double Dream, and Opalo. “For me, a broodmare band of
about 25 head is ideal, making the total herd over 150 and less than 200. This gives me enough
horses so that I can afford to gamble in order to take giant steps ahead. This size also gives me
enough variety so that I have horses that produce English pleasure, halter, endurance, hunter,
jumper, and cutting and reining horses. Yet, it is not so many that I can’t have an intimate
acquaintance with all of them, and it is the maximum that I can raise within a certain overhead. In
the past when we got too big — nearly 300 head — I just didn’t feel that I had a good handle on the
operation, either from a management standpoint or in understanding what my program was doing.

“Financially, Al-Marah is very much a business and operates as a business. Probably three-
quarters of my conversations with my manager Dennis Eikenberry and half my conversations with
my trainers Lee and Donna Bolles and Leo Hansen are concerned with the financial aspects of the
business.” In line with the concern for sound business operation, proper horse husbandry is a
high priority at Al-Marah. Mares should produce a foal almost every year and they should be good
mothers with a strong maternal instinct and lots of milk, Bazy believes. “The average age of any
herd should be kept young. If a mare doesn’t produce better than herself, or at least as good as

herself, she does not belong in
the broodmare band. If she does
produce better than herself, she
should be replaced by one of her
daughters. 

“The best horse husbandry
practice is to let them live as much
as possible like horses, with a
minimum of time cooped up in a
box stall and a maximum of time
in the company of other horses.
Right now, we are changing our
physical plant so that our stallions
can be turned out with geldings or
bred mares, but we will not make
that change to the detriment of the
size of our pastures. We want the
foals to have plenty of room to run.
At least half our foals are turned
out in range conditions, in fields of
several hundred acres, at the Hat
Ranch at Williams, Arizona, a
2,400-acre ranch I bought in 1977.
I wish all the foals could have this
growing-up.”

“In order to meet the increased
energy and protein requirements
of gestation and lactation, we
augment mares’ diets with a
commercial supplement,” says
Dennis Eikenberry. “This product
provides additional vitamin and
mineral supplementation and is

FEATURES OF CORRECT CONFORMATION ESSENTIAL TO A GOOD
ARABIAN, by Bazy Tankersley
BODY. Balance of the body is terribly important, meaning that the
length of the body (excluding the neck) must be very little, if any,
longer than the height. The body should present three circles of equal
size (shoulder, barrel, and hip). Frequently the hip is not deep enough.
I like a deep heart girth and for the horse to be well-bodied all the
way back, not “herring-gutted.” Good overall carriage must be there,
particularly tail carriage. 

LEGS. Front legs must be straight when viewed from the front and
have short cannon bones, with the tendon well out from the bone
below the knee (as viewed from the side). The leg must also be
straight from the side view, but I will allow a horse to be a little over in
the knees, but never calf-kneed. The hind legs should have enough
curve of the gaskin to allow for good hock action, but not so much as
to cause the horse to be “camped out” behind, nor must the hind leg
be so straight that it is “post-legged.” From behind, I like to see the
hocks turned in just a little to allow the stifle to clear the barrel in a
long stride.

TOPLINE. I like a strong topline and a strong back, a slightly curved
rather than table-straight croup, and I will give up something on the
wither if I have to. (The first riding instruction I ever got was to keep
a leg on each side of the horse, and I have never found that withers
were necessary in order to do this.) 

NECK. I want the neck fairly lengthy, but in good proportion to the
body. I do not like the Loch Ness monster look, and I don’t want the
throatlatch so narrow as to inhibit the windpipe. I like a V-shaped
chest and only moderately wide. 

HEAD AND NECK. Heads can vary tremendously in that you can have
a lovely head that has a perfectly straight profile, but because of large
wide-set eyes placed low in the head, it is beautiful. On the other
hand, you can have a head with a pronounced bump and dish that is
equally beautiful. I like to breed extreme heads, but I will never give up
wide-branching jaws that allow for a big windpipe. The mare’s head
should look feminine, and the stallion’s head should look masculine.
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specifically designed for our alfalfa-based roughage diet. We believe in feeding the highest
quality roughage available, and as a result, require very little concentrate (grain)
supplementation to maintain condition in our mares. 

“W
ITH THE NEWBORN FOALS, we perform several routine procedures, including
treating the umbilical stump with chlorehexidene solution for three
consecutive days and giving enemas to all colts and to fillies as required.
Typically, we check passive transfer of immunity by running IgG tests

(immunodiffusion test to measure antibodies received from the mare) on the blood of all foals.
This year, we gave each newborn a prophylactic treatment with an oral IgG supplement
within four hours of birth. Each newborn is given a basic physical and neurological exam, and
temperature and hydration are monitored for a minimum of three days post-parturition. While
it may seem like we handle the foals a lot, we minimize interaction with humans until we are
confident the bonding between the mares and foals is adequate. 

“Some mares are rebred on their nine-day heats, but they are carefully screened. Experience
dictates that indiscriminate breeding on the foal heat may result in higher than normal
pregnancy losses which, in the end, actually increases the foaling interval, taking more time
than breeding on the 30-day heat would have.”

The administration of GnRH (gonadotrophin releasing hormone) is a relatively new
procedure, Dennis explains. “Its correct use is still being evaluated, but we feel we have had
excellent results with its use for our senior stallion AM Sea Captain. Due to testicular
degeneration, the quality of his semen began dropping off dramatically about three years ago,
when he was 20. We initially evaluated GnRH supplementation with every-other-hour
hypodermic injections, and the increase in seminal quality was dramatic. Progressive motility
increased from approximately 20 percent to 70 percent and the numbers of sperm collected
per ejaculate doubled. We then fitted Sea Captain with a hormone pump, in order to make life
easier for both him and the staff. We feel confident he would not be actively breeding and
settling mares today if we had not utilized this procedure.”

Al-Marah foals are measured at three days, three weeks, three months, and every six months
thereafter to help make determinations on which characteristics of proportion change and
which don’t. 

“We pretty much decide the fate of foals by the time they are eight or nine weeks old,” says
Bazy. “We seldom have what we would call a cull, but if we do — and we’ll know by age six
weeks — we sell it to an appropriate home for an appropriate use. Then we determine which
foals we want to keep for the breeding program, a decision based both on the quality of the foal
and our needs. For those that aren’t destined to stay here, we decide whether to market that
individual immediately or to raise it and market it later. On the colts, we decide within weeks
of foaling which are to be gelded, and they are gelded immediately. 

“We try to keep our broodmare band very young; 12 is about the maximum age here,” Bazy
continues. “We do have a few old mares.  I’m more inclined to keep old mares who have
produced outstanding sons. So few colts are truly worthy of being herd sires, so when you have
a mare with that potential, she is worth keeping into old age. I determine how long I would
breed an old mare strictly on performance. If she becomes difficult to get in foal, it is not good
animal husbandry to keep her. If her foal is substandard in size and/or vigor, it’s time to stop
breeding her.” 

Hunches and so-called breeder’s instinct play no part in making breeding decisions at
Al-Marah. “I try to have sound reasons for every breeding decision,” says Bazy. “Before foaling
season each year, I carefully assess the production of each mare with each stallion she’s been
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mated with. In fact, I do this twice. My notes from the first evaluation are left on my desk for the
second look. If I don’t come back with the same assessment the second time, I go back and rethink
the decision. Sometimes a decision is changed when the mare foals, particularly if the mare has had
only a few foals. I probably would not have gone into major breeding of horses had I not discovered
my exceptional ability in spatial visualization — the ability to hold an image in the eye. I can look at
a mare and in my mind’s eye I can see the important horses in her pedigree as well as many of her
progeny.” 

The strain theory receives no attention in planning matings. This despite Bazy’s long years of
acquaintance with Carl Raswan, a great believer in breeding pure in the strain. “I know what the
various strains are supposed to look like, but I have seen many Kuhailans that I thought were
Seglawis and vice versa,” she explains. “I find it hard to take seriously a breeding theory wherein a
horse is called a Kuhailan because the tail female goes back to Kuhailan and the rest of the pedigree
is one or more other strains. We are too far removed from the strains — too many generations from
the desert — for strains to be of significant consistency in today’s horses.” Carl Raswan was a long-

term hard-working
ranch guest at Bazy’s
Tucson area ranch in
the early 1940s. She
credits him with
much enthusiasm and
inspiration for the breed,
and he contributed the
name and the meaning
of her farm: Al-Marah,
Arabic for “a garden-like
oasis.”

On hereditary
diseases, Bazy has had
her rounds. “In the more
than 2,500 foals I’ve
bred, I’ve never had
a CID (combined
immunodeficiency)
foal,” Bazy relates.
“However, at one time I
imported a stallion who
carried the warning
that there was a remote
possibility that he could
be a CID carrier. So I
bought 12 mares that
were known CID carriers

and bred them. Sure enough, he turned out to be a carrier. We had the classic 25 percent CID-
affected foals. Of course I gelded him and sold the unaffected progeny for riding horses. Cerebellar
hyperplasia has occurred in my herd through the years although, in spite of our intensive
inbreeding, it has never increased in numbers. I’m not convinced that it is hereditary, and its
incidence is so rare that it’s not worth worrying about. I’m much more concerned about a club foot,
for instance.”

AM Seagfreed (AM Sea Captain x Almarah Moneytree), 1995 U.S.
National Champion Cutting Futurity, carries on the Al-Marah

expertise in cutting here with trainer John Ben Cawley.
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mated with. In fact, I do this twice. My notes from the first evaluation are left on my desk for the
second look. If I don’t come back with the same assessment the second time, I go back and rethink
the decision. Sometimes a decision is changed when the mare foals, particularly if the mare has had
only a few foals. I probably would not have gone into major breeding of horses had I not discovered
my exceptional ability in spatial visualization — the ability to hold an image in the eye. I can look at
a mare and in my mind’s eye I can see the important horses in her pedigree as well as many of her
progeny.” 

The strain theory receives no attention in planning matings. This despite Bazy’s long years of
acquaintance with Carl Raswan, a great believer in breeding pure in the strain. “I know what the
various strains are supposed to look like, but I have seen many Kuhailans that I thought were
Seglawis and vice versa,” she explains. “I find it hard to take seriously a breeding theory wherein a
horse is called a Kuhailan because the tail female goes back to Kuhailan and the rest of the pedigree
is one or more other strains. We are too far removed from the strains — too many generations from
the desert — for strains to be of significant consistency in today’s horses.” Carl Raswan was a long-

term hard-working
ranch guest at Bazy’s
Tucson area ranch in
the early 1940s. She
credits him with
much enthusiasm and
inspiration for the breed,
and he contributed the
name and the meaning
of her farm: Al-Marah,
Arabic for “a garden-like
oasis.”

On hereditary
diseases, Bazy has had
her rounds. “In the more
than 2,500 foals I’ve
bred, I’ve never had
a CID (combined
immunodeficiency)
foal,” Bazy relates.
“However, at one time I
imported a stallion who
carried the warning
that there was a remote
possibility that he could
be a CID carrier. So I
bought 12 mares that
were known CID carriers

and bred them. Sure enough, he turned out to be a carrier. We had the classic 25 percent CID-
affected foals. Of course I gelded him and sold the unaffected progeny for riding horses. Cerebellar
hyperplasia has occurred in my herd through the years although, in spite of our intensive
inbreeding, it has never increased in numbers. I’m not convinced that it is hereditary, and its
incidence is so rare that it’s not worth worrying about. I’m much more concerned about a club foot,
for instance.”

AM Seagfreed (AM Sea Captain x Almarah Moneytree), 1995 U.S.
National Champion Cutting Futurity, carries on the Al-Marah

expertise in cutting here with trainer John Ben Cawley.
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Never one for spectator sports, Bazy vows she will never own a horse that she can’t use on
the ranch or take on a 100-mile ride, or anything else that strikes her fancy. “I’m spending my
life proving the versatility, durability, and good nature of the Arabian breed,” she says, “having
proven them in ranching, fox hunting, cutting, stadium jumping, dressage, pleasure driving,
gymkhana, and the ring-around-the-rosy stuff. Add competitive trail riding – a milestone in my
life. Opened up a whole new world for me, and never in all my activities have I gotten a horse
so fit. Different, too. With any other discipline, you’re saying to your horse, ‘Now give me all
you’ve got.’ With the competitive trail horse, you’re asking, ‘What can I do to make you more
comfortable? How can we do this together?’ 

“F
OR THIS ADVENTURE, I chose the Indraff son Al-Marah Rud Balik. I like trail horses
to be alert; they may make you clutch the saddle horn and scramble occasionally,
but they don’t get into trouble because they’re watching everything, all the time. I
probably rode ‘Ruddie’ about 2,000 miles fitting him for his first ride. (You can

get very close to a horse after all those miles.) Ruddie had already proven himself as a cutting
horse, and he loved trail riding. I wanted to do it right the first time out, and we did — won the
Heavyweight Division of the 1964 Vermont 100-miler — and defended the title and won again
the following year.” Other rides followed with many wins, both for Bazy and for Al-Marah
horses owned by others. The breeding and fitting of Al-Marah endurance horses is the
province of trainer Jerry Hamilton, who manages the Hat Ranch at Williams, Arizona.

Along with this breeding of some 2,500 Arabians in 50-plus years, Bazy’s pioneer spirit
got her into almost every activity that would help to promote the breed: convincing show
management teams back in the early 1950s to schedule Arabian classes, the usual entree
through the staging of a native costume class — “just one step down from a horse race,” Bazy
recalls — as a trade-off for halter and performance classes; continued emphasis on the doing
ability of the Arabian, as exemplified by the gelding Arraff (*Raffles x Arsa), the Harold Brite
trainee who showed all breeds nationwide how to cut cattle; the founding (in large part by
members of the *Raffles mafia) of the Arabian Horse Owners Foundation; inaugurating the first
Arabian races in the U.S.; holding the first breed auctions at Al-Marah; and the family treks to
shows through the 1960s, packing up horses, tack, and her brood — Mark and Kristie Miller;
Garvin Tankersley, Jr. (President of the Board of Directors of the Arabian Horse Registry of
America); Anne Tankersley Sturm and Joanna Sturm; as many of Harold and Louise Brite’s five
children as were show-ready; and any others who might be in temporary long-term residence
at Al-Marah. 

These days, the Bazy/Al-Marah activities are many and varied: summer and winter camps
(for adults); the ongoing Winter Forums (billed as hands-on and bottoms-on events); continued
participation (and winning) in all-breed cutting, competitive trail and endurance riding; the
provision of a four-in-hand of matched greys for the Kentucky Horse Park to represent the
breed; the continuation of the 30-year-old Al-Marah apprentice program which has launched so
many young people in horse-related careers; the sponsorship of the Al-Marah Futurity (Eastern
and Western); ongoing sales to overseas breeders, most recently to Venezuela, United Arab
Emirates, and Mexico; involvement in the Al-Marah Arabian Horse Breeders Alliance; ongoing
support for TROT (Therapeutic Riding of Tucson), a riding program for challenged youth and
adults; and adding more National titles to the hundreds already chalked up to Al-Marah horses:
in 1995 at U.S. Nationals alone, two National Championships (cutting), one Reserve (jumping),
and four Top Tens (halter, working hunter, and cutting).

On the drawing board: judging clinics, hosted by the Arabian Horse Owners Foundation, in
areas where judges want/need some “post-graduate” work and the reinstatement of the horse
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management courses, the latter in response to the
growing numbers of new owners of Arabian horses. 

In her 50-plus years of breeding, Bazy’s had her
favorites, and at the top of the list is AM Canadian
Beau, who is now retired to an Al-Marah pasture
near the ranch office. “A magnificent piece of horse
flesh,” she says. “Probably the strongest Arabian
I have ever known, very people-oriented, loved
to work and gloried in his beauty and strength.
Sometimes I think he even has a sense of humor.
He’s no longer breeding, but two of his daughters
are among the ten best broodmares I’ve had in the
past 20 years and his son Al-Marah Garcon is the
epitome of what I like in an Arabian and doing a
good job in the stud. AM Sea Captain has a large
place in my heart. A laid-back horse, perfection as
a western type Arabian, and a phenomenon in the
stud. Such a pleasant horse to be around that my
daughter Tiffany and I used to vie with each other to
show him. I am proud to have bred Al-Marah Knight,
whom I sold at a young age to Carolyn and Tom
Wells; Knight has sired more winning endurance
horses than any other sire and he’s the first horse
placed in the Endurance Hall of Fame on the basis of
his progeny. Al-Marah Canadius sold as a colt to Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Hopkins; he did us proud in the
show ring and in the stud. Favorite mare lines are
*Rose of France and the Silver line from Crabbet.”

Many persons of Bazy’s years and experience
might log many hours in the rocking chair on the
front porch. No rocking chair for Bazy. When she
turned 70, she divested herself of almost all civic
and community responsibilities so that she might
focus more on Al-Marah and the breeding program.
And therein goes her effort: more time for breeding
decisions; more time for showing, including (most
recently) her own highly-applauded showing of AM
Dream Raid to 1995 U.S. National Top Ten Mare
AOTH, a title repeated at Scottsdale 1996, and a
1996 Scottsdale Top Ten Pleasure Driving AOTD
with Al-Marah Garcon; more time to enjoy summer
days at Hat Ranch; more time to ponder new ways
to meaningfully involve more persons with Arabian
horses — no idea is improbable in Bazy’s thinking;
more time for walking about Al-Marah and soaking
in the wonder of each animal there. “Just studying
their beauty and observing their grace is an
aesthetic experience,” Bazy believes. “Plus the

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF
BREEDING ARABIAN HORSES

By Bazy Tankersley

1. Design a breeding program with
specific aims. Build in some latitude
within those goals unless you are
breeding for something as specific as
racing. Base the program on a certain
stallion or stallions to be bred to
certain mares — mares not so different
in type that you fall into the trap of
thinking you can take the desirable
traits from each parent and leave the
rest behind. Even while making the
first cross, plan where to go with the
progeny. Plan five to ten years
ahead, but with the recognition that
experience will cause the wise breeder
to make adjustments and in the full
knowledge that not all will work the
way it is planned. The quicker you
admit mistakes and correct them, the
better.
2. Remember that one good nick does
not a breeder make. Any fool can
live 20 years on one good nick. Then
he/she will begin to weave those same
bloodlines back and forth for another
ten years, but will “run out of gas.”
Such breeders then do one of two
things, both of which are disastrous:
They continue to interweave the lines
without introducing new blood, or
they add a bloodline totally outside
their gene pool, totally different in
characteristics, and end up with no
two foals alike. That is not a program.
3. Remember that the most important
quality in a breeder is humility. Without
it, you cannot be honest about your
own program and you cannot be
open to constant learning. Next most
important is the ability to evaluate a
horse, an inherent quality. Cultivate
that ability through study and
experience. (This is not to say that you
can’t be a breeder without that inherent
ability, but if you don’t have it, you
must recognize that you don’t have it
and seek help.) The third factor (which
goes along with the first) is that you
have to be able to admit mistakes and
ruthlessly correct those mistakes.
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management courses, the latter in response to the
growing numbers of new owners of Arabian horses. 

In her 50-plus years of breeding, Bazy’s had her
favorites, and at the top of the list is AM Canadian
Beau, who is now retired to an Al-Marah pasture
near the ranch office. “A magnificent piece of horse
flesh,” she says. “Probably the strongest Arabian
I have ever known, very people-oriented, loved
to work and gloried in his beauty and strength.
Sometimes I think he even has a sense of humor.
He’s no longer breeding, but two of his daughters
are among the ten best broodmares I’ve had in the
past 20 years and his son Al-Marah Garcon is the
epitome of what I like in an Arabian and doing a
good job in the stud. AM Sea Captain has a large
place in my heart. A laid-back horse, perfection as
a western type Arabian, and a phenomenon in the
stud. Such a pleasant horse to be around that my
daughter Tiffany and I used to vie with each other to
show him. I am proud to have bred Al-Marah Knight,
whom I sold at a young age to Carolyn and Tom
Wells; Knight has sired more winning endurance
horses than any other sire and he’s the first horse
placed in the Endurance Hall of Fame on the basis of
his progeny. Al-Marah Canadius sold as a colt to Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Hopkins; he did us proud in the
show ring and in the stud. Favorite mare lines are
*Rose of France and the Silver line from Crabbet.”

Many persons of Bazy’s years and experience
might log many hours in the rocking chair on the
front porch. No rocking chair for Bazy. When she
turned 70, she divested herself of almost all civic
and community responsibilities so that she might
focus more on Al-Marah and the breeding program.
And therein goes her effort: more time for breeding
decisions; more time for showing, including (most
recently) her own highly-applauded showing of AM
Dream Raid to 1995 U.S. National Top Ten Mare
AOTH, a title repeated at Scottsdale 1996, and a
1996 Scottsdale Top Ten Pleasure Driving AOTD
with Al-Marah Garcon; more time to enjoy summer
days at Hat Ranch; more time to ponder new ways
to meaningfully involve more persons with Arabian
horses — no idea is improbable in Bazy’s thinking;
more time for walking about Al-Marah and soaking
in the wonder of each animal there. “Just studying
their beauty and observing their grace is an
aesthetic experience,” Bazy believes. “Plus the

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF
BREEDING ARABIAN HORSES

By Bazy Tankersley

1. Design a breeding program with
specific aims. Build in some latitude
within those goals unless you are
breeding for something as specific as
racing. Base the program on a certain
stallion or stallions to be bred to
certain mares — mares not so different
in type that you fall into the trap of
thinking you can take the desirable
traits from each parent and leave the
rest behind. Even while making the
first cross, plan where to go with the
progeny. Plan five to ten years
ahead, but with the recognition that
experience will cause the wise breeder
to make adjustments and in the full
knowledge that not all will work the
way it is planned. The quicker you
admit mistakes and correct them, the
better.
2. Remember that one good nick does
not a breeder make. Any fool can
live 20 years on one good nick. Then
he/she will begin to weave those same
bloodlines back and forth for another
ten years, but will “run out of gas.”
Such breeders then do one of two
things, both of which are disastrous:
They continue to interweave the lines
without introducing new blood, or
they add a bloodline totally outside
their gene pool, totally different in
characteristics, and end up with no
two foals alike. That is not a program.
3. Remember that the most important
quality in a breeder is humility. Without
it, you cannot be honest about your
own program and you cannot be
open to constant learning. Next most
important is the ability to evaluate a
horse, an inherent quality. Cultivate
that ability through study and
experience. (This is not to say that you
can’t be a breeder without that inherent
ability, but if you don’t have it, you
must recognize that you don’t have it
and seek help.) The third factor (which
goes along with the first) is that you
have to be able to admit mistakes and
ruthlessly correct those mistakes.
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spiritual quality of owning Arabians. I don’t know
what they’re thinking when they gaze off into the
distance, but we know they’re communing with
some great spirit. All my barns have the Arabic
saying ‘Tell your woes to the saddle bow and ride
away singing.’ The times of my life that have been
the best for me are the times when I ride alone. I
know that at age 75, I should not be riding by myself
all over the mountains, but it’s too important to
me not to take that risk. It feeds me in a way that
nothing else can, and it’s part of the mystical quality
of the animal. 

“A
LOT OF PEOPLE ARE WRINGING THEIR

HANDS THESE DAYS over the quality of the
breed compared to 20 years ago,” Bazy
comments. “I believe there are more

good horses today than there were then, but we’re
breeding a smaller percentage of outstanding horses.
There are probably three reasons for this reduction
in good horses in the population: 1) Breeders are
not judging halter classes; 2) Anyone who can afford
to buy a mare and breed it to a stallion considers
himself/herself a breeder; 3) Too many people are
influenced by the success of show horses. Witness
the rush to breed to National Champions without
any thought of whether the horse has breeding
potential or whether the animal is appropriate for
the prospective mate.

“My greatest high in the 55 years of owning and
breeding Arabians? I’ll respond in the manner of
Mark Grace, Chicago Cubs first baseman, when
asked for his greatest moment in the sport: I haven’t
had it yet.”

Some decades ago, Al-Marah attained recognition
as the oldest privately owned herd of Arabian horses
in the world. “Actually the stud is not 55 years
old, but nearly 200 years old, beginning with the
overriding ambition of Mohammed Ali the Great of
Egypt to own the best and the most Arabian horses
in the world,” Bazy notes. “He achieved that goal,
and the horses were inherited by his grandson
Abbas Pasha, who added to the merit of the stud and
brought it to worldwide prominence. Unfortunately,
Abbas Pasha’s own son was not interested. The final
500 horses were sold at auction in 1860, and many
of the choice animals were purchased by Ali Pasha
Sherif. As his stud dwindled in the 1890s, Lady

4. Regardless of your preference in
type of Arabian, your breeding stock
(and particularly your stallions)
should have no hereditary faults of
unsoundness.
5. Value your mares. They contribute
more to the foal than the stallions,
I believe. That belief is a part of our
Arabian horse heritage, as the
Arabs held. One must assess
the prepotency factor in making
that judgment, and one needs to
acknowledge that the mare more
often determines the size of a
horse — possibly simple space
requirements in that a small-barreled
mare has to produce a smaller foal,
and it tends to never catch up. 
6. Don’t wait until the end of the year
to assess achievements in a breeding
program. Make those judgments each
day, eyeballing youngsters and later
evaluating their performance skills.
Use a team approach for a variety of
perspectives. 
7. In your thinking, don’t isolate
horse breeding from other livestock
breeding. Learn from breeders of
other animals. Horse breeding takes
such a long time because of the long
period of gestation and maturation
that each mating must be a product of
careful consideration and of learning. 
8. In outcrossing, stay within the
basic genetic pool if possible and
then look for common ancestors
no closer than the fifth or sixth
generation. 
9. Recognize the dangers of barn
blindness. Seek the wisdom of a few
fellow breeders, veterinarians, experts
in equine conformation, horsemen
whom you respect. Ask for their
opinions in a hands-on, walk-through-
the-pastures assessment. 
10. Don’t be dazzled by “geography
breeding.” A Russian Arabian is a
horse that got on the boat or plane
in Russia; it may be of a number of
bloodlines. Same with other horses of
specific countries of origin. Look for
the good horse, the good individual,
the one that pleases your eye —
every day.
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Anne Blunt (whom I respect as a most talented breeder) and her husband Wilfrid purchased choice
stock for their Crabbet Stud in England. When the Blunts’ daughter Lady Wentworth died, some of
Crabbet’s best came to Al-Marah. The Blunt horses gave me the very best foundation stock you could
hope for.

“A walk through my pastures always gives me a sense of the wonder of the heritage of the Abbas
Pasha stock,” Bazy continues, “the idea that the grandams, great-grandams, great-great-grandams,
and so on back were together in Egypt and England. And that the nucleus was never disturbed. The
whole breed, in a sense, is like that.

“I’m far from writing my own epitaph, but I’d like to be remembered for having produced a large
number of user-friendly horses that have brought great pleasure to persons who are hands-on with
their own horses. My original goal was not the production of one spectacular horse — superstars
are made, not born — but to run a farm where all the horses were good and a high percentage were
exceptional.” Bazy’s accomplishment as a breeder lies in her wise use of that foundation stock and
of her timely infusion of new bloodlines. Luck or no luck.

The crowd loved them: Bazy with AM Dream Raid (Dreamazon x HH Maid Marian) at the 1995 U.S. Nationals,
where they collected Top Ten Mare AAOTH.
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Anne Blunt (whom I respect as a most talented breeder) and her husband Wilfrid purchased choice
stock for their Crabbet Stud in England. When the Blunts’ daughter Lady Wentworth died, some of
Crabbet’s best came to Al-Marah. The Blunt horses gave me the very best foundation stock you could
hope for.

“A walk through my pastures always gives me a sense of the wonder of the heritage of the Abbas
Pasha stock,” Bazy continues, “the idea that the grandams, great-grandams, great-great-grandams,
and so on back were together in Egypt and England. And that the nucleus was never disturbed. The
whole breed, in a sense, is like that.

“I’m far from writing my own epitaph, but I’d like to be remembered for having produced a large
number of user-friendly horses that have brought great pleasure to persons who are hands-on with
their own horses. My original goal was not the production of one spectacular horse — superstars
are made, not born — but to run a farm where all the horses were good and a high percentage were
exceptional.” Bazy’s accomplishment as a breeder lies in her wise use of that foundation stock and
of her timely infusion of new bloodlines. Luck or no luck.

The crowd loved them: Bazy with AM Dream Raid (Dreamazon x HH Maid Marian) at the 1995 U.S. Nationals,
where they collected Top Ten Mare AAOTH.
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F O U N D A T I O N  B R E E D E R S :

Jennie & Lester
Walton

B Y  M A R Y  J A N E  P A R K I N S O N

T H E  B R E E D I N G  P R O G R A M
of Jennie and Lester Walton provides lasting
and convincing evidence — if we need another
reminder — that size does not necessarily
equate with quality; that luck may be a major
factor in any breeding program; that success
can come to those who do not plan meticu-
lously; and that the fun and excitement
of breeding and showing add immeasurably
to the Arabian horse experience.

Jennie and Lester brought their program
from the 1958 purchase of three foundation
mares to nationwide recognition for the quality
produced, the fire and presence of their show
stock, and the soundness fixed in their product
by the first few generations of their breeding.
And they had a marvelously fine time doing
all that.

Like countless other distinguished breeders
in the country, Jennie and Lester discovered
Arabians at the Sunday shows at the Kellogg
Ranch at Pomona, California. They were living
in Los Angeles in the late 1920s and 1930s and
seldom missed a Sunday show, Lester’s son Bill
Walton recalls. “Jennie just loved seeing those
horses, watching them move, visiting with
them in their stalls after the show, and just
generally drinking in their beauty.”

But the time was not right for ownership.
Lester was the Pacific Coast manager of a meat

saw rental business, and Jennie worked in the
company office. In 1939, they moved to the
Portland, Oregon, area where Lester developed
a second career as a builder. Then in 1948,
they bought a 700-acre farm near Bend,
Oregon, where they built a new home,
so designed that a picture window captured the
view of ten mountain peaks and showcased the
Northwest sunsets. They planned to do no
more than raise alfalfa hay, become involved
in the local social life — they were splendid
ballroom dancers — and own a gentle saddle
horse. Jennie thought the time might be right
to own that long-dreamed-of Arabian: “an
Arabian gelding with smoke coming out of his
nostrils.” But she settled for Topper, a grade
gelding. When he died in 1958, Jennie started
thinking Arabian again. Friend and neighbor
Jim Ricci (an Arabian horse owner, teacher
of dressage, and author on the breed) sparked
the interest further.

During an evening of canasta at the Ricci
home, Jennie simultaneously read an Arabian
horse publication in which a classified ad listed
a selection of mares, fillies, and colts for sale
in Idaho. Jennie quickly memorized the phone
number, soon called the owner, looked over the
pedigrees and photos sent to her, and made
plans to inspect the horses. “Lester was
adamant that we had to put up the hay crop
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T H E  B R E E D I N G  P R O G R A M
of Jennie and Lester Walton provides lasting
and convincing evidence — if we need another
reminder — that size does not necessarily
equate with quality; that luck may be a major
factor in any breeding program; that success
can come to those who do not plan meticu-
lously; and that the fun and excitement
of breeding and showing add immeasurably
to the Arabian horse experience.

Jennie and Lester brought their program
from the 1958 purchase of three foundation
mares to nationwide recognition for the quality
produced, the fire and presence of their show
stock, and the soundness fixed in their product
by the first few generations of their breeding.
And they had a marvelously fine time doing
all that.

Like countless other distinguished breeders
in the country, Jennie and Lester discovered
Arabians at the Sunday shows at the Kellogg
Ranch at Pomona, California. They were living
in Los Angeles in the late 1920s and 1930s and
seldom missed a Sunday show, Lester’s son Bill
Walton recalls. “Jennie just loved seeing those
horses, watching them move, visiting with
them in their stalls after the show, and just
generally drinking in their beauty.”

But the time was not right for ownership.
Lester was the Pacific Coast manager of a meat

saw rental business, and Jennie worked in the
company office. In 1939, they moved to the
Portland, Oregon, area where Lester developed
a second career as a builder. Then in 1948,
they bought a 700-acre farm near Bend,
Oregon, where they built a new home,
so designed that a picture window captured the
view of ten mountain peaks and showcased the
Northwest sunsets. They planned to do no
more than raise alfalfa hay, become involved
in the local social life — they were splendid
ballroom dancers — and own a gentle saddle
horse. Jennie thought the time might be right
to own that long-dreamed-of Arabian: “an
Arabian gelding with smoke coming out of his
nostrils.” But she settled for Topper, a grade
gelding. When he died in 1958, Jennie started
thinking Arabian again. Friend and neighbor
Jim Ricci (an Arabian horse owner, teacher
of dressage, and author on the breed) sparked
the interest further.

During an evening of canasta at the Ricci
home, Jennie simultaneously read an Arabian
horse publication in which a classified ad listed
a selection of mares, fillies, and colts for sale
in Idaho. Jennie quickly memorized the phone
number, soon called the owner, looked over the
pedigrees and photos sent to her, and made
plans to inspect the horses. “Lester was
adamant that we had to put up the hay crop
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before we could go,” Jennie recalled. “And I’ve
never seen men or machines move so slowly.”

The Waltons approached the trip with
cautious optimism. They’d been disappointed
in earlier inspections of sale horses. Not this
time. Jennie remembered: “I thought we had
stepped into another world when Ralph Nelson,
the owner, brought out Zimada, a beautiful
copper-colored mare with a star on her
forehead, red mane and tail, and animation
to spare. He then brought out Faduleika,
a nicely bodied bay mare with huge eyes, and
a sweet disposition. The two mares were in foal
to Aafdran, a line-bred *Raffles stallion. We
were encouraged.

“Mr. Nelson then took us to a training stable
where he had a three-year-old filly in training.
As we drove in, we saw a girl
riding a beautiful chestnut
mare with a blaze and four
white stockings. The mare
seem to float as she trotted.
We could hardly believe that
this mare (Zaryn, Zamida’s
daughter) was being
offered to us. After a short
conference, during which
we held our breath, we
purchased three mares, two
of them in foal — to replace
one gelding.” 

Mr. Nelson asked $2,500
for the package and offered
to deliver the three to the
Waltons. Lester countered
with $2,000, and the deal was
done. Jennie remembered
lying awake all that night,
thinking that because of their
spending they would not be
able to eat in old age. Lester and Jennie never
experienced the buying ordeal again; the three
females were their only purchases in nearly
30 years of breeding Arabians. 

Dagmar Fancher, then of Bend, Oregon,
recalls Jennie’s excitement at the arrival of the

three mares: “Jennie and I had been friends for
some time, belonged to a social club in Bend
where we talked horses while others were
absorbed with other topics. One morning
Jennie phoned: ‘Come out and see what I’ve
got!’ She was hosting a ladies’ luncheon that
day, but she was out in the barn and running
those mares up and down the hills, just
so I could see how their tails went up in the air
when they moved. She was just thrilled and
I was thrilled, too, because I’d never been
around people with Arabians, but I soon
learned of their behavior.”

The following spring Jennie and Lester knew
they were in the Arabian business as the two
mares produced fillies. And in the breeding
business — as they began to search out the

right stallions for their mares. They’d heard
about the wins of the offspring of Ga’Zi (Abu
Farwa x Ghazna by Chepe Noyon), a stallion
owned by Woody Madsen of Edmonds,
Washington. So, in typical Walton fashion, they
impulsively drove to the Madsen farm, only to

Jennie Walton with one of her foundation mares, Zaryn (Faryn x Zimada).
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find Woody not at home. A walk around the
farm brought them to Ga’Zi, standing peacefully
under a tree in his paddock. “We knew very
little about conformation and could not see that
Ga’Zi would become a major sire, but his sweet
nature sold him to us,” Jennie recollected.
“Later we met Woody at a show at the Cow
Palace in San Francisco, showed him pictures
and pedigrees of our mares, and asked him
if he would consider breeding them to Ga’Zi.
He graciously told us he would deem it an
honor to breed our mares.”

That conversation became pivotal in the
Waltons’ venture with Arabian horses and the
outcome enriched the lives of Woody and Ga’Zi.
Woody recalls the first time Lester trailered
mares to Ga’Zi: “We saw them coming in and
our son Mark, just a youngster, ran out to greet
them with ‘I see you brought your mares here
to breed to Ga’Zi.’ And Lester looks at the kid
and says, ‘Listen, sonny, these aren’t my damn
horses. I got no interest in this at all. I’m just

haulin’ ’em.’ Lester could be a firecracker now
and then, you know, and a constant tease.” 

I N  1 9 6 1 , Zimada and Faduleika foaled
to Ga’Zi, both fillies, Ga’Zima and Zu Zi,
respectively. Jennie and Lester recognized the
value of the Ga’Zi nick within hours of foaling,
and the two fillies soon had the Waltons
visualizing them in the show ring. The first
attempt was a total failure. The fillies refused
to go into a trailer. Later, properly trained for
trailering, they were taken to a show at Yakima,
Washington, with Woody Madsen showing
Ga Zima and Glen Johnson presenting Zu Zi.
Woody and Ga’Zima took the blue in the
yearling fillies class (24 entries). 

Jennie recalled the occasion of that first
blue: “We were so dumb, we didn’t even know
how to prepare a horse for showing. Bruce
Clark (Bru-Mar-Ba Arabians) was there and
offered, ‘Now when you get through, let me look
at her and see if everything is all right.’ So we
scrubbed and rubbed, and I thought Ga’ Zima
looked good. Bruce took a look at her and asked
if we minded if he added a few more touches.
‘No, sir, just do whatever you want,’ I told him.
All these years later I still think of Bruce and
his kindness that day. He was so good to us
and told us we had a better filly than he had
in the class.

“When I saw the other entries in Ga’Zima’s
class, I gave up all hope and Lester’s suggestion
that we pack up and go home sounded better
and better. I didn’t even watch the class, just
stayed in the barn. But all that despair turned
into the most exciting moment in our lives
when Ga’Zima was announced as the winner.”

That first taste of a blue ribbon from the
Ga’Zi breedings only encouraged more use of
Ga’Zi — a decision reinforced by the pedigree of
Zaryn, an Abu Farwa granddaughter. Lester was
a firm believer in sticking with a good cross, and
with the Walton success, who could argue with
that thinking? From 1961 to 1965, the Waltons
bred 12 Ga’Zi offspring, seven of which were
fillies, in an early expression of the Walton luck.

Ga’Zi (Abu Farwa x Ghazna), the stallion who sired
so many winners for the Waltons.
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find Woody not at home. A walk around the
farm brought them to Ga’Zi, standing peacefully
under a tree in his paddock. “We knew very
little about conformation and could not see that
Ga’Zi would become a major sire, but his sweet
nature sold him to us,” Jennie recollected.
“Later we met Woody at a show at the Cow
Palace in San Francisco, showed him pictures
and pedigrees of our mares, and asked him
if he would consider breeding them to Ga’Zi.
He graciously told us he would deem it an
honor to breed our mares.”

That conversation became pivotal in the
Waltons’ venture with Arabian horses and the
outcome enriched the lives of Woody and Ga’Zi.
Woody recalls the first time Lester trailered
mares to Ga’Zi: “We saw them coming in and
our son Mark, just a youngster, ran out to greet
them with ‘I see you brought your mares here
to breed to Ga’Zi.’ And Lester looks at the kid
and says, ‘Listen, sonny, these aren’t my damn
horses. I got no interest in this at all. I’m just

haulin’ ’em.’ Lester could be a firecracker now
and then, you know, and a constant tease.” 

I N  1 9 6 1 , Zimada and Faduleika foaled
to Ga’Zi, both fillies, Ga’Zima and Zu Zi,
respectively. Jennie and Lester recognized the
value of the Ga’Zi nick within hours of foaling,
and the two fillies soon had the Waltons
visualizing them in the show ring. The first
attempt was a total failure. The fillies refused
to go into a trailer. Later, properly trained for
trailering, they were taken to a show at Yakima,
Washington, with Woody Madsen showing
Ga Zima and Glen Johnson presenting Zu Zi.
Woody and Ga’Zima took the blue in the
yearling fillies class (24 entries). 

Jennie recalled the occasion of that first
blue: “We were so dumb, we didn’t even know
how to prepare a horse for showing. Bruce
Clark (Bru-Mar-Ba Arabians) was there and
offered, ‘Now when you get through, let me look
at her and see if everything is all right.’ So we
scrubbed and rubbed, and I thought Ga’ Zima
looked good. Bruce took a look at her and asked
if we minded if he added a few more touches.
‘No, sir, just do whatever you want,’ I told him.
All these years later I still think of Bruce and
his kindness that day. He was so good to us
and told us we had a better filly than he had
in the class.

“When I saw the other entries in Ga’Zima’s
class, I gave up all hope and Lester’s suggestion
that we pack up and go home sounded better
and better. I didn’t even watch the class, just
stayed in the barn. But all that despair turned
into the most exciting moment in our lives
when Ga’Zima was announced as the winner.”

That first taste of a blue ribbon from the
Ga’Zi breedings only encouraged more use of
Ga’Zi — a decision reinforced by the pedigree of
Zaryn, an Abu Farwa granddaughter. Lester was
a firm believer in sticking with a good cross, and
with the Walton success, who could argue with
that thinking? From 1961 to 1965, the Waltons
bred 12 Ga’Zi offspring, seven of which were
fillies, in an early expression of the Walton luck.

Ga’Zi (Abu Farwa x Ghazna), the stallion who sired
so many winners for the Waltons.
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With the number of mares being bred each
year, Woody began trailering Ga’Zi to the
Walton farm. Even in those early days, Jennie
observed her mares so carefully and knew
them so well she could precisely schedule
the Ga’Zi visits and the mares settled with
one cover.

Two trainers just getting their professional
lives underway — Ron and Joyce Palelek —
came into the Walton picture in 1966, as the
Walton foundation mares and their daughters
turned out beautiful foals each year.
Some of the top Ga’Zi offspring
went to the Paleleks, the beginning
of three years of top showing and
winning. As Pat Stephenson,
a friend of the Waltons since the
early 1960s noted: “Actually, Ron
Palelek made the Waltons and their
horses made Ron Palelek. He didn’t
have a name at that time, but
he did a fantastic job with their
horses and they had good horses,
so together they moved along.”

At the end of the 1968 show
season, Lester and Jennie could
claim four National Champions:
Llana, 1968 Canadian National
Champion Mare; Ga’Zima, 1963
Canadian National Champion Mare;
Hassaan, 1968 Canadian National
Champion Gelding; and Fateena, 1967
Canadian National Champion Mare. Llana and
Ga’Zima also collected National and class
A show wins in performance and both earned
Legions of Merit in 1968.

Trainer Jim Garvison of Oregon City was
next on the scene. He showed Star Of Ofir
as a yearling, and he and HW Su Haila became
a team to notice. She (the “Sweetheart of the
Northwest”) won 17 blues, nine champion-
ships, and four reserves and helped to win
a get-of-sire class for *Bask. She was sold at the
end of the 1972 show season and soon brought
early joy to her new owners by going 1973 U.S.
National Champion Futurity Filly and U.S. Top

Ten Mare. A year later she came back to the
U.S. Nationals to go Reserve Champion English
Pleasure. Jim and Fateena were big in western
pleasure and trail, where they collected U.S.
Top Tens. Jim also coached Jennie in
presenting Fateena in Jack Benny classes. More
on that later.

By 1968, Jennie and Lester had 14 females
of breeding age (seven of them Ga’Zi
daughters), and it was outcross time. A stallion
search seemed appropriate and Jennie teamed

up with her long-time friends, Judge and Mrs.
Owen Panner and their two daughters for
a three-week inspection of horses from Oregon
to California to Arizona. Jennie’s notes (as
preserved by Owen Panner) on the dozens and
dozens of horses they inspected indicate her
eye for detail and her concern for Arabian type.
At Frisco Mari’s Sol de Villa Ranch at La
Puente, California, she was delighted to meet
up with Ferdith (Ferseyn x Ardith by Ahamed)
at age 28, the grandam of Zaryn. At Buena
Vista ranch, she admired the presence and
floating action of Farolita; at the Gainey Ranch,
the small muzzle, wide-placed eyes, and large
eyes of Ferzon; at Rogers Arabians, the get

The Walton-bred mare Fateena (Ga’Zi x Faduleika), Canadian National
Champion Mare and U.S. Top Ten in halter, western pleasure and trail.
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of *Serafix and *Karadjordje; at Mekeel
Arabians, the type of Star Of Bask and the
overall excellence of Port Bask; at Allen Morgan
Stables, the lovely head of Bo-Gin Samiri, the
beautiful free action and high tail carriage
of Ansata Ibn Sudan; and at Lasma Arabians,
the beauty of her favorites *Andaluzja and
*Cosmosa, the refinement of Jemima, and the
loveliness of Basquina. The stallion search
ended at Lasma when *Bask (Witraz x Balalajka
by Amurath-Sahib) was stood up and ridden
for them.

Owen Panner recalls the homecoming:
“Jennie announced to Lester that she wanted
to breed mares to *Bask. His fast response:
‘How much?’ ‘Only $750,’ Jennie told him.
‘$750!!!! I wouldn’t pay $750 for anything
in the world!’ While Lester ranted and raved,
Jennie moved behind him and signaled to me
not to worry, that she’d deal with Lester. Good
thing, too, as we’d already planned our trip
back to *Bask, each with two mares.”

T H E  P A N N E R S (Kareen Arabians, Bend,
Oregon) booked Zu Zi (Ga’Zi x Faduleika) and
Aamada (Aafdran x Zimada), two of the four
females they had purchased from the Waltons.
For their first *Bask experience, the Waltons
booked Llana (Ga’Zi x Zaryn) and Ga’Zima. For
the Waltons, those first two breedings to *Bask
yielded two bay fillies — Star Of Ofir (out
of Llana) and HW Su Haila (out of Ga’Zima).
The *Bask/Ga’Zi combination gave the Waltons
what they wanted: a brilliant, fine-moving,
typey Arabian. They bred to *Bask 14 more
times, the last *Bask offspring foaled in 1979.
Ga’Zi daughters accounted for 12 of those
breedings. The *Bask venture produced
a second high ratio of fillies to colts: 13 to 3.
(More on Lester’s filly formula later.)

As the *Bask daughters came of breeding age,
an outcross stallion again became important.
This one the Waltons found not by any
scholarly effort, but by an accidental (and
serendipitous) encounter. Sheila Varian tells
the story: “Lester and Jennie came whizzing

into the farm, pulling a horse trailer, looking for
directions for some farm I cannot now recall.
They slid around the corner, both jumped out
of the truck at the same time, both yelling
instructions to the other on what to do, both
totally ignoring the other. I just kind of stood
there with my mouth hanging open at these
visitors, gave them the directions they needed,
and asked if they’d like to see my Arabians. Of
course, they would, and when I presented Bay
El Bey (Bay-Abi x *Naganka by Bad Afas), they
just loved him, looked at each other, and said
‘Well, let’s just breed here.’ Fine, I thought. Now
came the unloading process, with more yelling
at one another and more ignoring of one
another. The mares were gentle with Jennie;
only Jennie, who must have weighed all
of 90 pounds, could manage most of the Walton
mares, I learned. I’ll never forget the Thelwell-
pony look of Star Of Ofir headed toward the
paddock with Jennie flying along behind her,
feet barely touching the ground. Lester didn’t
even notice. He was already talking on another
topic by that time. Then the leaving. They
skidded out the drive, again at about 45 m.p.h.,
red gravel flying every direction.

“As the Waltons brought mares back over the
years, we learned to just sit back and enjoy the

Mi Saska (*Bask x Samirra), dam of two champions
by Bey Shah.
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of *Serafix and *Karadjordje; at Mekeel
Arabians, the type of Star Of Bask and the
overall excellence of Port Bask; at Allen Morgan
Stables, the lovely head of Bo-Gin Samiri, the
beautiful free action and high tail carriage
of Ansata Ibn Sudan; and at Lasma Arabians,
the beauty of her favorites *Andaluzja and
*Cosmosa, the refinement of Jemima, and the
loveliness of Basquina. The stallion search
ended at Lasma when *Bask (Witraz x Balalajka
by Amurath-Sahib) was stood up and ridden
for them.

Owen Panner recalls the homecoming:
“Jennie announced to Lester that she wanted
to breed mares to *Bask. His fast response:
‘How much?’ ‘Only $750,’ Jennie told him.
‘$750!!!! I wouldn’t pay $750 for anything
in the world!’ While Lester ranted and raved,
Jennie moved behind him and signaled to me
not to worry, that she’d deal with Lester. Good
thing, too, as we’d already planned our trip
back to *Bask, each with two mares.”

T H E  P A N N E R S (Kareen Arabians, Bend,
Oregon) booked Zu Zi (Ga’Zi x Faduleika) and
Aamada (Aafdran x Zimada), two of the four
females they had purchased from the Waltons.
For their first *Bask experience, the Waltons
booked Llana (Ga’Zi x Zaryn) and Ga’Zima. For
the Waltons, those first two breedings to *Bask
yielded two bay fillies — Star Of Ofir (out
of Llana) and HW Su Haila (out of Ga’Zima).
The *Bask/Ga’Zi combination gave the Waltons
what they wanted: a brilliant, fine-moving,
typey Arabian. They bred to *Bask 14 more
times, the last *Bask offspring foaled in 1979.
Ga’Zi daughters accounted for 12 of those
breedings. The *Bask venture produced
a second high ratio of fillies to colts: 13 to 3.
(More on Lester’s filly formula later.)

As the *Bask daughters came of breeding age,
an outcross stallion again became important.
This one the Waltons found not by any
scholarly effort, but by an accidental (and
serendipitous) encounter. Sheila Varian tells
the story: “Lester and Jennie came whizzing

into the farm, pulling a horse trailer, looking for
directions for some farm I cannot now recall.
They slid around the corner, both jumped out
of the truck at the same time, both yelling
instructions to the other on what to do, both
totally ignoring the other. I just kind of stood
there with my mouth hanging open at these
visitors, gave them the directions they needed,
and asked if they’d like to see my Arabians. Of
course, they would, and when I presented Bay
El Bey (Bay-Abi x *Naganka by Bad Afas), they
just loved him, looked at each other, and said
‘Well, let’s just breed here.’ Fine, I thought. Now
came the unloading process, with more yelling
at one another and more ignoring of one
another. The mares were gentle with Jennie;
only Jennie, who must have weighed all
of 90 pounds, could manage most of the Walton
mares, I learned. I’ll never forget the Thelwell-
pony look of Star Of Ofir headed toward the
paddock with Jennie flying along behind her,
feet barely touching the ground. Lester didn’t
even notice. He was already talking on another
topic by that time. Then the leaving. They
skidded out the drive, again at about 45 m.p.h.,
red gravel flying every direction.

“As the Waltons brought mares back over the
years, we learned to just sit back and enjoy the

Mi Saska (*Bask x Samirra), dam of two champions
by Bey Shah.
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energy of their arrivals and departures and
realized we couldn’t help them unload. We
would have been trampled. And not by the
horses. The visits were short — just unload,
the Thelwell trip to the paddock, and out the
driveway.”

Star Of Ofir went back to Bay El Bey three
more times. The *Bask daughters Maleka-B
(x Llana), Baskeena (x Fateena), and Juda
(x Zaynah), and the Ga’Zi daughter Ga’Zima
produced one Bay El Bey each. This time the
filly count was four, just 50 percent.

Star Of Ofir’s first foaling to Bay El Bey
changed the Arabian horse world. Bruce
Vining, trainer for the Waltons from January
1976 through summer 1978, recalls the event:
“I was on foal watch because Jennie was
exhausted from an earlier foaling, and this bay
colt just came out snortin’.

“By the time the colt was a week old, I
started showing him to the local people, trying
to book mares to him. We never stood him
up for visitors, just took him out of his stall and
turned him loose with Jennie encouraging him
to show off. So he’d do his thing — tail over his
back, head high, full of presence and pizzazz.
Lead him out of his stall and his tail was over
his back and he was snorting. He was sweet,

and I never even used a chain on him, just led
him out to the pasture with a rope.”

When the colt was about a month old, Bill
Walton came for a visit, and at a Saturday
afternoon dining-table conference, contributed
to the naming of the colt. Bill came up with Bey
Shah: Bey for his sire and Shah (king) for his

AT LEFT: Star Of Ofir (*Bask x Llana), dam of Bey Shah;
TOP RIGHT: Llaila-B (*Bask x Llana);

BOTTOM RIGHT: Canadian National Champion Mare and U.S.
National Champion Futurity Filly, Llana (Ga’Zi x Zaryn),

with her filly Llabaska (by *Bask).
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regal look. “Jennie really groaned (Another
gelding!) when the colt was foaled,” Bill
remembers. “She was spoiled by all those
Ga’Zi and *Bask fillies. ‘What is this that’s
come along?’ she wondered. No ordinary colt,
I thought, and while I was no authority,
I convinced Jennie to take another hard look
at him when he was a few months old and she
acknowledged he was special.” Both Jennie and
Lester were high on Ga’Zima’s Bay El Bey colt
(Bey Zim), but soon switched their admiration
to Bey Shah.

B U Y I N G  A  H O R S E  F R O M  T H E  W A L T O N S
was never easy, a bit like qualifying to purchase
a Rolls Royce, and they had no interest in
parting with Bey Shah. “The Waltons were
wonderful sales people because they loved their
horses so much they really didn’t want to sell
them,” Owen Panner comments. “Prospective
buyers had to convince them they had the
right home, that they knew what they were
talking about, and that they would take proper
care of the horse.”

What constituted a good home in the
Waltons’ thinking? “Safe pastures, paddocks,
and fences, a guarantee that the horse would
never be sold, high moral values, and most
important, a desire to own the horse as part
of the family, not just as a show horse or
a breeding animal,” Bruce recalls. “The
buying process was quite prolonged. First for
prospective buyers: time at the dining room
table for coffee and sweet rolls and sitting there
forever answering question after question
about themselves. If Jennie and Lester got
upset at an answer, they wouldn’t sell,
no matter how much money. They were
particularly cautious about selling stallions
because of their concern about their future
care. The demand for Walton horses was such
that Jennie had a permanent waiting list.
We never had to advertise because people were
just waiting. The Waltons could name their
prices, particularly foals out of the *Bask
daughters.” 

Karen Rokey (who worked for the Waltons
in the early and mid-1970s) recalls the
Waltons’ refusal to sell to a couple buying
a horse for their daughter away at college. “The
buyers passed the Walton screening up to the
point where the daughter and her boyfriend
showed up (in the boyfriend’s convertible)
for a look at her new horse. The fact that her
boyfriend wore a beard queered the deal
in Lester’s thinking.” “To buy a horse from
them was something else,” Bill Walton main-
tains. “They didn’t have to sell and didn’t worry
about it.”

One prospective buyer who made the
difference for the Waltons, the horse he
purchased, and himself was George Dexter
of Nicasio Valley Arabians at Nicasio Valley,
California. After some months of buyer’s
persuasion, Dexter convinced Jennie and
Lester that he could provide the promotional
aspects of stallion ownership that would work
for Bey Shah. The Waltons agreed to sell 49
percent of Bey Shah in 1978, as a two year old.
But this was enough to make Dexter happy for
the moment and to continue the show career.
As a two year old, Bey Shah was named Region
7 Reserve Champion Stallion and champion
stallion at the Cow Palace show; at three,
Scottsdale Reserve Champion Stallion, plus five
major show championships. In 1980, Jennie
and Lester shared in the owner (and breeder)
pride when Bey Shah went U.S. National

The Walton-bred Bey Shah at 15 months.
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regal look. “Jennie really groaned (Another
gelding!) when the colt was foaled,” Bill
remembers. “She was spoiled by all those
Ga’Zi and *Bask fillies. ‘What is this that’s
come along?’ she wondered. No ordinary colt,
I thought, and while I was no authority,
I convinced Jennie to take another hard look
at him when he was a few months old and she
acknowledged he was special.” Both Jennie and
Lester were high on Ga’Zima’s Bay El Bey colt
(Bey Zim), but soon switched their admiration
to Bey Shah.

B U Y I N G  A  H O R S E  F R O M  T H E  W A L T O N S
was never easy, a bit like qualifying to purchase
a Rolls Royce, and they had no interest in
parting with Bey Shah. “The Waltons were
wonderful sales people because they loved their
horses so much they really didn’t want to sell
them,” Owen Panner comments. “Prospective
buyers had to convince them they had the
right home, that they knew what they were
talking about, and that they would take proper
care of the horse.”

What constituted a good home in the
Waltons’ thinking? “Safe pastures, paddocks,
and fences, a guarantee that the horse would
never be sold, high moral values, and most
important, a desire to own the horse as part
of the family, not just as a show horse or
a breeding animal,” Bruce recalls. “The
buying process was quite prolonged. First for
prospective buyers: time at the dining room
table for coffee and sweet rolls and sitting there
forever answering question after question
about themselves. If Jennie and Lester got
upset at an answer, they wouldn’t sell,
no matter how much money. They were
particularly cautious about selling stallions
because of their concern about their future
care. The demand for Walton horses was such
that Jennie had a permanent waiting list.
We never had to advertise because people were
just waiting. The Waltons could name their
prices, particularly foals out of the *Bask
daughters.” 

Karen Rokey (who worked for the Waltons
in the early and mid-1970s) recalls the
Waltons’ refusal to sell to a couple buying
a horse for their daughter away at college. “The
buyers passed the Walton screening up to the
point where the daughter and her boyfriend
showed up (in the boyfriend’s convertible)
for a look at her new horse. The fact that her
boyfriend wore a beard queered the deal
in Lester’s thinking.” “To buy a horse from
them was something else,” Bill Walton main-
tains. “They didn’t have to sell and didn’t worry
about it.”

One prospective buyer who made the
difference for the Waltons, the horse he
purchased, and himself was George Dexter
of Nicasio Valley Arabians at Nicasio Valley,
California. After some months of buyer’s
persuasion, Dexter convinced Jennie and
Lester that he could provide the promotional
aspects of stallion ownership that would work
for Bey Shah. The Waltons agreed to sell 49
percent of Bey Shah in 1978, as a two year old.
But this was enough to make Dexter happy for
the moment and to continue the show career.
As a two year old, Bey Shah was named Region
7 Reserve Champion Stallion and champion
stallion at the Cow Palace show; at three,
Scottsdale Reserve Champion Stallion, plus five
major show championships. In 1980, Jennie
and Lester shared in the owner (and breeder)
pride when Bey Shah went U.S. National

The Walton-bred Bey Shah at 15 months.
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Reserve Champion Stallion. Then in 1983,
they sold their 51 percent of Bey Shah to the
Dexters. “The turning point for Bey Shah came
through the Dexters’ excellent promotion of him
and of the foals he sired out of their good
mares,” Bruce believes. 

As of early January 1997, Bey Shah is
credited with 886 offspring, putting him well
up in the ranking of sires, and he consistently
appears at the top of leading sires of halter
winners at Scottsdale and U.S. Nationals.
Breeders nationwide have learned that whatever
mix of genes produced the Bey Shah presence
and fire can be counted on for generation after
generation, and the Bey Shah look is still
marked by the tail-over-the-back attitude
toward showing and life in general.

Even though Bend, Oregon, was hardly the
center of the Arabian horse community, the
Walton farm became a meeting place for
“Arabian people.” Whether accomplished
breeders, novices, or just curious folk, all who
drove in the Walton driveway experienced the
Walton hospitality — the constant coffee pot,
the freezer full of goodies, and the repertoire
of marvelously told stories from both Jennie
and Lester.

Visitors soon learned the ranch rituals, either
by participation or observation. “They didn’t
like to restrain their horses and didn’t have any
halters when I went there,” Bruce remembers.
“At night, when the horses were to come in for
feed, one of them would call them, and this
herd would come in from the front pasture,
thundering over this little narrow bridge. Jennie
and Lester opened the stall doors and the horses
would come tearing by, each popping into its
own stall. At 6:30 in the morning, Jennie fed,
took care of her dogs, came back to the barn
to open all the stall doors, and the mares and
foals would tear through a little opening through
the indoor arena and back across the bridge.

“Then every morning at nine, no matter who
was there — could have been the president –
you stopped what you were doing and went
to the house, gathered at the dining room table

(where all business was conducted), and had
one sweet roll and a cup of coffee. Seven days
a week, rain or shine.

“We never stood horses up for people.
Stallions were always kept in the stud runs and
Jennie would get out there with them, put
a sheet or a slicker over her head and ‘snort’
at them. They’d come up to her and strike and
rear and huff and puff and snort and she’d ask,
‘Aren’t they beautiful? Aren’t they beautiful?’

“Then at 5 o’clock, everybody stopped
everything and went to the house for one (and
only one) shot of bourbon, poured by Lester.”

“Friends came from far and wide for the
coffee times,” Pat Stephenson remembers,
“especially on Tuesday because we knew Jack
the Cookie Man brought fresh homemade
cookies that day.” Bill Walton recalls making
runs to Redmond, Oregon, to supplement the
supply of cookies and sweet rolls during his visits. 

Mike Nichols, a several times visitor, recalls
the presentation of horses: “The horses were
hot and high and they would sort of pull Jennie
through the mud, her feet like skis. And
then the Waltons would run around, yelling

U.S. National Reserve Champion Stallion Bey Shah
(Bay El Bey x Star Of Ofir).
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instructions to each other and you kept thinking
they would be trampled or pulled through a
fence, but they never were. Utterly sweet-
natured people and great breeders, the Waltons.
They knew what they were doing. They stuck
with the horses that worked, whether they were
in or out of fashion. They made their own
decisions. They didn’t come running to *Bask,
for instance, when he was king of the hill. They
bred to him early, their decision based on his
quality.” Mike’s letter of thanks for a visit found
a place among Jennie’s treasures.

J E N N I E , far more hands-on with the
horses than Lester, did all the feeding (alfalfa in
the morning and all-they-could-eat mangers
of grass hay in the evening), according to
Lester’s direction. Lester questioned the value of
sweet feed, so an oat crimper was purchased,
and oats were freshly crimped for the horses.
Another Lester theory influenced the feed.
Bruce recalls: “Mares that came in to be bred
and all the pregnant Walton mares got their filly
potions: A teaspoon of vinegar, morning and
night, and a handful of flax seed. Lester swore
by the formula to produce fillies. (Helped to
prevent colic, too, he believed.) Lester was
opinionated, yes, but he had his facts and
figures down, and you couldn’t argue with the
success they’d had.” (As Bruce suggests, Lester
may have been onto something: Of the 91
Arabians bred by the Waltons, 51 were females.)

“On the rare occasions when a mare colicked,
Lester would come out to the barn and put a few
drops of ‘Dr. Bell’s Drops’ (a colic treatment they
bought in Canada) on the mare’s tongue; then
he’d supervise as we’d walk the colicky mare up
and down the hills,” adds Bruce.

“Just for the sheer enjoyment of the horses,

Jennie and I would ride all over that ranch,

climbing those hills forever and ever and ever.

She usually rode Fateena and usually rode

bareback. At a meadow at the very top,

overlooking the whole ranch, we’d stop

to remember the horses buried there.”

Because the Waltons believed Arabians
should be family horses, they were quick
to geld their colts. Two that escaped the gelding
procedure were the full brothers Gask and
Baskin (*Bask x Ga’Zima) whom the Waltons
stood at reasonable stud fees so that local
breeders might use them. Jennie always held
the mares for breeding during Bruce’s tenure
there. “Sometimes it would take quite a while to
get a mare bred, but we never had to have
a veterinarian come out,” Bruce recounts. “Just
bred every other day after the third day of heat.
And got everything pregnant, in time. All by live
cover in those days.” The Waltons bred to Bey
Shah 18 times, breeding their *Bask daughters
Juda, Baskeena, Mi Saska, Precious Baska, and
the Bay El Bey daughter, Jubeylia.

Jennie always presented the horses to
visitors, sometimes flapping her apron to get
them to show off in their runs, often hustling
visitors up and down the hills to see mares and
foals in pastures. Back in the house after the
presentations, Lester talked with visitors, always
regaling them with his stories, ranging from “the
world of fun” he and Jennie had at the shows to
his trips across the United States in a Model A.

Trailer training of foals became a yearly
ritual. “Always on Sunday,” Bruce remembers.
“We had a four-horse trailer, we’d put two
weanlings in it, and Lester would drive to the ice
cream stand in Bend, where we’d all have
a soda. Then back to the ranch for another
group, another soda or coke in Bend, and back
to the ranch. Took all day. Seemed to work.
We’d load up for a show and those little things
would run right into the trailer. Lester believed
he was the only person able to trailer horses
to the show — never let Jennie or me drive —
and didn’t always stay on his side of the road.
But if you tried to pass him, he’d wave a base-
ball bat at you.”

Depending on the distance to the show,
Lester would go back home or stay to visit with
his friends — fellow breeders and old-timer
horse trainers and farriers — or walk about,
showing off the quality of the alfalfa hay (stems
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instructions to each other and you kept thinking
they would be trampled or pulled through a
fence, but they never were. Utterly sweet-
natured people and great breeders, the Waltons.
They knew what they were doing. They stuck
with the horses that worked, whether they were
in or out of fashion. They made their own
decisions. They didn’t come running to *Bask,
for instance, when he was king of the hill. They
bred to him early, their decision based on his
quality.” Mike’s letter of thanks for a visit found
a place among Jennie’s treasures.

J E N N I E , far more hands-on with the
horses than Lester, did all the feeding (alfalfa in
the morning and all-they-could-eat mangers
of grass hay in the evening), according to
Lester’s direction. Lester questioned the value of
sweet feed, so an oat crimper was purchased,
and oats were freshly crimped for the horses.
Another Lester theory influenced the feed.
Bruce recalls: “Mares that came in to be bred
and all the pregnant Walton mares got their filly
potions: A teaspoon of vinegar, morning and
night, and a handful of flax seed. Lester swore
by the formula to produce fillies. (Helped to
prevent colic, too, he believed.) Lester was
opinionated, yes, but he had his facts and
figures down, and you couldn’t argue with the
success they’d had.” (As Bruce suggests, Lester
may have been onto something: Of the 91
Arabians bred by the Waltons, 51 were females.)

“On the rare occasions when a mare colicked,
Lester would come out to the barn and put a few
drops of ‘Dr. Bell’s Drops’ (a colic treatment they
bought in Canada) on the mare’s tongue; then
he’d supervise as we’d walk the colicky mare up
and down the hills,” adds Bruce.

“Just for the sheer enjoyment of the horses,

Jennie and I would ride all over that ranch,

climbing those hills forever and ever and ever.

She usually rode Fateena and usually rode

bareback. At a meadow at the very top,

overlooking the whole ranch, we’d stop

to remember the horses buried there.”

Because the Waltons believed Arabians
should be family horses, they were quick
to geld their colts. Two that escaped the gelding
procedure were the full brothers Gask and
Baskin (*Bask x Ga’Zima) whom the Waltons
stood at reasonable stud fees so that local
breeders might use them. Jennie always held
the mares for breeding during Bruce’s tenure
there. “Sometimes it would take quite a while to
get a mare bred, but we never had to have
a veterinarian come out,” Bruce recounts. “Just
bred every other day after the third day of heat.
And got everything pregnant, in time. All by live
cover in those days.” The Waltons bred to Bey
Shah 18 times, breeding their *Bask daughters
Juda, Baskeena, Mi Saska, Precious Baska, and
the Bay El Bey daughter, Jubeylia.

Jennie always presented the horses to
visitors, sometimes flapping her apron to get
them to show off in their runs, often hustling
visitors up and down the hills to see mares and
foals in pastures. Back in the house after the
presentations, Lester talked with visitors, always
regaling them with his stories, ranging from “the
world of fun” he and Jennie had at the shows to
his trips across the United States in a Model A.

Trailer training of foals became a yearly
ritual. “Always on Sunday,” Bruce remembers.
“We had a four-horse trailer, we’d put two
weanlings in it, and Lester would drive to the ice
cream stand in Bend, where we’d all have
a soda. Then back to the ranch for another
group, another soda or coke in Bend, and back
to the ranch. Took all day. Seemed to work.
We’d load up for a show and those little things
would run right into the trailer. Lester believed
he was the only person able to trailer horses
to the show — never let Jennie or me drive —
and didn’t always stay on his side of the road.
But if you tried to pass him, he’d wave a base-
ball bat at you.”

Depending on the distance to the show,
Lester would go back home or stay to visit with
his friends — fellow breeders and old-timer
horse trainers and farriers — or walk about,
showing off the quality of the alfalfa hay (stems
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like toothpicks) produced at the ranch. Jennie
busied herself with readying the Walton halter
entries, handed them over to Ron Palelek
or Woody Madsen or Jim Garvison or Bruce
Vining, and disappeared. Most often, she could
be found under the bleachers, eyes covered,
occasionally yelling up to Owen Panner to ask,
“How’s she doing?” Or she would park on a hay
bale in front of the Walton stalls, awaiting the
news. “She just couldn’t handle the pressure,”
Bruce recalls, “but she was always at the out-
gate, grabbed the ribbon, led the horse back
to the stall, and walked around the show-
grounds with the ribbon.” Only Jerry Meade
ever convinced Jennie that watching horses
show was part of the fun of showing. And only
one time.

Jennie, her friends later learned, was
a better show participant than observer.
Dagmar Fancher recalls: “Sherry Newton,
an early trainer, and I decided that since
Jennie so much loved riding Fateena at home,
she might as well try the show scene. At
a show, we went around to friends and

borrowed a hat and chaps for her and dressed
her all up, and she looked just darling. She has
to win, you know. This lady doesn’t give up
easily. She fretted that she could not handle
mounting and dismounting if the judge called
for that, but she did, pulling and dragging
herself back onto Fateena, spilling her hat. And
of course, she won the class, beating Owen
Panner and me, among many others. And won
every other Jack Benny class she and Fateena
ever entered. Had we created a monster?
Judges could not resist that white hair and that
cute smile, and every class belonged to Jennie.
I never saw a Jack Benny ribbon blue again.”
One of Jennie’s competitors teased Jennie that
next time out, he’d be disguised in a white wig
and might have a chance of beating her.

“At my last show for the Waltons (summer
1978), we post-entered Jennie in western
pleasure AOTR with the *Bask daughter Llaila-
B,” Bruce remembers. “So Jennie, age 76, rode
that big hot mare, her white hair bouncing,
won the class, and got a standing ovation. She
was so thrilled, wore that ribbon all evening
long.” Llaila-B gave Bruce his first Regional
win, won western pleasure classes in the
Northwest and brought more prospective
buyers (all unsuccessful) to the Waltons.

At shows, Jennie was always surrounded
by young people — at the stalls, in the stands,
wherever — the kids loved her company.
Dagmar recalls, “She was so friendly
to youngsters, treated them with respect,
introduced them to friends, and they all just
loved her. She reigned as the queen of the aisle
parties. Everyone wanted to talk to Jennie.”

Kay (Patterson) Sharpnack recalls Jennie’s
show ventures with another creature: “The
Waltons often visited Patterson Arabians
(Sisters, Oregon) and got acquainted with the
Patterson llamas. Even though Lester thought
we were mildly crazy to raise llamas, we named
a llama for him. So at the first national
championships for llamas at Salem (about
1975), Jennie wanted to handle Lester the
Llama. So I got her into proper costume

Fateena (Ga’Zi x Faduleika) and Jennie Walton, up,
winning a Jack Benny Class.
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(a poncho and a big hat) and she led Lester
into that ring and won a ribbon. Had
a marvelous time with the whole venture.
Just one more example of the energy and the
always-out-for-fun attitude of the Waltons.”

Jennie brought a kind of fearlessness
to every aspect of owning and showing horses.
Mo Morris, who showed some of the early
horses for the Waltons, recalls her taking over
when a trainer couldn’t manage a horse. “She
soon had that horse following her like a lamb.
Horses knew her and liked her. In the
pastures, she’d walk right up to the horses,
walk up behind them, and they were
comfortable with her.” Karen Rokey (trainer in
the mid- to late-1970s) one day brought her
non-horsey (at that time) husband to the
ranch, which
of course included a tour of the pastures. A
colt decided to have some fun with this visitor
and threatened to pin him against a barn wall.
“Little Jennie, always thinking, just picked
up a pebble and threw it at the colt, distracting
him completely,” Karen remembers. Jerry
Meade (trainer and close friend for the last ten
years of Jennie’s life) recalls: “Lester was
always the big farm man and the farm tractor
was verboten to the rest of us, but one day
Jennie, unbeknownst to Lester, decided that
she and I should move some hay. She climbed
onto the hay platform on the back of the
tractor, I took the wheel, and away we went.
But I took a turn too fast and Jennie spun off.
I looked back and here’s this 80-year-old lady
rolling on the ground. She quickly stood up,
shook herself off, and announced ‘Didn’t
hurt at all.’”

To summarize the Walton breeding program:
Foundation mares — of Crabbet, Maynesboro,
Davenport, Harris, Kellogg, Dickinson, Babson,
Egyptian, and Polish lines — bred to Ga’Zi,
those daughters to *Bask, the *Bask daughters
to Bay El Bey and Bey Shah. Along with a few
diversions, such as breedings to Muscastar,
Pyatigorsk, Raseyn Gezan, Zar Hallany,
and Gask.

Kay Sharpnack sums up the Waltons: “They
bought only a few horses, didn’t show much,
but every time they did, they won. They had
very few horses and bred an enormous number
of National winners for those numbers. All
pretty magical.”

J E N N I E  A N D  L E S T E R cheerfully
acknowledged the role luck played in their
success. Lester loved to tantalize novices with
a promise of his secret for success, then reveal
it: Have a lot of good luck. Jennie looked back
in 1983, 25 years after they purchased the
foundation mares. “Isn’t that something to buy
three mares and hardly know one end from
the other? Sometimes it just seemed we just
stumbled along and couldn’t go wrong. We’ve
been so fortunate and had such a happy life
with the Arabian horses.” Pat Stephenson
relates the local saying about the Jennie
Walton luck: She could fall into a cesspool and
come out wearing diamonds.

Arabian horses became Jennie’s life. She
gave up her fashion plate look and the social
and civic activities of her early years in Bend,
and was totally absorbed in the horses. In her
1968 Christmas greeting to the Panner family,
she wished health and happiness to all — that
after many wishes for the success of their
horses, then added, “You will note I placed
health and happiness last. In the Arabian
world, I believe it is correct to place horses
first, wealth second, after which comes health
and happiness.” 

By the fall of 1983, the Walton inventory
included five *Bask daughters; several Bay
Shah youngsters; and two two-year-old Bey
Shah sons, Shah Jameel and Shah Cyr; and
daughters of Bay El Bey and Bey Shah. Lester
died that fall, and Jennie determined to carry
on. Because of Lester’s health problems, the
Waltons stopped showing in the early 1980s,
and Walton horses rarely appeared after that. 

Jennie died in September 1987, but
many felt her presence at the U.S. Nationals
just months later, when Bey Shah was
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(a poncho and a big hat) and she led Lester
into that ring and won a ribbon. Had
a marvelous time with the whole venture.
Just one more example of the energy and the
always-out-for-fun attitude of the Waltons.”

Jennie brought a kind of fearlessness
to every aspect of owning and showing horses.
Mo Morris, who showed some of the early
horses for the Waltons, recalls her taking over
when a trainer couldn’t manage a horse. “She
soon had that horse following her like a lamb.
Horses knew her and liked her. In the
pastures, she’d walk right up to the horses,
walk up behind them, and they were
comfortable with her.” Karen Rokey (trainer in
the mid- to late-1970s) one day brought her
non-horsey (at that time) husband to the
ranch, which
of course included a tour of the pastures. A
colt decided to have some fun with this visitor
and threatened to pin him against a barn wall.
“Little Jennie, always thinking, just picked
up a pebble and threw it at the colt, distracting
him completely,” Karen remembers. Jerry
Meade (trainer and close friend for the last ten
years of Jennie’s life) recalls: “Lester was
always the big farm man and the farm tractor
was verboten to the rest of us, but one day
Jennie, unbeknownst to Lester, decided that
she and I should move some hay. She climbed
onto the hay platform on the back of the
tractor, I took the wheel, and away we went.
But I took a turn too fast and Jennie spun off.
I looked back and here’s this 80-year-old lady
rolling on the ground. She quickly stood up,
shook herself off, and announced ‘Didn’t
hurt at all.’”

To summarize the Walton breeding program:
Foundation mares — of Crabbet, Maynesboro,
Davenport, Harris, Kellogg, Dickinson, Babson,
Egyptian, and Polish lines — bred to Ga’Zi,
those daughters to *Bask, the *Bask daughters
to Bay El Bey and Bey Shah. Along with a few
diversions, such as breedings to Muscastar,
Pyatigorsk, Raseyn Gezan, Zar Hallany,
and Gask.

Kay Sharpnack sums up the Waltons: “They
bought only a few horses, didn’t show much,
but every time they did, they won. They had
very few horses and bred an enormous number
of National winners for those numbers. All
pretty magical.”

J E N N I E  A N D  L E S T E R cheerfully
acknowledged the role luck played in their
success. Lester loved to tantalize novices with
a promise of his secret for success, then reveal
it: Have a lot of good luck. Jennie looked back
in 1983, 25 years after they purchased the
foundation mares. “Isn’t that something to buy
three mares and hardly know one end from
the other? Sometimes it just seemed we just
stumbled along and couldn’t go wrong. We’ve
been so fortunate and had such a happy life
with the Arabian horses.” Pat Stephenson
relates the local saying about the Jennie
Walton luck: She could fall into a cesspool and
come out wearing diamonds.

Arabian horses became Jennie’s life. She
gave up her fashion plate look and the social
and civic activities of her early years in Bend,
and was totally absorbed in the horses. In her
1968 Christmas greeting to the Panner family,
she wished health and happiness to all — that
after many wishes for the success of their
horses, then added, “You will note I placed
health and happiness last. In the Arabian
world, I believe it is correct to place horses
first, wealth second, after which comes health
and happiness.” 

By the fall of 1983, the Walton inventory
included five *Bask daughters; several Bay
Shah youngsters; and two two-year-old Bey
Shah sons, Shah Jameel and Shah Cyr; and
daughters of Bay El Bey and Bey Shah. Lester
died that fall, and Jennie determined to carry
on. Because of Lester’s health problems, the
Waltons stopped showing in the early 1980s,
and Walton horses rarely appeared after that. 

Jennie died in September 1987, but
many felt her presence at the U.S. Nationals
just months later, when Bey Shah was
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recognized as the sire of both the National
Champion Stallion and the National
Champion Mare. 

After Jennie died, Mo Morris showed
some of the Walton horses in local shows,
and Donna Higgins and Bruce Vining
arranged the dispersal of the 26 horses left
at the farm. The *Bask daughters, Star Of Ofir
and Baskeena, went to Cory Soltau and Ralph
Sessa of Blackhawk Valley Arabians
at Pleasanton, California. A fitting home,
particularly for Star Of Ofir in that Ralph and
Cory bred to her son Bey Shah to produce two
U.S. National Champion Mares. “With ‘Star,’ we
certainly weren’t going to try to create another
Bey Shah,” Cory notes. “We just considered it
a privilege to own her in her last years and it
was fun to have that legacy here in our
backyard. Through knowing Star, we learned
more about Bey Shah: that she was probably
the source of much of the pretty in the Bey
Shahs (including the big eyes), along with the
bright-eyed curious expression we see so often
in the Bey Shahs.” Ralph adds: “Star was in
foal to AAF Kaset when we bought her,
producing a colt we named Star Ofir and sold
to Brazil. We lost her just a few months before
she was due to foal to Huckleberry Bey. It took
us a while to recover emotionally from that
loss. I like to think that Jennie would have
approved of our ownership. 

“Jennie bred Baskeena to Bey Shah three
times, and she was a good mare for us. She was

sold to Cory’s parents, Bud and Lorraine
Soltau, and produced an outstanding Benraz
filly for them. She’s now been sold to Timmi
DeRosa. Baskeena is the dam of Shahteena,
who produced Shah El Bey (by Huckleberry
Bey), 1996 Canadian National Reserve
Champion Futurity Colt.”

For Jennie’s friends and colleagues, the
memories were (and still are) poignant and
varied. Many remember her agility and energy.
From Bill Walton: “At Nationals, it was all
I could do to keep up with her. No one ever
really could, but at the big shows everybody
wanted to talk to her, and I just had to give
up.” From Karen Rokey: “Jennie was non-stop
energy. At shows, after the aisle parties, we
young folk would beg to go to the hotel and get
some sleep. Not Jennie, she was still partying.”

Others remember the Jennie toughness.
From Pat Stephenson: “Jennie was born
in Norway, grew up in Central Oregon, where
her family homesteaded 40 of the wildest acres
you’d ever hope to see. She and her father
cleared the land of rocks and used them
to build a rock wall, which still stands. (When
the land was cleared, the family raised hay, and

LEFT: Jennie Walton on the ranch in
Bend, Oregon; BELOW: Sherry Newton,
middle, and Jennie and Lester Walton

celebrating their 50th anniversary.
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the ranch became known as the
‘Throwin’ Up Two,’ a name from
Jennie’s stints on the hay wagon.
(‘Throwin’ up two’ was the warning
field workers yelled up when they
were throwing up a bundle of hay
that harbored two rattlesnakes.) The
family home was a box of a house;
you could hardly tell where the door
was. At times, the family hunted
game for food and Jennie and her
mother did laundry for local
cowboys, Jennie riding out on the
range on her pony to pick up and
deliver. No wonder she was frugal,
just never got over the feelings
of those years. Lester grew up in a large family
(11 children) and the memories of the Great
Depression were always with him.” From Donna
Higgins: “I was at Jennie’s in the spring of 1987
when old Zaryn, at age 32, had to be put down.
Jennie gave the nod for the injection and barely
shed a tear. I was having a terrible time dealing
with Jennie’s loss of an old friend, but she told
me, ‘I know I’ve given her the best life she could
possibly have had. It’s time to let her go.’” From
Jerry Meade who spent time with Jennie every
day of the last ten years of her life: “Jennie often
told us, ‘It’s not what you choose to get up for
every day, but what you must get up for that
keeps you young.’ For Jennie, her horses (as
well as her dogs and cats) were her reasons
to get up and hit the day. Before I left the ranch
each day, I put each horse’s breakfast in front
of the stall door, so it would be easier for Jennie
to feed the next morning (at her usual 6:30
a.m.). Her big ritual, her loyalty to her animals,
and this was after she’d had a stroke. Jennie fed
her horses for the last time on the day she
died.” Jennie had a low tolerance for whiners
and if someone complained of something
as simple as the weather, she might explain her
philosophy, “I don’t care what kind of a day
it is, as long as I’m in it.” 

Others remember Jennie for her intelligence.
Jennie got her degree in accounting from

Oregon State where she was salutatorian of her
graduating class, but those were the years when
women weren’t expected to be able to count,
she recalled, so she worked as a stenographer,
rather than an accountant. In 1983, she teased
“Now I’m a business agent. With a shovel and a
wheelbarrow. Now, that’s real business.” “One of
the most intelligent women I’ve ever met,” Jerry
Meade notes. “She had an ability to do several
things at once — read the newspaper, do a
crossword puzzle, and carry on a conversation,
all without a bobble.” From Pat Stephenson:
“Yes, Lester might make some major decisions,
but you know Jennie was so smart she would
out-maneuver him — make him think her ideas
were his ideas and get her way every time.”

Jerry Meade scattered Jennie’s ashes on
the ranch, just as Lester’s had been scattered
earlier. “To tell the truth, neither one of them
ever planned to die,” says Jerry. “Jennie
particularly had a feeling of invincibility, that
she would live forever. But I believe she was at
peace, although concerned about her horses —
her ‘children.’ She actually pined away after
Lester died; they’d been married for 56 years
and loved each other every day of those years.”
Karen Rokey adds: “This may sound corny, but
Jennie is probably one person who should have
lived forever, just for the sake of the rest of us.
A sweet, kind, bright, funny lady who loved life.” 

Canadian National Champion Mare Ga’Zima (Ga’Zi x Zimada) and Lester Walton.
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crossword puzzle, and carry on a conversation,
all without a bobble.” From Pat Stephenson:
“Yes, Lester might make some major decisions,
but you know Jennie was so smart she would
out-maneuver him — make him think her ideas
were his ideas and get her way every time.”

Jerry Meade scattered Jennie’s ashes on
the ranch, just as Lester’s had been scattered
earlier. “To tell the truth, neither one of them
ever planned to die,” says Jerry. “Jennie
particularly had a feeling of invincibility, that
she would live forever. But I believe she was at
peace, although concerned about her horses —
her ‘children.’ She actually pined away after
Lester died; they’d been married for 56 years
and loved each other every day of those years.”
Karen Rokey adds: “This may sound corny, but
Jennie is probably one person who should have
lived forever, just for the sake of the rest of us.
A sweet, kind, bright, funny lady who loved life.” 

Canadian National Champion Mare Ga’Zima (Ga’Zi x Zimada) and Lester Walton.
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Bruce Vining sums up many of the feelings
about the Waltons: “I wish Jennie and Lester
were still alive to see the success of their
program. They would be so proud. I doubt that
they ever, in their wildest imagination, thought
they would ever produce a horse that would have
the impact that Bey Shah, for instance, has. It all
sort of proves the true love of the horse: the two
people who bred Arabians just for the love it.
If ever two people deserved success, it’s Jennie
and Lester. Both as honest as the day is long;
they never ‘took’ anyone. Both dedicated to the
breed and eager to help others experience the
fun of being involved with Arabian horses.” 

If one way of measuring breeding success is in
the number of National winners produced, Jennie
and Lester may be credited with six Champions,
three Reserves, and a number of Top Tens. Not
bad for a retired couple who one day bought an
Arabian mare, could not resist the appeal of her
stablemate, and bought a third mare because
they were convinced she’d be lonely without the
two they’d already decided to buy.

T H E  W A L T O N  F O U N D A T I O N  M A R E S

Faduleika, 1952 bay mare. Sire:
Fadheilan (*Fadl x *Kasztelanka by
Koheilan I). Dam: Zualla (Alla Amarward
x Zuleika by Nusi). Bred by Harry Linden,
Spokane, Washington. 

Dam of five Walton-bred offspring, sired
by Ga’Zi (3), Raseyn Gezan (1), and El
Markab (1). Produce includes Fateena,
1967 Canadian National Champion Mare,
1967 U.S. Top Ten Mare, and 1972 U.S. Top
Ten Western Pleasure and Top Ten Trail. 

Zaryn, chestnut mare foaled 1955. Sire:
Faryn (Abu Farwa x Ferdith by Ferseyn).
Dam: Zimada (Ziyadi x Madaha by Ribal).
Bred by Bert Grieb, Walla Walla,
Washington. 

Produced eight Walton-bred offspring,
sired by Wanabi (1), Ga’Zi (3), Raseyn
Gezan (1), Zar Hallany (1), and Gask (2).
Produce includes Hassaan, 1968 Canadian
National Champion Gelding and U.S. Top
Ten Gelding; and Llana, 1967 U.S. National
Champion Futurity Filly and Canadian Top
Ten Mare, 1968 Canadian National
Champion Mare and U.S. Top Ten English
Pleasure.

Grandam of Gabaska (*Bask x Ga Ryna),
1977 Canadian Top Ten Pleasure Driving.

Zimada, chestnut mare foaled 1947.
Sire: Ziyadi (Alla Amarward x Follyat
by Babyat). Dam: Madaha (Ribal x Matih
by Sargon). Bred by Jean Campbell De
Blasis, Victorville, California.

Dam of five Walton-bred offspring, sired
by Ga’Zi (3) and Antezeyn Skowronek (2).

Grandam of HW Su Haila (*Bask
x Ga’Zima), 1973 U.S. National Champion
Futurity Filly, 1973 U.S. Top Ten Mare,
and 1974 U.S. National Reserve Champion
English Pleasure.

Baskeena (*Bask x Fateena)
and Jennie Walton.
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B Y  M A R Y  J A N E  P A R K I N S O N

D
R. SAM HARRISON IS A CREATOR — a creator of ways for Arabian horse owners to enjoy
their horses in a racing situation, just for one. Last fall, Dr. Sam listed, in order, the
“creations” of which he is most proud. “My wife Bettye’s and my five children, five
in-laws, and 12 grandchildren” top the list. Then the Arabian Racing Cup, the

Darley Awards, the stallions Samtyr and *Dimrak, the publications Arabian Racing Reference
and Arabian Racing News, and his “relationships and friendships with so many along the
way.” Those last-mentioned sources of pride for Dr. Sam pretty much tell the story of his life
with Arabian horses, particularly Arabian racehorses. 

Just over 35 years ago, Sam and his family had one of the classic introductions to the breed:
an Arabian gelding. “That darn gelding was so full of pizzazz that he jumped out from under

Foundation Breeder
Dr. Sam Harrison
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“creations” of which he is most proud. “My wife Bettye’s and my five children, five
in-laws, and 12 grandchildren” top the list. Then the Arabian Racing Cup, the

Darley Awards, the stallions Samtyr and *Dimrak, the publications Arabian Racing Reference
and Arabian Racing News, and his “relationships and friendships with so many along the
way.” Those last-mentioned sources of pride for Dr. Sam pretty much tell the story of his life
with Arabian horses, particularly Arabian racehorses. 

Just over 35 years ago, Sam and his family had one of the classic introductions to the breed:
an Arabian gelding. “That darn gelding was so full of pizzazz that he jumped out from under
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me three times on my first ride,” Sam recalls. “But that didn’t matter.
I literally — and physically — fell in love with the breed through that
gelding. He repeated that trick in an English pleasure class, landing me at
the feet of the judge, who kindly helped me up off the ground and back up
on the horse. But, oh my, I was having great fun. When Hassan died, it
nearly broke my heart and shortly thereafter (in 1965) I bought Cool Jewel
(Ruffles x Desert Jewel by Raflage), a linebred *Raffles mare, from Gina
Manion at Manion Canyon Arabians, South Bend, Indiana. My pressing goal
then was to show the world that I was a real Arabian horse breeder.” So Sa-
Arabet was founded — SA for Sam, ARA for Arabian, and BET for Bettye. 

But Sam is a southern boy and resented having to “go north” to buy a
good Arabian horse. Arabians were a bit thin on the ground in the South in
the late 1960s, so Sam organized annual auctions of Arabian horses, a first
in the South, which had a ten-year run (1970-1980). He became his own
best customer at the 1972 auction. 

“Bob Wagner of Ohio bought lots of horses in my sales, and being a horse
trader, Bob told me he would consign *Dimrak, a proven imported Polish
racehorse, if I would agree to bid $5,000 for him,” Dr. Sam recalls. “This
quality racehorse would be quite an addition and a ‘leader’ for my sale.
So I went to see the horse, then a four-year-old. He was a good horse —
balanced, square, alert, and well-
conformed — so I guaranteed Bob that
*Dimrak would bring at least $5,000 in
the sale. After I guaranteed Bob Wagner,
I had to buy *Dimrak. That’s how I got
my first racehorse.

“That spring we bred several mares
to *Dimrak (El Azrak x *Dimatra by
Wielki Szlem) and decided that since
he’d been on the track, we would send
him to Daryl and Monte Fastnacht at
Santa Fe Downs. His first out was in
August, and he won. This just happened
to be the same weekend that Bettye and
I were at Leon and Doris Rubin’s Sir
William Farm Sale at Hillsdale, New
York, where I had my eye on Samtyr
(*Sambor x *Tryncza by Trypolis), a
yearling colt that I thought we might
buy to race. 

“The record of his sire, *Sambor,
encouraged me — (3-2-1) in Poland and
2/6(3-2-0) in the United States — as did
the fact that his dam *Tryncza had
produced three top racehorses.

“Well, *Dimrak won on Friday
afternoon and his trainer called the

F A C I N G  P A G E :

Two famed graduates
of Sa-Arabet’s breeding

program, Jessorca
(Samtyr x Dimorca) and

Samtyra (Samtyr x
Dimfixa), duel neck and

neck in an Arabian
Racing Cup race, one of

Sam Harrison’s
important legacies.

B E L O W :

Whether giving away
trophies, checks or

words of encouragement,
few have done as much

for Arabian racing as
Sam Harrison.
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news to us at a cocktail party the evening before the sale. Naturally, Bettye and I were the
toast of the evening as the Rubins had imported *Dimrak, and I was forever hooked on
Arabian racing. 

“The following morning I was up early to check out Samtyr, because of the racing blood in
his pedigree and the reputation of Sir William Farm as a leader in Arabian racing. I could not
fault the colt and decided to pay up to $10,000 for him. To my surprise and delight, the
hammer fell at $3,500, and our lives were forever changed.”

Twenty-five years ago, when Sam bought *Dimrak and Samtyr, Arabian racing was hardly a
booming enterprise. California had fair circuits with less than $1,000 in purses, as did Arizona
and Michigan; and Santa Fe Downs and Albuquerque ran about a dozen races each year. Total
purses were less than $100,000. “I could hardly find anyone to talk to about racing in those
days,” Dr. Sam recalls. 

D
R. SAM COMES BY HIS RESPECT for well-functioning horseflesh quite naturally. He’s a
third-generation medical doctor, and his grandfather and father both made house
calls on horseback. Sam had a pony as a youngster, progressed through horses until
he went to medical school, met and married Miss Bettye and settled in Loudon,

Tennessee, to practice medicine and
raise a family. 

The Harrisons showed ponies and
Saddlebreds at local shows as the
children were growing up — years of
summer Saturday nights that Sam
recalls as “evenings of cold hot dogs and
warm beer out of the back of a station
wagon” — and Sam showed and paraded
his gelding Hassan in native costume,
the horse’s and Sam’s costume all
homemade by Bettye and Sam. But
showing didn’t have the appeal for Sam.
Racing did, because of its objectivity:
The finish line is the judge. 

“So I looked to racing, especially after
my daughters found boys and my sons founds girls, leaving us with a barnyard full of horses,”
Sam recounts. “Soon Samtyr’s great success on the track (winning 12 of 13 races for winnings
of $11,000) led us to ‘serious’ breeding for racing and his success in the breeding shed solidified
and increased our total involvement in racing.”

For the serious breeding, Dr. Sam already had Cool Jewel, and she proved herself worthy in
the new direction. Several of the Harrison-bred stakes winners trace to her. Next (in 1973) Sam
purchased Majorca De Washoe (*Mohacz x *Brussa II by Uad-El-Kebir), bred by the Steen
Ranch at Steamboat, Nevada. “I wanted her because a few good Arabian racehorses were close
up in her pedigree. 

“In the early years, a racing colleague frequently explained to me that racing success was 85
percent luck, and 15 percent wisdom, effort, and determination. Just as the purchase of Samtyr
was super, super lucky, I realize that the good offspring from those two mares were more luck
than anything else, except that both *Dimrak and Samtyr were from strong Polish racing lines
and brought racing strength to the matches.” 

Dr. Sam and his truly-better-half, Miz Bettye.
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calls on horseback. Sam had a pony as a youngster, progressed through horses until
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raise a family. 

The Harrisons showed ponies and
Saddlebreds at local shows as the
children were growing up — years of
summer Saturday nights that Sam
recalls as “evenings of cold hot dogs and
warm beer out of the back of a station
wagon” — and Sam showed and paraded
his gelding Hassan in native costume,
the horse’s and Sam’s costume all
homemade by Bettye and Sam. But
showing didn’t have the appeal for Sam.
Racing did, because of its objectivity:
The finish line is the judge. 

“So I looked to racing, especially after
my daughters found boys and my sons founds girls, leaving us with a barnyard full of horses,”
Sam recounts. “Soon Samtyr’s great success on the track (winning 12 of 13 races for winnings
of $11,000) led us to ‘serious’ breeding for racing and his success in the breeding shed solidified
and increased our total involvement in racing.”

For the serious breeding, Dr. Sam already had Cool Jewel, and she proved herself worthy in
the new direction. Several of the Harrison-bred stakes winners trace to her. Next (in 1973) Sam
purchased Majorca De Washoe (*Mohacz x *Brussa II by Uad-El-Kebir), bred by the Steen
Ranch at Steamboat, Nevada. “I wanted her because a few good Arabian racehorses were close
up in her pedigree. 

“In the early years, a racing colleague frequently explained to me that racing success was 85
percent luck, and 15 percent wisdom, effort, and determination. Just as the purchase of Samtyr
was super, super lucky, I realize that the good offspring from those two mares were more luck
than anything else, except that both *Dimrak and Samtyr were from strong Polish racing lines
and brought racing strength to the matches.” 

Dr. Sam and his truly-better-half, Miz Bettye.
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T O P :

As with most important
foundation programs in

the Arabian breed,
Sa-Arabet’s beginnings

were humble, but
authentic. Here Sam

Harrison wins the
costume class in Hickory,
North Carolina, in 1964

aboard the gelding
Hassan (Abou x Safar).

“That gelding, along with
lots of cold hot dogs

and warm beer, kept my
family in good company
for many early weekends
of shows and parades as

the kids grew up.”
M I D D L E :

One of Sa-Arabet’s
productive mares,

Majorca De Washoe
(*Mohacz x *Brussa II),

from the famous
Steen program.

A T  R I G H T :

Sam and Bettye
celebrate an early win
in the 1975 Buckeye

Sweepstakes at
the Columbus

Fairgrounds. Race-
winner *Dimrak

(El Azrak x *Dimatra),
imported by Leon

Rubin’s Sir William
Farm from Poland,
contributed greatly

both to the Sa-Arabet
program and Arabian

racing in general.
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During the 1970s, Sam bred to *Dimrak 20 times and to Samtyr 17 times, breeding them to
Counts Jewel and Majorca De Washoe, along with daughters of Crabbet and American lines
along with Polish mares of unrelated lines. 

By the 1980s, Samtyr offspring were on the track. “Samtyr’s racing record 2/14(11-2-1)NC
proved he was a good runner, and his first son Saam (x Counts Jewel), winner of several stakes,
established Samtyr as a great sire. Along came other Samtyr sons, all stakes winners, to prove
the first son was no fluke — sons such as Samstar (x Counts Jewel), Sams Count (x Counts
Jewel), Samorc (x Majorca De Washoe), Bobbies Sam (x Majorca De Washoe), and Tyrix

(x Dimfixa by *Dimrak), the latter
the winner of the first Armand
Hammer Classic (“the greatest thrill
and biggest surprise of my life,”
says Sam). 

Then came the Samtyr daughters.
Samtyra (x Dimfixa by *Dimrak),
Jessorca (x Dimorca by *Dimrak),
and Kimorca (x Dimorca) were the
first to bring in honors of the race
world: stakes wins and Darley
awards. 

S
AM NEVER FELT HIS OWN

STALLIONS had the corner on
siring future racehorses, and
in the 1980s and 1990s, he

bred *Dimrak and Samtyr daughters
to Juan De Shawn (*Mohacz x *Salina
by Aboukir), *Wiking (Etap x Wilma
by *Pietuszok), NF Proof (*Bataann x
*Szalka by *Eleuzis), and ZT Ali Baba
(Moniet El Nafis x Imperial Al Ahbab
by Amaal), all proven race sires. “All
were chosen for their siring ability,”
Sam notes, “and *Wiking was used
way back before he got so
expensive.” 

Dr. Sam and Bettye bred 124
Arabians from their first in 1967 (a
product of their pre-racing days)
through Volume 69 of the stud book.
Early on in the racing years, Sam
mounted a personal crusade to
enhance the place of Arabian racing
in the Arabian horse community and
in the world of sport. 

“Twenty-five years ago, Arabian
racing ‘got no respect’ and very little

A B O V E :

Dimorca (*Dimrak x Majorca De Washoe),
another important piece of the Sa-Arabet

program, in the 1980 IAHA Derby.

F A C I N G  P A G E :

One of Harrison’s first feelings that
Arabian racing was actually getting

somewhere was the 1982 IAHA Derby,
held at the famed Arlington Park near
Chicago. As luck occasionally has it,
Dr. Sam had some personal success

that day as his own Bobbies Sam
(Samtyr x Majorca De Washoe) won the

six furlong race in 1:22:1.
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in the world of sport. 

“Twenty-five years ago, Arabian
racing ‘got no respect’ and very little

A B O V E :

Dimorca (*Dimrak x Majorca De Washoe),
another important piece of the Sa-Arabet

program, in the 1980 IAHA Derby.

F A C I N G  P A G E :

One of Harrison’s first feelings that
Arabian racing was actually getting

somewhere was the 1982 IAHA Derby,
held at the famed Arlington Park near
Chicago. As luck occasionally has it,
Dr. Sam had some personal success

that day as his own Bobbies Sam
(Samtyr x Majorca De Washoe) won the

six furlong race in 1:22:1.
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reward,” Sam recalls. “I set out to change
that and to turn around those two aspects
of racing — to make them into selling
points.” 

Sam quickly associated himself with the
racing crowd, a small but determined lot
that fervently pursued the promotion of
racing, almost always under less-than-ideal
conditions. Sam watched his first race in
1972 at the fairgrounds at Albuquerque
when *Dimrak shot out of the gate in the
lead but finally finished eighth. There he
met Robbie Kubela (Rogers) — her Kontiki
had become famous in the Southwest
earlier at Turf Paradise in Phoenix and
Sunland in El Paso — and others of the
racing crowd of those years. Sam lists Bob
Van Hoose, Vic Oppegard, Buzz Smith, Alec
Courtelis, John J. Mooney, John E. Mooney,
Carol Gregg, Lea Brent, and Hazel Lucas as
helpful souls along the way. 

At home, during one of his auctions, Sam
staged an authentic back pasture race:
three furlongs, three entries under western
saddles. Arabs had a barn at Santa Fe
Downs, and at Albuquerque, horses

competed in the IAHA Derby and the Governor’s Cup (the National Championship). The last
races were held there in 1979. At Louisville in 1976, the IAHA Derby was run during the
Nationals, on a pasture training track without rails; in 1978, on a half-mile harness track at
Corydon, Indiana, again during the Nationals. 

I
N TAMPA, FLORIDA, in 1979, Dr. Sam helped to pick up rocks from a fairgrounds parking area;
then he and Lee Cholak (who worked with Bob Van Hoose in promoting racing in Florida)
scratched up a track and they ran two races of three horses each. That same year, Arabians
got their first opportunity at a “proper” track, Arlington Park near Chicago, where two

exhibition races were presented — the first big break for Arabian racing, Sam notes. In 1980, the
IAHA Derby was run as an exhibition race. In 1982, the Derby became a parimutuel race,
another great step for the sport. Florida, California, and Michigan continued their efforts and in
1984, in a breakthrough action, Arabians first raced at Delaware Park, appeared in the Daily
Racing Form, and established themselves in the racing industries. By 1986, purses had reached
the $1 million level. By 1992, purses were over $3 million, and Arabians were racing at a few of
the best tracks in the nation. At that time, Sam hoped for/predicted purses of $10 million before
the year 2000. In 1996, with four more years to go, purses were at $4,253,442. 

“I first met Sam Harrison in 1985 when he was involved with Arabian racing at Delaware Park,
and I continue to enjoy him for his colorful character and to respect him for his knowledge of
the Arabian horse industry,” says John Mooney, now Chief of Operations at Laurel and Pimlico
Race Courses. “Prior to knowing him at Delaware Park, Sam had worked with my father,

Two of the male contributors from the Sa-Arabet program,
both as race winners and sires — above, Sams Count

(Samtyr x Counts Jewel); and facing page, Samtyr
(*Sambor x *Tryncza).
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reward,” Sam recalls. “I set out to change
that and to turn around those two aspects
of racing — to make them into selling
points.” 

Sam quickly associated himself with the
racing crowd, a small but determined lot
that fervently pursued the promotion of
racing, almost always under less-than-ideal
conditions. Sam watched his first race in
1972 at the fairgrounds at Albuquerque
when *Dimrak shot out of the gate in the
lead but finally finished eighth. There he
met Robbie Kubela (Rogers) — her Kontiki
had become famous in the Southwest
earlier at Turf Paradise in Phoenix and
Sunland in El Paso — and others of the
racing crowd of those years. Sam lists Bob
Van Hoose, Vic Oppegard, Buzz Smith, Alec
Courtelis, John J. Mooney, John E. Mooney,
Carol Gregg, Lea Brent, and Hazel Lucas as
helpful souls along the way. 

At home, during one of his auctions, Sam
staged an authentic back pasture race:
three furlongs, three entries under western
saddles. Arabs had a barn at Santa Fe
Downs, and at Albuquerque, horses

competed in the IAHA Derby and the Governor’s Cup (the National Championship). The last
races were held there in 1979. At Louisville in 1976, the IAHA Derby was run during the
Nationals, on a pasture training track without rails; in 1978, on a half-mile harness track at
Corydon, Indiana, again during the Nationals. 

I
N TAMPA, FLORIDA, in 1979, Dr. Sam helped to pick up rocks from a fairgrounds parking area;
then he and Lee Cholak (who worked with Bob Van Hoose in promoting racing in Florida)
scratched up a track and they ran two races of three horses each. That same year, Arabians
got their first opportunity at a “proper” track, Arlington Park near Chicago, where two

exhibition races were presented — the first big break for Arabian racing, Sam notes. In 1980, the
IAHA Derby was run as an exhibition race. In 1982, the Derby became a parimutuel race,
another great step for the sport. Florida, California, and Michigan continued their efforts and in
1984, in a breakthrough action, Arabians first raced at Delaware Park, appeared in the Daily
Racing Form, and established themselves in the racing industries. By 1986, purses had reached
the $1 million level. By 1992, purses were over $3 million, and Arabians were racing at a few of
the best tracks in the nation. At that time, Sam hoped for/predicted purses of $10 million before
the year 2000. In 1996, with four more years to go, purses were at $4,253,442. 

“I first met Sam Harrison in 1985 when he was involved with Arabian racing at Delaware Park,
and I continue to enjoy him for his colorful character and to respect him for his knowledge of
the Arabian horse industry,” says John Mooney, now Chief of Operations at Laurel and Pimlico
Race Courses. “Prior to knowing him at Delaware Park, Sam had worked with my father,

Two of the male contributors from the Sa-Arabet program,
both as race winners and sires — above, Sams Count

(Samtyr x Counts Jewel); and facing page, Samtyr
(*Sambor x *Tryncza).
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then president of Arlington Park. Later, at Ocala, Florida, I met the late Alec Courtelis and others
promoting Arabian racing, and I contacted Sam to seek his advice. We’ve had a tremendous
relationship ever since with many enjoyable and memorable times at the Darley Awards, stakes
races, parties at Delaware Park, and major racing events. Through Sam, my daughter has an
Arabian mare, and we’ve thoroughly enjoyed our involvement with the Arabian breed.”

Alan Kirshner of Cre-Run at Glen Ellen, Virginia, another tireless promoter of Arabian racing,
recalls his first meeting with Sam. “Deb and I were at the Egyptian Event, selling equine
insurance, and there I encountered Sam, who immediately gave me a lecture on racing,” Alan
recalls. “We’d been sold on racing earlier, so I began following him around the showgrounds. He
had mimeographed sheets to hand out to anyone who would take one, and we walked from barn
to barn to barn. Must have put in five miles. He’s shaking hands with people and handing out his
flyers on racing. Real grass roots stuff — and sore feet.

“I particularly remember when the time came for the racing group to break away from IAHA
and form its own organization. Sam went to Alec Courtelis, who was heading up the breakaway,
and offered the new group the use of the already established name of Arabian Jockey Club…this
because he felt it was the right thing to do for racing. That is his primary motivation, no matter
how much he might disagree with others doing the same kind of promoting. (He and Alec
Courtelis sparred like cats and dogs in those days, but both were always willing to put aside their
opinions for the good of Arabian racing.) Above all, Sam does what he does with a passion, and
even though we may disagree at times, I just revere him.

“One of Sam’s fondest dreams is the strengthening of international racing. He was pleased last
year, when two horses (one from England, one from France) participated in races at Delaware
Park. The American hospitality extended to using European distances and surfaces — longer
races on turf.”
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Another first-encounter-with-Sam story comes from Pam Weidel of Weidel’s Boxwood Farm at
Pennington, New Jersey: “I recall a weekend function at Delaware Park where Sam was joyfully
hosting a hospitality room at a hotel, handing out Arabian Racing Cup flyers, drinks, and (when
appropriate) hugs and kisses. I was a little apprehensive of this seemingly risqué man offering a
Dewar’s and water to any and all. But as time went by, I carefully evaluated him, his behavior,
and his purpose, and he soon became ‘Uncle Sam’ to me. I became an avid supporter of the
ARC, nominating my stallion, mares, and foals to his program.

“Over the years, the memories built: Samtyr daughters winning the Juan De Shawn
Matchmaker two years in a row; Dr. Sam arriving on our open house tour bus dressed in Middle
East white robe and turban to present the Legion of Supreme Honor award to Tikisflaming Jet;
Dr. Sam and Bettye visiting us in Florida and Bettye running off to the golf course with two of
her favorite men golfers, my husband Dick and brother Harold; Sam and I riding the wetlands to
view an endangered eagle on her nest; my tardiness at a race meet in England (part of a group
tour) where Dr. Sam really let me have it and did not speak to me for the rest of the day. (I
convincingly apologized and was never late again.)

“Dick and I have looked to Dr. Sam for his down-to-earth unprejudiced advice and opinions
in many aspects of our sport, and he has yet to steer us wrong. Being a woman of conviction, I
did a few things my way, but mostly respected his advice. We feel privileged to enjoy the
personal friendship of Dr. Sam and Miss Bettye.”

D
R. SAM PROMOTED ARABIAN RACING for its excitement and fun, and over the years, he
and Bettye got plenty of both after their first horse bolted out of the starting gate, as
the following summary of highlights attests: 1975: LAS Nutron (Nusabre x Sher
Venus by Sher Khan), winner of the Arabian Invitational Handicap. 1975: LAS

Nutron, winner at five and one-half furlongs at Santa Fe Downs; Samtyr, winner of the
Governor’s Cup and 1975 National Champion Racehorse, setting four track records; *Dimrak,
winner of a three-quarter mile race at the Buckeye Sweepstakes. 1976: Sa-Arabet was
recognized as the owner or breeder of 15 stakes winners. 1979: Mohak, winner of the Ocala
Arabian Classic and the Plum Grove Arabians Purse at Arlington Park. 

1980: Saam (Samtyr x Counts Jewel), winner of the IAHA Derby. 1981: Saam, winner of the
Paramount Stakes, and named Arabian Racehorse of the Year; Mohak (*Dimrak x Majorca De
Washoe), winner of the Locust Farms Stakes; Samtyr recognized as leading race sire, a title he
would hold until 1988. 1982: Bobbies Sam (Samtyr x Majorca De Washoe), winner of the IAHA
Derby; Sams Count, second. 1983: Tyrix, winner of the IAHA Derby, claiming the largest purse
(estimated at $42,000) and largest field (18) in the history of Arabian racing; Sams Count
(Samtyr x Counts Jewel) named 1983 Colt of the Year. 1984: Tyrix, winner of the $55,000
Armand Hammer Classic, the highest purse to date in Arabian racing; Samtyr honored as sire of
the top three Arabian money winners of both 1984 and lifetime. 1986: Samtyra (Samtyr x
Dimfixa by *Dimrak), winner of the Delaware Stakes (Fillies) and the Julie Wrigley Arabian Cup
Juveniles (fillies); Kimorca (Samtyr x Dimorca), winner of the Markel Independence Stakes;
Sams Fix (Samtyr x Dimfixa), winner of the Windy Meadow Stakes. 1987: Samtyra, winner of
the Delaware Arabian Stakes. 1987: Dimfixa (*Dimrak x Safixa by Witezfix) named leading
broodmare in North America. 1988: Samtyra, winner of the Juan De Shawn Matchmaker
Handicap and the ARC Distaff. 1989: Jessorca (Samtyr x Dimorca), winner of the Juan De
Shawn Matchmaker Handicap, the $20,000 ARC Distaff Stake, and the Gladys Brown Edwards –
ARC (Distaff). 1991: sire owner’s pride in TC Tomtyr (by Samtyr), winner of the AJC Delaware
Stakes (colts and geldings). 
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Another first-encounter-with-Sam story comes from Pam Weidel of Weidel’s Boxwood Farm at
Pennington, New Jersey: “I recall a weekend function at Delaware Park where Sam was joyfully
hosting a hospitality room at a hotel, handing out Arabian Racing Cup flyers, drinks, and (when
appropriate) hugs and kisses. I was a little apprehensive of this seemingly risqué man offering a
Dewar’s and water to any and all. But as time went by, I carefully evaluated him, his behavior,
and his purpose, and he soon became ‘Uncle Sam’ to me. I became an avid supporter of the
ARC, nominating my stallion, mares, and foals to his program.

“Over the years, the memories built: Samtyr daughters winning the Juan De Shawn
Matchmaker two years in a row; Dr. Sam arriving on our open house tour bus dressed in Middle
East white robe and turban to present the Legion of Supreme Honor award to Tikisflaming Jet;
Dr. Sam and Bettye visiting us in Florida and Bettye running off to the golf course with two of
her favorite men golfers, my husband Dick and brother Harold; Sam and I riding the wetlands to
view an endangered eagle on her nest; my tardiness at a race meet in England (part of a group
tour) where Dr. Sam really let me have it and did not speak to me for the rest of the day. (I
convincingly apologized and was never late again.)

“Dick and I have looked to Dr. Sam for his down-to-earth unprejudiced advice and opinions
in many aspects of our sport, and he has yet to steer us wrong. Being a woman of conviction, I
did a few things my way, but mostly respected his advice. We feel privileged to enjoy the
personal friendship of Dr. Sam and Miss Bettye.”

D
R. SAM PROMOTED ARABIAN RACING for its excitement and fun, and over the years, he
and Bettye got plenty of both after their first horse bolted out of the starting gate, as
the following summary of highlights attests: 1975: LAS Nutron (Nusabre x Sher
Venus by Sher Khan), winner of the Arabian Invitational Handicap. 1975: LAS

Nutron, winner at five and one-half furlongs at Santa Fe Downs; Samtyr, winner of the
Governor’s Cup and 1975 National Champion Racehorse, setting four track records; *Dimrak,
winner of a three-quarter mile race at the Buckeye Sweepstakes. 1976: Sa-Arabet was
recognized as the owner or breeder of 15 stakes winners. 1979: Mohak, winner of the Ocala
Arabian Classic and the Plum Grove Arabians Purse at Arlington Park. 

1980: Saam (Samtyr x Counts Jewel), winner of the IAHA Derby. 1981: Saam, winner of the
Paramount Stakes, and named Arabian Racehorse of the Year; Mohak (*Dimrak x Majorca De
Washoe), winner of the Locust Farms Stakes; Samtyr recognized as leading race sire, a title he
would hold until 1988. 1982: Bobbies Sam (Samtyr x Majorca De Washoe), winner of the IAHA
Derby; Sams Count, second. 1983: Tyrix, winner of the IAHA Derby, claiming the largest purse
(estimated at $42,000) and largest field (18) in the history of Arabian racing; Sams Count
(Samtyr x Counts Jewel) named 1983 Colt of the Year. 1984: Tyrix, winner of the $55,000
Armand Hammer Classic, the highest purse to date in Arabian racing; Samtyr honored as sire of
the top three Arabian money winners of both 1984 and lifetime. 1986: Samtyra (Samtyr x
Dimfixa by *Dimrak), winner of the Delaware Stakes (Fillies) and the Julie Wrigley Arabian Cup
Juveniles (fillies); Kimorca (Samtyr x Dimorca), winner of the Markel Independence Stakes;
Sams Fix (Samtyr x Dimfixa), winner of the Windy Meadow Stakes. 1987: Samtyra, winner of
the Delaware Arabian Stakes. 1987: Dimfixa (*Dimrak x Safixa by Witezfix) named leading
broodmare in North America. 1988: Samtyra, winner of the Juan De Shawn Matchmaker
Handicap and the ARC Distaff. 1989: Jessorca (Samtyr x Dimorca), winner of the Juan De
Shawn Matchmaker Handicap, the $20,000 ARC Distaff Stake, and the Gladys Brown Edwards –
ARC (Distaff). 1991: sire owner’s pride in TC Tomtyr (by Samtyr), winner of the AJC Delaware
Stakes (colts and geldings). 
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N JULY 1977, DR. SAM published the first edition of Arabian Racing News, a newspaper the
goal of which was “to present a regular monthly racing publication that is authentic, up to
date, and widely read, and to provide the communication we racing fans need so badly,” as
Sam noted in that first issue. Sam contributed a series on racing Arabians; the list of

leading point and money earners was kept current; the racing calendar and racing results
nationwide were reported; and racing terminology was presented, along with articles on
selection, conditioning, and training of racehorses.

As a reference item for the Arabian racing world, Sam produced Arabian Racing Reference,
the idea based on Sam’s recognition of the need for complete records of racing in the United
States. Sam, Joyce Webb, and Karen Kasting assembled the first edition over a seven-year period,
and it was published in 1980 — a limited edition which presented racing records from 1959
through 1979. The task of bringing together records of the past was formidable, and Sam thanked
“the founding mothers and fathers of Arabian racing, those who cared enough about the Arabian

horse to take on the task of getting the
breed on the track”: Hazel Lucas,
Robbie Rogers, Oliver Bardes, Fastnacht
Brothers, Lois Meyers, Gladys Brown
Edwards, Carol Gregg, Donna
Stressman and Robert Raines. The
lessons of history were there for anyone
who studied the information, Sam felt.
Arabian Racing Reference was
published through 1983. 

From the first involvement with
racing, Sam realized that the persons
who write the checks to keep their
horses on the track should have some
tangible reward to mark their successes,
an item for the trophy room or the
living room mantle. For this purpose,
Sam created the Darley Awards (based
on the Thoroughbred “Eclipse
Awards”), a system whereby members
of the Darley Voting Academy nominate
and vote for Darley candidates in ten
categories. Awards are presented in a

Hollywood “Oscars Night” format with just about as much wardrobe finery, general glitter, and
contrived suspense. The first Darleys were awarded in 1987. Sam and “Miz” Bettye have
collected four themselves: for Samtyra (1987 Three-Year-Old Filly and 1988 Four-Year-Old Filly),
Jessorca (1989 Older Mare), and Sam himself as 1988 Breeder of the Year. “The significance of
the Darleys is that they represent honors conveyed by peers for the best in Arabian racing,” Sam
notes.

In 1983, Dr. Sam founded the Arabian Racing Cup, a breeders’ incentive program that offers
purses and award money for owners of nominated stallions and foals. In the first 13 years of its
existence, the number of Arabian Cup runners went from 21 in 1983 to 402 in 1996, the number
of nominated sires from eight in 1983 to 133 in 1996. In 1995, the inaugural runnings of the
Arabian Cup Championships were held at Los Alamitos Race Course in California. The night

Another Sa-Arabet graduate, Saam
(Samtyr x Counts Jewel), with owner Susan Allison aboard,

finishes the fourth day of 50 miles per day
in the 1987 Pony Express Ride.
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began with what has been labeled a “blistering roast” for Sam Harrison, then the six races, with
combined purses of $180,000. Last year, the Arabian Racing Cup events included the induction
of the Harrison-bred Dimorca into the Arabian Horse Trust Hall of Fame, followed by six races
with purses totaling $240,000. “Some friends and I copied the idea of the Breeders Cup
(Thoroughbred racing futurity) and adapted it to Arabian racing,” Sam notes. “The Cup is by
far the best promotion for Arabian racing, and I am proud — most proud — of that success.

“For Bettye and me, the biggest thrills are the finish line and the awards events. The finish
line is obvious; awards events represent an accumulation of accomplishments in all phases of
racing as recognized by your peers.” 

Sam’s wildest guess as to the “spoils” of 25 years’ association with Arabian racing: dollars
won by Harrison-bred Arabians owned by others, $300,000; dollars won by Harrison-owned
Arabians, $500,000; Darleys won by Harrison-bred Arabians owned by others, one; Darleys won
by Harrison-owned Arabians, four.

T
HE HARRISONS HELD A DISPERSAL SALE in May 1990 because they wanted to spend more
time with their children and grandchildren. The sale came at a time, as Sam noted,
that was right for buying foundation breeding stock capable of racing well and then
going into a breeding program. All lots were of top racing pedigrees; most were stakes

winners or producers of stakes winners, and nominees for the ample purses of the Arabian
Racing Cup races. Sam and Bettye held out Samtyr. 

In 1992, the Harrisons held another dispersal, this time in connection with Sotheby’s, the
event held at Delaware Park Race Track. Buyers came from around the world, and Sa-Arabet
horses went to Qatar, the United Kingdom, and the United Arab Emirates, along with the United
States, for a sale total of $1,871,595 for 34 lots. (The sale included outside consignments as
well.) A *Sambor son, Samsheik, topped the sale at $577,500. Sam’s two Darley mares Jessorca
and Samtyra brought $126,500 and $30,250 respectively. 

But of course, Sam was not ready to give up breeding Arabian racehorses; never completely
satisfied, he always looks for “more and better.” In that light, he cites Samorza (Samtyr x
Dividens Orzelita by *Orzel), a 1995 filly, and her half-brother Ztzel (by ZT Ali Baba) as the
most promising filly and colt on his farm in 1997. 

In the long look back, Sam recounts the merits of some of the Arabians that have contributed
to the standing of Sa-Arabet. “Samtyr won 11 of 14 races and was at the top or near the top of
leading race sires for 15 years,” says Sam. “He put Sa-Arabet on the map, and he still ranks
second overall, second only to *Wiking. Samtyr is my great pride, and I recognize that his
selection and subsequent use as a sire were mostly luck, along with timing and circumstances.
The mares Majorca De Washoe and Counts Jewel produced many stakes and Darley winners
and Darley nominees. Whenever the names of those three appear in pedigrees, they are almost
universally recognized for their merit in the race world. I’m most proud of having bred Saam
and Sams Count, both top stakes horses, durable and sound, earning top honors through many
races. The mares Samtyra and Jessorca were both Darley winners and just as sound and
durable as the stallions.” 

Regardless of the thinking and planning that go into each mating of Harrison Arabians, the
foaling stall holds no warranties, Sam believes. “You never know whether a horse is a runner
until it is tested on the track. I’ve bred mares with no racing background, either on the track or
in pedigree, and some of my best runners have resulted from these crosses. Perhaps hybrid
vigor plays some role there, but generally, breed the best to the best.” Meaning, in Sam’s talk,
the first to cross the finish line to the first to cross the finish line. 
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began with what has been labeled a “blistering roast” for Sam Harrison, then the six races, with
combined purses of $180,000. Last year, the Arabian Racing Cup events included the induction
of the Harrison-bred Dimorca into the Arabian Horse Trust Hall of Fame, followed by six races
with purses totaling $240,000. “Some friends and I copied the idea of the Breeders Cup
(Thoroughbred racing futurity) and adapted it to Arabian racing,” Sam notes. “The Cup is by
far the best promotion for Arabian racing, and I am proud — most proud — of that success.

“For Bettye and me, the biggest thrills are the finish line and the awards events. The finish
line is obvious; awards events represent an accumulation of accomplishments in all phases of
racing as recognized by your peers.” 

Sam’s wildest guess as to the “spoils” of 25 years’ association with Arabian racing: dollars
won by Harrison-bred Arabians owned by others, $300,000; dollars won by Harrison-owned
Arabians, $500,000; Darleys won by Harrison-bred Arabians owned by others, one; Darleys won
by Harrison-owned Arabians, four.

T
HE HARRISONS HELD A DISPERSAL SALE in May 1990 because they wanted to spend more
time with their children and grandchildren. The sale came at a time, as Sam noted,
that was right for buying foundation breeding stock capable of racing well and then
going into a breeding program. All lots were of top racing pedigrees; most were stakes

winners or producers of stakes winners, and nominees for the ample purses of the Arabian
Racing Cup races. Sam and Bettye held out Samtyr. 

In 1992, the Harrisons held another dispersal, this time in connection with Sotheby’s, the
event held at Delaware Park Race Track. Buyers came from around the world, and Sa-Arabet
horses went to Qatar, the United Kingdom, and the United Arab Emirates, along with the United
States, for a sale total of $1,871,595 for 34 lots. (The sale included outside consignments as
well.) A *Sambor son, Samsheik, topped the sale at $577,500. Sam’s two Darley mares Jessorca
and Samtyra brought $126,500 and $30,250 respectively. 

But of course, Sam was not ready to give up breeding Arabian racehorses; never completely
satisfied, he always looks for “more and better.” In that light, he cites Samorza (Samtyr x
Dividens Orzelita by *Orzel), a 1995 filly, and her half-brother Ztzel (by ZT Ali Baba) as the
most promising filly and colt on his farm in 1997. 

In the long look back, Sam recounts the merits of some of the Arabians that have contributed
to the standing of Sa-Arabet. “Samtyr won 11 of 14 races and was at the top or near the top of
leading race sires for 15 years,” says Sam. “He put Sa-Arabet on the map, and he still ranks
second overall, second only to *Wiking. Samtyr is my great pride, and I recognize that his
selection and subsequent use as a sire were mostly luck, along with timing and circumstances.
The mares Majorca De Washoe and Counts Jewel produced many stakes and Darley winners
and Darley nominees. Whenever the names of those three appear in pedigrees, they are almost
universally recognized for their merit in the race world. I’m most proud of having bred Saam
and Sams Count, both top stakes horses, durable and sound, earning top honors through many
races. The mares Samtyra and Jessorca were both Darley winners and just as sound and
durable as the stallions.” 

Regardless of the thinking and planning that go into each mating of Harrison Arabians, the
foaling stall holds no warranties, Sam believes. “You never know whether a horse is a runner
until it is tested on the track. I’ve bred mares with no racing background, either on the track or
in pedigree, and some of my best runners have resulted from these crosses. Perhaps hybrid
vigor plays some role there, but generally, breed the best to the best.” Meaning, in Sam’s talk,
the first to cross the finish line to the first to cross the finish line. 
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“In my experience I’ve found speed and heart (spirit and desire) win races for well-
conformed horses; both are inheritable features,” Sam continues. “Choose a stallion that has
sired good racehorses; choose a mare that has produced racehorses or whose bloodlines have
produced good racehorses. I tried to breed racehorses that looked and acted and performed like
racehorses, be they Arabians or any other breed. 

“I’m not comfortable with inbreeding because I believe that common faults inbred are almost
impossible to get rid of. At the same time, it is rare to have all the good traits (speed and
soundness) accumulate in one offspring. I am a believer in hybrid vigor. The F1 cross is
sometimes remarkable, but there is no telling what you may get in the F2 and on down the
line.” Winning mares should stay on the track for two, even three years, Sam believes. “But if
purses are low, they may be more valuable in the breeding shed.”

“I realize I was fantastically lucky early on to have had such good horses,” Sam admits.
“Otherwise, I probably would not have become so involved with the sport. Yes, I would make
the same breeding and buying decisions, but I know I sold some horses which turned out to be
the best, keeping others which I thought were better. (That tells you how smart I was.)”

“Miz” Bettye limits her
participation to that of head
cheerleader and chief handicapper.
“Bettye’s role is from the
grandstand, where she enjoys the
social aspects of racing immensely,”
says Sam. “She deserves her
reputation as a great handicapper,
as unscientific as her methods may
be at times. Something like: ‘I had
an Aunt Floozie, so I’m going to bet
Call Girl across the board.’” 

Bettye figures she and Sam have
averaged six or seven race meets
each year since 1972. “I love going
to the races and being with the
wonderful people,” says Bettye. “I
don’t try to keep up with Sam, but I
do catch up every once in a while. He’s way ahead of me. So I just try to keep an eye on what
he’s up to next. Racing is Sam’s world, and I just enjoy being a part of it.”

W
ITH THE PERSPECTIVE GAINED from 25 years of racing, Sam has some definite
thoughts on the future of Arabian racing: Arabian racing has grown in spite of the
general and steep decline of horse racing overall. The growth of other gambling
entertainments, some of which are the most rapidly growing entertainments in

North America, have sent race tracks on a downward slide which has compromised all tracks
and closed many. Simply put, it’s easier to pull a slot machine lever than to handicap a race. 

“I fear that as parimutuel wagering declines, the lesser racing breeds will be squeezed out in
favor of high stakes Thoroughbred and harness races presented through widespread
simulcasting. The future in the world? There’s no Arabian racing in the Orient where horse
racing draws more attendance and wagering than anywhere else in the world. There are races
for Arabs in Australia, England, France, Poland, the former USSR, South America, and big ones

At the Delaware Park Turf Club, Sam and Bettye enjoy the day’s card.
Bettye’s handicapping prowess with Arabian racing is no joke.
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in the Gulf. The Arab Sheikhs will always have a place for their own breed to race, and as long
as the oil holds out, will continue to subsidize Arabian racing in Europe, but I think not to any
large degree in North or South America or the Far East.

“Internationally, the United States has made the most progress in developing and expanding
Arabian racing. Why? More money for purses and more recognition.”

The current needs of Arabian racing? “More horses, more owners, more purse money, an
upturn in racing, and an integration of casinos into race tracks,” says Sam. “For more horses
and owners, pay purses through more places. Pay all the girls in the chorus line. 

“I believe the future depends on two important factors,” Sam continues. “1) All horse racing,
not just Arabian racing, should abandon some of the old traditions and broaden its appeal as

T O P :

Wall Street Week’s
Louis Rukeyser presents
Dr. Sam with the Darley

award for Arabian racing’s
Man of the Year.

B O T T O M :

In 1984 at Pompano Park
in Florida, the late

Dr. Armand Hammer and
Merv Griffin present Sam

Harrison the winning
hardware in the inaugural

running of the Armand
Hammer Classic.
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entertainment. 2) Racing should provide more return to bettors and more income to runners
by spreading out the purses, as mentioned earlier. 

“I have preached, begged, and passed out circulars for years to all associated with Arabian
racing to persuade them to ‘spread out’ the purse among all entries so as to keep more of
them on the track (fill the races). The tracks are always crying for more horses. To carry this
idea one step farther, we need to develop a way for more bettors to return to the window to
pick up some return for their handicapping efforts.” 

A
FTER ALL THE FURLONGS AND THE STARTING GATES AND WINNER’S CIRCLES, what advice
would Sam give an established Arabian breeder to convince that person to devote
all or part of his or her program to racing? “Early in my involvement with Arabian
racing, I did and said everything I could to encourage new participation,” says

Sam. “However, over the years my comments to potential owners became ‘If you want to
have a good time and meet some wonderful people, racing is great, but don’t expect to make
any money.’”

For Sam, the image of the beauty of an excellent racehorse will long endure: the smooth
motion, the fluidity, the long stride, the alert attitude, and the heart “to beat the rest of the
field.” For the racing world, Sam and “Miz” Bettye and Sa-Arabet have contributed
generously to that image. 

For the rest of us, Sam’s signature closing to all communications — “The best you bet” —
applies to all aspects of knowing and caring for Arabian horses. 

The best you bet, Sam. 

1. Choose a stallion that
has sired racehorses,
preferably good ones.

2. Do not attempt to prove
the stallion you “just
happen to have” will sire
racehorses.

3. Choose a mare that has
produced racehorses or
whose ancestors have been
racehorses, preferably
good ones.

4. Choose a mate with
balance and Arabian type,
but not too extreme in
either conformation or type.

5. Choose a mate with size,
around 15 hands.

6. Choose a mate with good
racing conformation: a)
straight legs, walks straight
and square, planting hooves
straight ahead with no toeing-
in or toeing-out; b) short
cannons below long forearms;
c) no sickle hocks or cow
hocks and no wobbling
behind; d) high and definite
withers with a slanting
shoulder; e) a croup that is not
too flat or too steep, but well
rounded with a long hip and
strong hindquarters; f) correct
knees, not “over” or “back”; g)
straight-dropped cannons, not
offset; h) 45-degree pasterns;
i) round and adequate (but not
too large hooves).

7. Choose a mate bred by a
notable breeder, using
notable sire and dam lines
which will pay dividends on
the track or in the sale
arena.

8. Choose the best you can
afford and breed to the best
you have. Better one good
racer than two average
runners.

9. Give sire or dam no more
than three chances to
sire/produce. If not, cull
him or her.

10. Don’t expect too much.
Good results are rare (less
than 10 percent).

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF BREEDING ARABIAN RACEHORSES
By Dr. Sam Harrison
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THROUGH THE ICE AGES of
my running and

owning Arabian Horse
World with my still first
wife, I always took pride
in the magazine for
remaining journalistically
positive, especially
regarding the overall
picture of the breed. Even
more important, I felt it
was important that we
stay pretty evenhanded
on the editorial treatment
of a breeder or trainer or
whatever. The hard-
working Janey Parkinson
has that gift very sizably

stashed in her personality, and so it wasn’t too hard. But from my perch in the
cheap seats, when I saw that Dr. Sam and Bettye Harrison were having a few
words and noises made about their Arabian tour of duty, I just couldn’t let it pass
without a sentence or two. The Harrisons are simply too high up on the list of
great folks to remain evenhanded. Besides, if you can’t give Dr. Sam some grief,
what fun is life, anyway?

Stubborn? Cantankerous?? A bulldozer on two legs??? Hey, if we’re talkin’ Dr.
Sam, the answer is “absolutely.” I only wish more people in this world (especially
politicians) had a tenth of Dr. Sam’s strong traits. How else could Sam have been
so darn successful at everything he did? Add those strong streaks to other words
that describe him — honest, hardworking, funny, humble, classy, and dozens
more — and you can understand how Dr. Sam has helped Arabian racing become
what it is.

I always felt (and do today even more) that between Dr. Sam and Alec
Courtelis, the Arabian breed couldn’t be better represented when it really
counted. Alec, whom we unfortunately lost last year — much too early — could
handle anyone on the top of any pyramid of importance and power…and Dr. Sam
could handle all others. Between these two guys, the person just didn’t exist who
could say “no” to any request they had on behalf of the Arabian horse. You were
simply better off saying “yes” early and saving yourself a lot of time and a hard
squeeze. As with any really successful individuals, their actions and arguments
were founded on the cornerstone of effective persuasion: logic.

THE FIRST TIME I EVER SAW the good Doc in action was back in the early
seventies. IAHA, in its infinite wisdom, had decided that Oklahoma City in

August was the perfect time and place for the U.S. National Arabian Show. A
week of 110 degree heat wilted horse, exhibitor and spectator alike…everybody
but crazy Sam. Now you must remember that way back then: A) Arabian racing
hadn’t even been discussed by sane Americans; B) Dr. Sam was hustling the

A day or two ago,
Dr. Sam and Nat

Gorham giving away
the winning trophy
for the 1989 Gladys

Brown Edwards
Classic. If you saw
either of these two

guys coming at you,
your mother’s advice

would be, “Duck,”
but if they were both

headed in your
direction, she would
holler, “Head for the
root cellar until the
storm blows over!”
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innocent at the U.S. National Show! In fact, watching the guy from afar (he didn’t
inspire close contact), I was positive he was an evangelist or preacher. Well, of
course he was…just a slightly unique scripture! I wish you could have seen the
look on each individual’s face — stuck in that southwest outdoor pizza oven with
this lunatic telling them about the value and fun of something called Arabian
racing. He won me over on the spot. Not because of his pitch on racing (my
mother and uncle had sold me on that from birth). No, I just fall in love with guys
nuttier and more determined and more passionate than I. Whether 9 or 90, in
Sam’s eyes, you needed some Arabian racing religion, and until you were officially
baptized, he didn’t let up. Period. Verbal death-grip time.

NO QUESTION that the Harrison Arabian racing breeding program will be forever
recognized as a significant contributor to Arabian racing programs around

the world for decades to come. But far more than that contribution, Dr. Sam will
forever be remembered as an originator…a pusher…a “make it happen” guy.
Many others have helped carry the water and contributed greatly through the
years to the advances of the breed’s racing activities, but Dr. Sam has been a
giant.

Having been, literally, around the world with Sam and Bettye, I can tell you
that whether in an Emirate’s royal palace, or the outdoor hot dog stand in
Loudon, Tennessee, Sam is the same boy…Sam is Sam. I love that in a human
bean, don’t you? Except once, when we flew around this ol’ planet together, and I
made them spend a few days in one of my favorite spots — Hong Kong. For me, a
city’s food market is where it’s at. You name the city, and I can tell you where the
market is, and which are the best sections. And if you like food markets, hey, the
city of Hong Kong is way up there. So I made Sam and Bettye get up early and off
we went. We started with the jade market…gentle and attractive. Next, the song
bird market. Sam and Bettye are both doin’ great now…feeling like real world
travelers, so I figure they’re ready for the big-time. Well, the Hong Kong food
markets, where the nation’s foodstuffs were wiggling, jumping and slithering right
in front of him, had Sam, after about three blocks, absolutely speechless for
perhaps the first time in
his life. We headed back
to the Peninsula Hotel
for an early entry into
Harrison’s afternoon
ambrosia…Dewar’s and
water, easy on the water.

To Bettye and Sam,
their devoted friends
and acquaintances lift
their single-malted,
ambrosia-filled glasses to
say thanks to…the
best…you bet.

—  Nat Gorham

As I headed through
the photo files for

Dr. Sam and
Sa-Arabet photos,
I thought that in
many ways, this

photo said a great
deal. Just the look
on the face of the

gentleman that Sam
has in a death grip
shows: a) he knows

Sam has caught him;
and b) he knows it is

going to take a
moment or two; and

c) he isn’t sure
where it will all go;

and d) he knows
there is absolutely
nothing he can do.
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B Y  M A R Y  J A N E  P A R K I N S O N  

Thirty-nine years ago, in the Valley of the Nile, the stage was set for a new scene in the history of the
Arabian horse. The scene would change the lives of Don and Judi Forbis, change much of the direction of
Arabian breeding in the United States, and put a new emphasis on the classic Arabian throughout the world.
The setting for the first act was the Egyptian Agricultural Organization’s El Zahraa Stud in the Ein Shams
district just outside Cairo. Don and Judi Forbis and Dr. Mohammed Marsafi played the principal roles.

F O U N D A T I O N  B R E E D E R S :

Don and Judi Forbis 

Ansata Halim Shah (*Ansata Ibn Halima x Ansata Rosetta), (1980-1994). “One of the most
prepotent stallions of this era,” comments Judi Forbis.
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Apage from Judi’s 1960 diary sheds light
on the first act. “After visiting Egypt in
previous years, Don and I returned to

Cairo in October 1959. We had only seen the
Arabian horses of Egypt at the racetracks and in
the desert and wanted to inspect the horses at
the Egyptian Agricultural Organization. As we
were driven toward Ein Shams, we noticed
many horses coming and going to the racetrack
for early morning work-outs, but none of them
impressed us. By the time we neared the farm,
we were prepared for more of the usual
mediocrity we had witnessed on our quest.” 

Indeed, the Forbises’ Mideast travels had
become a quest, with all the adventure and
potential danger inherent in that word. Don and
Judi arrived at the EAO with far-from-ordinary
backgrounds. Don had jockeyed Quarter
Horses in his home state of Oklahoma
and first became interested in the
Arabian breed while working in
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain,
Iraq, and Egypt in the 1950s;
much of his work involved
oil exploration in desert
lands. As a child, Judi
firmly made up her mind
that she wanted someday
to own a horse farm. That
farm of course must be
populated by the most
beautiful and most classic of
all breeds, an image she
embellished through her
growing-up years by reading and
studying the drawings and paintings
of DaVinci, Géricault, Delacroix, Adam,
DeDreux, and sculptures of Les Animaliers.

Don and Judi met and married in Turkey in
1958, where Judi worked in a State Department
assignment. Don’s work soon took them to
southeastern Turkey (the old Mesopotamia, a
primitive area where the eye-for-an-eye
approach still prevailed). There they bought
Arabian horses and Judi, jockeying horses
trained by Don and in a land where women were
still behind the veil, beat the natives at their
own sport of horse racing. 

Travels and work assignments took the
Forbises throughout the Mideast — from the old
caravan route from Aleppo and Homs to
Damascus, to the mud huts of the Syrian border
where Bedouins had migrated — always
inquiring, always searching for the classic
Arabian. But with few exceptions, they found
Cadillacs had replaced good horses in the eyes
of the sheikhs. 

“Our frame of mind was quickly changed as
we drove past the first pasture of mares at the
EAO,” Judi continues. “We stopped at a pleasant
house at the driveway’s end where we were met
by Dr. Mohammed Marsafi, the newly appointed
director of the stud, who welcomed us and
invited us to join him on the porch for coffee. 

“After relating to Dr. Marsafi the details of our
search for the classic Arabian, he escorted us

on a tour of the EAO paddocks. First
the broodmares, who quickly

crowded around us, expecting
sugar cubes, and on to the

yearling fillies where we
discovered Bint Mabrouka.
She had an exquisitely
modeled head, her
unusually large eyes were
capable of infinite
expression, and her
individuality set her apart
from the others. Bint

Zaafarana, who also had a
beautiful head, showed us an

excellent topline and chest for
a youngster, along with a certain

elegance. In the pasture of yearling
and two-year-old colts, a grey yearling

with black mane and tail stood out, and we fell
in love with him at first sight. Ibn Halima too
had a beautifully shaped and well-dished head,
perfectly set onto a lovely neck, along with
exceptional conformation and superb action for
a youngster. Plus a sweet personality.” 

The Forbises soon learned that the three
yearlings they favored were all sired by Nazeer,
then age 25, the most valued stallion at the
EAO. Judi recalls her first impressions of him: “I
remember Nazeer as very handsome with the
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‘look of eagles.’ His head was of medium length,
lovely and noble, though he had little dish. His
eyes were large, dark and expressive with no hint
of white sclera. His muzzle was well-shaped and
his nostrils were large and capable of great
expansion. His skin was fine, like tissue paper,
the network of veins clearly discernible. He was
very well balanced overall and, typical of the
Hadban line, somewhat longer in back than the
Dahman strain, with good legs, strong forearm,
short cannons, though a bit short in the pastern.
He had superb withers and well-laid-back
shoulders. His neck was long enough but a bit
straight in shape and his mitbah was somewhat
angular. He moved clean and free, perhaps a bit
wide behind, a trait found in many of his get.
Like every great breeding animal, he had his
imperfections, but they were minimal compared
to his assets.” 

After thoughtful second walks through the
paddocks and the stallion barn, Don and Judi felt
that they had at last found a consistent source of
the classic Arabian, that the genetic prepotency
of the herd had been fixed through centuries of
linebreeding and inbreeding of revered Egyptian
bloodlines. And so the quest ended and the
curtain came down on the first act. 

The Forbises had no intention of buying —
they had no ranch, no nest egg, and no
home, as they were destined for more

years of Don’s career in foreign service. But like
others before them (Henry Babson, W. R. Brown,
Spencer Borden, Carl Raswan, and Richard
Pritzlaff, for a few), they knew they could not
leave Egypt empty-handed. In their ponderings,
they decided on three Nazeers: the yearlings Bint
Mabrouka, Bint Zaafarana, and Ibn Halima. “We
just examined our bank account and said a
prayer,” Judi recounts. 

Within a month, the yearlings (all shipped in
one crate) arrived by freighter at Wilmington,
North Carolina, after a two-week voyage. Don

OPPOSITE PAGE: The classic head study of
*Ansata Ibn Halima taken by Jerry Sparagowski

in 1973. THIS PAGE, RIGHT TOP: The famous
picture of the three first Ansata imports in

Egypt, 1959, *Ansata Ibn Halima, *Ansata
Bint Mabrouka, and *Ansata Bint Zaafarana.
MIDDLE RIGHT: The original Nazeer daughters
imported by Ansata, *Ansata Bint Zaafarana,

*Ansata Bint Mabrouka, *Ansata Bint Misuna,
*Ansata Bint Bukra and *Ansata Bint Nazeer.
BOTTOM: Judi and Don Forbis in August 1962,

with Bint Mabrouka, Bint Zaafarana, 
Fa-Habba, Anna, Fay-Sabbah and El Maar.
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‘look of eagles.’ His head was of medium length,
lovely and noble, though he had little dish. His
eyes were large, dark and expressive with no hint
of white sclera. His muzzle was well-shaped and
his nostrils were large and capable of great
expansion. His skin was fine, like tissue paper,
the network of veins clearly discernible. He was
very well balanced overall and, typical of the
Hadban line, somewhat longer in back than the
Dahman strain, with good legs, strong forearm,
short cannons, though a bit short in the pastern.
He had superb withers and well-laid-back
shoulders. His neck was long enough but a bit
straight in shape and his mitbah was somewhat
angular. He moved clean and free, perhaps a bit
wide behind, a trait found in many of his get.
Like every great breeding animal, he had his
imperfections, but they were minimal compared
to his assets.” 

After thoughtful second walks through the
paddocks and the stallion barn, Don and Judi felt
that they had at last found a consistent source of
the classic Arabian, that the genetic prepotency
of the herd had been fixed through centuries of
linebreeding and inbreeding of revered Egyptian
bloodlines. And so the quest ended and the
curtain came down on the first act. 

The Forbises had no intention of buying —
they had no ranch, no nest egg, and no
home, as they were destined for more

years of Don’s career in foreign service. But like
others before them (Henry Babson, W. R. Brown,
Spencer Borden, Carl Raswan, and Richard
Pritzlaff, for a few), they knew they could not
leave Egypt empty-handed. In their ponderings,
they decided on three Nazeers: the yearlings Bint
Mabrouka, Bint Zaafarana, and Ibn Halima. “We
just examined our bank account and said a
prayer,” Judi recounts. 

Within a month, the yearlings (all shipped in
one crate) arrived by freighter at Wilmington,
North Carolina, after a two-week voyage. Don

OPPOSITE PAGE: The classic head study of
*Ansata Ibn Halima taken by Jerry Sparagowski

in 1973. THIS PAGE, RIGHT TOP: The famous
picture of the three first Ansata imports in

Egypt, 1959, *Ansata Ibn Halima, *Ansata
Bint Mabrouka, and *Ansata Bint Zaafarana.
MIDDLE RIGHT: The original Nazeer daughters
imported by Ansata, *Ansata Bint Zaafarana,

*Ansata Bint Mabrouka, *Ansata Bint Misuna,
*Ansata Bint Bukra and *Ansata Bint Nazeer.
BOTTOM: Judi and Don Forbis in August 1962,

with Bint Mabrouka, Bint Zaafarana, 
Fa-Habba, Anna, Fay-Sabbah and El Maar.
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and Judi met them at dockside and trailered
them to Chickasha, Oklahoma, where they were
stabled in a splendid barn on the Mansville
estate. Don’s father agreed to care for them, and
after a few days with their treasures, Don and
Judi left for their new post in Libya. 

“After selecting our first three imports, we
became so enamored of the history and
breeding that I began collecting photos

and historical documentation in earnest,” Judi
recounts. “There wasn’t much to do in the
desert or mountain environments of Libya and
Iran, so I studied and visualized. I did hundreds
of pedigree combinations and studied the strains
and families, especially in the Egyptian horses.
Living and traveling in so many countries
opened us to international thinking, rather than
territorial narrowness.” (Later travels took Don
and Judi to the jungles of Colombia and to
Greece, Egypt, and England.) 

Before registering their prizes, Don and Judi
chose the prefix “Ansata” denoting the ancient
Egyptian ankh or Ansata crux that symbolizes
life and reproduction. Now, some 38 years later,
about 450 Arabians carry the Ansata prefix and
breeders worldwide have come to read much
into that prefix: unexcelled type, classic beauty,
soundness, and easy-to-live-with temperaments. 

In 1959, when the imports arrived, the
American breeding scene focused on Crabbet
breeding, particularly through *Raffles and
*Raseyn. “I don’t know that we then had a goal
of becoming world-renowned breeders and
leaders,” says Judi, “because at that time the
Arabian horse world was exceedingly small.
*Ansata Ibn Halima’s registration number was
15897, meaning about 16,000 Arabians had
been registered in about 50 years (since 1908,
when the Registry was founded). 

“Little did we expect these three yearlings to
have such a dramatic impact. An ad introducing
them to the Arabian horse community drew
tremendous interest, and the magazine articles
we wrote about our travels and studies were
widely read. The curious came from all over the
country to see the imports. Jimmie Dean,
manager of the noted Selby program, was one of

the first; I recall spending time with him later at
a Gainey dinner party where he and I agreed
that grey horses are the key to maintaining type. 

“Before long, breeders were interested in
breeding to *Ansata Ibn Halima, so we bought a
small farm nearby, converted the barn to
stables, and I began my annual spring commute
to the United States to oversee the breeding.
Our lives became forever entwined with the
horse world, and the horses became our family.” 

The purchase of the three youngsters only
whetted the Forbis appetite for more, and they
imported three more Nazeer daughters and
daughters of Antar and Sameh. The importation
of a Nazeer son and five Nazeer daughters gave
the Forbises the largest genetic pool of Nazeer
breeding on one farm outside Egypt, a standing
in harmony with their decision to concentrate
on the Nazeer line. 

In 1959, before they made their final decision
on the purchase of the three yearlings, Don and
Judi visited American breeding farms to
determine how well the three might relate to
current breeding programs and what they might
be able to contribute to them. One of the visits
took them to Henry B. Babson’s farm near
Chicago. Babson shared much of the Forbises’
thinking about the makeup of the classic
Arabian. In 1932, he had visited the royal studs
of Egypt and imported seven horses. 

“At the Babson farm, we were struck with the
similarity of the *Fadl, *Maaroufa, and Fay El
Dine lines to the Nazeer horses in Egypt,” Judi
comments. “The Babson horses offered the same
important old blood, some of which the
Egyptians had let get away, especially the Jellabi
line and also the Saqlawi to Serra. The Babson
horses had good dispositions, were great
athletes, and had classic type and quality.” 

By 1962, Don and Judi had leased the
Babson mare, FaHabba (*Fadl x *Bint Bint
Sabbah, and three daughters of Fay El

Dine (*Fadl x *Bint Serra by Sotamm), Aana, El
Maar and Fay Sabbah. They acquired from
Babson the filly Maarqada (Fabah x El Maar by
Fay El Dine) and then the mare Sabrah (Fabah x
Serrasab by Fa-Serr), a 1964 bay, in exchange
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for Ansata Abbas Pasha (*Ansata Ibn Halima x
*Ansata Bint Mabrouka), the double Nazeer
grandson, who became influential in the Babson
herd. Eventually they also leased the double
Fay El Dine stallion Maard from a breeder in
California. Thus were created the first
significant crossings of the so-called straight
“old Egyptian” and “new Egyptian” bloodlines.

In 1965, *Ansata Ibn Halima was leased to
Gleannloch Farms and the Gleannloch
trainer Tom McNair showed him to the first

of three U.S. Top Ten Stallion titles and
established him as a performance horse
through park championships; Rhita McNair
showed him to English pleasure championships.
The Gleannloch connection brought in another
“golden cross”: that of the Nazeer son *Morafic
on Ansata mares. “*Morafic, a horse among
horses, was one of my favorites in Egypt in
1959,” Judi remembers. “A combination of
strength, grace, and supreme beauty. 

“*Morafic, when bred to his full sister
*Ansata Bint Mabrouka, sired Ansata Shah
Zaman, a most prepotent breeding stallion who
still influences our herd. Falima, a product of
the leasing of the Babson mares, was bred to
*Morafic to produce Ansata Nile Jewel whose
family is still significant at Ansata; and Ansata
Sabiha (*Ansata Ibn Halima x Sabrah), a mare
purchased from Babson, produced the *Morafic
son Ansata El Emir. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, members
of the ever-expanding group of American
importers and breeders of Egyptian Arabians
were much concerned with promotion of their
bloodlines. Showing to the National level served
as just one of the promotional efforts, and
Ansata contributed well. In 1966, 1967 and
1969, *Ansata Ibn Halima collected U.S. Top
Ten Stallion titles; for the last win, he stood
with his son Ansata Ibn Sudan (x *Ansata Bint
Mabrouka) in the final lineup as he also went
Top Ten Stallion. 

But 1971 was the year of the Egyptian
Arabian at the U.S. Nationals: National
Champion Stallion, National Champion Mare,
National Champion Futurity Colt, National

Champion Futurity Filly, National Reserve
Champion Futurity Filly, one Top Ten Stallion,
two Top Ten Mares. Ansata Ibn Sudan headed
up the Egyptian campaign by going National
Champion Stallion. “A day I’ll never forget,”
says Judi. “Ask anyone who saw that class — 83
stallions in that class, some of them future
National Champions — no one will ever forget
it. Sudan just knew it was his day and he
showed as though he had just stepped out of a
Victor Adam or DeDreux painting. To me, he
was the epitome of the classic Arabian horse.
And the natural show horse. Show him a crowd
and he was ‘on stage.’” 

Judi and Don retired from “foreign service”
in 1973 to come home and enjoy their horses
and to manage on-site their growing breeding
program. Within a few years, nomadic
tendencies surfaced and they broke camp at
Chickasha and moved on to Lufkin, Texas.
“This move required patience, as I’ve learned
all aspects of Arabian breeding do, because we
bought a forested area and had to clear it, level
it, plant it, and construct every last fence and
building on it,” Judi remembers. “But it became
a beautiful and peaceful setting for nature’s
most beautiful horses.” 

The year 1978 brought the twentieth
anniversary of Don and Judi’s marriage and of
the foaling of the first three imports. To mark
the event, the Forbises staged a celebratory
weekend entitled “New Horizons” at their
ranch. A parade of about 40 Ansata horses
clearly demonstrated the balance and
uniformity as well as the extreme classic beauty
of their program. 

Ansata Nile Dream (Ansata Ibn Sudan x
Ansata Nile Queen by Ansata Ibn
Sudan) quickly became the crowd

favorite. She was the result of inbreeding father
to daughter, giving her three crosses to *Ansata
Ibn Halima and five to Nazeer. In the stallion
parade, *Ansata Ibn Halima stood with his two
sons Ansata Ibn Sudan and Ansata Halima Son,
with Ansata Abu Sudan behind his sire Ansata
Ibn Sudan; Ansata Shah Zaman, the result of
mating full brother and sister, stood with his
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for Ansata Abbas Pasha (*Ansata Ibn Halima x
*Ansata Bint Mabrouka), the double Nazeer
grandson, who became influential in the Babson
herd. Eventually they also leased the double
Fay El Dine stallion Maard from a breeder in
California. Thus were created the first
significant crossings of the so-called straight
“old Egyptian” and “new Egyptian” bloodlines.

In 1965, *Ansata Ibn Halima was leased to
Gleannloch Farms and the Gleannloch
trainer Tom McNair showed him to the first

of three U.S. Top Ten Stallion titles and
established him as a performance horse
through park championships; Rhita McNair
showed him to English pleasure championships.
The Gleannloch connection brought in another
“golden cross”: that of the Nazeer son *Morafic
on Ansata mares. “*Morafic, a horse among
horses, was one of my favorites in Egypt in
1959,” Judi remembers. “A combination of
strength, grace, and supreme beauty. 

“*Morafic, when bred to his full sister
*Ansata Bint Mabrouka, sired Ansata Shah
Zaman, a most prepotent breeding stallion who
still influences our herd. Falima, a product of
the leasing of the Babson mares, was bred to
*Morafic to produce Ansata Nile Jewel whose
family is still significant at Ansata; and Ansata
Sabiha (*Ansata Ibn Halima x Sabrah), a mare
purchased from Babson, produced the *Morafic
son Ansata El Emir. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, members
of the ever-expanding group of American
importers and breeders of Egyptian Arabians
were much concerned with promotion of their
bloodlines. Showing to the National level served
as just one of the promotional efforts, and
Ansata contributed well. In 1966, 1967 and
1969, *Ansata Ibn Halima collected U.S. Top
Ten Stallion titles; for the last win, he stood
with his son Ansata Ibn Sudan (x *Ansata Bint
Mabrouka) in the final lineup as he also went
Top Ten Stallion. 

But 1971 was the year of the Egyptian
Arabian at the U.S. Nationals: National
Champion Stallion, National Champion Mare,
National Champion Futurity Colt, National

Champion Futurity Filly, National Reserve
Champion Futurity Filly, one Top Ten Stallion,
two Top Ten Mares. Ansata Ibn Sudan headed
up the Egyptian campaign by going National
Champion Stallion. “A day I’ll never forget,”
says Judi. “Ask anyone who saw that class — 83
stallions in that class, some of them future
National Champions — no one will ever forget
it. Sudan just knew it was his day and he
showed as though he had just stepped out of a
Victor Adam or DeDreux painting. To me, he
was the epitome of the classic Arabian horse.
And the natural show horse. Show him a crowd
and he was ‘on stage.’” 

Judi and Don retired from “foreign service”
in 1973 to come home and enjoy their horses
and to manage on-site their growing breeding
program. Within a few years, nomadic
tendencies surfaced and they broke camp at
Chickasha and moved on to Lufkin, Texas.
“This move required patience, as I’ve learned
all aspects of Arabian breeding do, because we
bought a forested area and had to clear it, level
it, plant it, and construct every last fence and
building on it,” Judi remembers. “But it became
a beautiful and peaceful setting for nature’s
most beautiful horses.” 

The year 1978 brought the twentieth
anniversary of Don and Judi’s marriage and of
the foaling of the first three imports. To mark
the event, the Forbises staged a celebratory
weekend entitled “New Horizons” at their
ranch. A parade of about 40 Ansata horses
clearly demonstrated the balance and
uniformity as well as the extreme classic beauty
of their program. 

Ansata Nile Dream (Ansata Ibn Sudan x
Ansata Nile Queen by Ansata Ibn
Sudan) quickly became the crowd

favorite. She was the result of inbreeding father
to daughter, giving her three crosses to *Ansata
Ibn Halima and five to Nazeer. In the stallion
parade, *Ansata Ibn Halima stood with his two
sons Ansata Ibn Sudan and Ansata Halima Son,
with Ansata Abu Sudan behind his sire Ansata
Ibn Sudan; Ansata Shah Zaman, the result of
mating full brother and sister, stood with his
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son Ansata Ibn Shah. The twentieth anniversary
was further observed by the appearance of
*Ansata Bint Bukra; by that time recognized as
the foundation mare of Ansata, she was also
featured on the cover of the December 1978
issue of Arabian Horse World.

In 1981, the nomadic spirit was again active,
and Judi and Don moved to 400 acres in a lovely
valley near Mena, Arkansas. The word mena in
Arabic means “port or gateway” and, as the
Forbises say, “Our valley is a gateway to
hospitality and nature’s grandeur.” Don, in his
usual role of the nuts-and-bolts expediter, laid
out the farm, always mindful of the beauty of
the landscape which must not be compromised.
He traveled to Kentucky horse country to study
horse barns there, then began the design of the
new Ansata. Simple and classic lines blend the
weathered wood structures into the natural
beauty of the area. 

By the time of Ansata’s thirtieth anniversary

— Ansata Halim Shah got
the World cover for this
one — Judi felt she had
nearly achieved breeding
her ideal Arabian. “From a
stallion standpoint, Ibn
Sudan was probably very
close, as was Halim Shah. I
can come a little closer, but
if I can stay within those
parameters, with a few
little improvements or
changes here or there, I’ll
be happy. The Halima look,
through *Ansata Ibn
Halima, has captured the
imagination of people
around the world, and
that’s the look we want to
continue.”

Judi and Don’s thinking on the Ansata
breeding goals remain constant through the
decades. Very simply stated: No type, no breed.
“The principal essence of a breed, group, or
species is some kind of uniformity,” Judi
reminds. “It is that uniformity that puts the
individuals into a specific category. The word
that best describes the qualities of the breed’s
standard is type. An Arabian horse is typey or
not typey according to how nearly he or she
approaches the perfection set forth in the
standard. Type, therefore, is the one word that
expresses the degree of similarity to the
standard of physical perfection or the perfect
horse of the respective breed.” 

Judi further describes the classic Arabian:
“From Plato to Job, from Solomon to Sheba,
from Antar to Abla, the classic Arabian is the
horse of warriors and nomads, of poets and
artists, of lover and beloved — uncontaminated
by drugs; not artificially reconstructed or

Ansata Ibn Sudan (*Ansata Ibn
Halima x *Ansata Bint Mabrouka),
1971 U.S. National Champion
Stallion. “To me, he was the
epitome of the classic Arabian
horse,” notes Judi.
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enhanced, not physically or mentally abused
but willing and able, natural and beautiful. In
short, the archetype — the original, desirous to
please when treated as an equal, not a servant.
We were given dominion over animals, not
domination.” 

Judi reinforces her feelings about the classic
Arabian through her judging. “I never
intended to be a judge, but when so many

non-typey horses were being pinned, I decided
to put my efforts where my mouth is and began
accepting judging assignments abroad,” she
recounts. “I gained a whole new perspective by
having my own feet put to the fire and having to
make meaningful decisions that would be judged
by others. I believe I’ve always chosen horses
that are unmistakably Arabian and of good Arab
type, first and foremost. Don’t mistake type for
just a head. The whole picture of the horse must
have type, but without a good Arabian head, it
cannot have type. It must also have the essence
of class, and I want a well-conformed horse, not
just a picture outline.” Judging assignments
have taken Judi to Argentina, Brazil, Australia,
Germany, Sweden, and Egypt, the Nations Cup
at Aachen, and the Salon du Cheval (five times). 

The Forbises’ efforts to associate Ansata with
the classic Arabian may be chronicled by a
review of the sire and dam lines that have
prevailed at Ansata. 

First, of course, *Ansata Ibn Halima. “Ib” has
a lifetime total of 260 foals, 53 bred by the
Forbises, 14 of them National winners. Judi
recalls the Ib personality: “Had a cold back,
threw me off when I jumped on him bareback
one day. Also pitched me into a mud puddle; he
absolutely hated water and saw the puddle
before I did as we galloped across a field. Very
fastidious about his stall. A horse with truly
ethereal quality. A horse of tremendous staying
power. In Texas, he colicked severely and we
rushed him to the hospital at Texas A & M. For
over a week, I slept in his stall and took him on
daily walks, painful experiences for him. But he
rallied and lived another year — long enough to
make the move to Arkansas in 1981 and be
buried at the entrance to the new farm. 

“We pride ourselves on the good
temperaments of the Ansata horses. Halima
means ‘gentle’ or ‘kind’ in Arabic and Ib has
certainly been an influencing factor for pleasing
dispositions. (After standing stallions at stud
and handling hundreds of outside mares, one
quickly prioritizes temperament.) That quality,
along with his beautiful balance — an absolute
criterion for type — and his classic look, made
him the archetype of Ansata.” 

Ansata Ibn Sudan, successor to *Ansata Ibn
Halima, sired a lifetime total of 253 foals, six of
them National winners. Don and Judi bred
mares to him 32 times. “My horse,” says Judi.
“A prankster; he loved to tear things out of his
stall; banged on the walls of his stall for
attention, particularly late at night; played dead
so you’d come rushing to check on him; pulled
hot wires apart with his teeth. Other capers: he
rejected a goat supplied as a companion, flinging
the goat over the stall door, goat departed for
the neighbor’s never to return; getting his front
legs stuck in a tire suspended from a tree
branch, after years of enjoying it as a play toy.”
As a sire, Ansata Ibn Sudan reinforced all the
plusses of *Ansata Ibn Halima and added reach
and scope. 

Ansata Shah Zaman (*Morafic x *Ansata Bint
Mabrouka), the “King of the Age,” provided the
siring strength of inbreeding (full brother and
sister). Don and Judi bred mares to him 28
times, often using the Nazeer daughters for a
compounding of that line. In the record books,
Ansata Shah Zaman is recognized as the sire of
240 foals, eight of which have National wins. 

After the death of Ansata Ibn Sudan in
1987, Ansata Halim Shah (*Ansata Ibn
Halima x Ansata Rosetta by Ansata Shah

Zaman) became head sire at Ansata. In 1988,
Judi described him as “probably the most
beautiful, refined, and elegant Egyptian stallion
I’ve ever seen — and that includes his sire.” Don
and Judi bred mares to Ansata Halim Shah 55
times. In 1983, the stallion was named World
Reserve Junior Champion at the Salon du
Cheval. Two years later, he was leased to
German breeder Dr. Hans Nagel and literally
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enhanced, not physically or mentally abused
but willing and able, natural and beautiful. In
short, the archetype — the original, desirous to
please when treated as an equal, not a servant.
We were given dominion over animals, not
domination.” 

Judi reinforces her feelings about the classic
Arabian through her judging. “I never
intended to be a judge, but when so many

non-typey horses were being pinned, I decided
to put my efforts where my mouth is and began
accepting judging assignments abroad,” she
recounts. “I gained a whole new perspective by
having my own feet put to the fire and having to
make meaningful decisions that would be judged
by others. I believe I’ve always chosen horses
that are unmistakably Arabian and of good Arab
type, first and foremost. Don’t mistake type for
just a head. The whole picture of the horse must
have type, but without a good Arabian head, it
cannot have type. It must also have the essence
of class, and I want a well-conformed horse, not
just a picture outline.” Judging assignments
have taken Judi to Argentina, Brazil, Australia,
Germany, Sweden, and Egypt, the Nations Cup
at Aachen, and the Salon du Cheval (five times). 

The Forbises’ efforts to associate Ansata with
the classic Arabian may be chronicled by a
review of the sire and dam lines that have
prevailed at Ansata. 

First, of course, *Ansata Ibn Halima. “Ib” has
a lifetime total of 260 foals, 53 bred by the
Forbises, 14 of them National winners. Judi
recalls the Ib personality: “Had a cold back,
threw me off when I jumped on him bareback
one day. Also pitched me into a mud puddle; he
absolutely hated water and saw the puddle
before I did as we galloped across a field. Very
fastidious about his stall. A horse with truly
ethereal quality. A horse of tremendous staying
power. In Texas, he colicked severely and we
rushed him to the hospital at Texas A & M. For
over a week, I slept in his stall and took him on
daily walks, painful experiences for him. But he
rallied and lived another year — long enough to
make the move to Arkansas in 1981 and be
buried at the entrance to the new farm. 

“We pride ourselves on the good
temperaments of the Ansata horses. Halima
means ‘gentle’ or ‘kind’ in Arabic and Ib has
certainly been an influencing factor for pleasing
dispositions. (After standing stallions at stud
and handling hundreds of outside mares, one
quickly prioritizes temperament.) That quality,
along with his beautiful balance — an absolute
criterion for type — and his classic look, made
him the archetype of Ansata.” 

Ansata Ibn Sudan, successor to *Ansata Ibn
Halima, sired a lifetime total of 253 foals, six of
them National winners. Don and Judi bred
mares to him 32 times. “My horse,” says Judi.
“A prankster; he loved to tear things out of his
stall; banged on the walls of his stall for
attention, particularly late at night; played dead
so you’d come rushing to check on him; pulled
hot wires apart with his teeth. Other capers: he
rejected a goat supplied as a companion, flinging
the goat over the stall door, goat departed for
the neighbor’s never to return; getting his front
legs stuck in a tire suspended from a tree
branch, after years of enjoying it as a play toy.”
As a sire, Ansata Ibn Sudan reinforced all the
plusses of *Ansata Ibn Halima and added reach
and scope. 

Ansata Shah Zaman (*Morafic x *Ansata Bint
Mabrouka), the “King of the Age,” provided the
siring strength of inbreeding (full brother and
sister). Don and Judi bred mares to him 28
times, often using the Nazeer daughters for a
compounding of that line. In the record books,
Ansata Shah Zaman is recognized as the sire of
240 foals, eight of which have National wins. 

After the death of Ansata Ibn Sudan in
1987, Ansata Halim Shah (*Ansata Ibn
Halima x Ansata Rosetta by Ansata Shah

Zaman) became head sire at Ansata. In 1988,
Judi described him as “probably the most
beautiful, refined, and elegant Egyptian stallion
I’ve ever seen — and that includes his sire.” Don
and Judi bred mares to Ansata Halim Shah 55
times. In 1983, the stallion was named World
Reserve Junior Champion at the Salon du
Cheval. Two years later, he was leased to
German breeder Dr. Hans Nagel and literally
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revolutionized breeding in Europe. His influence
is now felt around the world. Halim Shah was
sold to H.H. the Emir of Qatar’s Al Shaqab Farm
where he met an untimely death. His sons and
daughters carry on nobly for him, the most
recent manifestation of this strength in the 1997
Qatar National Show where his get and grandget
won all national championships except one and
his daughter Ansata Majesta won the highest
judges’ score of the show. 

*Jamilll (Madkour I x Hanan by Alaa El Din),
leased from his breeder/owner Dr. Hans Nagel of
Katharinenhof Stud near Bremen, Germany, in
the early 1980s, brought in an outcross through
his dam line. “Charismatic and of exceptional
classic type,” Judi notes. “Big black eyes, long
well-shaped neck, the Hadban Enzahi small ears,
short head, overall refinement and fine dense
bone, good legs. For Ansata, *Jamilll gave us a
step away from some of the linebreeding and
inbreeding we’d been doing, without changing
type, and he allowed us to add some traits we
wanted.” In Germany, *Jamilll passed the tough
German licensing for breeding stallions with
honors; in the United States, he was 1983 U.S.
Top Ten Stallion. *Jamilll sons and daughters
have won championships in Australia, Europe,
South America, and North America. 

Prince Fa Moniet (The Egyptian Prince x Fa
Moniet by *Ibn Moniet El Nefous), a 1981
grey, was purchased in 1988 as an outcross

to the Halima line. He combines the blood of
*Bint Mona (a filly the Forbises very much
admired in Egypt in 1959) and of *Morafic and
added a strong mother line through Fada, a line
that combines Fay El Dine, *Maaroufa, and
Faddan. 

“Prince Fa Moniet is an elegant Saqlawi-type
horse (although he is Jellabi tail female),” Judi
notes. “For us, he has sired very classic
individuals with beautiful heads with very
wonderful big jowls, long well-shaped necks,
good lay-back of shoulder, strong toplines,
natural tail carriage, good movement, and clean
legs.” Prince Fa Moniet is credited with 182
foals, two of which are National winners. 

Ansata Hejazi (Ansata Halim Shah x
Ansata Sudarra by Ansata Abu Sudan), a
1992 grey, is much like his paternal

grandsire in style and movement, says Judi. “He
also resembles his sire, but is more upright. He
inherits his good movement (free and smart with
much lift in front and driving from behind) from
Ansata Sudarra as well as from the sire line. His
foals show extreme uniformity: pretty heads,
beautiful eyes and expression, nice ears, very
upright well-shaped necks, strong toplines,
excellent tail carriage, and his movement. Most
of his first foal crop (1996) was sold abroad. He
has several championships in halter and placings
in liberty, and we’ll get him out in the future
when he is a bit more mature.” 

Ansata Iemhotep (Prince Fa Moniet x Ansata
Nefara by Ansata Halim Shah), the new boy in
the stallion barn, is a “reincarnation” of Ansata
Ibn Sudan in Judi’s thinking, both in
conformation and personality. “Classic, scopey,
tall, refined in appearance. A prankster, a human
in animal form. Too smart, knows who he is, a
character, and an absolute showman. A good-
moving horse, very free in the shoulder and
drives well off his rear. Has one of the longest
well-shaped necks I’ve seen on an Egyptian
horse, but it is in balance with his body. At the
1996 U.S. Nationals, ‘Hotep,’ different than
anything else in the arena, placed Top Ten in
Futurity Colts in tough competition. We don’t
breed two-year-old colts, but we were so anxious
to see what he would do that we bred two mares
to him at the close of his second year; both foals
are exquisitely refined with long-enough well-
shaped clean necks, beautifully balanced with
smooth bodies, clean legs, and lots of pizzazz.
When Hotep has matured, he’ll go back to the
show ring. We believe he has tremendous
potential as a breeding animal and a show horse. 

“Hotep takes our breeding program into an
additional generation. He’s a consistent winner
and when he finally comes together, we hope he
will follow in Ibn Sudan’s footsteps. We’re going
to give it our best shot.” 

Hotep’s first son, Ansata Sirius, has a pedigree
of 20 crosses to Nazeer; his second son, Ansata
Chiron, brings in the line of the German stallion
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*Messaoud (his maternal grandsire)
and traces to one of Judi’s favorite
Gleannloch mares, *Nihal (Antar x
Neamet). 

Ansata Sokar (Imperial Madheen x
Ansata Samantha by *Ansata Ibn
Halima), a stylish and smooth-bodied
1995 chestnut, will stand in 1998. “We
expect he will pass on the best traits
of both his sire and dam,” says Judi.
“The *Messaoud blood through
Imperial Madheen has already been
proven with Ansata bloodlines, and
Samantha’s other chestnut son,
Ansata El Salaam, has won
championships in Europe and is a
sought-after breeding stallion.” 

The Forbises have tried various
outside stallions over the years, some
successfully, some not. Most recently,
they had Arabest Kalid (Ansata Ibn
Sudan x Ruminaja Alia by Shaikh Al
Badi) on lease for a year and got two
lovely fillies by him, one of which was
exported to Saudi Arabia where she
went Top Five in the Saudi National
Show. Ansata Samantha produced
Ansata Sokar (by Imperial Madheen), a chestnut
colt that Don and Judi are retaining as a future
breeding stallion (as noted above). Ansata Ken
Rashik (Salaa El Dine x Ansata Prima Rose by
*Jamilll) is co-owned by the Forbises. He
combines Halim Shah with two crosses to Hanan
(by the Nazeer son Alaa El Din). 

This year, the Forbises will use Ruminaja
Ali (Shaikh Al Badi x Bint Magidaa by
*Khofo), a stallion Judi has admired since

she saw him as a two year old. He’s crossed
exceptionally well with the bloodlines of Ansata
Halim Shah and Prince Fa Moniet. They also
have breedings to Thee Desperado (The Minstril
x AK Amiri Asmarr by The Egyptian Prince) and
MB Mistaz (*Ibn Safinaz x Imperial Mistilll by
*Jamilll), the latter a grandson of Ansata Nile
Mist (the dam of Imperial Madar, Australian
National Champion). 

Much of the Ansata program was built on the
foundation of the taproot mare El Dahma, a

desert-bred mare owned by Ali Pasha Sherif, a
highly respected breeder of the nineteenth
century. The *Ansata Bint Bukra line (the Sabah
branch of the El Dahma family) has been the
strongest line, producing exceptional consistency
and countless champions. (*Ansata Ibn Halima is
of this tail female line, Farida branch.) 

“The ‘Nile family’ descends from the excellent
strong-bodied and beautiful bay mare Falima, an
ideal combination of the Ansata/Babson cross:
*Ansata Ibn Halima on the *Fadl daughter Fa
Habba,” Judi explains. “Few will ever forget
Ansata Nile Queen (Ansata Ibn Sudan x Falima),
a doubling of *Ansata Ibn Halima, a stunning bay
mare and one of Ansata’s treasured mares of the
line. The Niles show extremely pretty heads and
are bold-moving individuals. Ansata Nile Pasha
was judged the most classic horse in Europe at
the Nation’s Cup in Aachen. Ansata White Nile,
Ansata Blue Nile, Ansata Stari Nile, and Ansata
Nile Allure are also recent ambassadresses of the
family.” 

Prince Fa Moniet (The Egyptian Prince x Fa Moniet) was added 
to the Ansata stallion lineup as an outcross to the Halima line.
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*Messaoud (his maternal grandsire)
and traces to one of Judi’s favorite
Gleannloch mares, *Nihal (Antar x
Neamet). 

Ansata Sokar (Imperial Madheen x
Ansata Samantha by *Ansata Ibn
Halima), a stylish and smooth-bodied
1995 chestnut, will stand in 1998. “We
expect he will pass on the best traits
of both his sire and dam,” says Judi.
“The *Messaoud blood through
Imperial Madheen has already been
proven with Ansata bloodlines, and
Samantha’s other chestnut son,
Ansata El Salaam, has won
championships in Europe and is a
sought-after breeding stallion.” 

The Forbises have tried various
outside stallions over the years, some
successfully, some not. Most recently,
they had Arabest Kalid (Ansata Ibn
Sudan x Ruminaja Alia by Shaikh Al
Badi) on lease for a year and got two
lovely fillies by him, one of which was
exported to Saudi Arabia where she
went Top Five in the Saudi National
Show. Ansata Samantha produced
Ansata Sokar (by Imperial Madheen), a chestnut
colt that Don and Judi are retaining as a future
breeding stallion (as noted above). Ansata Ken
Rashik (Salaa El Dine x Ansata Prima Rose by
*Jamilll) is co-owned by the Forbises. He
combines Halim Shah with two crosses to Hanan
(by the Nazeer son Alaa El Din). 

This year, the Forbises will use Ruminaja
Ali (Shaikh Al Badi x Bint Magidaa by
*Khofo), a stallion Judi has admired since

she saw him as a two year old. He’s crossed
exceptionally well with the bloodlines of Ansata
Halim Shah and Prince Fa Moniet. They also
have breedings to Thee Desperado (The Minstril
x AK Amiri Asmarr by The Egyptian Prince) and
MB Mistaz (*Ibn Safinaz x Imperial Mistilll by
*Jamilll), the latter a grandson of Ansata Nile
Mist (the dam of Imperial Madar, Australian
National Champion). 

Much of the Ansata program was built on the
foundation of the taproot mare El Dahma, a

desert-bred mare owned by Ali Pasha Sherif, a
highly respected breeder of the nineteenth
century. The *Ansata Bint Bukra line (the Sabah
branch of the El Dahma family) has been the
strongest line, producing exceptional consistency
and countless champions. (*Ansata Ibn Halima is
of this tail female line, Farida branch.) 

“The ‘Nile family’ descends from the excellent
strong-bodied and beautiful bay mare Falima, an
ideal combination of the Ansata/Babson cross:
*Ansata Ibn Halima on the *Fadl daughter Fa
Habba,” Judi explains. “Few will ever forget
Ansata Nile Queen (Ansata Ibn Sudan x Falima),
a doubling of *Ansata Ibn Halima, a stunning bay
mare and one of Ansata’s treasured mares of the
line. The Niles show extremely pretty heads and
are bold-moving individuals. Ansata Nile Pasha
was judged the most classic horse in Europe at
the Nation’s Cup in Aachen. Ansata White Nile,
Ansata Blue Nile, Ansata Stari Nile, and Ansata
Nile Allure are also recent ambassadresses of the
family.” 

Prince Fa Moniet (The Egyptian Prince x Fa Moniet) was added 
to the Ansata stallion lineup as an outcross to the Halima line.
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Within the past ten years, Don and Judi have
acquired tail female lines to Halima, first
through the descendants of Mohebba (Halima’s
daughter by Sid Abouhom) who was exported
from Egypt to Marbach Stud in Germany. One
line goes to *JKB Masouda (a full sister of
*Messaoud) whose granddaughter Ansata
Malaha (by Ansata Halim Shah) is a
champion in Qatar, the Middle East
Championships, and Jordan for her
owner, the Emir of Qatar’s Al Shaqab
Stud Farm. All representatives of this
line that have been shown are
champions, either in the United States
or the Middle East. A second line to
Halima comes through Dal Macharia
(Dalul x Maharia by Gharib), who
produced an Egyptian Event Futurity
Champion and an Arkansas Futurity
winner (sold to the Lancees of Holland),
and whose daughter Ansata Mariam (by
Ansata Hejazi) was just exported to
Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasir of Qatar. 

“Strain breeding is very
important in Egyptian
bloodlines because the

degree of linebreeding and
inbreeding has set or fixed
certain traits,” Judi believes.
“The Dahman strain has bred
true for us, but we have
judiciously incorporated
other families in a particular
way so as to maintain
consistency in type. We have
frequently doubled the tail
female (using sire and dam of
the same tail female), an
extremely strong
combination. 

In the Ansata females, the
Dahman Shahwan strain is represented by 36
mares and fillies; the Saklawi Jedran Ibn Sudan
strain and the Hadban Enzahi strains by two
each; and the Kuhaylan Jellabi and the
Kuhaylan Rodania strains by one each. 

TOP: Multi-champion in halter and a liberty
winner, Ansata Hejazi (Ansata Halim Shah x

Ansata Sudarra by Ansata Abu Sudan). BOTTOM:
1996 U.S. National Top Ten Futurity Colt, Ansata

Iemhotep (Prince Fa Moniet x Ansata Nefara by
Ansata Halim Shah). “He knows who he is, a

character, and an absolute showman,” says Judi.
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Three mares that Judi and Don consider
among the best they’ve bred are of the
Dahman strain. They are Ansata Delilah
(Ansata Shah Zaman x *Ansata Bint Misr),
Ansata Rosetta (Ansata Shah Zaman x
*Ansata Bint Bukra), both of the Sabah
family of El Dahma, and Ansata Malika
(*Jamilll x *JKB Masoudah) of the
Halima/Farida line to El Dahma. “Even
though we have been linebreeding these two
tail female lines for so many years, we still
see certain small nuances that distinguish
one from the other in head and body type,”
Judi notes. 

Judi’s almost-photographic memory of
foals and their growing patterns contributes
to breeding decisions. “We do keep
photographs of all foals, and it helps to
review the photos, but I keep most of the
records in my mind,” she says. “I assess foals
at birth, at three months, and at a year. I
usually know at foaling whether something is
going to be great or good or no good. After
breeding almost 40 years, such thinking becomes
intuitive. I rely a great deal on pedigree, but I
would rarely breed just on pedigree. The horse
has to match the pedigree and then you hope and
pray it’s going to sire or produce to its pedigree. 

“We try what we believe to be good matings
three times, a breeding principle developed by
General von Szandtner, former director of the
EAO. If you get a clunk the first time, it is hard to
follow through. If you get a superstar, it’s much
easier. But three seems to be a magic number,
and you have to have faith. 

“T he Ansata look is distinctive and there
isn’t too much variation in type,” Judi
says. “All our families are ‘predictable.’

Our horses are generally well-balanced, short-
coupled, with pretty to exotic heads, and they are
predominantly grey or white. 

“Most of our horses move well, their forelegs
set on at the corners, not back underneath the
forehand and they drive well off their
hindquarters, getting the rear legs under them.
They have long well-sloped shoulders with
prominent withers, especially those having strong
lines to *Morafic.” 

From their first visit to the EAO in 1959, Don
and Judi have maintained their belief in the
excellence of Nazeer. “We have linebred to
Nazeer through specific mare lines, using the
Nazeer sons *Ansata Ibn Halima and *Morafic as
the foundation,” Judi explains. “Most of the best
Nazeer daughters appear in our pedigrees. But
remember, just because a horse has umpteen
crosses to Nazeer doesn’t assure it will be a good
individual or even a good breeding animal. A
painting may consist of all the colors, but it may
be a terrible painting.” 

In the formative years, most sales of Ansata
stock were to American breeders; in later years,
most to Europe and the Arab world. The Ansata
look has attracted buyers from 20 foreign
countries who have purchased a total of 100
horses. Qatar is the largest importer with 19,
then Germany with 12, and England with 11.
Ansata exports have collected show honors for
their owners in Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, England,
Germany, Italy, Jordan, Mexico, Morocco, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia and Switzerland and at the Salon du
Cheval in Paris and the Nations Cup at Aachen.

Ansata Sokar (Imperial Madheen x Ansata Samantha by
*Ansata Ibn Halima) represents a blending of the *Messaoud

line with Ansata lines.
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Three mares that Judi and Don consider
among the best they’ve bred are of the
Dahman strain. They are Ansata Delilah
(Ansata Shah Zaman x *Ansata Bint Misr),
Ansata Rosetta (Ansata Shah Zaman x
*Ansata Bint Bukra), both of the Sabah
family of El Dahma, and Ansata Malika
(*Jamilll x *JKB Masoudah) of the
Halima/Farida line to El Dahma. “Even
though we have been linebreeding these two
tail female lines for so many years, we still
see certain small nuances that distinguish
one from the other in head and body type,”
Judi notes. 

Judi’s almost-photographic memory of
foals and their growing patterns contributes
to breeding decisions. “We do keep
photographs of all foals, and it helps to
review the photos, but I keep most of the
records in my mind,” she says. “I assess foals
at birth, at three months, and at a year. I
usually know at foaling whether something is
going to be great or good or no good. After
breeding almost 40 years, such thinking becomes
intuitive. I rely a great deal on pedigree, but I
would rarely breed just on pedigree. The horse
has to match the pedigree and then you hope and
pray it’s going to sire or produce to its pedigree. 

“We try what we believe to be good matings
three times, a breeding principle developed by
General von Szandtner, former director of the
EAO. If you get a clunk the first time, it is hard to
follow through. If you get a superstar, it’s much
easier. But three seems to be a magic number,
and you have to have faith. 

“T he Ansata look is distinctive and there
isn’t too much variation in type,” Judi
says. “All our families are ‘predictable.’

Our horses are generally well-balanced, short-
coupled, with pretty to exotic heads, and they are
predominantly grey or white. 

“Most of our horses move well, their forelegs
set on at the corners, not back underneath the
forehand and they drive well off their
hindquarters, getting the rear legs under them.
They have long well-sloped shoulders with
prominent withers, especially those having strong
lines to *Morafic.” 

From their first visit to the EAO in 1959, Don
and Judi have maintained their belief in the
excellence of Nazeer. “We have linebred to
Nazeer through specific mare lines, using the
Nazeer sons *Ansata Ibn Halima and *Morafic as
the foundation,” Judi explains. “Most of the best
Nazeer daughters appear in our pedigrees. But
remember, just because a horse has umpteen
crosses to Nazeer doesn’t assure it will be a good
individual or even a good breeding animal. A
painting may consist of all the colors, but it may
be a terrible painting.” 

In the formative years, most sales of Ansata
stock were to American breeders; in later years,
most to Europe and the Arab world. The Ansata
look has attracted buyers from 20 foreign
countries who have purchased a total of 100
horses. Qatar is the largest importer with 19,
then Germany with 12, and England with 11.
Ansata exports have collected show honors for
their owners in Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, England,
Germany, Italy, Jordan, Mexico, Morocco, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia and Switzerland and at the Salon du
Cheval in Paris and the Nations Cup at Aachen.

Ansata Sokar (Imperial Madheen x Ansata Samantha by
*Ansata Ibn Halima) represents a blending of the *Messaoud

line with Ansata lines.
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Ansata had 11 horses on the show circuit in
1995 and 1996, and they brought home nearly
40 titles, from the Egyptian Event to the
Arkansas Victory Challenge Show to the U.S.
Nationals. Ten of the 11 show horses brought in
championships and reserves. 

As an industry leader, Judi feels a certain
responsibility to the breed: “If you take, you give
back,” she believes. “For 40 years, the Arabian
horse has been our life and our lifestyle. We have
enjoyed some incredible horses and met
wonderful people. I try to practice what I believe
when judging, give time to lecturing worldwide,
and participate in youth leadership conferences.
I spent years on the Board of Trustees of the
Arabian Horse Trust and remain active, and Don
and I are both very involved with the Pyramid
Society.” 

Perhaps the Forbises’ greatest giving-back
comes through publications. “I’m a hermit by
nature,” Judi states. “That’s how I survived the
desert, mountains, and jungles of our early years.
I loved English and history in school and so
began studying the history of this breed, keeping
diaries of our travels and corresponding with
breeders in Europe and America. In 1958, Bazy
Tankersley published one of my letters to her
and that started my writing for breed periodicals.
One thing led to another: writing articles to
lecturing to writing books to making videos.” 

Hoofbeats Along the Tigris (1970) recounted
the Forbis years in Mideast countries; The
Classic Arabian Horse (1976), Judi’s first major
work on the breed itself is still in print, including
a German edition; The Royal Arabians of Egypt
and the Stud of Henry B. Babson (1976), co-
authored with Walter Schimanski, detailed the
source of the Babson Arabians and the Babson
contributions to the breed; Authentic Arabian
Bloodstock (1990), probably the most popular
reference of the Forbis publications, is in its
third printing and is also published in Italian;
The Abbas Pasha Manuscript (1993), co-
authored with Gulsun Sherif, was more than 20
years in research, translation, and design. “A
labor of love, certainly, but I felt I’d given birth
to quintuplets when the manuscript was finally
published,” says Judi. 

After nearly four decades with Arabian horses,
Don and Judi understandably have “Wish we
could haves,” some concerns for the breed, and
specific sources of pride in their work. “We wish
Fay El Dine had lived longer and could have
been used on some of the Nazeer daughters; we

TOP: Two of
Ansata’s most
treasured
broodmares, the
full sisters
Ansata Samantha
and Ansata Bint
Halima-deceased
(*Ansata Ibn
Halima x Ansata
Delilah).
BOTTOM: A
descendant of
Ansata’s ‘Nile
family,’ the mare
Ansata White
Nile (Prince Fa
Moniet x Ansata
Nile Gift.)
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wish Aswan could have come to America as he
would have been a great asset to straight
Egyptian breeding,” they note. “There are
always moments of wishing you had made
certain matings, but some of the stallions we
would like to have used weren’t suitable to the
mares at the time; now they would be. It points
up the benefits of frozen semen in the 1990s.” 

“On judging for type, a major concern.
In spite of the AHSA/IAHA standards
for type, I’m shocked to see straight

profiles placed ahead of dished or slightly
concave profiles,” Judi comments. “But we
must recognize that type is an appreciation of
quality in the educated eye of the beholder. The
wide diversity of opinion of our judges lies not
in their evaluation of type, but in the degree of
satisfaction of their aesthetic sense observed in
the animals presented to them. Handling and
‘grooming’ achievements shine here. Many an
ordinary specimen can be polished into a very
pretty ‘picture’ that touches the aesthetic sense
of the observers. Thereby, horse show results
become a recognition of human abilities, rather
than the true qualities of type and of honest
conformation. It is the elusive aesthetic sense in
breeders and judges that creates the endless
and unresolvable differences of opinion. 

“The lack of institutional memory in the new
generations of breeders is of great concern to
me and to many of my peers. The Arabs can
draw on some of their old people for stories and
traditions past; westerners must read, travel if
possible, and educate themselves. They would
profit by experiencing the Arab people, the
desert, and its creatures — the setting whence
the Arab horse derived its true character. 

“My biggest concern for the Arabian horse
community is that there is no overall Arabian
horse breeders organization. The Pyramid
Society, for instance, serves its community well,
but the overall Breeders (with a capital B) are
not organized. 

“On a personal level, I’m told that people are
timid about approaching me — although the
turban especially seems to intimidate them.
Please know that I always enjoy meeting new

people as well as greeting old friends. The
opportunity to meet new Arabian enthusiasts
and to feel that I’ve contributed something is
important to me.” 

The Forbises’ accomplishments in promoting
the classic look on a global basis are reflected in
their exports and in their work with European
breeders in developing shows in which the
classic Arabian may be showcased. “In the Arab
world itself, the Ansata bloodlines are
appreciated because they fit the classic
definition of what the Arabs consider a true
Arabian horse,” Judi believes. “We are pleased
to have been instrumental in helping the Arab
world reestablish and reappreciate its cultural
heritage, a reawakening in effect. Not only
breeders in the horse’s native habitat, but many
European breeders have chosen Ansata
bloodlines. Again because they are surrounded
by classic images in architecture, art, and music
and are more classic-type conscious than
Americans, sad to say.” 

The Pyramid Society and its support of
breeders of Egyptian bloodlines is
another source of pride for Don and

Judi. “The Pyramid Society has been influential
because it was founded on a right motive: to
preserve and perpetuate a particular group of
bloodlines, in this case the nucleus taken from
the great Bedouin breeders and held in type
through the vision of those who appreciated
their heritage and quality,” Judi states. “In the
late 1960s I mentioned the need for such an
organization to Doug Marshall during a visit to
Gleannloch Farms. He agreed we should form
one and he suggested naming it The Pyramid
Society. Doug was the first president and I was
secretary, even though Don and I were still
living abroad. Later, the offices were moved to
Lexington, Kentucky, site of the annual
Egyptian Event. The Pyramid Society has
achieved an enviable status as the only true
breeders organization that has stood its ground
in prosperity as well as in adversity, and it has
endured because of the dedicated breeders who
support it to the nth degree.” 
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wish Aswan could have come to America as he
would have been a great asset to straight
Egyptian breeding,” they note. “There are
always moments of wishing you had made
certain matings, but some of the stallions we
would like to have used weren’t suitable to the
mares at the time; now they would be. It points
up the benefits of frozen semen in the 1990s.” 

“On judging for type, a major concern.
In spite of the AHSA/IAHA standards
for type, I’m shocked to see straight

profiles placed ahead of dished or slightly
concave profiles,” Judi comments. “But we
must recognize that type is an appreciation of
quality in the educated eye of the beholder. The
wide diversity of opinion of our judges lies not
in their evaluation of type, but in the degree of
satisfaction of their aesthetic sense observed in
the animals presented to them. Handling and
‘grooming’ achievements shine here. Many an
ordinary specimen can be polished into a very
pretty ‘picture’ that touches the aesthetic sense
of the observers. Thereby, horse show results
become a recognition of human abilities, rather
than the true qualities of type and of honest
conformation. It is the elusive aesthetic sense in
breeders and judges that creates the endless
and unresolvable differences of opinion. 

“The lack of institutional memory in the new
generations of breeders is of great concern to
me and to many of my peers. The Arabs can
draw on some of their old people for stories and
traditions past; westerners must read, travel if
possible, and educate themselves. They would
profit by experiencing the Arab people, the
desert, and its creatures — the setting whence
the Arab horse derived its true character. 

“My biggest concern for the Arabian horse
community is that there is no overall Arabian
horse breeders organization. The Pyramid
Society, for instance, serves its community well,
but the overall Breeders (with a capital B) are
not organized. 

“On a personal level, I’m told that people are
timid about approaching me — although the
turban especially seems to intimidate them.
Please know that I always enjoy meeting new

people as well as greeting old friends. The
opportunity to meet new Arabian enthusiasts
and to feel that I’ve contributed something is
important to me.” 

The Forbises’ accomplishments in promoting
the classic look on a global basis are reflected in
their exports and in their work with European
breeders in developing shows in which the
classic Arabian may be showcased. “In the Arab
world itself, the Ansata bloodlines are
appreciated because they fit the classic
definition of what the Arabs consider a true
Arabian horse,” Judi believes. “We are pleased
to have been instrumental in helping the Arab
world reestablish and reappreciate its cultural
heritage, a reawakening in effect. Not only
breeders in the horse’s native habitat, but many
European breeders have chosen Ansata
bloodlines. Again because they are surrounded
by classic images in architecture, art, and music
and are more classic-type conscious than
Americans, sad to say.” 

The Pyramid Society and its support of
breeders of Egyptian bloodlines is
another source of pride for Don and

Judi. “The Pyramid Society has been influential
because it was founded on a right motive: to
preserve and perpetuate a particular group of
bloodlines, in this case the nucleus taken from
the great Bedouin breeders and held in type
through the vision of those who appreciated
their heritage and quality,” Judi states. “In the
late 1960s I mentioned the need for such an
organization to Doug Marshall during a visit to
Gleannloch Farms. He agreed we should form
one and he suggested naming it The Pyramid
Society. Doug was the first president and I was
secretary, even though Don and I were still
living abroad. Later, the offices were moved to
Lexington, Kentucky, site of the annual
Egyptian Event. The Pyramid Society has
achieved an enviable status as the only true
breeders organization that has stood its ground
in prosperity as well as in adversity, and it has
endured because of the dedicated breeders who
support it to the nth degree.” 
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A long with those retrospective remarks,
Judi reviews horses (from the late 1950s
to the present) that helped her to define

the classics of the breed: “The Cedardell horses
as shown by Red Beyer; beautiful dark dappled
greys with white manes and tails, very typey,
very uniform. The Gainey horses, an
unmistakable style all their own anywhere in the
world; again, dark greys with white manes and
tails, always impeccably turned out, refined,
elegant. The Babson horses, linebred and inbred
for more than 50 years, showing the stamp that is
all their own. The McCoy horses — again greys of
a particular and identifiable type — even without
Frank on the lead line. Marbach Stud (Germany),
grey horses of uniform type. The horses of
Imperial Egyptian Stud, all selected with an eye
for a particular type that brought worldwide
success. The horses of Dr. Hans Nagel
(Germany), again selected for extreme type and
quality for international recognition; again, the
most significant of the grey color. The horses of
Marion Richmond’s Simeon Stud (Australia)
were bred for type and have had long-term
success.” 

About a year ago, the nomadic urge struck
again. “We’ve lived in Arkansas longer than any
other place, and we never thought we’d move, but
somehow it’s time to fold our tent and move
along,” Judi notes. “In fact, the Qatari black
Bedouin tent was the first thing we moved from
Arkansas to our new site in Kentucky. We’d
looked at Kentucky property since the 1980s
when I was president of the Pyramid Society and
just recently found a place we could fall in love
with. The new farm (130 acres) is spectacularly
beautiful; manicured and formal in contrast to
the wild and natural look of Arkansas. A white-
pillared two-story house, a handsome show barn,
a 35-acre lake, and acres and acres of Kentucky
bluegrass lured us there. The plusses of
Kentucky: location (Kentucky being the horse
capital of the world), abundant grass, immediate
veterinary care. An appropriate place to be,
particularly with the Kentucky Horse Park and
the Pyramid Society in Lexington, just 12 miles
away. Don works toward finalization of the
buildings and fences. But we are not in a hurry.

We may well retain some of our land in Arkansas.
That way, like true nomads, we can always return
to camp.” 

The Forbis marriage is founded on Don and
Judi’s mutual appreciation of things aesthetic. “I
see many marriages break up because one of the
couple is the horse lover and the other resents
the time or money spent,” Judi believes. “Horses
are great magnets; they can also be great
dividers. They demand love, time, energy, and
money. If both partners aren’t willing to make the
sacrifices, the marriage or the breeding program
may be doomed.” 

The use of outside stallions, the buying and
selling of stock, the selection of handlers are
shared responsibilities for the Forbises. The
breeding decisions (not involving outside
stallions), the marketing, and the public relations
of Ansata are Judi’s. All business and
administrative aspects of Ansata are Don’s. “Don
loves farming, whether it’s mowing fields, running
a motor grader, or operating a bulldozer. He loves
his large ‘toys’ and they’ve served us well,” Judi
explains. 

The memories of the past 40 years are varied
— the peaks and valleys of emotions all breeders
must experience. In 1966, the thrill of *Ansata
Ibn Halima’s first U.S. Top Ten, a public
validation of their years of research and quest. In
1971, the unbeatable high of Ansata Ibn Sudan’s
National Championship. In 1980, the sire
recognition that came to *Ansata Ibn Halima as
sire of a National Champion Stallion and a
National Champion Mare. Don’s years in the show
ring: with *Ansata Ibn Halima in his first wins;
Ansata El Nisr to U.S. Top Ten Stallion; and
Ansata Halim Bey to Top Ten Futurity Colt. In
1968, the inestimable high that comes to
researchers, as Judi located in the Sherif family’s
library in Cairo the missing manuscript
presenting the genealogies of the horses of Abbas
Pasha I. In 1984, the Top Ten Mare title for *Ibn
Galal I -7 (Ibn Galal I x 7-Lutfia by Alaa El Din), a
mare imported on lease from Babolna State Stud
in Hungary. In 1978, at the twentieth anniversary
party, Dr. Mohammed Marsafi, a special guest of
the Forbises, as he presented *Ansata Ibn Halima
with a red and blue Egyptian wool halter. In
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1977, the death of *Ansata Bint Misuna, a special
mare to Don and Judi because of her
determination to overcome health problems and
injuries suffered in Egypt and subsequently
founder. In the 1960s the arrival of Arabella, a
white goose who became self-appointed director
of operations at Ansata, and whose story,
reprinted in Authentic Arabian Bloodstock,
deeply touched breeders worldwide; the return of
Ansata Abbas Pasha to Ansata after his years at
Babson’s and later Bentwood, who showed him to
his 1979 European Reserve Champion Stallion
title in Paris, a first for an American-bred
Egyptian. The memories are countless, acquired
from a lifestyle of travel, international shows, and
association with friends from Pashas to Princes,
Sheikhs to Bedouins and people from all walks of
life.  

And in another dimension of the Forbises’
collecting: In 1965, the acquisition of Cleopatra, a
red and blue macaw, a noisy souvenir of the years
in the Colombian jungles. Currently, Don’s llamas:
“What is more precious than a baby llama?” asks
Judi. “Want one?” Other Ansata residents, wild
and domesticated: the raccoons, armadillos, and a
skunk family; Charlie Chaplin and Joan Crawford,
the Chihuahua stars of farm and home; Bo, a
three-legged dog and his cat friend Yaller; and
Henry the Mouse (Supermouse), rescued by Judi
and established, as she says, in a fine mouse
house with all the accoutrements that Hartz can
provide. 

“W e speak of ‘the art of breeding,’” Judi
comments, “but it is no different
than painting a masterpiece.

Visualization, purpose, patience, study,
perseverance, determination, skill, form,
substance, design, movement, and rhythm are but
a few of the ingredients requisite to developing a
masterpiece. And a classic Arabian horse. 

“For me, Kenyon Cox, an American muralist,
sums up the classic spirit: ‘The classic spirit is the
disinterested search for perfection; it is love of
clearness and reasonableness and self-control; it
is, above all, the love of permanence and of
continuity. It asks of a work of art, not that it shall
be novel or effective, but that it shall be fine and

THE TEN COMMITMENTS OF ARABIAN

HORSE BREEDING

BY JUDI FORBIS

THOU SHALT:
1. Love horses, Arabians in particular. Know

that we were given dominion over animals, 
not domination. 

2. Know your breed before you try to breed it. 
Study myth, romance, history, characteristics, 
and the people who bred Arabian horses. 

3. Establish in your mind’s eye the vision of your 
ideal Arabian. Focus. Believe in the magic of 
your dreams. 

4. Become a horse mentally, physically. Walk, 
trot, gallop on all fours; neigh, kick, paw, play, 
race, jump, and nuzzle. Then ride a horse and 
observe the same activities in the horse. 

5. Breed for type, first and foremost. No type, no 
breed. 

6. Linebreed, inbreed, and outcross gently. Use 
pedigrees as a roadmap, not as a bible. Breed  
intuitively. 

7. Observe the Ps: preparation, practice, 
perseverance, and patience. And be prepared 
for plenty of each. 

8. Be willing to give up some qualities to get 
others. Heredity often skips a generation. 
Sometimes you go backward to go forward. 

9. Remember grey is the archetypical color. 
10. Despair not when your favorite of favorites 

tries to self-destruct at an early age. It is a sure 
sign of greatness. 

NOTE: I have chosen to call these
guidelines “commitments,” rather than
commandments. Commitments go far beyond
ten, and there is truly only one
commandment: LOVE. For if one loves, the
other nine become unnecessary. 

Judi and Don Forbis
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1977, the death of *Ansata Bint Misuna, a special
mare to Don and Judi because of her
determination to overcome health problems and
injuries suffered in Egypt and subsequently
founder. In the 1960s the arrival of Arabella, a
white goose who became self-appointed director
of operations at Ansata, and whose story,
reprinted in Authentic Arabian Bloodstock,
deeply touched breeders worldwide; the return of
Ansata Abbas Pasha to Ansata after his years at
Babson’s and later Bentwood, who showed him to
his 1979 European Reserve Champion Stallion
title in Paris, a first for an American-bred
Egyptian. The memories are countless, acquired
from a lifestyle of travel, international shows, and
association with friends from Pashas to Princes,
Sheikhs to Bedouins and people from all walks of
life.  

And in another dimension of the Forbises’
collecting: In 1965, the acquisition of Cleopatra, a
red and blue macaw, a noisy souvenir of the years
in the Colombian jungles. Currently, Don’s llamas:
“What is more precious than a baby llama?” asks
Judi. “Want one?” Other Ansata residents, wild
and domesticated: the raccoons, armadillos, and a
skunk family; Charlie Chaplin and Joan Crawford,
the Chihuahua stars of farm and home; Bo, a
three-legged dog and his cat friend Yaller; and
Henry the Mouse (Supermouse), rescued by Judi
and established, as she says, in a fine mouse
house with all the accoutrements that Hartz can
provide. 

“W e speak of ‘the art of breeding,’” Judi
comments, “but it is no different
than painting a masterpiece.

Visualization, purpose, patience, study,
perseverance, determination, skill, form,
substance, design, movement, and rhythm are but
a few of the ingredients requisite to developing a
masterpiece. And a classic Arabian horse. 

“For me, Kenyon Cox, an American muralist,
sums up the classic spirit: ‘The classic spirit is the
disinterested search for perfection; it is love of
clearness and reasonableness and self-control; it
is, above all, the love of permanence and of
continuity. It asks of a work of art, not that it shall
be novel or effective, but that it shall be fine and

THE TEN COMMITMENTS OF ARABIAN

HORSE BREEDING

BY JUDI FORBIS

THOU SHALT:
1. Love horses, Arabians in particular. Know

that we were given dominion over animals, 
not domination. 

2. Know your breed before you try to breed it. 
Study myth, romance, history, characteristics, 
and the people who bred Arabian horses. 

3. Establish in your mind’s eye the vision of your 
ideal Arabian. Focus. Believe in the magic of 
your dreams. 

4. Become a horse mentally, physically. Walk, 
trot, gallop on all fours; neigh, kick, paw, play, 
race, jump, and nuzzle. Then ride a horse and 
observe the same activities in the horse. 

5. Breed for type, first and foremost. No type, no 
breed. 

6. Linebreed, inbreed, and outcross gently. Use 
pedigrees as a roadmap, not as a bible. Breed  
intuitively. 

7. Observe the Ps: preparation, practice, 
perseverance, and patience. And be prepared 
for plenty of each. 

8. Be willing to give up some qualities to get 
others. Heredity often skips a generation. 
Sometimes you go backward to go forward. 

9. Remember grey is the archetypical color. 
10. Despair not when your favorite of favorites 

tries to self-destruct at an early age. It is a sure 
sign of greatness. 

NOTE: I have chosen to call these
guidelines “commitments,” rather than
commandments. Commitments go far beyond
ten, and there is truly only one
commandment: LOVE. For if one loves, the
other nine become unnecessary. 

Judi and Don Forbis
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noble. It strives for the essential rather than the
accidental, the eternal rather than the
momentary…. It loves to steep itself in tradition.
It would have each new work connect itself in
the mind of him who sees it with all the noble
and lovely works of the past bringing them to his
memory and making their beauty and charm a
part of the beauty and charm of the work before
him. It does not deny originality and
individuality — they are welcome as inevitable.
It does not consider tradition as immutable or
set rigid bounds to invention. But it desires that
each new presentation of truth and beauty shall
show us the old truth and the old beauty, seen
only from a different angle and colored by a
different medium. It wishes to add link by link

to the chain of tradition, but it does not wish to
break the chain.’

“To me, a classic Arabian horse is imbued
with the essence of this tradition, and he will
exude it in his material form. Classic endures.
You have to believe in what you are doing or
nobody else will believe in it. You must know
what is important, where truth and beauty are
for you; and if you understand it, you will draw
others to you like a magnet.” 

The final act of the story may never be
written. Meanwhile, the Forbises’ philosophy
and approach to breeding ensure that the
magnetic force of the classic Arabian will,
thanks to their efforts, be enhanced for
generations to come.

ANSATA ARABIAN STUD
234 Polk 130, Mena, Arkansas 71953

Farm: 501-394-5288  Res: 501-394-2252
Fax: 501-394-3078

DONALD AND JUDITH FORBIS, owners

ANSATA ARABIAN STUD
292 Soards Road
Georgetown, Kentucky 40324
Tel/Fax: 502-863-6079
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A
t the 1996 Polish National Show, Director Ignacy Jaworowski of
Michalow State Stud accepted four trophies for the wins of Michalow
Arabians: Grenlandia, Senior Champion Mare; Emilda, Reserve Senior
Champion Mare; Kwestura, Junior Champion Filly; and Zagrobla,

Reserve Junior Champion Filly. 
The many trips to the trophy presentation area were hardly a new experience for

Director Jaworowski. Michalow Arabians won their first national title at the first
Polish National Show in 1979: a Reserve for Artemida, Reserve Champion
Broodmare. The first National Championships came the following year, when Kabala
went Junior Champion Filly; Wena, Champion Mare; Mitra, Reserve Champion Mare;
and Eufrat, Reserve Champion Stallion. In 1981, Ekstaza was Champion Mare;
Eskapada, Reserve Champion Mare; and Celtyk, Reserve Champion Stallion. The
pattern has prevailed each year since, the National wins always going to typey,
deserty, beautifully conformed, gracefully moving animals, the specialty of Michalow
State Stud.

“The Arabians from Michalow clearly and consistently present the Seglawi type of
Arabian,” says Director Jaworowski. “By definition, the Seglawi type exemplifies what
is generally understood as Arabian — horses of great loveliness, in which beauty and
elegance dominate all other visual impressions. Their conformation characterizes
lightness and harmony. Visually, there is something soft, elegant, and subtle (almost a
feminine quality) about each one. 

“The Michalow Arabians represent, first of all, elements of authenticity and
elegance. Also, they are of substance, of large frame, and of quiet temperament. Many
of them show excellent motion. Most are greys, as the Seglawi type is predominant in
the grey coat color. They are set apart from horses in the other Polish state studs in
their manifestation of the Seglawi type.” 

Those distinctions within the breed and within the Polish state stud system reflect
Director Jaworowski’s education, experience, and his 46 years of direction of
Michalow State Stud. Each day, at Michalow, Director Jaworowski moves deliberately
through the office, stables, and pastures of the stud, always assessing the stock,
always pondering, always planning several generations ahead in the Michalow
breeding program. 

“I start work at 6:30 a.m. each day by walking through all the stables and studying
each horse,” Director Jaworowski comments. “Is the horse behaving normally? Did
he eat his ration of fodder from the previous evening? Does he have a good appetite
for the morning feeding?  Does he have any injuries?

“Each season has its special moments. During the foaling season (January to May),
I attend the foalings, one of the most fulfilling moments in my professional work,
especially when I can see that the foal meets our expectations.  When one of our
prize mares is near foaling, I visit her often in the foaling stall during the night. Each
day, I inspect the newborn foals. Is the mare feeding her foal properly? Are the foals
developing according to breeding expectations and plans? (An especially fascinating
aspect of my work.) 

“The show season — when Michalow horses win championships in Poland and
abroad — brings more satisfying moments. In 1996, I was especially pleased with our
championships. 

B Y  M A RY  J A N E  PA R K I N S O N

P H O T O S  B Y  M A R E K  P O R AY- H E Y W O W S K I  A N D  R I K  VA N  L E N T  J R .
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A
t the 1996 Polish National Show, Director Ignacy Jaworowski of
Michalow State Stud accepted four trophies for the wins of Michalow
Arabians: Grenlandia, Senior Champion Mare; Emilda, Reserve Senior
Champion Mare; Kwestura, Junior Champion Filly; and Zagrobla,

Reserve Junior Champion Filly. 
The many trips to the trophy presentation area were hardly a new experience for

Director Jaworowski. Michalow Arabians won their first national title at the first
Polish National Show in 1979: a Reserve for Artemida, Reserve Champion
Broodmare. The first National Championships came the following year, when Kabala
went Junior Champion Filly; Wena, Champion Mare; Mitra, Reserve Champion Mare;
and Eufrat, Reserve Champion Stallion. In 1981, Ekstaza was Champion Mare;
Eskapada, Reserve Champion Mare; and Celtyk, Reserve Champion Stallion. The
pattern has prevailed each year since, the National wins always going to typey,
deserty, beautifully conformed, gracefully moving animals, the specialty of Michalow
State Stud.

“The Arabians from Michalow clearly and consistently present the Seglawi type of
Arabian,” says Director Jaworowski. “By definition, the Seglawi type exemplifies what
is generally understood as Arabian — horses of great loveliness, in which beauty and
elegance dominate all other visual impressions. Their conformation characterizes
lightness and harmony. Visually, there is something soft, elegant, and subtle (almost a
feminine quality) about each one. 

“The Michalow Arabians represent, first of all, elements of authenticity and
elegance. Also, they are of substance, of large frame, and of quiet temperament. Many
of them show excellent motion. Most are greys, as the Seglawi type is predominant in
the grey coat color. They are set apart from horses in the other Polish state studs in
their manifestation of the Seglawi type.” 

Those distinctions within the breed and within the Polish state stud system reflect
Director Jaworowski’s education, experience, and his 46 years of direction of
Michalow State Stud. Each day, at Michalow, Director Jaworowski moves deliberately
through the office, stables, and pastures of the stud, always assessing the stock,
always pondering, always planning several generations ahead in the Michalow
breeding program. 

“I start work at 6:30 a.m. each day by walking through all the stables and studying
each horse,” Director Jaworowski comments. “Is the horse behaving normally? Did
he eat his ration of fodder from the previous evening? Does he have a good appetite
for the morning feeding?  Does he have any injuries?

“Each season has its special moments. During the foaling season (January to May),
I attend the foalings, one of the most fulfilling moments in my professional work,
especially when I can see that the foal meets our expectations.  When one of our
prize mares is near foaling, I visit her often in the foaling stall during the night. Each
day, I inspect the newborn foals. Is the mare feeding her foal properly? Are the foals
developing according to breeding expectations and plans? (An especially fascinating
aspect of my work.) 

“The show season — when Michalow horses win championships in Poland and
abroad — brings more satisfying moments. In 1996, I was especially pleased with our
championships. 
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“On the other hand, the most difficult times for
me are the sickness and death of any of our
horses, but especially those with whom I have
developed a special bond. I think particularly of
Estebna, Planeta, Comet, Estarda, and Erlanda.
Also, it’s difficult when breeding concepts don’t
work out as planned.”

The decor and paraphernalia of Director
Jaworowski’s office tell a bit of the story of the
stud: Lovely old black and white photographs of
*Naborr daughters in the 1960s that sold the
Michalow Arabian look to the world; a ribbon for a
Polish Derby winner; duplicate trophies for two of
the four U.S. National Champion Mares bred at
Michalow; Director Jaworowski’s framed diplomas
and certificates; a portrait of Dr. Edward
Skorkowski, who made the original selection of
stock for Michalow; a flat saddle; a sculpture of
*Bandos PASB by Bogucki; roses from the
Michalow gardens. 

Director Ignacy Jaworowski
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F
or all his years, Director Jaworowski has known horses. His father, a
breeder of Anglo-Arabians, supplied horses to the Polish Cavalry. During the
Nazi occupation of Poland during World War II, the Jaworowski family was
removed from its home and property, and young Ignacy worked at Dankow

Stud in the Grojec district, about 60 kilometers from Warsaw. After the war, he
graduated from the University of Warsaw with a specialization in animal breeding and
animal husbandry. 

From that time on, Jaworowski’s life and work involved the Arabian horse,
beginning with his assignment at Posadowo stud in the Poznan district. Here were
gathered the Polish Arabians evacuated to Germany in 1944 and repatriated to Poland
in the late summer and fall of 1946. Most of the Arabians there were survivors of the
occupation, general devastation, and the evacuation of Janow Podlaski Stud, but also
included the horses of several private breeders that somehow survived the war.
Posadowo served as a holding station from which horses were selected for three
temporary state studs, established under the direction of Dr. Edward Skorkowski, a
worldwide expert in Arabian horses, a founder of the Polish Arab Horse Breeding
Society, and compiler of the first Polish Arabian stud book. 

“The horses there were saved,” says Director Jaworowski, “thanks to the courage
and sacrifice of the Polish breeders, especially Joseph Tyszkowski and his family who
were in charge of the horses that became the basis for Nowy Dwor (one of the
temporary studs) and Andrzej Krzysztalowicz, director of the Janow Podlaski Stud
who cared for the Janow Arabians through the 1944 exodus to Germany and after
their return to Poland. At Posadowo, I was assistant to Director Krzysztalowicz in
caring for the Janow Arabians.”

Dr. Skorkowski’s plan was to gather the Arabians of Seglawi type in one stud. He
carefully selected them, mostly greys, all of slightly greater size and with a distinctive
type and appearance. For this group, Klemensow in Lublin province (southeast
central Poland) was chosen, and 19 mares and the stallion Amurath Sahib arrived at
the stud on November 19, 1947. Other mares were added through 1951, others were
“sorted out,” and at the end of 1952, the stud consisted of 22 mares, most of them of
Seglawi type, along with a few Kuhailans. 

Much of the Klemensow stock descended from Slawuta Stud, the centuries-old stud
of the Sanguszko family in Volhynia. In December 1951, four years after Klemensow
was established, Ignacy Jaworowski was asked to manage Klemensow.

“The stables at Klemensow were well built, undamaged by the war,” Director
Jaworowski recalls, “and perfect black soil provided fodder. Rich meadows near the
Wieprz River provided excellent hay, we grew grass on an unused airfield, and we
developed new pastures. I still remember the very high price of carrots on which the
horses lived during the winter. The continental climate and the soil made the stud
similar to the famous Arabian studs of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in
Volhynia, Podole, and the Ukraine. Before World War II, the stud belonged to the
Zamoyski family, and the lovely family home situated in a parklike setting helped to
create what seemed a perfect setting for the stud for many years to come.”

In 1953, however, the decision was made to relocate the stud at Michalow in
Pinczow province, in south central Poland, an area known for the breeding of English
horses and production of horses for the Polish Cavalry. “Looking back, the decision to
relocate the stud was a right one, but at the time I found many reasons against the
move,” Director Jaworowski recalls. “Especially when one compared the beautiful
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“sorted out,” and at the end of 1952, the stud consisted of 22 mares, most of them of
Seglawi type, along with a few Kuhailans. 

Much of the Klemensow stock descended from Slawuta Stud, the centuries-old stud
of the Sanguszko family in Volhynia. In December 1951, four years after Klemensow
was established, Ignacy Jaworowski was asked to manage Klemensow.

“The stables at Klemensow were well built, undamaged by the war,” Director
Jaworowski recalls, “and perfect black soil provided fodder. Rich meadows near the
Wieprz River provided excellent hay, we grew grass on an unused airfield, and we
developed new pastures. I still remember the very high price of carrots on which the
horses lived during the winter. The continental climate and the soil made the stud
similar to the famous Arabian studs of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in
Volhynia, Podole, and the Ukraine. Before World War II, the stud belonged to the
Zamoyski family, and the lovely family home situated in a parklike setting helped to
create what seemed a perfect setting for the stud for many years to come.”

In 1953, however, the decision was made to relocate the stud at Michalow in
Pinczow province, in south central Poland, an area known for the breeding of English
horses and production of horses for the Polish Cavalry. “Looking back, the decision to
relocate the stud was a right one, but at the time I found many reasons against the
move,” Director Jaworowski recalls. “Especially when one compared the beautiful
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residence of one of the richest noble
families of Poland with the new site: a
former farmstead with grounds partly
divided among farmers, with no proper
lodging, stables, pastures, or trained staff.
But the worst problem of all was the
human relationships. The workers on the
farm were farmhands who had no
knowledge of work at a stud. They had to
be taught a sense of responsibility, of
discipline, and of systems of work. Only
one Klemensow staff member moved with
the horses, Andrzej Sabon who was
assigned to the leading stallions. 

“New staff members frequently
complained about the new work and the
new approach to work, and they found
eager listeners among officials at the
Committee PZPR and related institutions
interested in fostering an unfriendly attitude
toward stud managers who were not
members of the ‘party.’ For this reason, I was
imprisoned for a short time and was almost
forced to leave the stud. 

“In this difficult time, I had the support of
my wife Maria (who had worked at the
Krakow Institute of Zootechnology as an
associate of Dr. Skorkowski) and the help of
superiors in the Horse Breeding Department.
At that time, I was young, full of energy, very
well prepared for my job, both in theory and
practice.”

The Michalow site had its positives. The
annual level of precipitation and the climate
provide a longer growing period which allows
a longer grazing of pastures. The soil is rich
in limestone, which makes for dry summer
pastures, a factor that influences the quality
of tissue and the dry appearance of the Michalow
horses. The fertility of the pastures promotes
excellent development of good bone and general
condition of the horses.

Michalow had only one stable in 1953, so the
horses were kept in Nieprowice (a part of the
stud), valued for its picturesque and natural
pastures near the Nida River. A cowshed was
transformed to stables there while stallions and
broodmares were kept at the main stud. After two

years, the Nieprowice site was lost to the stud as it
became a cooperative farm. 

This loss meant that all the horses had to be
moved to Michalow itself. New stables were built,
using limestone from the Pinczow quarry about six
miles away. To provide pastures and hay, the stud
leased 50 hectares of meadows for hay production,
and Podlasie farm nearby was prepared for
youngsters by building a stable and creating 30
hectares of pastures. 

TOP:
Jerzy and
Urszula

Bialobok, staff
members at

Michalow, and
their son Emil.

BOTTOM:
Tadeusz Wojtal,
head trainer at

Michalow.
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“T
he 22 mares from Klemensow were not the best material to begin a
breeding program,” Director Jaworowski recalls. “But we were able to
slowly increase the number of broodmares as demand for the Michalow
horses grew and the farming area and the stabling expanded. With

added quantity, quality improved. There remained the best, the most typical
representatives of families, and the best breeders.” 

In the early 1950s, the tendency in all of Poland was to breed horses of strong bone
and frame as the Arabians were used for breeding half-Arabians, the basic horse of
transport and farming at that time. Because of this national need, matings were
sometimes made at the sacrifice of beauty and type. Thanks to the size and strength
of the Michalow mares, the stud was less subject to this trend. Eventually, the gradual
decrease in the use of horses for agricultural purposes brought about changes in
making breeding decisions. Beauty and type became of prime importance. 

Through the 40-plus years of his direction of Michalow, Director Jaworowski has
thoughtfully worked with the sire lines available to him in the 1950s and 1960s,
bringing to the 1990s the best that each had to offer. Amurath Sahib (35 Amurath II x
Sahiba by Nana Sahib), who represents the Bairactar sire line, probably had the
strongest influence on the Michalow herd in the early years. Amurath Sahib, a tall
horse with long neck, excellent topline and flat croup, long legs, and an expressive
face, is one of Director Jaworowski’s all-time favorites. His daughters were excellent
mothers — mares such as Adis Abeba, Darda, Daribba, Estokada, and *Gwadiana and,
at Albigowa State Stud, Balalajka, the dam of *Bask and Bandola. Amurath Sahib
blood crossed well with the lines of Skowronek, Bakszysz, and Kuhailan Haifi. Gwarny
(Amurath Sahib x Gwara by Wielki Szlem) was used at Michalow, as were his sons
Balon (x Ballada by Partner) and Argo (x Arba by Comet) and Argo’s son Falsyfikat (x
Fantastka by Palas). Gwarny’s son *Gedymin (x Gastronomia by Marabut) gave the
stud good horses, especially daughters who were good mothers, and good racers.

“Since we did not produce a chief sire from the Amurath-Sahib line, we got from
Tersk Stud (in former USSR), the bay stallion Tallin (Nabeg x Talantlivaia by Aswan),
a great-grandson of Amurath Sahib,” Director Jaworowski explains. “Tallin sired the
very promising colt *Wojslaw (x Wilejka by *El Paso) in 1986, whose offspring have
been very well received, especially in racing.”

THIS PAGE:
Director

Jaworowski
checking out
horses on his

daily rounds of
the stud.

FACING PAGE:
“Attending
foaling is 
one of the

most fulfilling
moments in my

professional
work.” 

—Director
Ignacy

Jaworowski.
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Sahiba by Nana Sahib), who represents the Bairactar sire line, probably had the
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face, is one of Director Jaworowski’s all-time favorites. His daughters were excellent
mothers — mares such as Adis Abeba, Darda, Daribba, Estokada, and *Gwadiana and,
at Albigowa State Stud, Balalajka, the dam of *Bask and Bandola. Amurath Sahib
blood crossed well with the lines of Skowronek, Bakszysz, and Kuhailan Haifi. Gwarny
(Amurath Sahib x Gwara by Wielki Szlem) was used at Michalow, as were his sons
Balon (x Ballada by Partner) and Argo (x Arba by Comet) and Argo’s son Falsyfikat (x
Fantastka by Palas). Gwarny’s son *Gedymin (x Gastronomia by Marabut) gave the
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“Since we did not produce a chief sire from the Amurath-Sahib line, we got from
Tersk Stud (in former USSR), the bay stallion Tallin (Nabeg x Talantlivaia by Aswan),
a great-grandson of Amurath Sahib,” Director Jaworowski explains. “Tallin sired the
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From the late 1950s, the makeup of the
Michalow breeding stock has been influenced by
the sire line of Ibrahim through his son
Skowronek, foaled at Antoniny Stud in Russian
Poland in 1909. Director Jaworowski notes the
influence: “The mares from the Skowronek line
are very Seglawi in type; they show beautiful heads
with broad foreheads, expressive eyes, and
concave profile; highly placed, moderately long
necks with a gentle swan arch.” 

*Naborr (Negatiw x Lagodna by Posejdon), who
is seven-eighths Polish in pedigree, the first of the
Skowronek line, came to Poland from Tersk Stud
and stood for six seasons (1957-1963). “*Naborr
gave us many perfect horses, especially daughters
who became the leading mares of the stud, mares
that are the dams and grandams of many show
winners,” Director Jaworowski recounts. “For
Michalow, *Naborr combined the Skowronek line
and the precious Seglawi type so characteristic of
Michalow Arabians; the cross of *Naborr on
daughters of Amurath Sahib and Miecznik gave
Michalow a golden cross.” 

The Skowronek grandson Negatiw came next to
Michalow. Like *Naborr’s, his dam line is Polish.
His dam Taraszcza (Enwer Bey x Gazella II by
Kohejlan) was foaled at Janow Podlaski and
confiscated by the Russians in their sweep through
Poland in 1939. At Tersk, Taraszcza was bred to
Naseem to produce Negatiw in 1945. Negatiw came
to Poland in 1962 and stood at Janow before
coming to Michalow in 1969. “Negatiw, like his son
*Naborr, sired Arabians of excellent Seglawi type
and he blended well with other bloodlines.
Negatiw, who was still breeding at age 28, gave us
great beauty and type through both sons and
daughters,” Director Jaworowski notes. “The
influence of *Naborr and Negatiw at Michalow is of
great and lasting significance. Their descendants
may be credited with many of the successes of
shows and sales for Michalow Stud.” 

Negatiw’s son *Bandos PASB (x Bandola by
Witraz) sired three sons used at Michalow.
Director Jaworowski recounts their contributions:
“*Eukaliptus (x Eunice by Comet) brings in the
pillars of the breed: Amurath Sahib, Comet,
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Fetysz, Witraz, and Enwer Bey. He
presents a lovely picture, with a
perfect head, beautiful, long,
almost deerlike neck; dry, very
correct limbs with quite good
movement. *Eukaliptus is capable
of siring horses of the highest type,
such as Emigrantka, Emanacja,
Passa, Emfaza, Esklawa and
others. Over the years, we have
learned to choose the proper
mares for him. His splendid
daughters were and still are the
embellishment of Polish and
European show rings, winning top
titles — two mares have become
European Champions — and
*Eukaliptus daughters generally
head up their classes at shows. In
summary, the progeny of
*Eukaliptus have made Michalow
famous during recent years.

“Eternit (x Etna by Faher) was
relatively the most harmonious
son of *Bandos, much like him in
type, but of bigger frame with a
good and highly placed neck,
round rump, with average
movement.” 

*P
epton (x Pemba by
Czort), the third son,
had a very good racing
career, Director

Jaworowski notes. “He is a very
strong horse with big frame, with a
long neck, imposing movement,
brave, and not over-sensitive. His
offspring show great determination
in racing.” 

The grey stallion Miecznik
(Fetysz x Koalicja by Koheilan IV),
foaled in 1931, continued the sire
line of Ilderim at Klemensow in the
late 1940s and early 1950s. He
provided an excellent example of the pure Seglawi Arabian type, presenting a refined
appearance, with a handsome head with broad forehead. His foals were gentle in
character, mostly handsome, but not gifted with racing ability. 
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(Fetysz x Koalicja by Koheilan IV),
foaled in 1931, continued the sire
line of Ilderim at Klemensow in the
late 1940s and early 1950s. He
provided an excellent example of the pure Seglawi Arabian type, presenting a refined
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FACING PAGE, FROM TOP:
*Eukaliptus (*Bandos PASB x Eunice by Comet);

Emigracja (Palas x Emisja by *Carycyn).
THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT:

Emigrantka (*Eukaliptus x Emigracja by Palas);
Emanacja (*Eukaliptus x Emigracja by Palas);
Esklawa (*Eukaliptus x Ekstaza by Celebes);
*Kawalkada (*Penitent x Kabala by Palas); 

Palba (*Penitent x Pliszka by Gwarny), 
photo by Zofia Raczkowska.
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A
quinor, Miecznik’s son out of the
Amurath Sahib daughter Amneris,
also provided a fine representation of
the pure Seglawi Arabian. In the years

1967-68, he sired excellent mares, such as
*Elkana (1972 U.S. National Champion Mare)
and Espada and the sons *Elkin (1972 U.S. and
Canadian National Champion Stallion), *Eleuzis
(1971 Canadian National Reserve Champion
Stallion), and Elf, who sired at Michalow
1969-1972.

*Eleuzis’s son Partner (x Parma by Aswan)
sired at Michalow for two seasons (1980-1981),
succeeded by his son *Fantastyk PASB (x *Faridaa
by *Bandos), a horse of good conformation and
movement. He sired Finlandia (x Familia by
Gwarny), a valued mare at Michalow until her
sale to the United States in 1996. 

The grey *Penitent (Partner x Penza by Faher),
who stood at Michalow for three seasons (1984-
1987) represented the third generation of the
Aquinor sire line at Michalow. “He has a good
body, remarkable movement, and beauty,” says
Director Jaworowski, “and he gave Michalow the
stallion *Eldon (inbred to Aquinor), 1991
European Champion Stallion and 1992 Polish
National Champion Stallion, and the excellent
mares *Kawalkada (1993 U.S. National Champion
Mare), Palba, and Empora. *Penitent’s daughter
Dracena (x Dysmisja by *Probat) won the 1992
Oaks and was recognized as the best mare of the
year at the track.”

In the Polish tradition of “refreshing the
blood,” the Polish breeders in 1974 brought in
the Tersk-bred stallion Palas (Aswan x Panel by
Nil), a representative of the Saklawi I line via
Nazeer. Director Jaworowski comments on the
contributions of Palas: “Although Palas was three-fourths Egyptian in pedigree, his
grandam Platina (Priboj x Taktika by Taki Pan) has the blood of the very pretty Polish
sire Piolun (Koheilan I x Dziewanna by Bakszysz) and the precious stallion Taki Pan
sired by Kaszmir and out of Dziwa, the most valued mare of the postwar period and
the dam of Ofir. Michalow retained 13 daughters; they present a picture of true
Arabian type, true Seglawis, with pretty Arabian heads, and a certain nobility.

“In the years 1976-1980 at Michalow, Palas sired his successor stallion *Endel
PASB, whose dam Elwira was by Elf and out of Estebna by *Naborr. *Endel stood at
Michalow in 1987-1988 and again after his return from lease in the United States.
*Endel represented quite good racing ability and his offspring proved good runners.
His daughters Eloranta and Zenobia were retained at the stud. 
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“Palas came to Michalow from Janow Podlaski
State Stud where he had sired well, so I knew what
to expect from him, and I learned that his best
crosses were with descendants of Skowronek and
Amurath Sahib,” Director Jaworowski continues.
“He sired excellent mares such as Emigracja,
Warozula, Wendeta, Elowka, Erwina, and Estancja,
all of whom proved to be excellent dams.
Particularly Emigracja, whose blood combined
magnificently with the blood of our horses and of
the Palas son *Endel.

“In summary, Palas blended magnificently with
the Michalow mares by contributing excellent
desert horse type through new blood — all without
spoiling the type of the Michalow stock. Another
representative of the Saklawi I line came through
Mamluk (Aswan x *Monogramma by Knippel) who
gave us the mare Walkiria (x Weczera by *Bandos).” 

A third connection with the Nazeer line came in
1995. Michalow made a joint decision with
Director Marek Trela of Janow Podlaski State Stud
to import the semen of *Sanadik El Shaklan (*El
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Shaklan x *Mohena by Hadban Enzahi), owned by Jay and Sigi Constanti of Om El
Arab. *Sanadik offered a mixture of Egyptian, German, and Spanish lines. “Just as
earlier Polish Arabian horse breeders imported desert-bred stallions from time to
time, we now import new blood through the high-tech process of collecting, freezing,
and shipping semen,” Director Jaworowski notes. “*Sanadik will help to emphasize a
desert type and the mare *Estopa, *Sanadik’s paternal grandam, offers the great
possibility that his offspring will be of the beautiful Seglawi type. Just as the use of
Palas has given good results in our program, we expect similar results from use of
*Sanadik. Only one mare — Etopka (*Eukaliptus x Etopa by Partner) — is in foal for
1997. This year, we will breed about 40 mares.”

From the Krzyzyk sire line, Michalow used the stallion *Piechur (Banat x *Pierzeja
by *Bandos), leased from his owner in the United States for a breeding season in the
early 1990s. “*Piechur is a tall horse, with a good trunk, perfect movement, and a fine
head, all of which he transmits to his offspring,” Director Jaworowski notes. “Thanks
to *Piechur, we have some model mares, such as Premiera, 1990 Polish National
Junior Champion Filly and Zaleta, 1991 Polish National Junior Reserve Champion
Filly. *Piechur daughters were retained at Michalow, all tall, nicely conformed, and
with perfect movement.” Michalow also used for two years the stallion Arbil (Banat x
Arba by Comet), of the Krzyzyk line, after Arbil sired at Janow Podlaski. “Arbil sired
predominantly bay horses with good motion,” says Director Jaworowski. 

T
he Kuhailan Afas line supplied Poland with one of the most beautiful old
style Arabians of the postwar years, says Director Jaworowski. “Comet
(Abu Afas x Carmen by Trypolis), foaled in 1953, was very correct, very
dry, of great heart girth and showed outstanding motion, particularly at the

trot. Comet sired at Michalow until the day of his death in 1964, giving us daughters
of the desired type. His daughters Warmia and Estonia demonstrated that Comet
could take a breeding program a step farther. In the 1960s, the stud used three Comet
sons: Badr Bedur (x Bint Munira by Wielki Szlem), *Bajdak (x Bajdara by Gabor), and
*Carycyn (x Cerekiew by Wielki Szlem), whose daughter Emisja (out of Espada by
Aquinor) became Polish National Champion Mare in 1984 and gave us a whole
generation of champions.

“Although Comet did not sire a future breeding stallion for Michalow, one of his
best sons, Pohaniec (x Plenta by *Naborr), was sold to Sweden where he became the
chief sire at Blommeröd Stud and sired *Probat (x Borexia by *Exelsjor). An exchange
of stallions was arranged so that *Probat could come to Poland for two seasons. He
sired 80 sons and daughters who prove how right this bold decision was. *Probat
always drew attention with his highly placed neck, very pretty head, and harmonious
body. The best proof of his value came when his offspring began winning junior
championships.” 

*Probat’s son *Fawor (x Fatma by Anarchista) was named 1983 Polish National
Junior Champion Colt and World and European Junior Champion Colt, and 1990
Polish National Champion Stallion, and his son *Enrilo (x Emisja by *Carycyn) was
used at the stud until his exportation to the United States. Other important sires by
*Probat are: Drabik (x *Draperia by *Gedymin); *Garnizon (x *Glownia by *El Paso),
1987 Polish National Champion Stallion; Wermut (x Warmia by Comet), a chief sire at
Kurozweki State Stud; *Gil (x *Gildia by *El Paso), a chief sire at Janow Podlaski. Of
the *Probat descendants, Michalow in 1990-1992 used the grey Pamir (x Parma by
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Shaklan x *Mohena by Hadban Enzahi), owned by Jay and Sigi Constanti of Om El
Arab. *Sanadik offered a mixture of Egyptian, German, and Spanish lines. “Just as
earlier Polish Arabian horse breeders imported desert-bred stallions from time to
time, we now import new blood through the high-tech process of collecting, freezing,
and shipping semen,” Director Jaworowski notes. “*Sanadik will help to emphasize a
desert type and the mare *Estopa, *Sanadik’s paternal grandam, offers the great
possibility that his offspring will be of the beautiful Seglawi type. Just as the use of
Palas has given good results in our program, we expect similar results from use of
*Sanadik. Only one mare — Etopka (*Eukaliptus x Etopa by Partner) — is in foal for
1997. This year, we will breed about 40 mares.”

From the Krzyzyk sire line, Michalow used the stallion *Piechur (Banat x *Pierzeja
by *Bandos), leased from his owner in the United States for a breeding season in the
early 1990s. “*Piechur is a tall horse, with a good trunk, perfect movement, and a fine
head, all of which he transmits to his offspring,” Director Jaworowski notes. “Thanks
to *Piechur, we have some model mares, such as Premiera, 1990 Polish National
Junior Champion Filly and Zaleta, 1991 Polish National Junior Reserve Champion
Filly. *Piechur daughters were retained at Michalow, all tall, nicely conformed, and
with perfect movement.” Michalow also used for two years the stallion Arbil (Banat x
Arba by Comet), of the Krzyzyk line, after Arbil sired at Janow Podlaski. “Arbil sired
predominantly bay horses with good motion,” says Director Jaworowski. 

T
he Kuhailan Afas line supplied Poland with one of the most beautiful old
style Arabians of the postwar years, says Director Jaworowski. “Comet
(Abu Afas x Carmen by Trypolis), foaled in 1953, was very correct, very
dry, of great heart girth and showed outstanding motion, particularly at the

trot. Comet sired at Michalow until the day of his death in 1964, giving us daughters
of the desired type. His daughters Warmia and Estonia demonstrated that Comet
could take a breeding program a step farther. In the 1960s, the stud used three Comet
sons: Badr Bedur (x Bint Munira by Wielki Szlem), *Bajdak (x Bajdara by Gabor), and
*Carycyn (x Cerekiew by Wielki Szlem), whose daughter Emisja (out of Espada by
Aquinor) became Polish National Champion Mare in 1984 and gave us a whole
generation of champions.

“Although Comet did not sire a future breeding stallion for Michalow, one of his
best sons, Pohaniec (x Plenta by *Naborr), was sold to Sweden where he became the
chief sire at Blommeröd Stud and sired *Probat (x Borexia by *Exelsjor). An exchange
of stallions was arranged so that *Probat could come to Poland for two seasons. He
sired 80 sons and daughters who prove how right this bold decision was. *Probat
always drew attention with his highly placed neck, very pretty head, and harmonious
body. The best proof of his value came when his offspring began winning junior
championships.” 

*Probat’s son *Fawor (x Fatma by Anarchista) was named 1983 Polish National
Junior Champion Colt and World and European Junior Champion Colt, and 1990
Polish National Champion Stallion, and his son *Enrilo (x Emisja by *Carycyn) was
used at the stud until his exportation to the United States. Other important sires by
*Probat are: Drabik (x *Draperia by *Gedymin); *Garnizon (x *Glownia by *El Paso),
1987 Polish National Champion Stallion; Wermut (x Warmia by Comet), a chief sire at
Kurozweki State Stud; *Gil (x *Gildia by *El Paso), a chief sire at Janow Podlaski. Of
the *Probat descendants, Michalow in 1990-1992 used the grey Pamir (x Parma by
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Aswan) and in 1991-1993 the chestnut Egon
(*Enrilo x Epopeja by Palas), his grandson. 

Through *Probat, the Comet sire line was
reinstated in Poland; 23 *Probat daughters and
four granddaughters created a genetic base for
Michalow. “Michalow bred 30 mares to *Probat the
first year and he consistently improved type,
beauty, and conformation (especially the body),”
says Director Jaworowski. “He blended well with
both Seglawi and Kuhailan types, always siring
pretty and correct offspring, particularly precious
broodmares.” 

From the sire line of Latif, Director Jaworowski
utilized the Tersk-bred stallion Pesennik (Kumir x
Pesnia by Aswan). “Pesennik did not improve
racing ability, but he sired three mares for the
stud, one of which, Kwesta (x Kabala by Palas),
was judged 1988 Polish National Junior Champion
Filly, and she is the dam of Kwestura (by
Monogramm), 1996 Polish National Junior
Champion Filly. 

The sire line of Kuhailan Haifi, the most valued
Kuhailan sire line in Poland, furnished several
important sires for Michalow. First, the stallion
Celebes (Witraz x Canaria by Trypolis), foaled in
1949 at Albigowa State Stud. “Celebes was a
perfect match for all Michalow mares, and his
daughters Ekstaza and Mitra became outstanding
in the stud,” Director Jaworowski notes. 

Other important sires of this line: *Deficyt
(*Algomej x *Dewiza by Negatiw), *Algomej
(Celebes x Algonkina by *Pietuszok), and *El Paso
(Czort x Ellora by Witraz) who gave Michalow
valuable offspring, the best daughters being out of
Warmia (by Comet), especially *Wizja and Wilejka,
dam of leading 1991 Polish National Champion
Stud *Wojslaw. 

“Because of the proven excellence of the
Kuhailan-Haifi line, we were attracted to the type,
beauty, and motion of Monogramm at shows at
Scottsdale and Louisville in the United States,”
Director Jaworowski recalls. “We felt he would
blend well with the Michalow mares and arranged
a lease, beginning with the 1993 breeding season,
from owners Bill and Meredith Bishop of
Sebastopol, California. In addition to his exotic
beauty and type, Monogramm presented excellent
movement, which he regularly transmitted to his

progeny. With Monogramm (Negatraz x
*Monogramma by Knippel), we are able to
perpetuate the Kuhailan-Haifi lines through
Witraz-*Bask-Negatraz, a line that consistently
gives excellent type and great beauty. We also hope
to see the influence of *Monogramma in the racing
ability of the Monogramm offspring. *Monogramma
(Knippel x Monopolia by Priboj) is of the highly
valued Mammona dam line, Mammona having
been foaled at Janow in 1939, confiscated by the
Russians as a weanling, and taken to Tersk Stud. 

TOP: The Tersk-bred stallion Palas (Aswan x Panel
by Nil), a Nazeer grandson, sired at Michalow in the

late 1970s and early 1980s, Finke photo
BOTTOM: The American-bred stallion Monogramm
(Negatraz x *Monogramma by Knippel), a *Bask

grandson, sired at Michalow 1993-1994.
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“The use of Monogramm will definitely have a positive influence on Arabian horse
type and will improve movement of coming generations of horses bred at Michalow.
From a number of promising colts, we will choose a progenitor of the line for
Michalow and for all Arabian horse breeding in Poland.”

The wisdom of the decision to acquire Monogramm was aptly demonstrated at the
1996 Polish National Show when the Monogramm offspring won one National
Championship and one Reserve. Of the top ten places in yearling fillies, seven were
Monogramms; of the top ten places in two-year-old fillies, six were Monogramms. At
the 1996 Polish Junior Arabian Horse Show held at Michalow, Monogramms won both
championships and both reserves. 

M
ichalow mare lines are an expression of Director Jaworowski’s
dedication to proving stock through generations of top tail female lines,
such as Milordka (a Slawuta mare, foaled at Slawuta about 1816), which
family is first in importance in the stud; Woloszka (a Slawuta mare foaled

about 1810); Ukrainka (a Slawuta mare foaled about 1815); Gazella, Mlecha, and
Sahara, the celebrated desert mares imported to Jarczowce Stud in 1845; Selma (an
Abbas Pasha-line mare, foaled in 1865, imported to Crabbet in 1891); and Semrie (a
Syrian-bred mare imported to Babolna in 1902).

Director Jaworowski puts a special value on the contributions of Estokada
(Amurath Sahib x Saga), her granddaughters Espada (Aquinor x Eskapada), Wilejka
(*El Paso x Warmia), Estebna (*Naborr x Estokada), Warmia (Comet x Wadera),
Zazula (Negatiw x Zlota Iwa), and *Wizja (*El Paso x Warmia by Comet).

In Polish racing, Michalow Arabians have won the Derby eight times and the Oaks
14 times. “In recent years, we have experienced a greater demand for racehorses,
since they can win prizes and help to pay costs of training,” says Director Jaworowski.
“For this market, we have used stallions who have enjoyed successful racing careers,
such as *Piechur, *Europejczyk, and Pamir. Michalow winners at the track bring me
great satisfaction. For example, our Derby-winning mare Dalida (*Probat x *Draperia
by *Gedymin) and her son Druid (by *Wojslaw), ‘Horse of the Year’ in 1996; and our
stallion Gepard (Pamir x Giza by *Pepton), who won the Derby in 1995, beat the
track record for that distance (3,000m) and was named 1995 ‘Horse of the Year.’
Michalow breeding stock is selected after horses return from the track. If a horse
doesn’t meet the needs of our program, we send it off to train for endurance
competition or offer it for sale.” 

At the Polish National Show (1979-1996), Michalow Arabians have won 24 National
Championships and 27 Reserves. “The 1996 show year was the best ever for
Michalow, through the winning of the female Junior and Senior National
Championships and Reserves in those same championships,” says Director
Jaworowski. “The reasons for the wins: a wide selection of stock with beauty, type and
splendid motion from which show entries might be chosen, excellent preparation of
horses for their show, their fine presentation at the show. We especially value the
success of the young stock as they represent the future of the stud, among them the
yearlings and two year olds, the get of Monogramm and other sires.”

The Michalow show successes range far beyond the show grounds at Janow
Podlaski and Michalow. In 1995 and 1996 alone, Michalow-bred horses collected
championships and reserves in France, England, Germany, Belgium, Sweden,
Hungary, Norway, and the United States. “The horses that have made me the very
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“The use of Monogramm will definitely have a positive influence on Arabian horse
type and will improve movement of coming generations of horses bred at Michalow.
From a number of promising colts, we will choose a progenitor of the line for
Michalow and for all Arabian horse breeding in Poland.”

The wisdom of the decision to acquire Monogramm was aptly demonstrated at the
1996 Polish National Show when the Monogramm offspring won one National
Championship and one Reserve. Of the top ten places in yearling fillies, seven were
Monogramms; of the top ten places in two-year-old fillies, six were Monogramms. At
the 1996 Polish Junior Arabian Horse Show held at Michalow, Monogramms won both
championships and both reserves. 

M
ichalow mare lines are an expression of Director Jaworowski’s
dedication to proving stock through generations of top tail female lines,
such as Milordka (a Slawuta mare, foaled at Slawuta about 1816), which
family is first in importance in the stud; Woloszka (a Slawuta mare foaled

about 1810); Ukrainka (a Slawuta mare foaled about 1815); Gazella, Mlecha, and
Sahara, the celebrated desert mares imported to Jarczowce Stud in 1845; Selma (an
Abbas Pasha-line mare, foaled in 1865, imported to Crabbet in 1891); and Semrie (a
Syrian-bred mare imported to Babolna in 1902).

Director Jaworowski puts a special value on the contributions of Estokada
(Amurath Sahib x Saga), her granddaughters Espada (Aquinor x Eskapada), Wilejka
(*El Paso x Warmia), Estebna (*Naborr x Estokada), Warmia (Comet x Wadera),
Zazula (Negatiw x Zlota Iwa), and *Wizja (*El Paso x Warmia by Comet).

In Polish racing, Michalow Arabians have won the Derby eight times and the Oaks
14 times. “In recent years, we have experienced a greater demand for racehorses,
since they can win prizes and help to pay costs of training,” says Director Jaworowski.
“For this market, we have used stallions who have enjoyed successful racing careers,
such as *Piechur, *Europejczyk, and Pamir. Michalow winners at the track bring me
great satisfaction. For example, our Derby-winning mare Dalida (*Probat x *Draperia
by *Gedymin) and her son Druid (by *Wojslaw), ‘Horse of the Year’ in 1996; and our
stallion Gepard (Pamir x Giza by *Pepton), who won the Derby in 1995, beat the
track record for that distance (3,000m) and was named 1995 ‘Horse of the Year.’
Michalow breeding stock is selected after horses return from the track. If a horse
doesn’t meet the needs of our program, we send it off to train for endurance
competition or offer it for sale.” 

At the Polish National Show (1979-1996), Michalow Arabians have won 24 National
Championships and 27 Reserves. “The 1996 show year was the best ever for
Michalow, through the winning of the female Junior and Senior National
Championships and Reserves in those same championships,” says Director
Jaworowski. “The reasons for the wins: a wide selection of stock with beauty, type and
splendid motion from which show entries might be chosen, excellent preparation of
horses for their show, their fine presentation at the show. We especially value the
success of the young stock as they represent the future of the stud, among them the
yearlings and two year olds, the get of Monogramm and other sires.”

The Michalow show successes range far beyond the show grounds at Janow
Podlaski and Michalow. In 1995 and 1996 alone, Michalow-bred horses collected
championships and reserves in France, England, Germany, Belgium, Sweden,
Hungary, Norway, and the United States. “The horses that have made me the very
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happiest are the European Champions, such as
Estebna, Emigrantka, *Eldon, and Esklawa,  and
my U.S. National Champions in halter: *Dornaba,
*Elkana, *Wizja, *Kawalkada, and *Aramus,”
Director Jaworowski notes.

The first Michalow-bred Arabians (*Ardahan,
*Fortunka, *Halali Skylark, *Ostroga, *Gawra, and
*Muzulmanin) came to the United States in 1961.
Since then, about 550 more have arrived, among
them the celebrated National Champion mares
*Dornaba, *Elkana, *Kawalkada, *Wizja, and the
National Champion Stallion *Aramus. (Three of
the five also have National wins in performance.)
In 1963, Director Jaworowski was selected as the
horse breeding specialist to accompany a shipment
of horses to the United States — the shipment that
included the stallions *Bask, *Naborr, and
*Bajram in a very rough and long voyage. After
delivering the horses, Jaworowski spent about ten
days visiting American breeding farms, came
back in 1978 to participate in Scottsdale week
events, and has returned often since. 

Early on (by 1965), Michalow established the
merit of the stud as a source of beauty and type
in Arabians, having marketed 27 stallions and 50
mares to Canada, Egypt, England, Germany,
France, Holland, Sweden, and the United States.
From 1955, when the first Michalow horses were
sold, through 1993, 652 Arabians (133 stallions,

393 mares, and 126 geldings) were exported, plus
horses were transferred to Kurozweki and Bialka
State Studs when they were developed. 

“Michalow Arabians have brought high prices at
all the auctions at Janow Podlaski, which means
that our operation has been a financially rewarding
business. Due to our strong financial position, we
haven’t needed to change our breeding or
marketing programs. (We did change our
marketing firm from the state-operated Animex to
the privately operated Polish Prestige.) Beyond the
auctions, we try to take part in the Polish and
European championships each year. Winning
championships is the best type of advertising and
marketing for the stud, the effort that brings the
best results. Additionally, we’ve introduced an
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annual junior show for Polish-bred youngsters. The
showing gives Michalow the chance to compare
and challenge the breeding programs of other
Polish studs and of  international breeding
programs.”

After 46 years of working with the Michalow
Arabians, Director  Jaworowski views as his
greatest accomplishment the bringing of the stud
to its present high-level position in the breed, a
goal to which he has worked from the first day he
took charge of the stud.

Director Jaworowski reviews the breeding
principles that brought Michalow to its present
state of respect and admiration for its stock:
“Consistent administration of all the Polish state
studs; cooperation among the state studs, for
example, the exchanging of leading sires; biannual
review of stock at each stud; and, perhaps most
important, a consistency of goals of the Polish
breeders. 

“One of the most gratifying aspects of directing
Michalow is the excellent cooperation with the

other studs and the support of the personnel of the
Ministry of Agriculture who accept my ideas of
breeding and the future plans for the stud without
reservation.” 

Director Jaworowski, at the shows and at the
stud, presents a picture of quiet wisdom,
Continental charm, a gentility born of a lifetime
association with work he clearly loves, and
modesty in his successes. In Poland, Director
Jaworowski is often quoted: “In order to breed
good horses, you must love them like women.”
(Poles will tell you that expression doesn’t
translate well into English and fails to convey
Director Jaworowski’s genuine loving feelings for
women and horses.) He explains: “The passion and
feelings of love for horses are qualities you’re born
with, traits you inherit. My father and my mother’s
father bred horses. From my earliest years, my
passion for horses was intensified by spending
time with them and getting to know them. It’s true:
Without being a true lover of the beauty of women,
one cannot appreciate the beauty of horses.”

STADNINA KONI MICHALÓW
28 -411  M icha low  k /P inczówa  Po l and

Te l ephone :  +48 -49 -573091  •  Fax :  +48 -49 -575520
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annual junior show for Polish-bred youngsters. The
showing gives Michalow the chance to compare
and challenge the breeding programs of other
Polish studs and of  international breeding
programs.”

After 46 years of working with the Michalow
Arabians, Director  Jaworowski views as his
greatest accomplishment the bringing of the stud
to its present high-level position in the breed, a
goal to which he has worked from the first day he
took charge of the stud.

Director Jaworowski reviews the breeding
principles that brought Michalow to its present
state of respect and admiration for its stock:
“Consistent administration of all the Polish state
studs; cooperation among the state studs, for
example, the exchanging of leading sires; biannual
review of stock at each stud; and, perhaps most
important, a consistency of goals of the Polish
breeders. 

“One of the most gratifying aspects of directing
Michalow is the excellent cooperation with the

other studs and the support of the personnel of the
Ministry of Agriculture who accept my ideas of
breeding and the future plans for the stud without
reservation.” 

Director Jaworowski, at the shows and at the
stud, presents a picture of quiet wisdom,
Continental charm, a gentility born of a lifetime
association with work he clearly loves, and
modesty in his successes. In Poland, Director
Jaworowski is often quoted: “In order to breed
good horses, you must love them like women.”
(Poles will tell you that expression doesn’t
translate well into English and fails to convey
Director Jaworowski’s genuine loving feelings for
women and horses.) He explains: “The passion and
feelings of love for horses are qualities you’re born
with, traits you inherit. My father and my mother’s
father bred horses. From my earliest years, my
passion for horses was intensified by spending
time with them and getting to know them. It’s true:
Without being a true lover of the beauty of women,
one cannot appreciate the beauty of horses.”

STADNINA KONI MICHALÓW
28 -411  M icha low  k /P inczówa  Po l and
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“I
’VE ALWAYS KNOWN ONE THING about this
breeding business,” says Sheila Varian.
“That the best way to travel down the
road is to take a path right square in

the middle and avoid the twists and turns as
best you can.” Sheila speaks from the wisdom
of her 45 years of ownership of Arabians and
her 38 years of breeding Arabians — years in
which she’s skillfully negotiated that road,
handily avoiding the ruts and bumps. 

Through the application of that approach,
Sheila has gained renown as the consistent
breeder of the “beautiful athlete,” an Arabian
that can do most anything and look beautiful
doing it. Along with that distinction, she’s bred
scores of National winners and bred three of
the four sires in the only four-generation chain
of Arabian Horse World Sires of Significance.
Sheila’s walked a deliberate path to these
honors — “right square down the middle of
the road.” 

Sheila — the typical “Daddy, I want a horse.
I want a horse, Daddy” girl — got her first
horse when she was eight, her first saddle when
she was twelve. In the interim, Judy, a Morgan-
Percheron cross, was mounted by Sheila’s
hooking a bare big toe in the indentation above
Judy’s knee and shinnying up her leg. Sheila,
Judy, and Perky (Sheila’s dog who rode behind
her) jogged hundreds of happy miles together
near their home on California’s central coast. 

Then in 1952 came Farlotta (*Lotnik x Farza
by Sahar), Sheila’s first Arabian. Frightened,
belligerent, thin, and wormy, but nothing
mattered to Sheila except that the mare was
hers. “I ate my dinner in her manger,

I dreamed in the sun lying stretched out on her
back, earned her trust, finished her in a spade
bit, won western and stock horse
championships with her, considered her my
best friend, and held her in my arms when she
died at age seven.”

Ronteza (*Witez II x Ronna by Faronek)
gave Sheila a new window on the world. At the
Cow Palace in San Francisco, the two notched
three firsts: the first Arabian, the first female
rider, and the first amateur rider to “win the
world” — the Open Stock Horse Stakes against
all breeds. 

In 1959, the now-legendary Sheila and Bay-
Abi (Errabi x Angyl by *Raseyn) encounter
occurred at an Arabian horse club auction at
the Cow Palace. “I knew from the moment I
saw him that this was what I was looking for in
the way of a breeding stallion,” Sheila recalls.
“Wonderful face and ears. Three equal circles
for his shoulders, barrel, and hips. A long tail
dock, his tail carried straight and high.
Excellent feet. An inquisitive expression that I
see everywhere today. 

“Because our first two mares Farlotta and
Ronteza were sired by Polish stallions, we
became interested in the Polish bloodlines and
found them in Bay-Abi. Early on, we
recognized that Skowronek was Polish and we
shouted that fact to the world. No one listened,
it seemed, because the thinking of the day was
that Skowronek became an English horse the
minute he walked through the gates of Crabbet
Park. Bay-Abi’s maternal grandsire *Raseyn
was a Skowronek son and his maternal
grandam was foaled in Poland. 

B Y  M A R Y  J A N E  P A R K I N S O N
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“I
’VE ALWAYS KNOWN ONE THING about this
breeding business,” says Sheila Varian.
“That the best way to travel down the
road is to take a path right square in

the middle and avoid the twists and turns as
best you can.” Sheila speaks from the wisdom
of her 45 years of ownership of Arabians and
her 38 years of breeding Arabians — years in
which she’s skillfully negotiated that road,
handily avoiding the ruts and bumps. 

Through the application of that approach,
Sheila has gained renown as the consistent
breeder of the “beautiful athlete,” an Arabian
that can do most anything and look beautiful
doing it. Along with that distinction, she’s bred
scores of National winners and bred three of
the four sires in the only four-generation chain
of Arabian Horse World Sires of Significance.
Sheila’s walked a deliberate path to these
honors — “right square down the middle of
the road.” 

Sheila — the typical “Daddy, I want a horse.
I want a horse, Daddy” girl — got her first
horse when she was eight, her first saddle when
she was twelve. In the interim, Judy, a Morgan-
Percheron cross, was mounted by Sheila’s
hooking a bare big toe in the indentation above
Judy’s knee and shinnying up her leg. Sheila,
Judy, and Perky (Sheila’s dog who rode behind
her) jogged hundreds of happy miles together
near their home on California’s central coast. 

Then in 1952 came Farlotta (*Lotnik x Farza
by Sahar), Sheila’s first Arabian. Frightened,
belligerent, thin, and wormy, but nothing
mattered to Sheila except that the mare was
hers. “I ate my dinner in her manger,

I dreamed in the sun lying stretched out on her
back, earned her trust, finished her in a spade
bit, won western and stock horse
championships with her, considered her my
best friend, and held her in my arms when she
died at age seven.”

Ronteza (*Witez II x Ronna by Faronek)
gave Sheila a new window on the world. At the
Cow Palace in San Francisco, the two notched
three firsts: the first Arabian, the first female
rider, and the first amateur rider to “win the
world” — the Open Stock Horse Stakes against
all breeds. 

In 1959, the now-legendary Sheila and Bay-
Abi (Errabi x Angyl by *Raseyn) encounter
occurred at an Arabian horse club auction at
the Cow Palace. “I knew from the moment I
saw him that this was what I was looking for in
the way of a breeding stallion,” Sheila recalls.
“Wonderful face and ears. Three equal circles
for his shoulders, barrel, and hips. A long tail
dock, his tail carried straight and high.
Excellent feet. An inquisitive expression that I
see everywhere today. 

“Because our first two mares Farlotta and
Ronteza were sired by Polish stallions, we
became interested in the Polish bloodlines and
found them in Bay-Abi. Early on, we
recognized that Skowronek was Polish and we
shouted that fact to the world. No one listened,
it seemed, because the thinking of the day was
that Skowronek became an English horse the
minute he walked through the gates of Crabbet
Park. Bay-Abi’s maternal grandsire *Raseyn
was a Skowronek son and his maternal
grandam was foaled in Poland. 
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PHOTO ON FIRST PAGE: Desperado V (Huckleberry Bey x Daraska);
THIS PAGE FROM TOP RIGHT: Farlotta (*Lotnik x Farza) and Sheila
Varian (at age 15) working cows at a neighbor’s ranch; Sheila

Varian and Ronteza (*Witez II x Ronna) circling a cow at Salinas,
California; Sheila and Bay-Event (Bay-Abi x Ronteza), 1971 and
1976 U.S. National Champion Reining; Bay-Abi (Errabi x Angyl),

and Sheila trail-riding near home with their friend Mingo.
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“B
AY-ABI was everything I ever hoped
for. He was bright, beautiful,
intelligent, and conformationally
correct. All the attributes I wanted,

and I did everything with him: halter, English
pleasure, western pleasure, worked cattle (and
worked him hard) at a neighboring ranch, and
ponied the colts. 

Sheila’s parents, Eric and Wenonah Varian,
recognized their daughter’s abiding interest and
her budding talent as a trainer and they trusted
much of her thinking about horses. “They put
themselves totally on the line for me,” Sheila
acknowledges. “My father did all the building
and maintenance on our small ranch and my
mother’s joy came from researching bloodlines
and pedigrees. We went everywhere — to shows
and breeding farms — with our studbooks,
although we had pretty much memorized them.
The Arabian business was much smaller then
and by the time I was 21 or 22, I had a
photographic knowledge of most of the early
horses.

“Much as I loved the Arabian breed, much of
my horse education came from very capable
horse people who were only concerned about
whether a horse was a good horse, not what
breed it was or the illustrious horses in its
pedigree. We looked for good legs, correct
layback of shoulder, beauty, and a good
attitude, factors that would help that horse
riding the range, working cattle, winning the
stock horse class at the Cow Palace, or siring
beautiful foals.”

By 1960, Varian Arabians (the name decided
upon in 1956 after long and lively family
discussions) had acquired several more mares,
Ronteza and Sheila had made their statement
at the Cow Palace, and Bay-Abi was growing

TOP: Sheila and Bay El Bey (Bay-Abi x *Naganka),
1977 Canadian National Champion Stallion, and sire of

a dynasty of sons; BOTTOM: Mikado (Bay-Abi x
*Naganka), 1971 U.S. National Champion Park.

“He was a huge trotting horse and a lot of fun to ride
around the ranch,” notes Sheila.
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“B
AY-ABI was everything I ever hoped
for. He was bright, beautiful,
intelligent, and conformationally
correct. All the attributes I wanted,

and I did everything with him: halter, English
pleasure, western pleasure, worked cattle (and
worked him hard) at a neighboring ranch, and
ponied the colts. 

Sheila’s parents, Eric and Wenonah Varian,
recognized their daughter’s abiding interest and
her budding talent as a trainer and they trusted
much of her thinking about horses. “They put
themselves totally on the line for me,” Sheila
acknowledges. “My father did all the building
and maintenance on our small ranch and my
mother’s joy came from researching bloodlines
and pedigrees. We went everywhere — to shows
and breeding farms — with our studbooks,
although we had pretty much memorized them.
The Arabian business was much smaller then
and by the time I was 21 or 22, I had a
photographic knowledge of most of the early
horses.

“Much as I loved the Arabian breed, much of
my horse education came from very capable
horse people who were only concerned about
whether a horse was a good horse, not what
breed it was or the illustrious horses in its
pedigree. We looked for good legs, correct
layback of shoulder, beauty, and a good
attitude, factors that would help that horse
riding the range, working cattle, winning the
stock horse class at the Cow Palace, or siring
beautiful foals.”

By 1960, Varian Arabians (the name decided
upon in 1956 after long and lively family
discussions) had acquired several more mares,
Ronteza and Sheila had made their statement
at the Cow Palace, and Bay-Abi was growing

TOP: Sheila and Bay El Bey (Bay-Abi x *Naganka),
1977 Canadian National Champion Stallion, and sire of

a dynasty of sons; BOTTOM: Mikado (Bay-Abi x
*Naganka), 1971 U.S. National Champion Park.

“He was a huge trotting horse and a lot of fun to ride
around the ranch,” notes Sheila.
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into a beautiful three-year-old. Sheila had
finished college and was teaching school, all
spare moments devoted to the horses. 

The Varians knew what they wanted to
produce. Getting there was another question.
To this end, Wenonah Varian wrote to Patricia
Lindsay of Stockings Farm in England, who,
working with Gladys Brown Edwards in
California, had created what they called the
Threadbare Import Company, a mail-order
service, in effect, for importing horses from
Poland.

Mrs. Varian wrote:

“Dear Miss Lindsay: We have a small farm in
Arroyo Grande, California, and understand
you travel to Poland and are familiar with the
country and the horses there. My daughter’s
interests are in breeding, training, and
showing. We desire to breed beautiful athletes.
Looking forward to hearing from you.”

“I enjoyed your letter,” came the reply from
Miss Lindsay. “Your program sounds very
interesting. Yes, I do speak Polish and am
familiar with the country and the horses. I’ll be
traveling to Poland this spring, and although I
haven’t purchased horses for other people often,
I’d be glad to help you if I can. My charges
would be $50.00 per horse. I hope you find this
acceptable. Looking forward to meeting you
one day.”

I
N POLAND, Miss Lindsay first found
*Ostroga (Duch x Orda by Omar II), a
1956 bay mare, at Michalow Stud; then
*Naganka (Bad Afas x Najada by Fetysz),

a 1952 grey in foal to *El Mudir, bred by Nowy
Dwor Stud. Miss Lindsay relates the delightful
account of her discovery of *Naganka:

“I paid a visit to Mr. Joszef Tyszkowski, the
director of Nowy Dwor Stud, which was being
disbanded and the director retired, much to his
disgust. I found a few excellent horses left for
sale. Near a small stable at the stud, I studied
an elderly mare with foal at foot, when
suddenly a big grey mare, holding herself like a
rather angry aristocrat, jumped out of her stall
and out over the end door of the barn (a good
four-foot-high door) and came charging after
the mare and foal, tail held high, at a spanking
trot, as if determined to catch my eye. ‘Take
me. Take me,’ she seemed to say. I immediately
thought of the Varians and their performance
horses, so I wrote to Wenonah: ‘This mare
*Naganka is a flamenco dancer. I think you
should have her.’

“Earlier, I’d found the gorgeous *Bachantka
(Wielki Szlem x Balalajka by Amurath Sahib),
a 1957 grey foaled at Albigowa Stud. This one I
desperately wanted for myself. She had not
been for sale previously, but by then I had too
many horses, so I was thrilled to acquire her for
the Varians, where I knew she would be
appreciated.” And so the Varians purchased
three mares, not just one as they had originally
planned.

“The level of anticipation and excitement for
the family was off the scale,” Sheila remembers.
“As the mares were en route, I dreamed about
them almost every night. I dreamed they had
ears like donkeys, that they didn’t even live up
to the quality of the snapshots from which we
made our choices. 

“Then at 7:00 a.m. on December 9, 1961, the
three stepped onto the Varian ranch. By that
time they’d had six weeks of constant moving
and changes of feed — four weeks on a boat
and two weeks on a van from New York.
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A bedraggled lot, tired little souls. Not only
were they physically in disrepair, but
emotionally and mentally as well. But thin and
tired as they were, they were beautiful, and we
were ecstatic. All the doubts and concerns were
erased. They were the Arabians we had been
looking for.” Considering going prices for
foundation stock, even in 1961, the Varians
may have acquired the bargain of the century:
$2,600 for the three-mare package. 

T
HE FOLLOWING YEAR, Sheila recalls, she
got a “lot of guff” from other breeders
when she bred the three mares to
Bay-Abi, rather than breeding them to

a straight Polish stallion. “Every third year, I
bred the Polish mares to Polish stallions for
seed stock; however the resulting foals from the
cross to Bay-Abi were far superior so I
abandoned that practice and totally
concentrated on the cross of Bay-Abi on the
Polish mares. Much to the consternation of the
American pure Polish faction. The only
exception being Balalinka (*Bask x
*Bachantka), whom I kept as a broodmare.
After the importation of *Bask in 1963 and the
greater popularity of Polish blood, you were
considered to be bastardizing the breed if you
didn’t breed pure Polish.” 

Sheila spent much time in the spring and
early summer of 1962 convincing Bay-Abi he
was the most beautiful horse on earth. He’d
already gone champion stallion at a Cow Palace
show, and the U.S. Nationals classes (stallions
and mares only) at Estes Park, Colorado,
beckoned. Sheila remembers: “Soon Bay
responded to my voice, ‘Pretty boy, Bay. Pretty
boy,’ and he would bounce around and show his
sparkle, and ‘Okay, Bay, go to sleep,’ and he’d

completely relax. An ability that would serve
him well. So my mother and I packed up our
two-horse trailer and Bay-Abi and *Bachantka
(who placed second in the regular show) and
went chugging over the Rockies, overheating
our truck much of the time. 

“At Estes Park, we were not considered
contenders by the other owners. No one knew
of Varian Arabians at Arroyo Grande,
California, or of Bay-Abi. I knew ahead of time
how the class would be presented: no
preliminary cuts and 45 stallions all together in
the ring for the National Championship…for
four and one-half hours. By the end of the class
most of the horses were exhausted and nearly
asleep. Not Bay-Abi. He huffed and puffed and
snorted, or went to sleep, on voice command.
Looked great the whole time. The judges
thought so too. He was the unanimous U.S.
National Champion Stallion.”

In spite of the Varians’ geographic isolation
and limited showing, the word of the Polish
mares did get to the Arabian horse community.
Late in 1962, Minnesota breeder Daniel C.
Gainey wrote, in part, to fellow breeder Burr
Betts: “That grey mare Sheila Varian had at
Estes is about as good as I have ever seen, in
spite of her big ears and rather long head. She
has another Polish mare at her place, which is
supposed to be equally good. The reports are
that Miss Varian would not think of selling
either of these mares. Is there a chance that
she will have equally good foals from them that
one might buy? You could find out about this
better than I because you know her personally.
Also — and this is quite important — would she
mind letting you know where she bought these
mares? Are there others available at the same
source or elsewhere in Poland?” 
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A bedraggled lot, tired little souls. Not only
were they physically in disrepair, but
emotionally and mentally as well. But thin and
tired as they were, they were beautiful, and we
were ecstatic. All the doubts and concerns were
erased. They were the Arabians we had been
looking for.” Considering going prices for
foundation stock, even in 1961, the Varians
may have acquired the bargain of the century:
$2,600 for the three-mare package. 

T
HE FOLLOWING YEAR, Sheila recalls, she
got a “lot of guff” from other breeders
when she bred the three mares to
Bay-Abi, rather than breeding them to

a straight Polish stallion. “Every third year, I
bred the Polish mares to Polish stallions for
seed stock; however the resulting foals from the
cross to Bay-Abi were far superior so I
abandoned that practice and totally
concentrated on the cross of Bay-Abi on the
Polish mares. Much to the consternation of the
American pure Polish faction. The only
exception being Balalinka (*Bask x
*Bachantka), whom I kept as a broodmare.
After the importation of *Bask in 1963 and the
greater popularity of Polish blood, you were
considered to be bastardizing the breed if you
didn’t breed pure Polish.” 

Sheila spent much time in the spring and
early summer of 1962 convincing Bay-Abi he
was the most beautiful horse on earth. He’d
already gone champion stallion at a Cow Palace
show, and the U.S. Nationals classes (stallions
and mares only) at Estes Park, Colorado,
beckoned. Sheila remembers: “Soon Bay
responded to my voice, ‘Pretty boy, Bay. Pretty
boy,’ and he would bounce around and show his
sparkle, and ‘Okay, Bay, go to sleep,’ and he’d

completely relax. An ability that would serve
him well. So my mother and I packed up our
two-horse trailer and Bay-Abi and *Bachantka
(who placed second in the regular show) and
went chugging over the Rockies, overheating
our truck much of the time. 

“At Estes Park, we were not considered
contenders by the other owners. No one knew
of Varian Arabians at Arroyo Grande,
California, or of Bay-Abi. I knew ahead of time
how the class would be presented: no
preliminary cuts and 45 stallions all together in
the ring for the National Championship…for
four and one-half hours. By the end of the class
most of the horses were exhausted and nearly
asleep. Not Bay-Abi. He huffed and puffed and
snorted, or went to sleep, on voice command.
Looked great the whole time. The judges
thought so too. He was the unanimous U.S.
National Champion Stallion.”

In spite of the Varians’ geographic isolation
and limited showing, the word of the Polish
mares did get to the Arabian horse community.
Late in 1962, Minnesota breeder Daniel C.
Gainey wrote, in part, to fellow breeder Burr
Betts: “That grey mare Sheila Varian had at
Estes is about as good as I have ever seen, in
spite of her big ears and rather long head. She
has another Polish mare at her place, which is
supposed to be equally good. The reports are
that Miss Varian would not think of selling
either of these mares. Is there a chance that
she will have equally good foals from them that
one might buy? You could find out about this
better than I because you know her personally.
Also — and this is quite important — would she
mind letting you know where she bought these
mares? Are there others available at the same
source or elsewhere in Poland?” 
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“At that time, I was buying three-day-old
bread, living in a house with no curtains and
no linoleum on the cement floor. Quite
happily, of course,” Sheila remembers. “No
amount of money would have convinced me to
sell my mares. I knew they were the key to
future success of our breeding program.” 

In 1969, Sheila got acquainted with a bright
new bay colt in Southern California and leased
him for his first breeding season. Khemosabi
(Amerigo x Jurneeka by Fadjur) sired three
daughters for Sheila — Khema (x *Ostroga),
Moska (x Baychatka, *Bachantka’s daughter by
Bay-Abi), and Bay-Sabha (x Bay-Cinda by Bay-
Abi) — who almost functioned as later echelon
foundation mares. Plus the stallion Kaiyoum (x
Bayanka, a full sister to Baychatka). “Just a
good horse, always has been a good horse,”
says Sheila of Khemo. “His daughters are
wonderful producers.”

A
1973 MARE SHOPPING VENTURE took
Sheila to Sweden, where she
purchased six mares and the
stallions *Essaul (Comet x Ela by

Miecznik) and *Enos (Witraz x *Enorme by
Trypolis), all pure Polish in pedigree; wrote her
own export papers, with the help of an
American seasoned in such matters; loaded
them on a transport plane, flew to London
with them, where she adamantly forbade
airline personnel to add an elephant to the
livestock on board; dealt with routine import
technicalities in New York and a mare’s colic
over the Rockies; and delivered them all
safely to their new home. All became useful
breeding stock. 

The Varian breeding plan was set. “I didn’t
wed my stallions to a fad,” Sheila reported in

1982 although that was difficult at the time.
“I’ve always tried to take the best stallion and
breed it to the best mare for the purposes I
had in mind. I have had a deep fondness for
the Arabians from Poland — however I
recognize that all Arabians came from the
desert originally so quality is more important
than origin.” The cross of Bay-Abi on the
Polish mares never failed. Bay-Abi never
failed, in fact; every Bay-Abi offspring Sheila
took to the National level went Top Ten or
better. Ronteza, who must also be considered
a foundation mare, was bred to Bay-Abi nine
times, producing three National winners
by him. 

“We learned over the years that *Naganka’s
strength was obviously through the male line,
*Bachantka’s through the female line, and
*Ostroga’s through her ability to produce trot,”
Sheila recounts. “We are now in the seventh
generation from *Bachantka in tail female and
every one a great mare. These strengths make
for strong pedigrees and they lend
dependability to the breeding decisions. We
now have a built-in predictability. We don’t get
culls. We get some horses that are better than
others, but I just haven’t gotten a cull in years.
It takes a long time to reach that state, and it
didn’t just happen accidentally.”

*Naganka’s 1969 colt by Bay-Abi gave the
Varian program a sizable boost in
predictability. Bay El Bey, a colt with a destiny
to be a National Champion Stallion, shone in
the show arena, but his forte was as a breeding
stallion. Long a leading sire of major U.S.
shows and sire of a dynasty of males that
consistently bring in similar honors, he is
particularly well known for his sons and is
referred to as “the king maker,” notes Sheila.
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I
N 1976, Bay El Bay’s son Huckleberry Bey
(x Taffona by Raffon) was foaled — a
future Varian sire that, in Sheila’s
thinking, clinched the predictability

factor for Varian Arabians. Huckleberry Bey in
turn sired Desperado V (x Daraska by *Dar),
who in his nine years of siring has intensified
the predictability of the program. Desperado V
is owned in partnership with Don Severa of
Templeton, California.

With Desperado V’s success as a sire, Sheila
celebrated four generations of Varian stallions
— sires respected for their consistency, for
their ability to preserve and enhance the
excellence of their sire line while, at the same
time, adding their own particular traits of
motion, conformation, and personality. Four
Arabian Horse World Sires of Significance, four
sires of National Champions and Reserves in
both halter and performance. Four easy-to-live-

Huckleberry Bey
(Bay El Bey x Taffona),

1984 U.S.
National Reserve

Champion
English Pleasure

and sire of
79 National winners.
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N 1976, Bay El Bay’s son Huckleberry Bey
(x Taffona by Raffon) was foaled — a
future Varian sire that, in Sheila’s
thinking, clinched the predictability

factor for Varian Arabians. Huckleberry Bey in
turn sired Desperado V (x Daraska by *Dar),
who in his nine years of siring has intensified
the predictability of the program. Desperado V
is owned in partnership with Don Severa of
Templeton, California.

With Desperado V’s success as a sire, Sheila
celebrated four generations of Varian stallions
— sires respected for their consistency, for
their ability to preserve and enhance the
excellence of their sire line while, at the same
time, adding their own particular traits of
motion, conformation, and personality. Four
Arabian Horse World Sires of Significance, four
sires of National Champions and Reserves in
both halter and performance. Four easy-to-live-
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1984 U.S.
National Reserve

Champion
English Pleasure

and sire of
79 National winners.
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with stallions who gratified Sheila’s sense of the
“good horse,” no matter how or where used.   

“These four stallions vary greatly,” Sheila
notes. “I’ve always been interested in the
different areas that the stallions move into,
probably because I like to ride all disciplines.
I look forward to a horse like Huckleberry Bey
coming along who was very English or a
Desperado V coming along who is very western.
All that gives me a lot more room within my own
program. Interesting. So when someone asks
‘Where are you going?’ I reply, ‘I have a vision.
I let the horses move ahead and I know what I’m
looking at as they come along. When a youngster
comes along with a particular chemistry that I
believe will balance my program, I retain and
use him.”

Sheila has bred Huckleberry Bey daughters
and granddaughters to Desperado V. Now, she’s
using Sundance Kid V (Desperado V x a
Huckleberry Bey granddaughter) on the
Huckleberry Bey daughters. “Desperado V is
obviously an extremely strong breeding
stallion,” Sheila notes. “He steps away from
Huckleberry Bey quite dramatically, so that’s an
interesting combination to play with. Also, I’ve
bred Bay El Bey daughters out of Moska
daughters back to Desperado V, particularly
through Marigold V.”

Within the Varian program, Sheila has found
temperament the most heritable feature. “A high
priority for me. I’ve weeded out horses for lack
of good temperament. To me, a good disposition
does not just mean that a horse is nice to pet.
Good disposition means that a horse trains well,

Junior sires at Varian Arabians,
TOP: Atlantis Bey V (Huckleberry Bey x April Charm);

BOTTOM: Bravado Bey V (Huckleberry Bey x Bachista V).
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CLOCKWISE FROM

TOP RIGHT: Mona Lisa V
(Desperado V x
Moska); Midnite

Rustler V (Desperado
V x Marigold V);
and Dessperada

(Desperado V x FF
Columbia), 1996 U.S.

National Reserve
Champion Mare

and Canadian National
Champion Mare.
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that it retains what it has learned from one day
to the next, that it accepts training with an open
mind, that it doesn’t require punishment and
doesn’t require excessive work. Of course, we
start with excellent conformation and then just
make our horses prettier and prettier.

“Y
ES, I have been close to breeding
my ideal Arabian. No, I haven’t
bred a perfect Arabian — that’s the
pleasure — the continuation, the

evolvement, the next generation,” says Sheila.
“I do note with great personal satisfaction I have
bred more than my share of great horses. I
believe our line of horses
provides a tremendous offering
to the Arabian breed and the
people associated with it.” 

“I see the program as ever-
evolving, so I’m always
bringing in outside blood,
either by now and then buying
a mare or breeding my mares
out. Or both. If I see a mare
that really appeals to me, I’ll
purchase her. What does a
mare have to have to get a
ticket to the Varian pastures?
It’s more what she has to have
to stay in the pasture. She’s got
to be able to consistently
produce quality the majority of
the time she foals — offspring
have to have looks and talent.
I’ll give a mare at least three
chances — perhaps with the
same stallion, to prove her
production ability. If she is
from generations of my

program the guesswork is gone — I know they
will produce six or seven generations — my
mares definitely take out the speculation.

“Some years ago, the program got to the point
where I could sell our finest horses, including
exceptional mares. And that was exciting
because in any program, you cannot sell your
finest horses for so many generations if you’re
going to seriously really breed on. You have to
keep the most outstanding for yourself. 

“The old mares? They’re here. I’m pretty
much of a softy on keeping them. Can’t look
into those faces and think they might be having
a tough time of it somewhere else. So I have six

Four generations of Varian breeding: *Bachantka (Wielki Szlem x Balalajka),
and her descendants, Baychatka (Bay-Abi x *Bachantka), Moska (Khemosabi x

Baychatka), Spinning Song (*Bask x Moska), Sweet Inspiration V (Huckleberry Bey
x Spinning Song). Two additional generations live at the ranch today.
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Some of the daughters and granddaughters of *Bachantka
who have made important contributions to the Varian program:

(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT): Balalinka (*Bask x *Bachantka);
Baychaska (*Bask x Baychatka); Bachista V (Ariston x
*Bachantka); and Pavane V (Khemosabi x Baychatka).
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to eight mares of age 20 and over. Some are still
producing. Plus I happen to love the old horses.
They have the wisdom of old people; they know
their lives and have life figured out.”

V
ARIAN ARABIANS produces about 40
foals per year. “I keep several fillies
each year,” Sheila comments. “Most
of our stock is marketed through our

annual Summer Spectaculars or through
private treaty. Although we’ve sold horses to
Qatar, UAE, Brazil, and Australia, we haven’t
actively pursued an overseas market. We have
a good market right here in the United States,
and about 40 percent of our sales are to
repeat buyers.” 

The Varian youngsters are not blanketed,
pampered hothouse creatures. At weaning, foals
are sent out to pasture, a large, hilly pasture
where they develop muscle and bone as they
play, grow, and learn their socialization
behaviors. Varian staff members inspect each
horse minutely twice a day, and horses are
routinely brought in for worming, vaccinations,
farrier work, and observation. Colts and fillies
are separated when they’re yearlings and Sheila
may start to breed some of the colts when
they’re two. “They come in for breeding, go
right back out, or they may go to a show or two
and then go back out with their peers,” Sheila
explains. “They’re well socialized by pasture
living, so going out and coming back into the
barn is not a big event for them. 

“In our barns, we encourage the same kind of
interrelations. The stalls are designed in
placement and structure so that all horses can
see and touch each other. We put mares next to
breeding stallions or stallions next to stallions.
They just adjust, and they do it easily.” 

Varian staff members provide Sheila a daily
report on all aspects of the ranch operation:
office, breeding, any sick or injured horses,
showing, marketing, and visitors. Sheila lives
on the ranch and is a part of all activities, but
even if she should be halfway around the world,
the report is faxed to her. 

How to tell a Varian horse? “Varian Arabians
look beautiful and useful. That’s the first clue,”
says Sheila. “A person who has an eye for form
(in the architectural sense) will like these
horses because they’re well balanced
throughout. And they’re pretty. With a little
different look to their heads and faces, a
softness of the eye, a look that suggests they’re
agreeable with the world. They’re not anxiety-
filled horses and that’s why they’re so
tremendously popular with people. They’re
hands-on horses — breeding or showing or
pleasure.”

For Sheila, the thrills come not just in show
championships, but in every aspect of knowing
Arabian horses. “I love to show and I show my
own horses,” Sheila says, “but I don’t need to
go through the stress of the Nationals to make
myself happy. I don’t require the confirmation
of ribbons to know that I’m doing well. I’ll never
lose my interest in training and I think I’m a
better trainer now than I’ve ever been. Jaime
Hernandez and I have 15 horses under saddle
now, and his brother Felix and I have an equal
number of halter horses. 

“One of the great thrills is to bring in a group
of 17 horses for Scottsdale (that’s what we take
to Scottsdale), come home and bring in a whole
new group of the same quality for the Summer
Spectacular, and do the same again in the fall. I
find it very fulfilling to have that much quality
on the farm.
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1. Breed toward your

ideal horse. Don’t be

swayed by the voices of

others. If you have done

your homework, in time

others will appreciate

what you have

accomplished.

2. Recognize that you

are breeding Arabians

and stay within your

interpretation of the

breed standards.

3. Breed equally for

Arabian type,

performance qualities,

disposition, and

trainability.

4. Never forget: No foot,

no horse.

5. Always strive toward

a horse of usable

disposition, plus beauty.

Neither is good without

the other. However, if

forced to make a choice,

I’d keep the usable

disposition.

6. Follow the lead your

horses set for you. The

next generation need not

be similar in phenotype

to the generation before,

but each generation

must be consistent in

overall quality.

7. Breed forward. Look

ahead. Wonderful new

surprises may be

awaiting you. Recognize

them when they occur.

8. It is not difficult to

improve the produce of

a poor quality mare in

one generation. It is not

even difficult to improve

the produce of an

average mare in one

generation. What is

difficult is to improve

the produce of an

exceptional mare

generation after

generation. That takes

real skill, knowledge,

gut instinct, and vision.

9. Don’t be afraid to

appreciate the qualities

of others’ horses.

Breeding is a

competition with

yourself, not with others.

10. Consider your

horse’s attributes before

you consider his /her

negatives. All horses

have both. It is for you to

determine how positive

his/her good qualities

are before you dwell on

the negatives. 

T H E  T E N  C O M M A N D M E N T S

F O R  B R E E D I N G

A R A B I A N  H O R S E S

By Sheila Varian
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“For me, Don Severa is a part of my good
fortune. We met in the early 1980s and he’s
been immeasurably helpful and supportive.
The most wonderful things about Don are his
enthusiasm, intelligence, and sense of humor.
Besides supporting my intensity on the horses
(in which he can outdo me part of the time),
we have fun together so our lives stay fresh and
each day is a new dawning. We both have our
strong opinions and don’t always agree. But
when decisions are to be made, when confusion
reigns, having Don to talk to can help sort out
what’s important.”

S
HEILA has her own priorities for the
Varian ranch and the breed: “In terms
of what’s good for the breed, I don’t
rank financial return first. I believe

that if you do a good job and are willing to
sacrifice for what you know is right and educate
yourself on all aspects of your endeavors, listen
to others (but make up your own mind and not
be swayed by political pressures), when you
live to be 100, success is probably assured.
Something that’s good for the breed, I’ll stand
up and fight for, through every organization and
political entity in the breed.

“With the recovery of the market, I’m seeing
a little of the ugliness of the 1980s — the
thinking that Arabian horses are a tool with
which to make money. Sobering thoughts in the
1990s. For myself, I want to see horses
responsibly cared for by people who are
constantly aware that they are animals and
must be treated with kindness and respect.”

The Varian Arabians have supported Sheila,
her farm, and her entire staff for nearly 35
years. During the early years, Sheila taught
school, but since 1963 has devoted full time to

the horses. “They’ve taken good care of me. 
I have no other income,” Sheila notes. “And I’m
just very fortunate that the horses are doing
so well.”

From the I-want-a-horse years of her
childhood to the 1990s, Sheila’s determination,
talent, and direction have taken her to her goal:
that of consistently producing for the breed the

beautiful athletes, the show winners, the
companion horses, the family horses, and the
excellent reproducers. The Arabian horse
community has come a long way from 1952,
when Sheila first owned an Arabian; she has
ridden out the twists and turns, and the breed
and the community are the beneficiaries of her
diligence, wisdom, and perseverance.

Sundance Kid V (Desperado V x Sweet Shalimar V)
represents seven generations of Varian breeding.

He’s being used this year on many of the Huckleberry
Bey daughters.
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V A R I A N  A R A B I A N S
S h e i l a  V a r i a n

1 2 7 5  C o r b e t t  C a n y o n  R o a d ,  A r r o y o  G r a n d e , C A  9 3 4 2 0

P h o n e :  8 0 5 / 4 8 9 / 5 8 0 2  •  F a x :  8 0 5 / 4 8 9 / 5 9 7 7

Desperado V
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B R E E D E R S

B Y  M A R Y  J A N E  P A R K I N S O N

&C H A R L E S  

J E A N N E
C R A V E R

he breeding program at Craver
Farms has much to do with a kitchen table, a Navy tour of duty during
the Korean War, and a bedouin-type ghazu.

“While visiting with Alice Payne in the mid-1950s, I noticed a list

of horses among Alice’s papers on the kitchen table,” Charles recalls.

“All were her horses, it turned out. Except for one: Tripoli, a 100 per-

T

�
�

�
�
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cent Davenport horse, who was indeed in strange

company, as Alice’s horses were of the Skowronek

line, mostly through his son *Raffles. Of course, I

asked Alice why Tripoli appeared on the list. Her son

Pat had bred the horse, she explained, and she’d lost

track of him, but valued him as a stallion she might

someday want to use.

“Any horse that was of interest to Alice, one of

the premier breeders of that day, was of interest to

me, and I could not resist the intrigue of tracking

down Tripoli. I eventually found him in the Trinity

Alps of Northern California where he was on lease to

a packer for the U.S. Forest Service. He was seven at

the time but at only 500 pounds he was in terribly

poor condition - so poor that it was impossible to

visualize him as a normal horse.

“With the wisdom of youth - which can some-

times be pretty good - I took the big chance and

bought the horse. Jimmy Wrench, a breeder of

Davenport and Skowronek lines, and I took him to

Jimmy’s ranch at Jamestown, California, to begin his

rehabilitation. I was in the Navy and returned to

valiantly sailing my desk at Moffett Field near Palo

Alto, California.

“The next weekend I hurried back to Jimmy’s to

see my new horse. He was gone! Without saying a

word to me, Alice Payne had sent a trailer on a ghazu

to kidnap Tripoli. She kept him at her ranch at no

charge for five months, by which time he had

regained much condition and

looked like a thin two-year-

old.”
Charles came comfort-

ably to this new Arabian
ownership. Charles’s parents,
Charles C. and Bertha
Craver, bought Indkerage
(Indrage x Kerak by Kemah)
as a weanling in 1948. “Our
home was in the
Washington, D.C., area at
the time,” Charles recounts.
“Arabian horses were begin-
ning to enjoy more populari-
ty on the East Coast, and my
parents took an active part in
promotional events. They
were among the founding

�

�

Preceding page: Charles Craver with Tripoli (Hanad x
Poka), 1948 chestnut Saqlawi-al ’Abd stallion. “Tripoli is
the strongest pedigree influence in current Davenport
breeding,” Charles notes. “He was our first Davenport
horse, purchased in 1955. We could not have made a

better start because he had the unique gift of siring well
with almost any Davenport mare.” Pat Payne photo. 
Below: Tybalt (Tripoli x Asara), 1962 bay Kuhaylan-
Kurush stallion at the ‘piaffe.’ “If you have a horse 

like this and do not ride him every day, you have lost
pleasures that will never come again,” says Charles.

Judith Franklin photo. 
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members of the Arabian Horse Association of the
East, and Mother was secretary for a time.

“The big events of the year were the Pennsylvania

National Show at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, held each

fall, and a summer show at Hanover, Pennsylvania,

with a wonderful concurrent picnic at the Louis Foye

farm. Leading figures of the time were Bazy

Tankersley, the Carl Asmises, Louis Foye, Reba

Troxell and Esther Oliver, Jim and Kathleen Bullard,

Everett Shea, and Arthur Godfrey. Those were truly

the good old days when there was an excitement to all

Arabian horse activities. Good horses too. Among

those on the East Coast: Indraff, Rafmirz, Selmage,

Aaraf, *Sulejman, Gulastra, and others. We have fine

horses now, but there was something special about the

old-timers.”

With the advent of “Inky,” Charles immediately

became a student of the breed. “Established breeders

treated me wonderfully,” Charles recounts. “I was just

an eager young man who could do nothing for them,

but they had knowledge and a philosophy of Arabian

horse activity which they freely shared with me, by

giving of their time and the amenities of hospitality

including meals, occasional lodging, and even trans-

portation. At Sykesville, Maryland, the Carl Asmis

family of Never Die Farm put me up for much of a

summer, Homer Watson of the Babson Farm near

Chicago gave me several days, Alice Payne acted as

hostess for many days and drove me all over Southern

California, furnishing a terrific educational opportuni-

ty to which Jimmy Wrench added greatly. Iowa

breeder Dr. J. L. Doyle, Jimmie Dean of Selby Stud,

and Herbert Tormohlen of Ben Hur Farm at

Portland, Indiana were all contacted, and Bazy

Tankersley was extremely generous in conversation,

example, and in educational opportunities made avail-

�

�

The mare pasture at Craver Farms.
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able at Al-Marah, then in Washington,

D.C.
“I would only hope that young peo-

ple starting with Arabian horses today
might have similar opportunities to learn
from breeders who have made historic
contributions to Arabian breeding.
Maybe time has romanticized my mem-
ory of the good old days, but I sense
there are few people in our world of
today who are in a position to teach as
much about Arabian breeding as did
these breeders. Are people of today shar-
ing as freely of what they know and
think? Are beginning Arabian owners
looking for help from the older genera-
tions?”

First ownership of a Davenport
Arabian focused the Craver curiosity and

scholarliness. Here in one package were tangibles of
much of the romance of the Arabian horse: the

adventure of Homer Davenport’s 1906
buying trip to the desert to select hors-
es, with the endorsement of President
Theodore Roosevelt; the closeness to
the breeding practices and customs of
the nomadic tribes; the trials of impor-
tation and registration; the mystique of
the desert itself.

Preliminary research told Charles
that, for the most part, the Davenports
had been bred haphazardly and only a
handful of 100 percent Davenport
horses was alive and siring/producing.
Charles liked the idea that, in spite of
small numbers, the Davenports offered
breeding possibilities relatively free of

�

�

Charles Craver aboard Fairy Queen (Tripoli x Dharanah),
1958 chestnut Kuhaylah-Haifiyah mare, at the Illinois

State Fair in the good old days (about 1965). Dharebah (Dhareb x Antarah), 1946 grey 
Kuhaylah-Haifiyah mare. “She was vital in Davenport

breeding as a source of big eyes, fine skin, and quality,”
Charles notes. Dharebah and Dhalana were two of the

first Davenport mares at Craver Farms.
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able at Al-Marah, then in Washington,

D.C.
“I would only hope that young peo-

ple starting with Arabian horses today
might have similar opportunities to learn
from breeders who have made historic
contributions to Arabian breeding.
Maybe time has romanticized my mem-
ory of the good old days, but I sense
there are few people in our world of
today who are in a position to teach as
much about Arabian breeding as did
these breeders. Are people of today shar-
ing as freely of what they know and
think? Are beginning Arabian owners
looking for help from the older genera-
tions?”

First ownership of a Davenport
Arabian focused the Craver curiosity and

scholarliness. Here in one package were tangibles of
much of the romance of the Arabian horse: the

adventure of Homer Davenport’s 1906
buying trip to the desert to select hors-
es, with the endorsement of President
Theodore Roosevelt; the closeness to
the breeding practices and customs of
the nomadic tribes; the trials of impor-
tation and registration; the mystique of
the desert itself.

Preliminary research told Charles
that, for the most part, the Davenports
had been bred haphazardly and only a
handful of 100 percent Davenport
horses was alive and siring/producing.
Charles liked the idea that, in spite of
small numbers, the Davenports offered
breeding possibilities relatively free of

�

�

Charles Craver aboard Fairy Queen (Tripoli x Dharanah),
1958 chestnut Kuhaylah-Haifiyah mare, at the Illinois

State Fair in the good old days (about 1965). Dharebah (Dhareb x Antarah), 1946 grey 
Kuhaylah-Haifiyah mare. “She was vital in Davenport

breeding as a source of big eyes, fine skin, and quality,”
Charles notes. Dharebah and Dhalana were two of the

first Davenport mares at Craver Farms.
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limiting pedigree factors. Because of their success in
blending with other bloodlines, straight Davenports
had become an endangered species. Two U.S.
National Champion Stallions and six National
Champion Mares trace in tail female to the
Davenport mares. The idea of preserving the
Davenports as a breeding group appealed to Charles.

“In American breeding practice, breeders soon got
out of touch with American breeding stock, the
Davenport imports among them,” Charles believes.
“The Davenports were the first uniquely American
breeding group, having come directly from Arabia
without passing through intermediate countries. Each
generation of the Davenports produced animals rec-
ognized as outstanding. Through 1946, the
Davenport import *Hamrah was calculated as the
most influential individual in the breed. Established
breeders honored Davenport blood and a high per-

centage of Arabians in 1955 traced to Davenport
blood in significant amounts. In brief, Arabian breed-
ing was easier to comprehend then than it is now.

“We felt the Davenport breeding group ought to
be preserved, although initially, we questioned
whether the task could be done. However, time
proved that the bloodline produced handsome, athlet-
ic, intelligent horses that were well suited to
American owners and which could perform perfectly
well under saddle in a variety of uses.

“Physically, the Davenports fit the standard defin-
ition of classic type: fine skin, big eyes, width between
the jaws, pleasing tail carriage, harmonious balance of
length of neck, shoulder, length of back, and length of
hip. Size tended to be about 14.2. Good movement
was almost a constant in Davenports that had had
reasonable training. Appearance was definitely
Arabian, especially for persons familiar with desert

�

�

Prince Hal (Tripoli x Dharabah), 1958 grey Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion. 
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types of the breed. The above characteristics more or
less fit several kinds of Arabian horses; a special fea-
ture of the Davenports is that those characteristics
occur generation after generation without needing to
be refreshed, as demonstrated by more than 90 years
of breeding in this country.

“Additional qualities of the Davenports are hard
to define,” Charles continues. “They are not a ‘born
broke’ kind of horse, but they relate very well to peo-
ple and they train well. Some find it a bit disconcert-
ing that these horses tend to look you directly in the
eye and seek contact on that level. Some Davenports
have an innate nobility and the correct response to
such horses is to respect them as individual personali-

ties. It is not appropriate to consider such horses sim-
ply as animals. One of our Davenport breeders ( Joyce
Gregorian Hampshire) described them as “people who
for reasons of their own are dressed in horse suits.”

With that thinking, Charles became a preserva-
tionist breeder and, in time, the leading preservation-
ist of Davenport horses.

“The term ‘Davenport’ requires some definition,”
Charles notes. “In American usage, from about the
1930s, it has applied to horses registered by the
Arabian Horse Club of America as imported from the
Arabian desert in 1906 by Homer Davenport and to
horses which trace to these horses exclusively, in all
lines of descent.”

Charles did not con-
sider the multiple common
ancestors in Davenport
pedigrees a problem.
Instead, he viewed unifor-
mity of background as an
opportunity for producing
better horses. “Over the
years,” says Charles, “our
inbreeding coefficients have
increased some, but we like
the foals, so we assume this
is an advantage. From time
to time, we do incest breed-
ing, but our usual practice
is to produce pedigrees that
have multiple common
ancestors but some separa-
tion as to individuality in
the generations closest to
the animal produced. Our
stallion Triermain CF
( Javara Thadrian x
Demetria by Lysander) has
a calculated inbreeding
coefficient of 29.9 percent,

Sir (Tripoli x Dharebah), 1958 stallion.
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types of the breed. The above characteristics more or
less fit several kinds of Arabian horses; a special fea-
ture of the Davenports is that those characteristics
occur generation after generation without needing to
be refreshed, as demonstrated by more than 90 years
of breeding in this country.

“Additional qualities of the Davenports are hard
to define,” Charles continues. “They are not a ‘born
broke’ kind of horse, but they relate very well to peo-
ple and they train well. Some find it a bit disconcert-
ing that these horses tend to look you directly in the
eye and seek contact on that level. Some Davenports
have an innate nobility and the correct response to
such horses is to respect them as individual personali-

ties. It is not appropriate to consider such horses sim-
ply as animals. One of our Davenport breeders ( Joyce
Gregorian Hampshire) described them as “people who
for reasons of their own are dressed in horse suits.”

With that thinking, Charles became a preserva-
tionist breeder and, in time, the leading preservation-
ist of Davenport horses.

“The term ‘Davenport’ requires some definition,”
Charles notes. “In American usage, from about the
1930s, it has applied to horses registered by the
Arabian Horse Club of America as imported from the
Arabian desert in 1906 by Homer Davenport and to
horses which trace to these horses exclusively, in all
lines of descent.”

Charles did not con-
sider the multiple common
ancestors in Davenport
pedigrees a problem.
Instead, he viewed unifor-
mity of background as an
opportunity for producing
better horses. “Over the
years,” says Charles, “our
inbreeding coefficients have
increased some, but we like
the foals, so we assume this
is an advantage. From time
to time, we do incest breed-
ing, but our usual practice
is to produce pedigrees that
have multiple common
ancestors but some separa-
tion as to individuality in
the generations closest to
the animal produced. Our
stallion Triermain CF
( Javara Thadrian x
Demetria by Lysander) has
a calculated inbreeding
coefficient of 29.9 percent,

Sir (Tripoli x Dharebah), 1958 stallion.
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a higher percentage than would be produced by
father/daughter or full sibling mating, but his pedi-
gree has no duplicated ancestors until Lysander
appears as maternal grandsire and as paternal great-
grandsire.”

“By the time I got out of the Navy, I had acquired
Tripoli, had a good education (Swarthmore, 1950),
had owned Indkerage for seven years and the mare
Arabesque (Rouf x Koreish by Alcazar) for six years,”
Charles recounts. “Indkerage proved a delightful com-
panion and Arabesque produced fine foals that were
subsequently the base of a breeding group developed
by James Bullard of Richmond, Virginia. Nice horses,
but I knew I didn’t want to go ahead with them.

“So I had my choice of going on to graduate
school and making something of myself or trying my
hand at running the 900-plus acre family farm in the

Illinois River Valley in Illinois. I figured if I went to
graduate school, the most I could hope for would be
to someday have horses; whereas, if I went to the
farm, I could have horses immediately. Furthermore,
the farm was a good one and I naively thought that
returns to farming would keep pace with the rest of
the economy and that farming would provide a basis
for doing the things I really wanted to do, such as
raising Arabian horses. The world was my oyster, I
knew, and I began opening it by buying Tripoli and
several tractors. I was not bothered by the fact that I
had a beginner’s knowledge about horses and knew

�

�

Fair Sir (Sir x Lady Fair), a 1978 chestnut Kuhaylan-Haifi
stallion, is a product of a full brother and sister mating –

both parents were by Tripoli and out of Dharebah. 
“He arranged his own hairdo for this photo opportunity,”

says Charles.
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even less about farming.”
But Charles got along,

operating on the basic
premise that farming was a
business and that horses
would fit in. The scheme
worked quite well because
there was usually enough
spare labor, time, and materi-
al on the farm so that the
horses were an adornment
rather than a burden. Little
emphasis was given to
peripheral expenditures; the
investment was in the horses
themselves and improve-
ments were simple.

Soon Charles began

shopping for mares. In those days, locating horses by

owners was not simply a matter of tinkering with the

Registry CD-ROM to bring up names and addresses.

Charles began with the stud books, following the

female descendants of the females in the Davenport

importation. “When I got to horses that might be

alive, the Registry was helpful in locating them. Then

began acquisition by purchase, lease, or stud service,”

says Charles. “Eventually, the use of every horse avail-

able on a practical basis was obtained for our use or

the use of several other breeders also interested in try-

ing to salvage and propagate horses of 100 percent

Davenport lines. For this initial group, we found only

16 horses, mostly older animals that had been

knocked around too much, but their production level

was excellent. I would love having any of them again

to breed from.”

Charles acquired four daughters of the Kellogg-

bred mare Antarah (Antez x Hasiker by *Hamrah):

Dharanah (by Dhareb), Dharebah (by Dhareb),

Hantarah (by Hanad), and Tara (by Salan); three

daughters of Dharanah: Dhalana (by Salan), Dhanad

(by Hanad), and Saranah (by Salan); two daughters of

the Hearst-bred mare Gamil (Kasar x Schilan by

Antez): Antan (by Antez) and Maedae (by Ibn

Hanad), the latter a leased mare; and a daughter of

�

�

Plantagenet (Akmet Haffez x Iras), 1976 chestnut
Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion.

Cathay (Dharanad x Orient), 1980 chestnut Saqlawi-al ’Abd stallion.
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even less about farming.”
But Charles got along,

operating on the basic
premise that farming was a
business and that horses
would fit in. The scheme
worked quite well because
there was usually enough
spare labor, time, and materi-
al on the farm so that the
horses were an adornment
rather than a burden. Little
emphasis was given to
peripheral expenditures; the
investment was in the horses
themselves and improve-
ments were simple.

Soon Charles began

shopping for mares. In those days, locating horses by

owners was not simply a matter of tinkering with the

Registry CD-ROM to bring up names and addresses.

Charles began with the stud books, following the

female descendants of the females in the Davenport

importation. “When I got to horses that might be

alive, the Registry was helpful in locating them. Then

began acquisition by purchase, lease, or stud service,”

says Charles. “Eventually, the use of every horse avail-

able on a practical basis was obtained for our use or

the use of several other breeders also interested in try-

ing to salvage and propagate horses of 100 percent

Davenport lines. For this initial group, we found only

16 horses, mostly older animals that had been

knocked around too much, but their production level

was excellent. I would love having any of them again

to breed from.”

Charles acquired four daughters of the Kellogg-

bred mare Antarah (Antez x Hasiker by *Hamrah):

Dharanah (by Dhareb), Dharebah (by Dhareb),

Hantarah (by Hanad), and Tara (by Salan); three

daughters of Dharanah: Dhalana (by Salan), Dhanad

(by Hanad), and Saranah (by Salan); two daughters of

the Hearst-bred mare Gamil (Kasar x Schilan by

Antez): Antan (by Antez) and Maedae (by Ibn

Hanad), the latter a leased mare; and a daughter of

�

�

Plantagenet (Akmet Haffez x Iras), 1976 chestnut
Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion.

Cathay (Dharanad x Orient), 1980 chestnut Saqlawi-al ’Abd stallion.
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the Kellogg-bred mare Badia ( Jadaan x Babe Azab by

Letan): Asara (by Kasar).
As backup to Tripoli, Charles located and used

four more Davenport stallions: the full brothers
Dharantez and El Alamein (Dhareb x Antarah), of
the *Muson sire line; Kamil Ibn Salan (Salan x
Schada by Sanad), of the *Deyr sire line; and Ralf
(Kokhleson x Halloul by *Hamrah), of the *Abbeian
sire line.

One purchased mare, Hantarah (Hanad x
Antarah), had no produce for Charles. Other
Davenports were located, and Charles tried, with no
success, to acquire nearly all of them.

The foundation stock of the late 1950s was limit-
ed in number, somewhat inbred, and very uniform as
to individuality. “Initially, we thought we would pro-
duce a few young mares and then get an outcross stal-
lion,” Charles recalls. “As the foals arrived, however,
we liked what we were getting and just never got
around to finding the outcross stallion. The inbreed-
ing factor was managed by setting up several different
breeding groups within the herd. Each group was per-
mitted to develop on its own and before long we had

a herd that was no longer just Davenports, but instead
several different kinds of Davenports.

“Some of these differences were based on strain
differences: Kuhaylan-Haifi, Saqlawi-al ‘Abd, and
Kuhaylan-Kurush. Others were based on minor dif-
ferences in pedigree. As new group identities have
appeared, they have been fostered. The challenge has
been to let each group develop toward its full poten-
tial within the limits of continuity of phenotype for
overall Davenport breeding. Concurrently, we have
successfully crossed back and forth between groups,
which produces constructive outcrosses within the
context of entirely Davenport breeding.”

By 1957, Charles had his first 100 percent
Davenport foal - the colt Aramis, sired by Tripoli and
out of Dhalana - the first of 532 foals bred in the pro-
gram through Volume 70 of the stud book.

Through the 1960s, most of the mares went to
Tripoli, then the Tripoli daughters were bred to El
Alamein and then to the Craver-bred stallions Sir
(Tripoli x Dharebah), Pericles (Tripoli x Dharebah),
Laertes (Aramis x Dharebah), Lysander (Sir x
Dhalana), Prince Hal (Tripoli x Dharebah), and

Monsoon (Tripoli x Ceres by Aramis).
Later, Charles added more stal-

lions, most of them of his own breed-
ing. Through Volume 70 of the stud
book, the most frequently used stal-
lions in the Craver program (20 or
more ) are: Tripoli, 48 breedings; Ibn
Alamein, 45 breedings; Lysander, 43
breedings; Regency CF (Ibn Alamein x
Bint Antan by El Alamein), 37 breed-
ings; Dharanad (Dharantez x Dhanad
by Hanad), 29 breedings; Plantagenet
(Akmet Haffez x Iras by El Alamein),
26 breedings; Sir, 25 breedings; and
Prince Hal, 22 breedings.

“Without question, Tripoli is the

�

�

Demeter CF (Plantagenet x Demetria),
1984 black Kuhaylah-Haifiyah mare,

owned by Dave and Sara Jones,
Pecatonica, IL.
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most significant stallion in our breeding activity and
in Davenport breeding in general. Most Davenport
horses trace to him repeatedly,” Charles notes.
“Tripoli had a full share of successful foals, but per-
haps his best attribute as a sire was that you did not
have to pick his mares for him. He could be counted
on to sire an excellent foal from any Davenport mare.
After he died, it took seven or eight stallions to opti-
mize the mares that Tripoli had done well with. At
the time he was breeding, we were tempted to breed
everything to him every time, but we had to use other
stallions too, in order to provide for the future of the
bloodlines.” Tripoli has a lifetime total of 61 foals, 48
of them bred by the Cravers (as noted above); his

grandget total is 478.
“The stallion El Alamein (Dhareb x Antarah)

had less opportunity than Tripoli because we got him
later in his life and his life was not as long, but he
might have rivaled Tripoli if given an equal chance,”
Charles adds.

Three mares lines are evident at Craver Farms in
1997, Charles and Jeanne explain. “First, Antarah
(Antez x Hasiker), a Kuhaylah-Haifiyah, traces to the
Davenport import *Reshan. We have never owned
this mare but had four of her daughters and used two
of her sons. Second, the tail female line of Gamil
(Kasar x Schilan), a Saqlawiyal ‘Abd mare who traces
to *Urfah. We did not own Gamil, but used her

�

�

Ibn Alamein (El Alamein x Saranah), 1968 bay Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion. 1987 photo.
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most significant stallion in our breeding activity and
in Davenport breeding in general. Most Davenport
horses trace to him repeatedly,” Charles notes.
“Tripoli had a full share of successful foals, but per-
haps his best attribute as a sire was that you did not
have to pick his mares for him. He could be counted
on to sire an excellent foal from any Davenport mare.
After he died, it took seven or eight stallions to opti-
mize the mares that Tripoli had done well with. At
the time he was breeding, we were tempted to breed
everything to him every time, but we had to use other
stallions too, in order to provide for the future of the
bloodlines.” Tripoli has a lifetime total of 61 foals, 48
of them bred by the Cravers (as noted above); his

grandget total is 478.
“The stallion El Alamein (Dhareb x Antarah)

had less opportunity than Tripoli because we got him
later in his life and his life was not as long, but he
might have rivaled Tripoli if given an equal chance,”
Charles adds.

Three mares lines are evident at Craver Farms in
1997, Charles and Jeanne explain. “First, Antarah
(Antez x Hasiker), a Kuhaylah-Haifiyah, traces to the
Davenport import *Reshan. We have never owned
this mare but had four of her daughters and used two
of her sons. Second, the tail female line of Gamil
(Kasar x Schilan), a Saqlawiyal ‘Abd mare who traces
to *Urfah. We did not own Gamil, but used her

�

�

Ibn Alamein (El Alamein x Saranah), 1968 bay Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion. 1987 photo.
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daughter Antan and leased her daughter Maedae.
Third, the line of Asara (Kasar x Badia), a Kuhaylah-
Kurush mare who traces to *Werdi. Each of these
mare lines established separate major breeding fami-
lies for us which continue in our ownership and in the
ownership of other Davenport breeders.

“There exists a fourth Davenport female line in
which we have not had an ownership interest: Ehwat
Ansarlah (Kasar x Anlah by Antez), a Hadbah-
Enzahi line descending from *Hadba. We were active
in the early development of this female line, having
maintained the founding mare at our farm for years as
a gratis boarder. Previous to this, we bred her to our
stallions Tripoli and Pericles and bred her only
Davenport daughter Trisarlah (by Tripoli) to El
Alamein. All of her Davenport descendants came

from these breedings. An excellent line, but where
other people were active with it, we did not feel the
need to participate in its development through owner-
ship.”

While they acknowledge that other mares could
justifiably be named, Charles and Jeanne list four
mares they designate as best producers of the past ten
years.

“Demetria (Lysander x Ceres by Aramis), a
Kuhaylah-Haifiyah mare bred two generations in the
strain and substrain. She epitomized the type of her
strain for us and produced first-quality fillies and two
breeding stallions of promise. Her dam Ceres was
probably the best Davenport mare of all time - unless
that honor should go to her maternal grandam
Dharebah or to that mare’s dam Antarah.

�

�

Kuhaylat mares, left to right: Soubrette CF (Tajar CF x Piquante CF), owned by Wayne and Julie Wallace, Wilton,
Connecticut; Cantabile CF (Lysander x Bint Dharebah), and Challis CF (Lyristes x Velveteen) demonstrate the uniformity

of type in Davenport horses that comes from strain breeding.
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“Oriole (Sir x Ceres by Aramis), a Kuhaylah-
Haifiyah mare bred one generation in the strain and
substrain; both parents are out of Dharebah. Oriole
was a beautiful mare who produced lovely daughters
and three breeding stallions.

“Trill (Tripoli x Moth by Tripoli), a Saqlawiyal
‘Abd mare bred three generations in that strain and
substrain. The mare is a textbook example of Carl
Raswan’s description of Saqlawi type. She has pro-
duced superior foals of both sexes, and it appears that
a separate and unique group of Davenport horses may
be developing from her.

“Reprise (Dharanad x Bint Antan by El
Alamein), a Saqlawiyal ‘Abd mare. She was a success-

ful individual of intermediate strain type who provid-
ed a fine group of daughters that are central to a
major group in current Davenport breeding.”

Charles and Jeanne’s use of the term “bred one
generation in the strain and substrain” reflects
Charles’s longtime correspondence with Carl Raswan,
who had spent some years with horse-breeding
bedouin tribes in the desert. Through those experi-
ences, Raswan became a proponent of the strain theo-
ry of breeding, the strains being a way of identifying
horses according to type, with the labels carried only
through the tail female line.

“Strain breeding is simply using the knowledge of
Arabian strains to produce a desired type of horse,”

�

�

Trill (Tripoli x Moth), 1974 chestnut Saqlawiyah-al ’Abd mare. “This mare is bred three generations in the 
Saqlawi strain, meaning that all of her ancestors through the great-grandparent generation are of the Saqlawi strain,”

Charles comments. “To us, she epitomizes Saqlawi type.”
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“Oriole (Sir x Ceres by Aramis), a Kuhaylah-
Haifiyah mare bred one generation in the strain and
substrain; both parents are out of Dharebah. Oriole
was a beautiful mare who produced lovely daughters
and three breeding stallions.

“Trill (Tripoli x Moth by Tripoli), a Saqlawiyal
‘Abd mare bred three generations in that strain and
substrain. The mare is a textbook example of Carl
Raswan’s description of Saqlawi type. She has pro-
duced superior foals of both sexes, and it appears that
a separate and unique group of Davenport horses may
be developing from her.

“Reprise (Dharanad x Bint Antan by El
Alamein), a Saqlawiyal ‘Abd mare. She was a success-

ful individual of intermediate strain type who provid-
ed a fine group of daughters that are central to a
major group in current Davenport breeding.”

Charles and Jeanne’s use of the term “bred one
generation in the strain and substrain” reflects
Charles’s longtime correspondence with Carl Raswan,
who had spent some years with horse-breeding
bedouin tribes in the desert. Through those experi-
ences, Raswan became a proponent of the strain theo-
ry of breeding, the strains being a way of identifying
horses according to type, with the labels carried only
through the tail female line.

“Strain breeding is simply using the knowledge of
Arabian strains to produce a desired type of horse,”

�

�

Trill (Tripoli x Moth), 1974 chestnut Saqlawiyah-al ’Abd mare. “This mare is bred three generations in the 
Saqlawi strain, meaning that all of her ancestors through the great-grandparent generation are of the Saqlawi strain,”

Charles comments. “To us, she epitomizes Saqlawi type.”
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Charles explains. “The breeding of one or more gen-
erations in the same strain is a particular kind of
strain breeding. It is no better or worse than any other
strain breeding program, and it is of value only if it
produces the kind of horse you want. Strain breeding
and/or producing multiple generations in the strain 
is only one of many factors that a breeder must 
consider.”

The fundamental goal of Craver Farms is the cre-
ation of a situation wherein 100 percent Davenport
horses continue as a worthwhile breeding group for
the indefinite future. A major element in this effort is
the involvement of other informed people as active
breeders and owners of Davenports. With that
thought, as soon as they could practically do so,
Charles and Jeanne began placing Davenport breed-
ing stock with other breeders who could go on with
the lines and began providing as much service as they
could to such breeders, whether or not they acquired
their Davenport horses from the Cravers. The 
Cravers estimate they have started about 30 
breeders with Davenport stock, and these in turn 
have started others.

Jeanne and Charles pass on to these newcomers
their observations of their years as preservationist
breeders. “Preservationists do not hit the upswings in
the Arabian market since they are by definition deal-
ing with relatively obscure facets of Arabian horse
breeding,” they note. “The plus
is that their horses are not sub-
ject to the fluctuations in
Arabian type characteristic of
more fashionable bloodlines.
Nearly all preservationists are
interesting and individualistic
human beings who are delight-
ful to have as friends. Almost
all of them are attempting
impractical projects in Arabian
breeding, and it is surprising
how often they end up produc-
ing the kinds of Arabians they
think of as ideal. The main

thing about being a successful preservationist breeder
is to start with good breeding stock and then to be
stubborn about sticking with it. Preservation breeders
are as happy as anyone when an outstanding individ-
ual is produced. They have the added advantage of 
a passionate belief that what they are doing is 
worthwhile.

“Along the way we have made many friends and
every time we go to the barn, we see beautiful horses
which would not exist except for the efforts others
have also made toward development of Davenport
bloodlines. Among those of longest standing, and in
alphabetical order, are Dave and Sara Jones, Carol and
Jim Lyons, Alice Martin, Fred and Barbara
Mimmack, Ed and Hope Skinner, Reba Troxell, and
Anita Westfall.

“Arabian horse affairs may not always be as easy
as they are now, and the survival of breeding groups
may depend on the kind of people who own them.
The Davenport group has survived so long in
America because key horses were preserved by rather
normal people who sheltered their Davenport horses
just because they liked them. They have proven to be
faithful associates, sticking to their horses through
thick and thin, some for more than 40 years.”

Craver Farms some time ago developed a reputa-

�
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Charles and Jeanne Craver and friends.
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tion for keeping a high propor-
tion of stallions to mares.
Charles had his reasons: “In
order to maintain a long-term
breeding venture, you have to
allow for future growth of the
bloodline; some stallions for
now, some for soon, and some
for the distant future. Also, we
have divided the horses into
breeding groups, and each
group requires this sort of stal-
lion resource, although some
stallions can be used in more
than one breeding group. We
will keep a stallion for years just
for a few usages. Through this
plan, we emphasize the impor-
tance of the mares. By using
more stallions, we give each
mare a better opportunity to
express herself.

“In a closed breeding herd,
you have two options. You can put all your bloodlines
in one pot and try to produce the most perfect indi-
viduals you can, or you can try to spread the genetic
pool by letting each variation of the bloodlines express
itself. The trap for this second method is that you can
end up just producing ingredients and never produc-
ing end products, but it doesn’t shut off options for
the future. I don’t think we are very doctrinaire about
separating into breeding groups.”

Because of Charles’s extensive knowledge of detail
of the Davenports, he created a hypothetical
Davenport breeding of the past. “If I could breed any
pair, it would be the full siblings Dharebah and El
Alamein (Dhareb x Antarah). They sired/produced
extremely well for me, to the point that their influ-
ence pervades much of the present Davenport breed-
ing, wherever done. The individual features of the

mare and stallion were excellent … and similar. But I
was young then and conventional wisdom was that
inbreeding is bad and should only be done with per-
fect individuals which of course boils down to mean-
ing it should never be done. (Alice Payne once told
me that if she had waited until she had perfect indi-
viduals to inbreed, she would never have done it and
would never have gotten anywhere in her breeding
program.) 

“One day a visiting breeder, smarter than I,
looked at El Alamein and Dharebah and commented
that he would breed the two, if he owned them. I
mentioned their common faults. That did not bother
him and, as I thought about it, I recognized that he
was right. I planned to make the mating, but El
Alamein died before it could be done. I do not know
just what kind of foal would have resulted from such a
mating, but I would bet that it would have nobility of

�

�

Jamboree (Regency CF x Jonquil CF), 1988 chestnut Saqlawi-al ’Abd stallion.
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tion for keeping a high propor-
tion of stallions to mares.
Charles had his reasons: “In
order to maintain a long-term
breeding venture, you have to
allow for future growth of the
bloodline; some stallions for
now, some for soon, and some
for the distant future. Also, we
have divided the horses into
breeding groups, and each
group requires this sort of stal-
lion resource, although some
stallions can be used in more
than one breeding group. We
will keep a stallion for years just
for a few usages. Through this
plan, we emphasize the impor-
tance of the mares. By using
more stallions, we give each
mare a better opportunity to
express herself.

“In a closed breeding herd,
you have two options. You can put all your bloodlines
in one pot and try to produce the most perfect indi-
viduals you can, or you can try to spread the genetic
pool by letting each variation of the bloodlines express
itself. The trap for this second method is that you can
end up just producing ingredients and never produc-
ing end products, but it doesn’t shut off options for
the future. I don’t think we are very doctrinaire about
separating into breeding groups.”

Because of Charles’s extensive knowledge of detail
of the Davenports, he created a hypothetical
Davenport breeding of the past. “If I could breed any
pair, it would be the full siblings Dharebah and El
Alamein (Dhareb x Antarah). They sired/produced
extremely well for me, to the point that their influ-
ence pervades much of the present Davenport breed-
ing, wherever done. The individual features of the

mare and stallion were excellent … and similar. But I
was young then and conventional wisdom was that
inbreeding is bad and should only be done with per-
fect individuals which of course boils down to mean-
ing it should never be done. (Alice Payne once told
me that if she had waited until she had perfect indi-
viduals to inbreed, she would never have done it and
would never have gotten anywhere in her breeding
program.) 

“One day a visiting breeder, smarter than I,
looked at El Alamein and Dharebah and commented
that he would breed the two, if he owned them. I
mentioned their common faults. That did not bother
him and, as I thought about it, I recognized that he
was right. I planned to make the mating, but El
Alamein died before it could be done. I do not know
just what kind of foal would have resulted from such a
mating, but I would bet that it would have nobility of
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Jamboree (Regency CF x Jonquil CF), 1988 chestnut Saqlawi-al ’Abd stallion.
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character, a fine skin, big eyes, a lovely neck, and
tipped ears. If male, we would have bred it to every-
thing on the farm.”

Producing more generations of Davenports is not
enough for Jeanne and Charles. They want a constant
testing of their lines in actual physical use. Charles
rides almost every day - a matter of fun, he says, but,
just as important, a way of knowing what a horse can
do. They also track the use of their bloodlines in other
ownership. All this information is factored into breed-
ing decisions. “We think most horses should be able
to be ridden with pleasure by ordinary people and at
the same time be suited for going on to at least inter-
mediate levels of dressage training with riders of the
better sort,” say the Cravers.

In 1974, Charles and Jeanne Elizabeth Hussong
were married. Jeanne, a music teacher in Southern
Illinois, had made her own start with Arabian horses
and published a newsletter “The Breeders’ Service
Bulletin”. “Charles always teases that he married me
to straighten out his life and that the farm, since our
marriage, is very much a joint affair, except that he
takes responsibility for unanswered mail and I am
responsible for cleaning the basement,” Jeanne says.

Charles counters: “Jeanne does the things that a

wife can best do as a matter of specialization, such as
homemaking, detailed paperwork, keeping mental
track of everything that goes on at a farm, maintain-
ing a mental file of personal contacts everywhere,
facilitating activity at crucial moments, and acting as a
moderating influence on the bull-in-a-china-shop
inclinations of someone else in the family.

“Jeanne takes special responsibility for kittens,
sick horses, and newborn babies of people who work
with us. But all that is only the beginning. She is also
a full-time participant in the management of the
farm, a pretty good on-the-spot veterinarian who can
tube a horse with the best of them, and is right there
when a mare needs a hand getting a foal into the
world. (Part of togetherness of married life on a horse
farm is giving all the strength and skill two people can
muster to getting a foal out in time for it to live. And
failing. Thank God that hardly ever happens.) Jeanne
helps with putting up hay, catching horses, cleaning
stalls, loading horses - whatever is to be done.

“Jeanne is an excellent researcher and she writes
well. Plus she has the practical skills of typesetting
and publication design. But her most important con-
tributions to the partnership are in discussion and
planning.”

The combined Craver scholarship involved
Charles and Jeanne in more educational efforts. In
1992, they edited and published an annotated edition
of Homer Davenport’s My Quest of the Arabian Horse,
originally published in 1909. The book had been
republished several times, but was out of print. The
Craver edition, widely distributed in this country and
abroad, includes extensive annotations, supplementary
text, and many additional photographs. Charles and
Jeanne were involved in the research and production
of The Al Khamsa Directory (1973), Al Khamsa
Arabians (1983), and Al Khamsa Arabians II (1993).

Over the years, the Cravers have contributed
many articles to breed publications. “Most notably,
Arabian Horse World,” says Charles. “World has been
very good about publishing long researched articles,
usually in uninterrupted blocks, without deletions,
and without the support of advertising.” In March
1984, “The Common Denominator,” the story of the

�

�

Maxxum CF (Portent x Cinnabar CF), 1986  grey
Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion.
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Davenport importation, appeared;
then in July 1984, “The Forgotten
Man,” the story of Peter Bradley
(Davenport’s financial partner in
the 1906 importation) was told. In
September and November 1989,
“Horses of the White City” con-
cerned Arabian horses and
American foundation breeders at
the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893.
“My Quest of the Arabian Horse,
an Annotated Version” ( July 1993)
condensed the Cravers’ book The
Annotated Quest. “Believe me,”
says Charles, “the book was short-
ened a word at a time, and each
word deleted was like a drop of
blood lost.”

In the political arena, Jeanne
and Charles were and are busy.
Charles was one of the original
incorporators of the Illinois
Arabian Horse Association, the founding president of
Arab, Inc., now a major central Illinois Arabian orga-
nization. Jeanne started Al Khamsa, an organization
dedicated to furthering the survival of the asil horse of
Bedouin Arabians; Charles was the first president. He
is the founder and current chairman of the Davenport
Arabian Horse Conservancy. “Titles are not of much
importance, but working in organizations and inter-
acting with people who are also concerned with the
welfare of the Arabian horse is a privilege and a
necessity if the Arabian horse is to survive,” Charles
believes. “Major problems of the breed today are
essentially organizational in origin and can probably
be corrected mainly through organizational reform.”

Horse production is aided by ongoing research.
Early on, the Cravers participated in a study of the
bone growth processes of horses, conducted by the
College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of

Illinois. “Academic veterinary medicine was probably
advanced by this study, and at the farm level we
learned about the dangers of over-feeding and over-
exercising foals,” Charles notes. “In the early 1960s,
we were one of only two farms in the country that
responded to a solicitation to participate in blood-typ-
ing studies with the Serology Laboratory of the
University of California, Davis. This long-term pro-
ject was further amplified for a three-year-period
beginning about 1990 when we coordinated blood-
typing of about 500 Davenport horses. Thanks to this
work, a substantially complete record of blood types
of Davenport horses extends as far back as Dharanah,
foaled in 1942. This data is of immediate and practi-
cal use in planning breedings and verifying pedigrees
and in some cases has resulted in the registration of
foals which might not have otherwise have been reg-
istered.”

Research on Arabian horses never stops for

�

�

Brimstone (Dharantez x Tyrebah), 1974 grey Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion. “The
sculpted ears descend as an apparent genetic dominant from the stallion
*Muson, #27 of the 1906 Davenport desert importation,” notes Charles.
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“Horses of the White City” con-
cerned Arabian horses and
American foundation breeders at
the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893.
“My Quest of the Arabian Horse,
an Annotated Version” ( July 1993)
condensed the Cravers’ book The
Annotated Quest. “Believe me,”
says Charles, “the book was short-
ened a word at a time, and each
word deleted was like a drop of
blood lost.”

In the political arena, Jeanne
and Charles were and are busy.
Charles was one of the original
incorporators of the Illinois
Arabian Horse Association, the founding president of
Arab, Inc., now a major central Illinois Arabian orga-
nization. Jeanne started Al Khamsa, an organization
dedicated to furthering the survival of the asil horse of
Bedouin Arabians; Charles was the first president. He
is the founder and current chairman of the Davenport
Arabian Horse Conservancy. “Titles are not of much
importance, but working in organizations and inter-
acting with people who are also concerned with the
welfare of the Arabian horse is a privilege and a
necessity if the Arabian horse is to survive,” Charles
believes. “Major problems of the breed today are
essentially organizational in origin and can probably
be corrected mainly through organizational reform.”

Horse production is aided by ongoing research.
Early on, the Cravers participated in a study of the
bone growth processes of horses, conducted by the
College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of

Illinois. “Academic veterinary medicine was probably
advanced by this study, and at the farm level we
learned about the dangers of over-feeding and over-
exercising foals,” Charles notes. “In the early 1960s,
we were one of only two farms in the country that
responded to a solicitation to participate in blood-typ-
ing studies with the Serology Laboratory of the
University of California, Davis. This long-term pro-
ject was further amplified for a three-year-period
beginning about 1990 when we coordinated blood-
typing of about 500 Davenport horses. Thanks to this
work, a substantially complete record of blood types
of Davenport horses extends as far back as Dharanah,
foaled in 1942. This data is of immediate and practi-
cal use in planning breedings and verifying pedigrees
and in some cases has resulted in the registration of
foals which might not have otherwise have been reg-
istered.”

Research on Arabian horses never stops for
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Brimstone (Dharantez x Tyrebah), 1974 grey Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion. “The
sculpted ears descend as an apparent genetic dominant from the stallion
*Muson, #27 of the 1906 Davenport desert importation,” notes Charles.
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Charles and Jeanne, and they take full advantage of
the resources of the Arabian Horse Owners
Foundation, the Arabian Horse Registry of America,
the Arabian Horse Trust, California Polytechnic
University at Pomona, The Smithsonian Institution,
the American Museum of Natural History (New York
City), and the Davenport artifacts collected by Mr.
Peter Sarra and Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Bell. Detailed
notes of interviews with early breeders prove instruc-
tive.

The Craver interest in study of the skulls of
Arabian horses began when Charles learned from

Alice Payne that the late Stephen Lange, D.V.M.,
had collected the skulls of several important Arabians
of his time, including *Raffles, *Raseyn, Hanad,
Antez, and others. “I never managed to find out what
had become of this collection,” Charles recalls, “but
several years later I began saving skulls of Craver
Arabians as they died. Other breeders have con-
tributed skulls and we now have about 80 skulls of
Arabians of various bloodlines. Plus, we have mea-
surements of skulls from about 20 more Arabians in
museums.

“We’ve hardly begun the statistical analysis of the
data available from
the skulls, but it is
already apparent that
the study bears on
the actual breeding
of Arabian horses.
For instance, we
have found a surpris-
ing similarity in the
overall size of skulls
and a considerable
difference in the cra-
nial capacity. We’ve
come to believe that
the head carriage
and movement of
horses is probably
partly determined by
the conformation of
the skulls. Eye place-
ment, width between
the jaws, and charac-
teristics of the jibbah
are all variable fea-
tures best observed

�
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Flagship CF (Regency
CF x Persnickety),

1993 chestnut
Saqlawi-al ’Abd stal-

lion, owned by
Martha Eberley,
Hanna City, IL.
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Chuck Craver, father and friend, with Indkerage (first Arabian, non-Davenport, deceased, 
by Indrage out of Kerak) at an Arabian Horse Association of the East function in the 1950s on Sugarloaf Mountain in

Maryland.
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Chuck Craver, father and friend, with Indkerage (first Arabian, non-Davenport, deceased, 
by Indrage out of Kerak) at an Arabian Horse Association of the East function in the 1950s on Sugarloaf Mountain in

Maryland.
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on skulls. Ultimately, skulls will provide a source of
material for genetic study through DNA analysis.

“On an immediate and practical level, having a
five- and six-generation collection of skulls of Craver
horses provides background that contributes to the
understanding of the individuality of living horses and
this has a bearing on how our horses are bred.
Knowing something of the cranial size of ancestors,
we can take a more meaningful look at the cranial
characteristics of a living horse, for instance. Perhaps
the facial profile of a living horse means more to us
because we know the profiles of its parents and
grandparents.

“Not all the experiences involved in collecting
horse skulls are scientific. Traveling with a skull as air-
plane baggage has its moments of apprehension.
(What will the x-ray show?) Locating a buried skull
reminds us why so much pirate treasure remains to be

found. Not everything about skulls is unpleasant: A
beautiful head in life is still beautiful as a skull. A
beauty remains.”

On the subject of Davenport memorabilia,
Charles is definite: “Of course, we collect everything
we can: Davenport’s sketch pad used on his 1906 trip
to the desert (now on loan to the Arabian Horse
Trust); two Davenport cartoons: his first created in
childhood (a gift from Mickey Hickman, biographer
of Davenport in the book published as Homer, the
Country Boy), and a later cartoon showing his power
as a major political cartoonist of his day (a gift from
Howard Bearce, Davenport’s grandson-in-law); corre-
spondence about and by Davenport; and a rather
complete collection of articles on Davenport and his
horses that have appeared in the Arabian horse press.”

One item in the Craver collection goes beyond
the usual: the skeleton of *Deyr, one of the desert-

�

�
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bred stallions Davenport brought in. When W. K.
Kellogg began his Arabian ranch at Pomona,
California, in 1925, his first purchase of Arabians
included the stallion *Deyr, then 21. *Deyr died at the
ranch in 1927 and Kellogg donated his skeleton to
the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History.
In 1975, much at the instigation of Charles, the
museum loaned *Deyr to the Arabian Horse Owners
Foundation at Barnesville, Maryland. Because the
skeleton was poorly packed and severely damaged, it
was never displayed by AHOF, and when the muse-
um was sold it was stored in a barn, to further deteri-
orate. Late in 1996, AHOF presented the skeleton to
the Cravers.

“Just a piece (or pieces) of junk by that time,”

Charles comments. “I’d gone to Maryland to pick up

a horse, so we thought we’d just load the skeleton in

�

�

TheTen
Commandments
f or  Breed ing  Arab ian  Horses
B y  C h a r l e s  a n d  J e a n n e  C r a v e r

1
Do not waste time on a horse in which

you are not strongly interested. Even long-

term breeders have only a few years in which

they can truly make a contribution. Each

false start is a lost start, and it takes time and

resources away from breedings that really

matter.

I (Charles) started out with two perfect-

ly good Arabian horses which I enjoyed, but

they were not what I wanted to go ahead

with. Now I wish I had spent that time on

horses that mattered to me. Unfortunately,

most Arabian breeders start with horses

which they later find are not what they

want. Often, by the time they learn this,

they feel they must go ahead. Wasted time is

always a loss. Remember that it is never too

late to change course and start over. Some of

our greatest Arabian breeders - such as Alice

Payne, Richard Pritzlaff, and Dr. J. L. Doyle

- changed their breeding program rather late

in their careers and went on to produce the

horses for which they are now honored.

2
Remember that, except for a very few

highly specialized purposes, the Arabian

Portia (Tripoli x Dhalana) at age 15.
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bred stallions Davenport brought in. When W. K.
Kellogg began his Arabian ranch at Pomona,
California, in 1925, his first purchase of Arabians
included the stallion *Deyr, then 21. *Deyr died at the
ranch in 1927 and Kellogg donated his skeleton to
the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History.
In 1975, much at the instigation of Charles, the
museum loaned *Deyr to the Arabian Horse Owners
Foundation at Barnesville, Maryland. Because the
skeleton was poorly packed and severely damaged, it
was never displayed by AHOF, and when the muse-
um was sold it was stored in a barn, to further deteri-
orate. Late in 1996, AHOF presented the skeleton to
the Cravers.

“Just a piece (or pieces) of junk by that time,”

Charles comments. “I’d gone to Maryland to pick up

a horse, so we thought we’d just load the skeleton in

�

�

TheTen
Commandments
f or  Breed ing  Arab ian  Horses
B y  C h a r l e s  a n d  J e a n n e  C r a v e r

1
Do not waste time on a horse in which

you are not strongly interested. Even long-

term breeders have only a few years in which

they can truly make a contribution. Each

false start is a lost start, and it takes time and

resources away from breedings that really

matter.

I (Charles) started out with two perfect-

ly good Arabian horses which I enjoyed, but

they were not what I wanted to go ahead

with. Now I wish I had spent that time on

horses that mattered to me. Unfortunately,

most Arabian breeders start with horses

which they later find are not what they

want. Often, by the time they learn this,

they feel they must go ahead. Wasted time is

always a loss. Remember that it is never too

late to change course and start over. Some of

our greatest Arabian breeders - such as Alice

Payne, Richard Pritzlaff, and Dr. J. L. Doyle

- changed their breeding program rather late

in their careers and went on to produce the

horses for which they are now honored.

2
Remember that, except for a very few

highly specialized purposes, the Arabian

Portia (Tripoli x Dhalana) at age 15.
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the trailer beside the horse. Because it was on a stand,

the head was too high to fit in the trailer, so *Deyr

was backed in, and the neck stuck out over the top of

the trailer door. (The head was detached.) So we’re

rolling down the Beltway at dusk, and a truck drove

up alongside us. A very agitated driver pounded on

the side of his truck to get our attention and excitedly

pointed back to the trailer. I believe I heard a com-

ment to the effect that I should feed my horse better.

So that was *Deyr’s last ride. He’s still in pieces, but

I’m sure there’s much to be learned from the skele-

ton.”

The Craver efforts are not guided by the show

ring. “Changes in presentation and training as the

show systems developed are not my style. And weren’t

most of the fine lines of Arabians (Egyptian, Polish,

Selby, Maynesboro, and early Crabbet) developed

apart from the show context?” asks Charles. Instead,

Jeanne and Charles find their highs at home. “As

breeders, our most satisfying moments come when

experienced horsemen visit the farm, view the horses,

educate us with their wisdom, and share our apprecia-

tion of the horses as special descendants of the desert

tradition or sometimes just as fine animals.

“Our former house had a foaling stall attached to

the living room. This arrangement made the foaling

process more convenient for us, but its greater benefit

was that it brought the horses more into our lives

than if they were in the barn. Several fragile foals

ended up being brought the rest of the way into the

house where they were delightful additions. All that

remained of one poor little fellow was a spot on the

carpet, evidence that his housebreaking was not quite

complete. Between foaling seasons, we sometimes

kept a special horse in the stall so we could open the

door and see that horse any time we wished. Better

than any picture on the wall.”

Because of their many activities in preservation

work, Charles and Jeanne find highs in preservationist

gatherings - Al Khamsa, CMK (Crabbet,

Maynesboro, Kellogg), and Davenport Arabians.

“People are interesting, always polite, and the world’s

�

�
horse is without question the best horse in the

world. It does not need improvement or

change. Be careful of the ways you let fuzzy

thinking about type, artificial performance,

changing standards of the showring, hype of

various kinds, or others’ opinions change your

personal standards for your own horses. If you

are not clear as to what you want, it is much

more difficult to produce the horse you will

like.

3
Let your horses tell you how they should be

bred. If you think about it quietly enough, you

can usually sense how a specific horse should be

bred. Logic has its importance in breeding deci-

sions, but it is not the only thing. Develop a

feel for how a breeding should be planned. Part

of the fun of breeding horses is that, even when

do you everything right, the resulting foal will

likely be somewhat different than you expected.

Horse breeding is a kind of lottery. You play the

odds the best you can and hope, but “chance”

tends to reward those who do things right.

4
Plan breedings for mares as individuals. A

really good breeder tries to get the best possible

foal from each mare, an entirely different

approach than trying to produce a uniform foal

crop, or to “prove” some personal theory about

how horses should be bred, or to “make” a 

stallion’s name by breeding too many mares 

to him.

5
If you think of a mare as a “cash cow”

whose major importance is to produce income,

you probably have too many horses.
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worst potential customers since each has a special

kind of horse and is definitely not interested in buy-

ing from anyone else. This rules out the idea of com-

merce as a subject of gathering, clearing the air for

honest-to-Pete exchange of thoughts. Preservationist

breeders tend to have experiences and problems in

common, so there is plenty of subject matter for dis-

cussion.”

Charles’s parents continued their horse operation

on the East Coast until their retirement in 1965, and

Charles’s father was deeply involved with the farm

and the horses until his death in 1979. Charles’s

mother, at 95, is still concerned with the horses.

On the Craver farm, Charles raised grain crops

and tried hogs and cattle, but finally decided he was

not cut out to be a swineherd or a cowboy, so dropped

those activities. “Eventually, I also realized that one

end of a grain field is about like another, and I had

seen both ends, so most of the grain farm was sold,”

Charles recounts. “The devastation of the floods of

�

�

6
Cooperation with other breeders is more

important than competition with other 

breeders.

7
Experienced breeders rarely criticize other

breeders’ horses.

8
Maintain your confidence in a bloodline

which you know to be good; be very careful

about deciding that a horse of such a bloodline

should not be used.

9
“Tincture of time” is the best veterinary

medicine, the best training device, the best way

of judging horses, the key to successful breed-

ing, the best way to make up your mind about

when to sell a really good horse - and some-

times a pretty good way to lose your shirt.

10
If you have a macho personality, take it out

on some human being who is bigger than you

are, but leave your horse alone. The other side

of the coin is that you should not confuse your

horse with a human being as a source of love

and understanding. Horses are animals; they

have horse thoughts, horse fears, and horse

emotions. Within those parameters, you should

feel your horse is a part of your family.
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merce as a subject of gathering, clearing the air for

honest-to-Pete exchange of thoughts. Preservationist

breeders tend to have experiences and problems in

common, so there is plenty of subject matter for dis-

cussion.”

Charles’s parents continued their horse operation

on the East Coast until their retirement in 1965, and

Charles’s father was deeply involved with the farm

and the horses until his death in 1979. Charles’s

mother, at 95, is still concerned with the horses.

On the Craver farm, Charles raised grain crops

and tried hogs and cattle, but finally decided he was

not cut out to be a swineherd or a cowboy, so dropped

those activities. “Eventually, I also realized that one

end of a grain field is about like another, and I had
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on some human being who is bigger than you

are, but leave your horse alone. The other side

of the coin is that you should not confuse your

horse with a human being as a source of love

and understanding. Horses are animals; they

have horse thoughts, horse fears, and horse

emotions. Within those parameters, you should
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1993 changed our lives. We and our horses survived

through the help of extremely generous people; the

farm itself was destroyed. We are now developing a

new 40-acre farm at Winchester, Illinois. We still 

own about 95 acres of the grain farm plus a hill farm

of 180 acres where we raise hay. Our home is a 100-

year-old farm house of the American ‘four-square’

type. It has few closets, no revealed ghosts, and a

beautiful pecan tree outside the kitchen window.

Someday, we’ll add the adjoining stall for foaling

mares.

“Our experience is that we can now be away from

the horses for one day and things go pretty well. Two

days: Something gets sick, hurt, or really wrong.

Three days: Better look out. Something about the

ownership presence averts trouble. But even if three

days’ absence turned out fine for the horses, the accu-

mulation of junk mail would be a disaster.”

Charles and Jeanne tally about 140 Arabians in

1997, the largest collection of Davenports anywhere.

“Continuity between the herd as it has developed and

individual Davenport horses of the past remains a

constant,” say Jeanne and Charles. “Horses of each

generation of Davenports and all the way right back

to the original importation could easily fit into the

Craver herd today, the only difference being that now

there would be others like them, some amazingly like

them. Almost makes one believe in some kind of

horse reincarnation. The bedouin principles of breed-

ing still apply, as does the wisdom of experience in

American breeding.

“For nearly 50 years, no matter where we are, the

emphasis remains the same: The horses are our trea-

sure. To go to the pasture or barns to see these lovely

animals or perhaps to ride one is an ultimate reward

in life.”

Javera Thadrian (Thane x HB Diandra), a 1982 Kuhaylan-Haifi stallion, bred three generations in strain and substrain.
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“The ship sailed out of the breakwater onto the
quiet, balmy, moonlit Mediterranean, and the
mess boy brought dinner to me. Then I wrapped

myself in a coat and slept on the forward hatch alongside the
horses. After passing the Azores with its storm and wind,
the captain suggested rigging a tarp to protect the horses, but
I thought the flapping would frighten them, so the sea spray
blew over the topless crates….” AHW, May 1983, 391

Thus began the odyssey bringing five precious young
Arabian horses from Egypt to America in February 1958,
accompanied by their new owner, Richard G. Pritzlaff. As he
recounts, he tended to them for the two-week voyage across
the Atlantic, then as they traveled overland to their destined
home, a high mountain valley near the Sangre de Cristo
mountains of New Mexico. There, midway between Santa Fe
and Taos, Rancho San Ignacio awaited their arrival, looking

▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼

B y  J o a n  L .  S c h l e i c h e r

Foundation Breeder:

R I C H A R D  
P R I T Z L A F F
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“The ship sailed out of the breakwater onto the
quiet, balmy, moonlit Mediterranean, and the
mess boy brought dinner to me. Then I wrapped

myself in a coat and slept on the forward hatch alongside the
horses. After passing the Azores with its storm and wind,
the captain suggested rigging a tarp to protect the horses, but
I thought the flapping would frighten them, so the sea spray
blew over the topless crates….” AHW, May 1983, 391

Thus began the odyssey bringing five precious young
Arabian horses from Egypt to America in February 1958,
accompanied by their new owner, Richard G. Pritzlaff. As he
recounts, he tended to them for the two-week voyage across
the Atlantic, then as they traveled overland to their destined
home, a high mountain valley near the Sangre de Cristo
mountains of New Mexico. There, midway between Santa Fe
and Taos, Rancho San Ignacio awaited their arrival, looking
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for all the world like the original
homeland of the Arabian horse, the
fertile highlands of ancient, snowy-
peaked Nejd.

Already in the pastures were
distant relatives of the travelers, their
own ancestors brought out of Egypt
and Arabia over half a century earlier
by other adventurous souls who had
been captivated too by the mission of
preserving the pure Bedouin horse. The
names of the foundation horses of RSI
are now well known in the history of
the breed — Rabanna and her foals by
Ghadaf, and the imported ones who
carried the first Nazeer and El Sareei
blood to America, *Rashad Ibn Nazeer,
*Bint Moniet El Nefous, *Bint Nefisa,
*Bint El Bataa and *Bint Dahma. Later,
the Babson, Faarad, was used on the
ranch for a time. Today we know them
to carry only the oldest Egyptian
blood, to be Sheykh Obeyd and
Heirloom, but in 1958, there were no
sponsors of such rare blood, and not
even the concept of straight “Egyptian,”
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which was born in 1969 with the
Pyramid Society. Nothing but the facts
of pedigree and provenance guided
Pritzlaff and his mentors to acquire
these foundation horses. Their choices
have stood the test of time.

Arabian horses were not the first
exotics to be brought to Rancho San
Ignacio by Richard Pritzlaff. However,
they were perhaps the perfect
embodiment of his interest in the
conservation of things rare and fine that
lasted all his nearly century-long life.

Richard G. Pritzlaff was born on
May 22, 1902, in Wisconsin. He
obtained a broad education both in
school — graduating in 1924 from the
University of Wisconsin, then spending
two years studying landscape
architecture at the University of
California at Berkeley where he first
became intrigued with Chinese art and
gardens — and through his extensive
world travels and the unusual friends he
met along the way. After college, he
stayed in Hawaii often, drawn by its

climate and beauty but also by the
opportunity to surf the big waves. It
was there that he met the well-known
Chinese art collector, Wu Laixi, and
embarked on what may have been the
first of his “conservation adventures.”

Wu Laixi was one of the
intermediaries between Chinese and
Westerners during the turbulent decade
preceding the outbreak of war between
China and Japan in July 1937. Many
Chinese families suffered great
financial hardship and had to watch the
destruction of their cultural treasures as
civil strife continued. Through dealers
like Wu Laixi, valuable artifacts were
sold in the West to raise funds but also
to save them for posterity.

Early in 1937, Richard Pritzlaff
traveled to Beijing and succeeded in
obtaining through Wu Laixi a number
of Chinese ancestor portraits, some
dating to the Ming Dynasty. These
paintings play an important part in
Chinese religious practices, providing a
focus for venerating one’s forebears and

▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
R i c h a r d  P r i t z l a f f

RICHARD PRITZLAFF ON AN EARLY JOURNEY.

RANCHO SAN IGNACIO AT HERMIT’S PEAK,
NEW MEXICO.
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seeking their spiritual assistance.
Pritzlaff felt he had undertaken a
sacred trust to keep the collection
together. Two years earlier he had
purchased a cattle ranch in New
Mexico, so he brought the scrolls
there, to Rancho San Ignacio, for
safekeeping, along with some carved
Chinese furniture, porcelains, and
textiles. In the 1940s, Wu Laixi offered
more portraits for sale and Pritzlaff
bought them himself rather than see
them dispersed. In total, the collection
grew to 83 scrolls. Some were hung in
the adobe ranch house at RSI and
visitors enjoyed the unusual contrast of
the rustic setting and the magnificent
paintings and furniture.

In a different sense, Pritzlaff began
another conservation project in 1939,
also during a visit to Hawaii. He met
the famed but reclusive artist Georgia
O’Keeffe. “Our mutual liking for New
Mexico started our friendship. She had
just acquired her home at Ghost Ranch
in the very colorful open spaces

In addition to his art interests,
Pritzlaff was an avid horticulturist,
having studied botany for his degree.
Over the years, he brought rare
varieties of flowering plants, fruit
trees, herbs and vegetables to the ranch,
placing them around the house, fields
and forest in such a way that they
appeared to be a natural part of an
especially lovely place. He built a large
greenhouse adjoining the spacious
kitchen of the adobe guesthouse and it
was soon overflowing with many
species of orchids, peonies and other
rarities collected during his travels.
There were also fine herbs to be
plucked for refreshing winter meals.
He loved to cook for his guests.

For the first twenty years that he
owned the ranch, he continued to
venture out into the world and bring
back what he enjoyed. Then he returned
with his Egyptian Arabians and after
that, the world began to come to him.
It had to, because he did not want to
leave the horses. Over the decades that

northwest of Santa Fe and I was living
at RSI in a little green valley 50 miles
east of town. Georgia was interested to
see how her country compared to my
mountain land and that was the
beginning of many visits between us
and a friendship lasting forty years.”
They rode the trails around Hermit’s
Peak together, traveled through Europe
and to Tangier and shared many similar
interests. He gave her the first of her
Chow Chow dogs and she drove to RSI
to watch Colonel Handler work with
the Arabians. It is likely that she
advised him as he acquired his excellent
collection of American Indian art. He
had vivid recollections of Georgia
O’Keeffe and kept all the letters and
memorabilia from her. When the Santa
Fe museum devoted to her work
contacted him for help in 1987, he 
was pleased to be able to enrich 
their archives.
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IN 1942, AN ARTISTIC RANCH HAND AT RSI
ENLIVENED THE BUNKHOUSE WALLS WITH VIVID

MURALS. PORAY-HEYWOWSKI PHOTOS.

RICHARD PRITZLAFF CELEBRATING HIS 85TH

BIRTHDAY IN 1987 ON THE FRONT PORCH OF

THE ADOBE RANCH HOUSE.
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followed, many visitors made the long
trek to Hermit’s Peak to see the unique
herd, to be given tantalizing glimpses
of old photos of Egypt and Arabia, to
be read portions of letters and
unpublished manuscripts all about the
Arabian breed and its enthusiasts.
Friends, both old and new, enjoyed
Pritzlaff’s generous hospitality, as he
shared his time, food, and a wealth of
knowledge with them.

Richard Pritzlaff was a gallant
gentleman who paid tribute to his
friends and mentors at every
opportunity. In a typical passage, he
wrote: “With the information and
encouragement of Carl Raswan, who
knew so much about the desert Arabian
from living with the Bedouin tribes;
with the knowledge and instruction in
horsemanship from Colonel Hans
Handler, as well as his friendship; and
with th e advice of General Tibor von
Pettko Szandtner, whose knowledge of
breeding brought the Egyptian Arabian
to a new peak of elegance and
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refinement, Rancho San Ignacio has been
greatly helped in accomplishing its goal
of breeding some of the finest, most
typical Arabians.”

Of course, it should be
remembered that though these experts
selected his foundation stock and
influenced his breeding decisions, it was
Richard who was wise enough to heed
their advice! The combined heritage
from these people guided his program
and he never wavered from t he vision 
he felt so fortunate to have obtained
from them.

The first of Pritzlaff’s guides was
Carl Raswan, arguably the foremost
figure in the preservation of the
purebred Arabian horse in the 20th
century. His memory still provokes his
friends and foes into lively “discussions”
about the controversies surrounding his
deeds and theories. Pritzlaff stayed
aloof from the talk, saying simply,
“Raswan was my de ar and valued friend.
I will leave to others any subjective
evaluation of the man and his work … he

sacrificed his life for the Arabian
horse.”

They met in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, in 1946 through a mutual
friend, and soon after Pritzlaff began to
visit Raswan’s ranch in Cedar Crest.
They rode together — Pritzlaff on
Hassan Bey (Ghawi x Ghazil) and
Raswan on Sartez (Antez x Saraf), as he
conditioned him for raci ng. The first
Arabian owned by Pritzlaff was Muntez
(Sartez x Munia), bred by Raswan and
used as a riding horse and sire of Anglo-
Arabians at RSI. But Pritzlaff also
wished to breed purebreds and asked
Raswan to find him a suitable filly. On
the basis of her pedigree, direct
knowledge of her ancestors, and his
special appreciation of her grandsires,
*Nasik and *Nasr, Raswan arranged for
the purchase of Raba nna (Rasik x
Banna), and later selected Ghadaf (Ribal
x Gulnare) to be her mate.

Raswan and Pritzlaff had a long and
fruitful friendship. During the 1950s
while Raswan was compiling his huge
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Index, Pritzlaff was his patron and
frequent host. The informative book,
The Arab and His Horse, published in
1955, was dedicated by Raswan “To
Richard of the San Ignacio Ranch, at
Hermit’s Peak, in New Mexico.”

During these years, Raswan was
corresponding with many breeders,
among them General Tibor von Pettko
Szandtner, former commandant of
Babolna Stud and head of the Kafr
Farouk Stud in Egypt since 1949. Both
men had many harrowing experiences
during wartimes, trying to save valuable
breeding stock  in Arabia and Europe,
respectively, from invading armies.
Both were concerned about the political
unrest in Egypt and the potential danger
to Arabian horses there. General von
Szandtner’s health was failing as well,
and he knew he would retire soon. To
help secure the future of the breeding
stock he had cultivated during his ten-
year leadership of the stud, he wished to
transplant a seed herd to a safe pl ace.
Both he and Raswan apparently believed

bottom of my heart that you have so
much happiness with the new horses.
How is the little foal of Moniet El
Nefous? It gives me pleasure that the
stallion is making good progress in
riding...Rashad is a dear, loving horse. 
I really liked him very much. May God
give you happiness and success with
your horses.’ ”

Considering its fame and far-
reaching branches that s erve as
rootstock for other breeders, the
Pritzlaff herd is small in number. Fewer
than 250 horses were bred at RSI since
1958. With rare exception, all descend
only from his original foundation
horses in various blendings that still
provide opportunities for infusing new
blood through other individuals in the
herd. Though Pritzlaff was actively
searching for an “outcross” stallion in
the 1980s, the only lin es he was
considering were either pure Doyle, or
Babson with concentrated *Bint Serra I
lineage.

The Pritzlaff program is an

America was such a place and that
Richard Pritzlaff was one who could
accomplish the difficult task of
exporting the horses from Egypt.
Pritzlaff made two trips to Egypt. In
1956, the situation was not desperate and
he considered buying only two horses.
However, when he returned in the spring
of 1958, von Szandtner had selected a
stallion and four mares for him. Their
pedigrees attest to the fact that they
composed a breeding group, and one that
would blend well with the old Egyptian
lines of Rabanna and Ghadaf.

As Pritzlaff wrote later: “The
General and his wife knew they could
not remain in Egypt much longer 
under Nasser, so the General was happy
that some of his finest Arabians 
would continue his breeding program 
in A merica.

“The General wrote to me from
Germany in 1958: ‘I am happy from the
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ABOVE: PRITZLAFF AND HIS FOUNDATION

MARE, RABANNA (RASIK X BANNA).

“ARABIAN HORSES ARE MOUNTAIN

HORSES…AND SEEM TO THRIVE IN NEW

MEXICO’S DRY CLIMATE AND THE ELEVATION HERE OF 7,600 FEET… ,” NOTED RICHARD PRITZLAFF. AT RIGHT, TATU (JOHN DOYLE X *BINT

MONIET EL NEFOUS) ENJOYS HER QUIET LIFE.
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Index, Pritzlaff was his patron and
frequent host. The informative book,
The Arab and His Horse, published in
1955, was dedicated by Raswan “To
Richard of the San Ignacio Ranch, at
Hermit’s Peak, in New Mexico.”

During these years, Raswan was
corresponding with many breeders,
among them General Tibor von Pettko
Szandtner, former commandant of
Babolna Stud and head of the Kafr
Farouk Stud in Egypt since 1949 . Both
men had many harrowing experiences
during wartimes, trying to save valuable
breeding stock in Arabia and Europe,
respectively, from invading armies.
Both were concerned about the political
unrest in Egypt and the potential danger
to Arabian horses there. General von
Szandtner’s health was failing as well,
and he knew he would retire soon. To
help secure the future of the breeding
stock he had cultivat ed during his ten-
year leadership of the stud, he wished to
transplant a seed herd to a safe place.
Both he and Raswan apparently believed

bottom of my heart that you have so
much happiness with the new horses.
How is the little foal of Moniet El
Nefous? It gives me pleasure that the
stallion is making good progress in
riding...Rashad is a dear, loving horse. 
I really liked him very much. May God
give you happiness and success with
your horses.’ ”

Considering its fame and far-
reaching branches that serve as
rootstock for other breeders, the
Pritzlaff herd is small in number. Fewer
than 250 horses were bred at RSI since
1958. With rare exception, all descend
only from his original foundation
horses in various blendings that still
provide opportunities for infusing new
blood through other individuals in the
her d. Though Pritzlaff was actively
searching for an “outcross” stallion in
the 1980s, the only lines he was
considering were either pure Doyle, or
Babson with concentrated *Bint Serra I
lineage.

The Pritzlaff program is an

America was such a place and that
Richard Pritzlaff was one who could
accomplish the difficult task of
exporting the horses from Egypt.
Pritzlaff made two trips to Egypt. In
1956, the situation was not desperate and
he consid ered buying only two horses.
However, when he returned in the spring
of 1958, von Szandtner had selected a
stallion and four mares for him. Their
pedigrees attest to the fact that they
composed a breeding group, and one that
would blend well with the old Egyptian
lines of Rabanna and Ghadaf.

As Pritzlaff wrote later: “The
General and his wife knew they could
not remain in Egypt much longer 
under Nasser, so the General was happy
that some of his finest Arabians 
would continue his breeding program 
in America.

“The General wrote to me from
Germany in 1958: ‘I am happy from the
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example of what preservationists call
closed-herd replacement breeding. It
began with the assembling of horses of
similar early Egyptian provenance, and
developed through selective line-
breeding. Pritzlaff wrote, “Since there
are almost no pure strain Arabians, I do
breed for strain type — choosing horses
that are of the same conformation to
mate to one another, though the
grandparents likely contribute the
stronger inheritance.”

The program succeeded in
producing and maintaining for five
generations horses with “the original
conformation of the desertbred
Arabian combined with the finer head
and elegance of the Abbas Pasha and
Ali Pasha Sherif Arabians” which was
Pritzlaff’s stated goal. Some of the
characteristics that became uniform in
the herd are triangular heads with wide-
branching jaw, (“five fingers”), obvious
mitbah, and large “human eyes” set low
on the face. Some individuals have
extreme jibbahs and the dish is set
halfway between ears and point of
muzzle. There is great distance from
the poll to the wither and a well-arched
neck flowing into a proportionally
short broad back and deep croup. Both
bone and upper leg muscling are
substantial. Most colors have appeared
in the herd and usually much roaning,
even to the rare, breathtaking “arnabi.”
In disposition, they are horses who
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greet the new and unexpected with
curiosity rather than alarm.

Always the consummate athlete,
Richard Pritzlaff rode horses
all his life and in many settings,

from cattle ranches in New Mexico to
the arena at the Spanish Riding School
in Vienna where he took lessons from
his friend, Colonel Hans Handler, head
of the school. During the 1960s, he had
the pleasure of entertaining Colonel
Handler and his family during their
month-long visits to RSI. The Colonel
was curious to know how the Arabians
would take to dressage, so *Rashad Ibn
Nazeer and others were trained in a few
movements, including the passage and
piaffe. He was impressed at how
quickly the stallions learned and how
long they retained their few weeks of
lessons. Pritzlaff credited his friendship
with Colonel Handler as the source of
his own methods of training and ideas
about Arabian horses.

Richard Pritzlaff had strong
opinions about the Arabian horse, but

they were well grounded by personal
experience. His awareness was based
upon his riding, shaped by his artistic
interests and aesthetic sense of
harmonizing with nature, then deepened
and focused upon the unique qualities of
the Arabian breed through his
friendship with Carl Raswan. Finally,
his ideas we re tested and refined by
nearly forty years of breeding a closed
herd of pure blood and classic type.

His breeding philosophy was one
of “form follows function.” The horses
were allowed to live in the natural
world, experiencing the freedom of
large pastures, the purifying effects of
the stresses of changing seasons and
feed, the emotional sustainment of
interacting with their herd and bonding
with their hum an caretakers. They were
evaluated for strength of constitution,
endurance, and disposition as well as for
the more visible indices of Arabian type
and beauty. Pritzlaff knew his program
was unusual in many ways, and
commented on the differences in his
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articles: “I am remote from the
mainstream because I think that Arabian
horse breeding has deteriorated, and
continues to deteriorate. The true
Arabian horse is being lost. The show
horse with long legs and long neck does
not resemble the horse of the desert.
The treatment of show horses is
spoiling the friendly character of the
horse. Photographs today show the
extreme make-up and mutilation of the
Arabian .

“The real backbone of the Arabian
horse industry is the many people who
love the Arabian horse for what he is,
companion and friend and a strong
usable horse. It is the smaller owners
who care for the horses themselves who
really appreciate the qualities of the
true Arabian.”

Buyers pursued Pritzlaff horses.
They were rarely advertised — and then
in the form of an announcement,
accompanied by a photo demons trating
his fundamental values — the horses
were posed in a relaxed, natural manner
and often shown under saddle, again
emphasizing the harmony between
horse and human handler, and
demonstrating the usefulness of a good
horse to enhance our lives.

Pritzlaff campaigned quietly but
continually against any profiteering
commercialism in the breeding of
Arabian horses. Some people chastised

existence and welfare.
P erhaps his attention was first

focused upon this issue through a
difficult personal experience that began
with an endeavor full of high hopes and
ideals. It has been said that Pritzlaff’s
importation of the first Nazeer blood
opened a new era of breeding Egyptian
Arabians in America. In fact, horses
imported afterwards are even called
“new” Egyptian, despite the fact that
most of the blood had already been
b rought to America in two earlier waves
— in the imports from England by W.
R. Brown and others before 1920 and in
the 1932 Brown and Babson importation
from Egypt. In any case, there was
certainly a new wave of enthusiasm for
the Egyptian Arabian. A steady flow of
horses began to arrive from Egypt and
important programs such as those of
Ansata, Gleannloch and Serenity were
established. Jay Stream brought ov er
*Ibn Moniet El Nefous, and Sara Loken
imported *Fakher El Din and *Talal.
With the horses’ arrival, concern grew

him for this action, saying he was just
one of the privileged few who did not
need to worry about money. That was
not true, and Pritzlaff did struggle in
later years to continue to preserve the
ranch and animals living there.

What he was warning breeders
about in his appeals was manifested in
th e effects of the tax reform legislation
of the 1980s. In 1985, extravagantly
staged public auctions of Arabian horses
drew landmark sales figures. But, the
laws changed. By 1987, some large farms
were bankrupt and auctions of
remaining stock brought only a tiny
fraction of their earlier worth. Many
individual horses met tragic ends as
their value dropped to nearly nothing
because their marketability ended with
the tax reform. Pritzlaff was trying to
say that something as precious as this
species should not depend on the
vagaries of human politics for its
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articles: “I am remote from the
mainstream because I think that Arabian
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continues to deteriorate. The true
Arabian horse is being lost. The show
horse with long legs and long neck does
not resemble the horse of the desert.
The treatment of show horses is
spoiling the friendly character of the
horse. Photographs today show the
extreme make-up and mutilation of the
Arabian .

“The real backbone of the Arabian
horse industry is the many people who
love the Arabian horse for what he is,
companion and friend and a strong
usable horse. It is the smaller owners
who care for the horses themselves who
really appreciate the qualities of the
true Arabian.”

Buyers pursued Pritzlaff horses.
They were rarely advertised — and then
in the form of an announcement,
accompanied by a photo demons trating
his fundamental values — the horses
were posed in a relaxed, natural manner
and often shown under saddle, again
emphasizing the harmony between
horse and human handler, and
demonstrating the usefulness of a good
horse to enhance our lives.

Pritzlaff campaigned quietly but
continually against any profiteering
commercialism in the breeding of
Arabian horses. Some people chastised

existence and welfare.
P erhaps his attention was first

focused upon this issue through a
difficult personal experience that began
with an endeavor full of high hopes and
ideals. It has been said that Pritzlaff’s
importation of the first Nazeer blood
opened a new era of breeding Egyptian
Arabians in America. In fact, horses
imported afterwards are even called
“new” Egyptian, despite the fact that
most of the blood had already been
b rought to America in two earlier waves
— in the imports from England by W.
R. Brown and others before 1920 and in
the 1932 Brown and Babson importation
from Egypt. In any case, there was
certainly a new wave of enthusiasm for
the Egyptian Arabian. A steady flow of
horses began to arrive from Egypt and
important programs such as those of
Ansata, Gleannloch and Serenity were
established. Jay Stream brought ov er
*Ibn Moniet El Nefous, and Sara Loken
imported *Fakher El Din and *Talal.
With the horses’ arrival, concern grew

him for this action, saying he was just
one of the privileged few who did not
need to worry about money. That was
not true, and Pritzlaff did struggle in
later years to continue to preserve the
ranch and animals living there.

What he was warning breeders
about in his appeals was manifested in
th e effects of the tax reform legislation
of the 1980s. In 1985, extravagantly
staged public auctions of Arabian horses
drew landmark sales figures. But, the
laws changed. By 1987, some large farms
were bankrupt and auctions of
remaining stock brought only a tiny
fraction of their earlier worth. Many
individual horses met tragic ends as
their value dropped to nearly nothing
because their marketability ended with
the tax reform. Pritzlaff was trying to
say that something as precious as this
species should not depend on the
vagaries of human politics for its
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over how to ensure the survival of a
purely Egyptian gene pool for the
future benefit of the breed. In 1969 and
1970, eight breeders convened at
Gleannloch and founded The Pyramid
Society in order to fulfill this goal.
Richard Pritzlaff was one of them.

As he related his story to this
writer in 1986, “I began the enterprise
with enthusiasm but policy changes
were made that I could not support.
One of them wa s the revision of the
definition of what qualified a horse to
be “Pyramid straight” Egyptian.
Originally, we had agreed that
bloodstock included in the studbooks
of Egypt and tracing to desertbred
origins would be designated as Pyramid.
This made good sense to me because it
provided a clear taproot system by
which horses would be qualified.

However, soon there were
exceptions made as well as unjustifiable
exc lusions, such as pages 1 through 44
of the History of the Royal
Agricultural Society’s Stud of
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Authentic Arabian Horses, Cairo, 1948.
Because of this revision, I was informed
that one of my foundation mares,
Rabanna, and also Dr. J. L. Doyle’s mares
Gulida and Im Gulnar were no longer
considered to be Pyramid. I was told
that only stock recorded as having been
used in Egyptian studs would qualify
and these mares carried lines to Kars and
Jerboa (two Blunt desertbreds) found in
the pedigrees of “Root Stallions” listed
on page s 37–44 of the studbook, and in
horses included after page 45 but only in
combination with the blood of the
Polish horse Skowronek.

This decision was perplexing to me,
especially since at the same time the
Society was making formal “exceptions”
to the rule so that certain non-qualifying
horses could be included, such as
*Exochorda. Neither this mare, nor her
desertbred sire and dam are to be found
in any sec tion of any Egyptian
studbook.”

For seven years, Pritzlaff
petitioned the Society to return to a

basic root system that was prescribed by
the historical facts, but all his requests
were denied. In 1977, he resigned from
the Society and tried to inform the
public of the facts through tactful ads
and articles. Perhaps his words were too
tactful, because only his associates and
some “scholars” of the breed
under stood what had happened.

A cloud of doubt began to veil the
value of the Rabanna blood. Newcomers
to Egyptian lines often “played it safe”
and avoided the stock. But Pritzlaff
held to his ideals. As the breeding
records show, he produced an average of
six foals per year and half of them
carried Rabanna blood. In numerous
cases, he bred his “straight” mares to
Rabanna-line stallions in order to
follow the bre eding principles that
worked so well in the creation and
maintenance of his herd.

Today, twenty years later, there are
two flourishing preservation groups
supporting early Egyptian Arabians.
Both endorse the Rabanna and Doyle
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INFLUENTIAL YOUNG MARES FROM RSI —
FROM LEFT: TATUMI RSI (UMI X TATU), A
FOUNDATION MARE FOR THE KILLINGSTADS;
SARIELLA (ALCIBIADES X BINT EL SARIE),
DAM OF SAR IBN MONIET, A HEAD SIRE AT

BENTWOOD AND AN AHW SIRE OF

SIGNIFICANCE; AND RAFISA (*RASHAD IBN

NAZEER X *BINT NEFISA), DAM OF RAFEER,
FOUNDATION SIRE FOR HART ARABIANS.
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stock as an important component. The
Sheykh Obeyd Foundation and the
Heirloom Arabian Stud were
established in time for Richard
Pritzlaff to be assured that his values
and goals were shared by many others
and his valuable bloodstock would
survive.

On February 6, 1997, Richard 
G. Pritzlaff passed away
peacefully in his sleep at

Rancho San Ignacio. Outside in the
snowy pastures, his horses grazed
quietly while a peacock’s call heralded
the moment. The keeper of many
treasures had gone and no more guests
would be entertained in the old adobe
house. But his legacies are being well
tended.

In 1990, the Smithsonian
Institution acquired the entire
collection of Chinese paintings as well
as four textiles and two bowls. A
selection of the portraits are now on
display in the Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery and the Pritzlaff Col lection is

Arabian horse community will be the
dispensation of the Pritzlaff/Raswan
archives of notes, letters, photographs
and writings, which could be crucial
documents for future historical studies.
At present, no decision has been made
about this irreplaceable collection. 

More important to Richard than
any of these things is the future welfare
of his horses, his “children” and the
stock he tended so lon g. There are
many breeders who are now fortunate
enough to enjoy the ownership of
Pritzlaff Arabians and they are the heirs
to his most precious legacy, the horses
themselves and also his teachings about
them. Years ago, he was asked what he
would like to be remembered about his
program. He answered: “That I have
kept the breed as I have found it, and I
found some of the best. That I have
kept them pure, tha t I have kept them
athletic, and that I have kept their
dispositions. They were desert horses –
pure – and that they were cared for in
the way the Arabs cared for them.”

being formally announced in an article,
“Calling Back the Ancestor’s Shadow:
Chinese Ritual and Commemorative
Portraits,” by Jan Stuart, in Oriental
Art, October 1997. A large
conservation grant has been obtained
that will provide funds for the major
exhibition and book planned for
publication in the year 2000. Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Klinginsmith are to be
thanked for their extensive assistance 
in making one of Richard’s dreams 
come true.

Rancho San Ignacio has been
donated to The Nature Conservancy, in
the hope that his goal of preserving the
pristine beauty  of the ranch can be
achieved.

The Georgia O’Keeffe
memorabilia has been acquired by
various museums and galleries, as has
the remainder of his once-extensive
Indian artifact and painting collection.

Of particular interest to the
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“VISITORS REMARK ABOUT THE FINE, STRONG LEGS OF MY HORSES. THE CLIMATE AND TERRAIN HERE, AS WELL AS THE EXERCISE AND FREEDOM MY

HORSES RECEIVE, CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR STRENGTH, HARDINESS, STRONG ATHLETIC MOVEMENT, AND ENDURANCE.” (RICHARD PRITZLAFF).
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stock as an important component. The
Sheykh Obeyd Foundation and the
Heirloom Arabian Stud were
established in time for Richard
Pritzlaff to be assured that his values
and goals were shared by many others
and his valuable bloodstock would
survive.

On February 6, 1997, Richard 
G. Pritzlaff passed away
peacefully in his sleep at

Rancho San Ignacio. Outside in the
snowy pastures, his horses grazed
quietly while a peacock’s call heralded
the moment. The keeper of many
treasures had gone and no more guests
would be entertained in the old adobe
house. But his legacies are being well
tended.

In 1990, the Smithsonian
Institution acquired the entire
collection of Chinese paintings as well
as four textiles and two bowls. A
selection of the portraits are now on
display in the Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery and the Pritzlaff Col lection is

Arabian horse community will be the
dispensation of the Pritzlaff/Raswan
archives of notes, letters, photographs
and writings, which could be crucial
documents for future historical studies.
At present, no decision has been made
about this irreplaceable collection. 

More important to Richard than
any of these things is the future welfare
of his horses, his “children” and the
stock he tended so lon g. There are
many breeders who are now fortunate
enough to enjoy the ownership of
Pritzlaff Arabians and they are the heirs
to his most precious legacy, the horses
themselves and also his teachings about
them. Years ago, he was asked what he
would like to be remembered about his
program. He answered: “That I have
kept the breed as I have found it, and I
found some of the best. That I have
kept them pure, tha t I have kept them
athletic, and that I have kept their
dispositions. They were desert horses –
pure – and that they were cared for in
the way the Arabs cared for them.”

being formally announced in an article,
“Calling Back the Ancestor’s Shadow:
Chinese Ritual and Commemorative
Portraits,” by Jan Stuart, in Oriental
Art, October 1997. A large
conservation grant has been obtained
that will provide funds for the major
exhibition and book planned for
publication in the year 2000. Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Klinginsmith are to be
thanked for their extensive assistance 
in making one of Richard’s dreams 
come true.

Rancho San Ignacio has been
donated to The Nature Conservancy, in
the hope that his goal of preserving the
pristine beauty of the ranch can be
achieved.

The Georgia O’Keeffe
memorabilia has been acquired by
variou s museums and galleries, as has
the remainder of his once-extensive
Indian artifact and painting collection.

Of particular interest to the
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Rabanna is a Saqlawi Jedran Ibn ed
Derri, tracing to the taproot
mare Basilisk, a desertbred

acquired for the Blunts by Mr. Skene in
1878. She was shipped to Egypt, then
later went to Crabbet Stud in England.
Her blood returned to Egypt in stock
purchased by the RAS from Crabbet in
1920, and came to the United States in
the large 1918 importation from
Crabbet by W. R. Brown.

Rabanna’s dam, Banna, was sired b y
Prince Mohamed Ali’s stallion, *Nasr,
and was born at the Babson Farm where
her dam, Baribeh, was part of the
Babson herd for years. In Egyptian lines
today, Rabanna is one of only two
sources of *Nasr blood.

Ghadaf was Rabanna’s first mate, a
Saqlawi Jedran Ibn Sudan tracing to
Abbas Pasha’s Ghazieh, through Lady
Anne Blunt’s *Ghazala. Sixty-four
percent of Ghadaf’s stock originates
with horses in the stud  of Abbas Pasha
and the remainder descends from
desertbreds collected by the Blunts in
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the 1800s. He was the foundation sire
for the program of Dr. J. L. Doyle and
his progeny are renowned for their
excellence in sports such as endurance
racing.

*Rashad Ibn Nazeer is a
Keheilan Rodan, descending
from Wilfred and Lady Anne

Blunt’s Rodania. He is appraised by
equine connoisseurs as one of the finest
Egyptian stallions to be brought to the
U.S. Few people had the chance to see
him in his prime — he was a gawky
youngster at the time of his
importation, and he never left the ranch.
In one of his early seasons at stud, he
fell and broke his tail while covering a
mare. This injury did not impair his
talent at dressage, exhibited during
training with Colonel Hans Handler,
his lightness and responsiveness as a
pleasure horse, or his ability as a sire.
He was bred exclusively to RSI mares.
One of his first  sons was Shiko Ibn
Sheikh, an Arabian Horse World “Sire
of Significance” whose blood is found

in the pedigrees of horses winning in
the sport of endurance racing as well as
the showring.

In pedigree, Rashad is a three-
quarter brother to another well-known
Egyptian import, *Ansata Ibn Halima.
Rashad’s maternal grandam was Bint
Rissala, one of the Keheilen Rodan
mares imported from the Crabbet
Arabian Stud by the Royal Agricultural
Society of Egypt in 1920. She was sired
by Ibn Yashmak, and carries sixty-five
percent Abbas Pasha blood. Rashad was
selected to be the head sire for
Pritzlaff’s mares because of his
phenotype as well as the fact that he
carried the highest concentration of
lines from the stud of Abbas Pasha of
all of Nazeer’s sons.

*Bint Moniet El Nefous is a
Saqlawi Jedran descending
from the Ali Pasha Sherif

mare, Bint Roga. Her siblings –
including *Ibn Moniet El Nefous,
*Tuhotmos, Mona, and Mabrouka – are
unparalleled for their influence on
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KUMENCE RSI (MONIETOR-RSI X KUMONIET

RSI), GREAT-GRANDAUGHTER OF RABANNA.
*BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS (*NAZEER X

MONIET EL NEFOUS).
BLARNEY (IBN GULIDA X BINT GHADAF),
GRANDSON OF GHADAF.

THE BARN AT RSI.

PHOTO: A. BRAKENSIECK
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Egyptian bloodlines. Of all, Bint
Moniet was the most like her dam, still
a paragon of type for the breed.
Pritzlaff demonstrated his breeding
principles clearly when he bred Bint
Moniet to sons of Rabanna for her first
two foals, producing the lovely mare
Tatu (by John Doyle), whose blood is
found on many farms today, and Sir
White Moon (by Tibor The General),
who was trained in dressage and won
awards in competition with all breeds
through the Prix St. Georges level.

The sons and daughters of Bint
Moniet by *Rashad are cornerstones in
the breed: Rasmoniet RSI and
Alcibiades sired hundreds of foals and
are found in the pedigrees of many
show champions; Bint Bint Moniet,

bred her to their stallion, Ansata El
Salim. Her granddaughters by
Pritzlaff’s brown Babson stallion,
Faarad, went to Edna and Bill Weeks
and also to Earl Foster. All of these
breeders are now legends in the
establishment of Egyptian lines in
America, and they have spread the seeds
to many smaller farms. However, at RSI
this line was thin, no longer propagated
after 1984, although the graceful black
mare Ebocenta RSI remained in the
herd as a living reminder of *Bint El
Bataa.

*Bint Nefisa was a Dahman
Shahwan, tracing to Ali
Pasha Sherif’s El Dahma,

through the family of Farida. Those
who were fortunate enough to see her

Monisa RSI, and Raya Del Sol were
highlights in the Bentwood collection.
Pritzlaff credited Bint Moniet as having
the greatest influence on his herd over
the generations.

*Bint El Bataa is closely related
to Bint Moniet, her dam
being a full sister to Moniet

El Nefous, and she is also a three-
quarter sister to Rashad. Her lineage has
spread far and wide. Her son Shiko Ibn
Sheikh went to Dale and Ella Coffee in
1966 together with a daughter of *Bint
Dahma. In 1968, her daughter Faaraa
was sold to Millie and Norton Grow at
Rafter G, and in 1969, *Bint el Bataa
herself went to live at the Grows, who
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TOP LEFT:  *RASHAD IBN

NAZEER (NAZEER X

YASHMAK).

TOP RIGHT: *BINT DAHMA

(EL SAREEI X DAHMA).

NEAR RIGHT: *BINT NEFISA

(EL SAREEI X NEFISA).

FAR RIGHT: RG GABRIEL

(ALCIBIADES X RG
SHERIFA), GREAT-GRANDSON

OF *BINT EL BATAA.
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Moniet was the most like her dam, still
a paragon of type for the breed.
Pritzlaff demonstrated his breeding
principles clearly when he bred Bint
Moniet to sons of Rabanna for her first
two foals, producing the lovely mare
Tatu (by John Doyle), whose blood is
found on many farms today, and Sir
White Moon (by Tibor The General),
who was trained in dressage and won
awards in competition with all breeds
through the Prix St. Georges level.

The sons and daughters of Bint
Moniet by *Rashad are cornerstones in
the breed: Rasmoniet RSI and
Alcibiades sired hundreds of foals and
are found in the pedigrees of many
show champions; Bint Bint Moniet,

bred her to their stallion, Ansata El
Salim. Her granddaughters by
Pritzlaff’s brown Babson stallion,
Faarad, went to Edna and Bill Weeks
and also to Earl Foster. All of these
breeders are now legends in the
establishment of Egyptian lines in
America, and they have spread the seeds
to many smaller farms. However, at RSI
this line was thin, no longer propagated
after 1984, although the graceful black
mare Ebocenta RSI remained in the
herd as a living reminder of *Bint El
Bataa.

*Bint Nefisa was a Dahman
Shahwan, tracing to Ali
Pasha Sherif’s El Dahma,

through the family of Farida. Those
who were fortunate enough to see her

Monisa RSI, and Raya Del Sol were
highlights in the Bentwood collection.
Pritzlaff credited Bint Moniet as having
the greatest influence on his herd over
the generations.

*Bint El Bataa is closely related
to Bint Moniet, her dam
being a full sister to Moniet

El Nefous, and she is also a three-
quarter sister to Rashad. Her lineage has
spread far and wide. Her son Shiko Ibn
Sheikh went to Dale and Ella Coffee in
1966 together with a daughter of *Bint
Dahma. In 1968, her daughter Faaraa
was sold to Millie and Norton Grow at
Rafter G, and in 1969, *Bint el Bataa
herself went to live at the Grows, who
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at RSI said she was exquisite. In
pedigree, she carries the greatest
diversity of blood among the imports,
including two crosses to Bint El
Bahreyn. She had eleven foals for
Pritzlaff, four of them fillies whose
lines produced well off the ranch —
Rafisa RSI, who was sold to Jackson
Hensley in 1971; Alfisa RSI, who went
to Edna and Bill Weeks in 1980 after
she had produced two fillies for
Pritzlaff, one of them his heart’s
delight, Perfecta RSI; Orfisa RSI,
whose only daughter was sold to
Vincent Melzac; and Balmoniet RSI,
who went to Jerry Klinginsmith in
thanks for all his help in Pritzlaff’s
later years.
▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼

*Bint Dahma descended from
the same branch of the
Dahman family as *Bint

Nefisa. In his articles, Pritzlaff noted
that she was the “extra mare” he decided
to bring out of Egypt, as “insurance.”
Time has proven her line to be one of
the best, perhaps the most prolific of all
Pritzlaff foundation mares, particularly
through her daughter RSI Sara who
went to the Grows and produced ten
fillies. Known for their excellent
conformation, her progeny have also
shown exotic heads. They helped
establish successful programs like
Ravenwood, Hart Arabians, and Apple
Hill. Though her daughters were all
sold, *Bint Dahma spent her life at RSI,

bearing her last foal when she was
twenty-six years old. Pritzlaff named
him “Miracle RSI.”

Faarad (Faaris x Fadba) is a
Dahman Shahwan descending
from the Obeya family of Ali

Pasha Sherif’s El Dahma. Tracing
entirely to the horses imported by
Henry Babson from Egypt in 1932, he
was purchased by Pritzlaff primarily as
an outcross for his Bint El Bataa line,
siring nine foals at RSI from 1965 to
1971. He was sold together with his
daughter, Gita, to Earl Foster in 1970.
None of his stock was retained in the
core herd at RSI, though it has bred on
beautifully in many other programs.
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P r i t z l a f f  F o u n d a t i o n  H o r s e s :  Ta i l  F e m a l e  L i n e a g e
First generation Second generation Third generation Fourth generation Fifth generation Sixth generation Seventh generation Eighth generation Ninth generation

BASILISK (BLT)   1875 g BOZRA (BLT)    1881 g BUKRA (BLT)   1896 g *BATTLA    1915 g BABIRAH    1922 g BARIBEH   1927 c BANNA   1935 g RABANNA  1947 g

FOUNDATION [x PHAROAH (BLT)] [x AHMAR (BLT)] [x RAZAZ (BLT)] [x *NAFIA] [x RIBAL] [x*NASR]    [x RASIK]

ABD EL JADR OF DEYR CRABBET STUD CRABBET STUD CRABBET STUD “BROWN, W R” “BROWN, W R” “DICKINSON, J “ “GALLAHER, D F”

GHAZIEH (AP)  ca.1850 g HORRA (APS) ca. 1870 g HELWA (APS) ca. 1875  g BINT HELWA (APS) 1887 g *GHAZALA   1896 g GULNARE   1914 g GHADAF   1929 c

FOUNDATION [x ZOBEYNI (AP)] [x SHUEYMAN (APS)] [x AZIZ (APS)] [x IBN SHERARA (APS)] [x *RODAN] [x RIBAL]

in stud of ABBAS PASHA ALI PASHA SHERIF ALI PASHA SHERIF ALI PASHA SHERIF ALI PASHA SHERIF “BORDEN, SPENCER” “BROWN, W R”

RODANIA (BLT)    1869 c *ROSE OF SHARON 1885 c RIDAA (BLT)       1892 c RISALA (BLT)  1900 c BINT RISSALA (RAS)1920 c YASHMAK (RAS) 1941 b *RASHAD IBN NAZEER

FOUNDATION [x HADBAN (BLT)] [x MERZUK (APS)] [x MESAOUD (APS)] [x IBN YASHMAK (BLT)] [x SHEIKH EL ARAB (RAS)] [x NAZEER (RAS)]

IBN RODAN of RUALA CRABBET STUD CRABBET STUD CRABBET STUD WENTWORTH-CRABBET RAS / EGYPT EAO / EGYPT   1955 b

EL DAHMA (APS)  1880 ? NADRA EL KEBIRA (KDV) NADRA EL SAGHIRA (MNL) FARIDA (MNL)  1921 g BINT FARIDA (RAS) 1931 g HELWA (RAS)    1940 g NEFISA (RAS)   1945 g *BINT NEFISA 1957 b

FOUNDATION 1891 g [x SAMHAN (MNL)]1910 c [x SAKLAWI II (KDV)] [x MANSOUR (RAS)] [x HAMRAN II (RAS)] [x BALANCE (RAS)] [x EL SAREEI (RAS)]

ALI PASHA SHERIF [x NADER EL KEBIR (APS)] PRINCE MOHAMED ALY PRINCE MOHAMED ALY RAS / EGYPT RAS / EGYPT RAS / EGYPT EAO / EGYPT

KHEDIVE ABBAS PASHA

FUTNA (RAS)  1943 g DAHMA II (RAS)  1950 g *BINT DAHMA  1956 c

[x  SHAHLOUL (RAS)] [x NAZEER (RAS)] [x EL SAREEI (RAS)]

RAS / EGYPT RAS / EGYPT EAO / EGYPT

ROGA EL BEDA (APS) B.ROGA AL ZARKA (APK) OM DALAL (APK)   1899 c DALAL AL ZARKA (APK)1903g KHAFIFA (RAS)    1925 c MEDALLELA (RAS) 1935 c WANISA (RAS)    1941 c MONIET EL NEFOUS (RAS) *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS

FOUNDATION ca.1895g [x SABBAH (APK)] [x RABDAN EL AZRAK (APK)] [x IBN SAMHAN (RAS)] [x AWAD (RAS)] [x SHEIKH EL ARAB (RAS)] [x SHAHLOUL (RAS)] [x NAZEER (RAS)]

ALI PASHA SHERIF 1882 g [x DAHMAN EL AZRAK (APK)] PR. AHMED PASHA KEMAL PRINCE AHMED RAS / EGYPT RAS / EGYPT RAS / EGYPT RAS / EGYPT  1946 c EAO / EGYPT    1957 c

PRINCE AHMED PASHA KEMAL

PASHA KEMAL

EL BATAA (RAS)   1944 b *BINT EL BATAA 

[x SHEIKH EL ARAB (RAS)] [x NAZEER (RAS)]

RAS / EGYPT EAO / EGYPT  1955 k

Excerpted from The Heirloom Index ©1997 John W. Fippen and Joan L. Schleicher
BLT – Blunt; AP – Abbas Pasha; APS – Ali Pasha Sherif; APK – Ahmed Pasha Kemal; RAS – Royal Agricultural Society of Egypt
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Richard Pritzlaff carefully
selected buyers of his horses,
mostly small breeders who he

felt would continue his breeding
program. Many a breeder will tell a tale
of shopping at Rancho San Ignacio and
of the excitement of finding that
special horse of dreams. Now and then,
the stories end something like this:
“....and then when we had the trailer
there and the horse all ready to load,
Richard stood there and told us he’d
changed his mind and didn’t want to sell
the horse after all.” Back to the stables
the horse would go, and one more
empty trailer rolled away from the
ranch.

A composite of the current
breeders of Pritzlaff lines suggests
knowledgeable persons, busy persons
who plan their time to provide hands-
on experiences with their horses,
persons who are generally not
impressed with the trappings of the
show ring, preferring to prove the
Pritzlaff blood on the racetrack or on

enjoying a cooperative breeding venture
with Rancho San Ignacio. In 1973,
Mickey and the late John Hay of
Maple Plain, Minnesota, along with
two partners, bought a stallion from
Richard’s first breedings from his
imports: Nazeer El Sareei (*Rashad El
Nazeer x *Bint Nefisa), a 1962 liver
chestnut. The new owners changed his
name from Csikos (Richard’s name)
and honored his grandsires with the
new name. Mickey still has some
Nazeer El Sareei daughters, some of
her best producing mares, she says.

Sheila Hart Brown has owned
Pritzlaff Arabians for over 20 years.
“My foundation animals were Rafeer
and Sarima RSI,” she says. “Rafeer was
shown a good bit in the early-to-mid-
1980s to promote him as a breeding
stallion. He excelled at everything:
halter, western, English, dressage,
hunter, equitation, whatever. This was
when showing was really booming and
shows were huge. Rafeer was a
consistent winner. His most

the endurance trail and in the foaling
stall, persons who want a horse they can
ride and that they find beautiful to
look at. Persons who have been known
to strap themselves financially in order
to add the enrichment in their lives
provided by the Pritzlaff horses.
Generally, Pritzlaff-line owners are
content with the thrill of having
acquired legendary bloodlines and in
the knowledge that their horses breed
true – that the Pritzlaff traits are
consistently passed from generation to
generation, whether bred in small
closed herd situations or blended with
other bloodlines. 

Here are the stories of but a few
of the many owners of Pritzlaff horses
— Bill and Edna Weeks of Hatchie Hill
Farm in Tennessee were among the
early successful buyers, as were Norton
and Millie Grow of Rafter G Arabians
at Prosser, Washington, the latter
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The Pritzlaff Influence
B y  M a r y  J a n e  P a r k i n s o n

AT LEFT, RASMONIET RSI; AT RIGHT, BINT BINT MONIET, FAMOUS FULL SIBLINGS BY *RASHAD IBN NAZEER AND OUT OF *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS.
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generation, whether bred in small
closed herd situations or blended with
other bloodlines. 

Here are the stories of but a few
of the many owners of Pritzlaff horses
— Bill and Edna Weeks of Hatchie Hill
Farm in Tennessee were among the
early successful buyers, as were Norton
and Millie Grow of Rafter G Arabians
at Prosser, Washington, the latter
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AT LEFT, RASMONIET RSI; AT RIGHT, BINT BINT MONIET, FAMOUS FULL SIBLINGS BY *RASHAD IBN NAZEER AND OUT OF *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS.
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outstanding trait was his versatility. He
could go to one Class ‘A’ show, show in
halter, English and western in large
classes and come home with three blues
— often in the same day! His attitude
was always eager and willing. He would
gaily jump in the trailer and enjoy
himself at every show. He was certainly
a good ambassador for the Pritzlaff
bloodlines. We booked a good many
mares, and he sired some outstanding
show horses, including state and
regional champions, get-of-sire winners
and a U.S. National Reserve Champion
performance horse.” 

Crockett and Sharon Dumas of
Outlaw Trail at Vadito, New Mexico,
are endurance devotees and measure
horseflesh by that yardstick. Pritzlaff
lines figure prominently in their
efforts. Drkumo RSI (Dymoniet RSI x
Kumoniet RSI by Sir White Moon),
bred by Richard, is one of their stars,
collecting the Jim Jones Award (AERC
National Top Stallion) in 1996, along
with several other 1996 AERC titles. In
▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼

30 rides and 1,910 miles (May 1995
through November 1996), his first year
of competition, Drkumo collected nine
Top Five finishes and ten Top Ten
finishes. 

“We’re breeding him to Pritzlaff
mares, what I consider the best fourth-
generation mares that Richard owned,
including Dytatu (Dymoniet RSI x
Tatutwo RSI) and Moniet Unity
(Dymoniet RSI x Naszare RSI by
Alcibiades) and Richard’s favorite
Saracence RSI (Kuval x Sara Moniel by
*Fakher El Din),” says Crockett. “I
bought what I thought was the best
stock on the ranch and I made a pact
with Richard that we would preserve his
lines. Which we do, but we’re also
breeding outside and getting large
refined horses.

“I’ve been a farrier for 30 years, so I
always look for horses that will have
few problems in endurance work. You
have to have horses that run clean. I’m
also a wildlife biologist and have 40
years as a United States Forest Service

Ranger, so I appreciate the conditions in
which Richard’s horses grew up.
Richard did not pamper his horses, and
they have characteristics that enable
them to survive well, reflections of
their original years in the really tough
Arabian desert. They probably reflect
the process of natural selection more
than any other horses around.”

Both the late Vincent Melzac
(Locust Hills Farms, Romney, West
Virginia) and Richard Pritzlaff were
collectors of art. Vincent particularly
enjoyed the portrayal of Arabian horses
in writings describing early travels to
the desert. Through this specialization
the original Ali Pasha Sherif and early
Blunt horses became of interest and led
him to the Pritzlaff horses. Of the
original purchases of four stallions and
five mares in 1980, all had lines to the
mare Rabanna (Rasik x Banna by
*Nasr). 

Vincent saw each horse as a work
of art and admired each for its
individuality and contribution to the
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ABOVE: ALCIBIADES (*RASHAD IBN NAZEER X

*BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS), A FOUNDATION

SIRE FOR RAFTER G ARABIANS.

ABOVE: RAFEER (RAFAAR RSI X RAFISA RSI), FOUNDATION SIRE FOR HART ARABIANS.
LEFT: RG ALCIBAY (ALCIBIADES X RG ANEMONE), OWNED BY DONNA HYORA.PHOTO: HARMON

PHOTO: A. BRAKENSIECK
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herd. “My hunch is that some of his
favorites included Ebony Nefous RSI
(Rasmon Nefous RSI x Naszrieta RSI
by Monietor RSI), exported to Israel;
Alnaszr RSI (Alcibiades x Naszumi
RSI by Umi), a charmer who evoked
the artistic ideal of the Ali Pasha
Sherif type of Arabian; and Nasr
Surprise RSI (Rasmon Nefous RSI x
Naszumi RSI by Umi), an
extraordinary producer no matter how
she was bred. The latter two are still at
the Melzac farm,” says Joe Ferris, a
longtime friend of the Melzacs.

Production of highly valued
breeding stock was of primary concern
to Vincent, and his success was
evidenced by the exportation of seven
horses to Israel in 1987 and seven to
Ireland in 1989. In the United States,
Locust Hills Farms found a ready
market for endurance horses. 

A 1979 trip to the Northwest took
the Bohn family (Ravenwood Ranch,
Arlee, Montana) to visit Norton and
Millie Grow in Washington. 

RSI x Sonieta by *Rashad Ibn Nazeer).
All were horses with exceptional minds
and built to work as well as making you
catch your breath with every look, just
from the sheer beauty of the creatures.
I never tired of looking at ‘Mone’;
every time I looked, he was more
beautiful than I remembered him from
15 minutes earlier. He always made my
heart thump with pride and love. This,
to me, is what horses are all about –
creatures that give you so much joy and
happiness just by being. Equally
important are the persons who have
purchased horses from us and added
them to their families, the persons
thereby becoming part of our family.  

“The Pritzlaff horses are much in
demand in the marketplace,” Jane
continues. “We sell 30 to 50 horses per
year, many of them to repeat buyers.” 

“My husband Robert and I will
always remember our visit to Rancho
San Ignacio,” says Barbara Johnson of
Trebor Arabians at Union City,
Michigan. “Richard walking along with

After months of watching dozens
of videos, writing scores of
letters, and looking at tons of

photos — they knew they’d found the
object of their search: high quality
Arabians of straight Egyptian
bloodlines. “The qualities that
impressed us, and have continued to
impress us for all these years, are
beauty, superb dispositions, excellent
legs, great necks, excellent shoulders
and croups, and fantastic motion. Not
in just one or two horses, but in nearly
every horse at Rafter G. We purchased a
little black bay incredibly beautiful
colt named RG Al Mone (Alcibiades x
RG Anemone by El Hadiyi) who
became the lifeblood of Ravenwood,”
says Jane Bohn.

“Over the years, we expanded our
Pritzlaff bloodlines by purchasing
more horses from the Grows, including
the stallion Sonimoniet RSI (Almoniet
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ABOVE LEFT: JUBILEE HALIMA (*ANSATA IBN

HALIMA X DASZEERA), A FOUNDATION SIRE

FOR ECHO HILL ARABIAN PRESERVATION.
ABOVE: SAFANAD EL DIN (NEFIS EL DIN X

*GOLAN SAFANAD), OWNED BY KAREN

KRAVCOV.
LEFT: 1997 FILLY (RAVENWOOD HURRAH X

RAVENWOOD GEMMONE), OWNED BY

SHAWN SCHULTZ.
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(Rasmon Nefous RSI x Naszrieta RSI
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Alnaszr RSI (Alcibiades x Naszumi
RSI by Umi), a charmer who evoked
the artistic ideal of the Ali Pasha
Sherif type of Arabian; and Nasr
Surprise RSI (Rasmon Nefous RSI x
Naszumi RSI by Umi), an
extraordinary producer no matter how
she was bred. The latter two are still at
the Melzac farm,” says Joe Ferris, a
longtime friend of the Melzacs.

Production of highly valued
breeding stock was of primary concern
to Vincent, and his success was
evidenced by the exportation of seven
horses to Israel in 1987 and seven to
Ireland in 1989. In the United States,
Locust Hills Farms found a ready
market for endurance horses. 

A 1979 trip to the Northwest took
the Bohn family (Ravenwood Ranch,
Arlee, Montana) to visit Norton and
Millie Grow in Washington. 

RSI x Sonieta by *Rashad Ibn Nazeer).
All were horses with exceptional minds
and built to work as well as making you
catch your breath with every look, just
from the sheer beauty of the creatures.
I never tired of looking at ‘Mone’;
every time I looked, he was more
beautiful than I remembered him from
15 minutes earlier. He always made my
heart thump with pride and love. This,
to me, is what horses are all about –
creatures that give you so much joy and
happiness just by being. Equally
important are the persons who have
purchased horses from us and added
them to their families, the persons
thereby becoming part of our family.  

“The Pritzlaff horses are much in
demand in the marketplace,” Jane
continues. “We sell 30 to 50 horses per
year, many of them to repeat buyers.” 

“My husband Robert and I will
always remember our visit to Rancho
San Ignacio,” says Barbara Johnson of
Trebor Arabians at Union City,
Michigan. “Richard walking along with

After months of watching dozens
of videos, writing scores of
letters, and looking at tons of

photos — they knew they’d found the
object of their search: high quality
Arabians of straight Egyptian
bloodlines. “The qualities that
impressed us, and have continued to
impress us for all these years, are
beauty, superb dispositions, excellent
legs, great necks, excellent shoulders
and croups, and fantastic motion. Not
in just one or two horses, but in nearly
every horse at Rafter G. We purchased a
little black bay incredibly beautiful
colt named RG Al Mone (Alcibiades x
RG Anemone by El Hadiyi) who
became the lifeblood of Ravenwood,”
says Jane Bohn.

“Over the years, we expanded our
Pritzlaff bloodlines by purchasing
more horses from the Grows, including
the stallion Sonimoniet RSI (Almoniet
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his two canes, with Mr. Foo, his Chow;
Richard’s insistence that we try eating
one of the exotic plants he was growing
in the pasture; Richard telling me
which subjects to photograph; the
Indian murals in one of the
guesthouses; the peacocks strutting
about.

“We acquired Oracle RSI (Raj RSI x
Naszrieta by Monietor RSI) in 1987, and
we have eight Pritzlaff-line mares –
daughters of Sir White Moon (Tibor
The General x *Bint Moniet El Nefous
by Nazeer), Tomoniet RSI (Umi x
Monieta RSI by *Rashad Ibn Nazeer),
and Oracle RSI. Plus a 1995 colt, Lee
Kamri WF (Radahm RSI x Moniet
Serenity by Raj RSI). 

“We’ve used Oracle as a sire of race
prospects and he’s done well: Three
offspring won 11 races in three years. We
find the Pritzlaff traits of durability and
strength serve very well. And we find a
good market for the race prospects; those

that show no interest in racing make
dandy endurance horses, also a good
market. The Pritzlaff-line horses show
fast recovery times; whether they’ve gone
a mile and an eighth or five or six
furlongs, they come in dry. We also find
Pritzlaff lines wonderfully adaptable to
dressage work; from that, they go on to
active pursuits. Beyond all that, the
Pritzlaffs train well, even though they
have minds of their own, and they are
comfortable horses to have around.”

Tzviah Idan not only purchased
Pritzlaff horses, but took them to a new
country, to Tiberias, Israel, where she
established Idan Atiq Arabian Stud. The
stud had its beginnings in Tzviah’s
thorough study of Richard’s ads in the
late 1970s. She made an in-depth study of
the pedigrees of Richard’s foundation
stock. “I liked the high percentage of
Abbas Pasha and Ali Pasha Sherif blood
and realized the Pritzlaff horses were an
‘at risk’ population,” she says. 

After a correspondence with
Richard, and seeing Pritzlaff horses at
Hatchie Hill Farm, Tzviah purchased
her first Pritzlaff horses: the stallion
Dahmon RSI (Monietor RSI x *Bint
Dahma by El Sareei) who became one of
her favorites through his elastic, smooth
stride, his courage, and his forceful
personality, and the mare JM Talumi
(Ansata El Salim x Tatumi RSI by
Umi). In 1984, Tzviah took her horses
to Israel, incorporating in her program
Pritzlaff-line horses exported to Israel in
1982 and the Melzac exportation of 1987.

Thus, the influence of Richard
Pritzlaff’s wisdom and thoughtfulness
seems never-ending and ever-expanding.
As long as breeders and owners value
durability, courage, and other qualities of
the desert horse, it shall be so. A more
fitting tribute to a breeder could hardly
be imagined.

“SARACENCE RSI (KUVAL X SARA MONIEL), HAS THE FINEST, MOST BEAUTIFUL HEAD THAT I HAVE EVER SEEN,” WROTE RICHARD PRITZLAFF IN

1987. OWNED BY SHARON AND CROCKETT DUMAS.
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“In 1947, my

cousin and I

were invited to

tea with Lady

Wentworth at

Crabbet Park. Such

excitement for us as

young girls!”

Rosemary Archer

recalls. “From the

front entrance to

Crabbet Park, we

walked through the

spacious main hall,

where most of the

furniture was still

covered by dust

sheets — the

house had been

occupied by

Canadian army

officers during

World War II and

Lady Wentworth

lived in only part

of the house at

that time. We

moved on into

the library, the

large room on

the ground floor

where Lady

Wentworth spent

most of her time

and where she wrote her many books and created the

lovely illuminated pedigrees of Crabbet horses. Two of

the walls were devoted to bookshelves; a third wall, to

portraits. Tables, chairs, and a huge sofa were piled with

papers, books, and galley proofs. Any chairs not so filled

were occupied by Lady Wentworth’s Pomeranians, and

they walked the padded back of the sofa. 

“In one corner of

the library, there was

a treadle sewing

machine — most of

Lady Wentworth’s

clothing was made by

her dressmaker. Lady

Wentworth always

wore a hat of some

sort (as most women

did when she was

younger). Indoors she

wore a kind of large

floppy beret. That day,

she was wearing a

somewhat

shapeless dress

and yellow

plimsolls [light

shoes with

canvas tops] with

white laces. She

had a large

selection of

plimsolls in

various colors

and seldom wore

any other type of

footwear. 

“Tea was

taken in another

room, brought in

by the elderly

twin sisters who

looked after Lady Wentworth for the last years of her

life. I will always remember the two large plates of

tomato sandwiches — one for Lady Wentworth and the

other for the four of us, the twin sisters having joined us

for tea. I still recall Lady Wentworth’s hand — she had

very long, elegant fingers — reaching out to take

sandwich after sandwich from ‘her’ plate.”
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the sight of that eye may be injured. We saw them in

their boxes and then came in.”

In these two episodes, we become acquainted with

the three main actors in the history of Crabbet Park:

Lady Anne Blunt and her husband Wilfrid Scawen Blunt

as the primary protagonists of the early years and their

daughter Judith Anne Dorothea (Lady Wentworth) who

took over the stud in 1920. All three brought special

personal qualities to the Crabbet effort. All were of

extreme intelligence, highly imaginative, creative, and

romantics of the first water. 

Nearly 70 years earlier, Lady Wentworth’s mother

Lady Anne Blunt had paced that same entry hall

as she impatiently awaited the sounds of footsteps

outside the house. To allay her anxiety, Lady

Anne wrote in her diary: “This evening as we sat

at dinner, the telegram was brought to me. It was from

S. Francis at Folkestone. The horses landed and he

would be at Three Bridges tonight by the mail train

from Redhill. So I have sent word to Eyles to go down

to meet him and the six (Kars, Lady Hester, Palmyra,

Jerboa, Darley filly, and Zenobia), and I am writing in

the hall hoping every minute to hear of their coming.”

Later that evening, Lady Anne wrote: “They have

come and Wilfrid and I have been out to see them.

Kars is beautiful. Palmyra rather thin, so hungry she

would hardly notice us which made the meeting

unromantic. Dajania [Lady Hester] very pretty as ever.

The Darley filly disappointed us, she is leggy and slight

without any particular air. Zenobia after Ralph’s

disapproval which prepared us for disappointment was

less of a delusion than the Darley filly. She is however

not good looking, has an enormous head but is

probably fast. She is in most wretched condition with a

tremendous bruise over the right eye so that I am afraid

Facing page: Crabbet house, built in 1873, was designed by
Wilfrid and Lady Anne Blunt. Steps on the left enter the drawing

room; on the right is the front entrance to the house.

Above: Lady Anne Blunt with her favorite mare Kasida (Nasr x
Makbula by Wazir). In this photo, she wears her kefiyeh drawn over

the chin as nomads do when passing through enemy territory. 

Right: Lady Wentworth with Rissla (*Berk x Risala by Mesaoud)
(left) foaled in 1917 and her daughter Risslina (by Rafeef) foaled in

1926. American breeders know of Rissla through her grandson
*Raffles. Cecil Covey described Rissla as “a most exquisite mare
with wonderful action”; Risslina as “a very fine mare indeed, good

quality and substance.” 

Above: Lady Anne Blunt’s life-size painting of Wilfrid Scawen
Blunt on Pharaoh, a stallion the Blunts brought from the desert
in 1879. Pharaoh was said to be a more patient model than
was Wilfrid.
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Lady Anne came of noble stock, she being the

daughter of the first Earl of Lovelace; and of a literary

heritage as she was the grandchild of the poet Lord

Byron. And of inventive stock; her mother Ada,

Countess of Lovelace, aside from being an accomplished

musician, was gifted in mathematics and as a young

woman published a paper explaining the work of

Charles Babbage as the designer of a “difference

engine,” the forerunner of the computer.  

Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, orphaned as a teenager, spent

time with relatives and in boarding schools where he

showed talent in the arts and in poetry. Throughout his

life (1840 – 1922), he had to deal with a number of

health problems, but he was always restless, always

energetic, always questioning the status quo. He never

hesitated to express his views, political or artistic, and

frequently found himself a lone dissenting voice — an

attitude that occasionally brought him political exile,

once landed him in an Irish jail, and kept him frequently

at odds with his family and the British government. 

In 1869, when Wilfrid was 29 and Anne was 32,

they were married in London. Anne had by that time

spent several years in Europe with her musical and

artistic colleagues and mentors; Wilfrid was well

traveled, having spent some years in the diplomatic

service. Anne’s share of the Milbanke fortune (from

Lady Byron) allowed Wilfrid to retire from the

diplomatic service, and they looked forward to a life of

travel and adventure. In 1872, Blunt inherited estates at

Crabbet and Newbuildings in Sussex, property that had

been in the Blunt family since 1762. The couple moved

into Crabbet House, an old mansion much in need of

repair, if not rebuilding. They decided on rebuilding,

designed a three-story home, made the bricks for it in

their own brickyard, used local labor, and brought stone

slate for the roof from Horsham, near Newbuildings. 

Shortly after the house was completed, Wilfrid and

Anne set off on a journey that was to be of enduring

significance to the world of the Arabian horse. In

Constantinople, they bought Turkeycock, a horse said to

be “more or less an Arab,” used him on their six-week

journey in Asiatic Turkey, then brought him home to

Crabbet where Wilfrid referred to him as “the far

forerunner of the Crabbet Arabian Stud.” 

Both Wilfrid and Anne found serenity in the

slowness and timelessness of the pace of daily living in

the East. Those feelings spawned more travels and in

the early 1870s they traveled to Algeria, Egypt, and the

Sinai Peninsula and, back home, made plans for trips

into Syria and Mesopotamia. One of their purposes for

going to Syria was to find representatives of

the strain of the Darley Arabian (the most

influential of the Thoroughbred foundation

sires in England). At Aleppo, they consulted

with the British consul, James Henry Skene,

who advised them on their travels in Syria,

based on his many years of acquaintance with

the Bedouin tribes and their practices of

keeping Arabian horses. By December 1877,

the Blunts had decided to import to England

some of the best horses bred by the Anazeh

tribes and to establish a breeding program

based on the purity of that blood. 

That resolve changed the history of

Arabian horse breeding worldwide. The horses

purchased in the desert were those so

anxiously awaited by Lady Anne in the

summer of 1878. 

In the fall of 1878, the Blunts’ itchy feet

again took them to the East, this time to the desert of

Nejd. Although this trip was productive in a literary way

— Lady Anne recorded her impressions in classics of

desert travel Pilgrimage to Nejd and Bedouin Tribes of

the Euphrates — the Blunts purchased only one mare

who was not used in their breeding. 

An entry from Lady Anne’s journal, dated January 3,

1879, relates the adventure and the peril of the desert

trips. “We were getting across Wady Sirhan to go to the

Hamad road to Jof, shorter, but with no water, than the

other road (for there are two). The ground chiefly sandy

— no particular feature. At one o’clock Wilfrid proposed

we should get off and sit by a ghatha bush to eat our

midday mouthful. We had done so and the camels had

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Wilfrid riding Shieha (Azrek x Shiraz by Kars) and Lady Anne riding a mare
(believed to be) Kasida. 
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Lady Anne came of noble stock, she being the

daughter of the first Earl of Lovelace; and of a literary

heritage as she was the grandchild of the poet Lord

Byron. And of inventive stock; her mother Ada,

Countess of Lovelace, aside from being an accomplished

musician, was gifted in mathematics and as a young

woman published a paper explaining the work of

Charles Babbage as the designer of a “difference

engine,” the forerunner of the computer.  

Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, orphaned as a teenager, spent

time with relatives and in boarding schools where he

showed talent in the arts and in poetry. Throughout his

life (1840 – 1922), he had to deal with a number of

health problems, but he was always restless, always

energetic, always questioning the status quo. He never

hesitated to express his views, political or artistic, and

frequently found himself a lone dissenting voice — an

attitude that occasionally brought him political exile,

once landed him in an Irish jail, and kept him frequently

at odds with his family and the British government. 

In 1869, when Wilfrid was 29 and Anne was 32,

they were married in London. Anne had by that time

spent several years in Europe with her musical and

artistic colleagues and mentors; Wilfrid was well

traveled, having spent some years in the diplomatic

service. Anne’s share of the Milbanke fortune (from

Lady Byron) allowed Wilfrid to retire from the

diplomatic service, and they looked forward to a life of

travel and adventure. In 1872, Blunt inherited estates at

Crabbet and Newbuildings in Sussex, property that had

been in the Blunt family since 1762. The couple moved

into Crabbet House, an old mansion much in need of

repair, if not rebuilding. They decided on rebuilding,

designed a three-story home, made the bricks for it in

their own brickyard, used local labor, and brought stone

slate for the roof from Horsham, near Newbuildings. 

Shortly after the house was completed, Wilfrid and

Anne set off on a journey that was to be of enduring

significance to the world of the Arabian horse. In

Constantinople, they bought Turkeycock, a horse said to

be “more or less an Arab,” used him on their six-week

journey in Asiatic Turkey, then brought him home to

Crabbet where Wilfrid referred to him as “the far

forerunner of the Crabbet Arabian Stud.” 

Both Wilfrid and Anne found serenity in the

slowness and timelessness of the pace of daily living in

the East. Those feelings spawned more travels and in

the early 1870s they traveled to Algeria, Egypt, and the

Sinai Peninsula and, back home, made plans for trips

into Syria and Mesopotamia. One of their purposes for

going to Syria was to find representatives of

the strain of the Darley Arabian (the most

influential of the Thoroughbred foundation

sires in England). At Aleppo, they consulted

with the British consul, James Henry Skene,

who advised them on their travels in Syria,

based on his many years of acquaintance with

the Bedouin tribes and their practices of

keeping Arabian horses. By December 1877,

the Blunts had decided to import to England

some of the best horses bred by the Anazeh

tribes and to establish a breeding program

based on the purity of that blood. 

That resolve changed the history of

Arabian horse breeding worldwide. The horses

purchased in the desert were those so

anxiously awaited by Lady Anne in the

summer of 1878. 

In the fall of 1878, the Blunts’ itchy feet

again took them to the East, this time to the desert of

Nejd. Although this trip was productive in a literary way

— Lady Anne recorded her impressions in classics of

desert travel Pilgrimage to Nejd and Bedouin Tribes of

the Euphrates — the Blunts purchased only one mare

who was not used in their breeding. 

An entry from Lady Anne’s journal, dated January 3,

1879, relates the adventure and the peril of the desert

trips. “We were getting across Wady Sirhan to go to the

Hamad road to Jof, shorter, but with no water, than the

other road (for there are two). The ground chiefly sandy

— no particular feature. At one o’clock Wilfrid proposed

we should get off and sit by a ghatha bush to eat our

midday mouthful. We had done so and the camels had

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Wilfrid riding Shieha (Azrek x Shiraz by Kars) and Lady Anne riding a mare
(believed to be) Kasida. 
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Crabbet Arabian Stud
Near right: The stallion

Mesaoud (Aziz II x
Yemameh I by Zobeyni),

among the purchases the
Blunts made of Ali Pasha
Sherif, became the most
influential sire of his time.

Far right: Dajania is
considered the founding
mare of Crabbet Arabian

Stud. She, as the first mare
the Blunts bought in the

desert, came to Crabbet in
1878. She is shown here

with her 1882 colt
Nebuchadnezzar (by Faris).

Near right: The stallion
Kars, purchased in the

desert early in 1878,
was used in the Blunts’
ventures into the world

of Arabian racing and
Wilfrid hunted him with

great success.

Above left: The stallion Azrek was purchased, with the help of Bedouin friends, in
the Egyptian desert in 1887. At Crabbet, he became one of the stud’s best sires. 

Above right: The stallion Mahruss (Mahruss I x Bint Nura II by Aziz) was the
second Ali Pasha Sherif stallion to come to Crabbet — Mesaoud was first. Mahruss

and five Ali Pasha Sherif mares arrived at Newbuildings in 1897. 

Right: The stallion Feysul (Ibn Nura x Bint Bint Jellabiet Feysul), bred by Ali Pasha
Sherif, was purchased from an Egyptian breeder in December 1898. At Crabbet,

he sired important “R” line mares.

Above right: Queen Of Sheba, bred
by the Gomussa tribe, was celebrated

in the Syrian desert. The Blunts
negotiated for her for more than a year

before they were able to acquire her
and bring her to Crabbet. 
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passed us by a few minutes only when Wilfrid hearing

footsteps of some kind jumped up saying ‘What is this?’

I thought for a moment it was the dogs coursing a hare

but he said ‘Get on your mare. This is a ghazu’ and

within 100 yards we saw horsemen charging at full

gallop. He was up in a moment but as I tried to mount,

the sand and my sprained knee both gave way and I fell

back — the ghazu arriving seized our mares. I was

knocked down by a spear in the scuffle and did not see

what Wilfrid was doing. One khayal shouting ‘El Ledum,

el Dum’ snatched at my kefiyeh as I scrambled to my

feet but in snatching it left the second kefiyeh. Then I

saw Wilfrid surrounded by four or five khayal calling at

him to dismount. I did not hear till afterwards that they

had hit him on the head three times with the butt of my

gun which he had in his hand and thrust at him with

their spears. If it had not been for me, he would have

been away all right, and I hated and was furious with

myself for being helplessly lame. The khayal having got

both mares, for Wilfrid of course did dismount being

overpowered by numbers, began to ask who we were. I

called out to them to go to the camels (that they might

speak to Mohammed) and one went on — it was not

far. Oh, if I had only been able to get on my mare we

should have galloped on — in fact they would not have

attacked us at all!” (From Lady Anne Blunt: Journals

and Correspondence, 1878–1917.)

Several events made the year 1880 significant in

Crabbet history. The first Crabbet-bred foals were born;

Wilfrid’s  writings on the breed were published and well

received; the Crabbet Arabians placed in English shows;

the Blunts planned a third trip to the desert for 1881, a

trip that netted five more females for Crabbet; and in

Cairo, the Blunts met Ali Pasha Sherif and made the first

of many visits to his stud, a visit to have profound effect

on the quality of Crabbet stock. 

In 1882, the Blunts held the first Crabbet auction, a

way of disposing of some of the imports that did not

measure up to their standards along with surplus stock

they had bred. Wilfrid drew up a sales list of 14 animals

and invitations went to the Blunts’ friends in their social

and political circles as well as to Arabian breeders.

Eleven of the 14 horses were auctioned by Tattersalls,

the high-selling lot honor going to the stallion Pharaoh

for whom Count Joseph Potocki of Antoniny Stud in

Poland paid 525 guineas. Two horses went to Australia.

As he had planned, Blunt’s reserves on three mares kept

them from selling. 

The Crabbet auctions became annual affairs at

Crabbet, always timed to be a part of the London

“season” and special arrangements were made for

express trains to stop at Three Bridges. Magazine and

newspaper reporters consistently found Wilfrid a spirited

interviewee, and the sales received much press. Country

Life in a July 1899 issue reported events, probably

typical of all the sales: “The annual sale of Arabian

horses at Crabbet Park was held on Saturday last, when

some twenty-six animals were offered for disposal by

Messrs. Tattersall. It may, however, be superfluous to

add that all the horses were not sold, as Mr. Blunt

makes no secret of his disinclination to part with too

many members of his stud at a time, and most clearly

explains to his friends that he will be perfectly content if

half of his animals are sold. Indeed, the devotion with

which Mr. Wilfrid and Lady Anne Blunt regard their

horses may really be compared to that which is

bestowed upon his favourite mount by an Arab; and it

may be added that neither time, nor trouble, nor money

has ever been spared in securing the bluest desert blood

for the stud at Crabbet Park. Both Mr. and Lady Anne

Blunt have traveled far in search of knowledge and in

the pursuit of a fixed desire to secure the most perfect

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

An 1882 pasture scene in Cricket Park, a portion of Crabbet Park. Left to right: Zefifia, Sherifa, Hagar, Dahma, and 
Rodania, all mares imported from the desert.
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passed us by a few minutes only when Wilfrid hearing

footsteps of some kind jumped up saying ‘What is this?’

I thought for a moment it was the dogs coursing a hare

but he said ‘Get on your mare. This is a ghazu’ and

within 100 yards we saw horsemen charging at full

gallop. He was up in a moment but as I tried to mount,

the sand and my sprained knee both gave way and I fell

back — the ghazu arriving seized our mares. I was

knocked down by a spear in the scuffle and did not see

what Wilfrid was doing. One khayal shouting ‘El Ledum,

el Dum’ snatched at my kefiyeh as I scrambled to my

feet but in snatching it left the second kefiyeh. Then I

saw Wilfrid surrounded by four or five khayal calling at

him to dismount. I did not hear till afterwards that they

had hit him on the head three times with the butt of my

gun which he had in his hand and thrust at him with

their spears. If it had not been for me, he would have

been away all right, and I hated and was furious with

myself for being helplessly lame. The khayal having got

both mares, for Wilfrid of course did dismount being

overpowered by numbers, began to ask who we were. I

called out to them to go to the camels (that they might

speak to Mohammed) and one went on — it was not

far. Oh, if I had only been able to get on my mare we

should have galloped on — in fact they would not have

attacked us at all!” (From Lady Anne Blunt: Journals

and Correspondence, 1878–1917.)

Several events made the year 1880 significant in

Crabbet history. The first Crabbet-bred foals were born;

Wilfrid’s  writings on the breed were published and well

received; the Crabbet Arabians placed in English shows;

the Blunts planned a third trip to the desert for 1881, a

trip that netted five more females for Crabbet; and in

Cairo, the Blunts met Ali Pasha Sherif and made the first

of many visits to his stud, a visit to have profound effect

on the quality of Crabbet stock. 

In 1882, the Blunts held the first Crabbet auction, a

way of disposing of some of the imports that did not

measure up to their standards along with surplus stock

they had bred. Wilfrid drew up a sales list of 14 animals

and invitations went to the Blunts’ friends in their social

and political circles as well as to Arabian breeders.

Eleven of the 14 horses were auctioned by Tattersalls,

the high-selling lot honor going to the stallion Pharaoh

for whom Count Joseph Potocki of Antoniny Stud in

Poland paid 525 guineas. Two horses went to Australia.

As he had planned, Blunt’s reserves on three mares kept

them from selling. 

The Crabbet auctions became annual affairs at

Crabbet, always timed to be a part of the London

“season” and special arrangements were made for

express trains to stop at Three Bridges. Magazine and

newspaper reporters consistently found Wilfrid a spirited

interviewee, and the sales received much press. Country

Life in a July 1899 issue reported events, probably

typical of all the sales: “The annual sale of Arabian

horses at Crabbet Park was held on Saturday last, when

some twenty-six animals were offered for disposal by

Messrs. Tattersall. It may, however, be superfluous to

add that all the horses were not sold, as Mr. Blunt

makes no secret of his disinclination to part with too

many members of his stud at a time, and most clearly

explains to his friends that he will be perfectly content if

half of his animals are sold. Indeed, the devotion with

which Mr. Wilfrid and Lady Anne Blunt regard their

horses may really be compared to that which is

bestowed upon his favourite mount by an Arab; and it

may be added that neither time, nor trouble, nor money

has ever been spared in securing the bluest desert blood

for the stud at Crabbet Park. Both Mr. and Lady Anne

Blunt have traveled far in search of knowledge and in

the pursuit of a fixed desire to secure the most perfect

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

An 1882 pasture scene in Cricket Park, a portion of Crabbet Park. Left to right: Zefifia, Sherifa, Hagar, Dahma, and 
Rodania, all mares imported from the desert.
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specimens of a breed which, in their opinion, is

possessed of all the equine virtues. 

“The top price of the day was paid by Colonel

Sdanovich [Col. Alexandre de Sdanovich for the Russian

Government Stud at Derkoul] for the white-legged bay

two-year-old stallion Naaman, a big-quartered, well-

grown horse, with all the quality of his breed who

realized 250 guineas and was worth every penny of it.

The same purchaser likewise gave 100 guineas apiece

for the mares Fezara and Jeneyna.” Blunt refused bids

for Nejiba, Seyal, and Ibn Mesaoud. 

After the sale, “the Sultan of the Crabbet Park Stud,”

the chestnut stallion Mesaoud (Aziz II x Yemameh I by

Zobeyni) was trotted out for the crowd, “the grand lines

and quality of this most beautiful horse being greatly

admired,” the reporter noted. 

The Crabbet auctions were never financial successes

for the Blunts — lunch and libation for hundreds added

to the overhead — but they served well to help

popularize

Arabians in

England, a

country very

much

enamored of

the Thorough-

bred. And

they gave

Crabbet Park

the

beginnings of

its reputation

as an

international

center for the

purchase of

the finest of

purebred Arabians. 

Sale goers must have enjoyed many other animals

who found homes at Crabbet Park — cattle, cats, an old

Greyhound, Sussex Spaniels, turtledoves, all manner of

fowl running loose, and a large flock of pigeons that

were, Wilfrid told visitors, descended from carrier

pigeons used to carry messages during the Franco-

German war. 

The family interests in Arabian racing were still

strong — Lady Anne’s Milbanke ancestors were among

the pioneer breeders of English Thoroughbreds — and

Wilfrid badgered the English Jockey Club into

scheduling a race for Arabians at Newmarket in 1884.

The Blunts traveled to India to persuade owners there to

send their horses. Although the race itself was

disappointing and only detracted from the reputation of

the Arab horse in England, a later race proved more

encouraging

as Arabs were

only seconds

off the time

established by

Thorough-

breds earlier.  

In 1881,

the Blunts

began a

longtime

political,

cultural, and

Arabian horse

association

with Egypt.

On a stopover

in Cairo (for a

Crabbet Arabian Stud

Lady Anne Blunt’s artistic sense came through in her paintings and her writings — 
here her interpretation of her beloved Sheykh Obeyd in Egypt, August 1898.

The Blunts’ mode of travel in the desert. Left to right: David
Roberts, Wilfrid’s English valet, Lady Anne, and Wilfrid.
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planned fourth trip to the desert), they became

embroiled in the Egyptian Nationalist movement, an

unpopular stand at the time and an approach that got

them ostracized from the European community. In part

as a way of showing their support of Nationalist

policies, they decided on a second home in a desert

setting and purchased a 37-acre walled garden — the

garden of Sheykh Obeyd — on the edge of the desert at

Heliopolis, northeast of Cairo. The garden had been laid

out in the 1830s, planted with fruit trees imported from

the Hejaz and Syria, a site bound to appeal to the

Blunts. They rebuilt and expanded a dilapidated house

on the site and made provisions for an auxiliary stud at

Sheykh Obeyd. 

At Sheykh Obeyd, the Blunts immersed themselves

in the mystique of the East and reveled in every nuance

of the culture. In his book Wilfrid Scawen Blunt: A

Memoir by His Grandson, the Earl of Lytton quotes  a

visitor to Sheykh Obeyd who described his arrival there:

“Under the palm grove, in front of the gate and outer

court, the Arabian broodmares and their foals are

tethered and are feeding down the clover. There are

about 25 of them — lovely Arabs of grey, or black, or

bay — and they are tended by a small tribe of Bedouin

lads in burnouses, who live in tents under the palms.

The camel encampment is some distance off, in the

actual desert, where there is another tribe of Bedouin

who never come under a roof. In the backyard, in more

tents, live the Arabs who do the house and kitchen, and

round the garden more tribes who are gardeners and

water-carriers, and 50 yards off is a Bedouin village. 

“Some stations before I arrived, fellah lads in blue

and white frocks jumped into the train to carry my bags

and at Nake I found a Nubian, in fez and blue pants,

with a white (royal) donkey, richly caparisoned with

tassels and embroideries. I solemnly mounted the

donkey, the Nubian in front, and a tribe of Arab boys

running behind with my bags. We passed through the

grove of palms, under which a score of Arab mares

were tethered, and at the rude stone outer gate the

Nubian janissary said to me ‘El Sheikh.’ And there, sure

enough, was Wilfrid, in an immense white burnouse,

white baggy trousers, and an Arab — not Turkish —

white head dress and lapels, like the Sultan of Morocco.

I said ‘Allah! Bismallah! Sheikh!’ and rode in. I was taken

up a stone staircase on to the roof, shaded with lebbek

trees and sycamore and there, lounging on a collection

of cane divans, chaise longues, and settees, we had hot

fresh milk, and tea and dates.”

Only Arabic was spoken at Sheykh Obeyd. Lady

Anne had schooled herself in the language and was

fluent both in reading and writing and often translated

materials for Wilfrid as a part of his writing efforts. 

The aforementioned Cairo connection furnished the

Blunts entrée to the stud of Ali Pasha Sherif and they

(and their daughter Judith) made their second visit to

the stud the day after arriving back in Egypt. The stud

dated back to 1805 and the acquisitions of Mohammed

Ali, Viceroy of Egypt, of

the finest horses from

Arabia. Through a

succession of deaths

and sales, the horses

came to Ali Pasha

Sherif, a person of

powerful political

influence in Egypt, who

founded a stud that

gained worldwide

repute and at its peak

included nearly 400

horses. Now Ali Pasha

Sherif was said to be in

financial need and the

Blunts were able to buy

their choices (for the

most part) at private

treaty and at an auction

in 1897. 

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Visits to Sheykh Obeyd included forays into the countryside.
Here, Lady Wentworth rides in an area flooded by the Nile River.
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planned fourth trip to the desert), they became

embroiled in the Egyptian Nationalist movement, an

unpopular stand at the time and an approach that got

them ostracized from the European community. In part

as a way of showing their support of Nationalist

policies, they decided on a second home in a desert

setting and purchased a 37-acre walled garden — the

garden of Sheykh Obeyd — on the edge of the desert at

Heliopolis, northeast of Cairo. The garden had been laid

out in the 1830s, planted with fruit trees imported from

the Hejaz and Syria, a site bound to appeal to the

Blunts. They rebuilt and expanded a dilapidated house

on the site and made provisions for an auxiliary stud at

Sheykh Obeyd. 

At Sheykh Obeyd, the Blunts immersed themselves

in the mystique of the East and reveled in every nuance

of the culture. In his book Wilfrid Scawen Blunt: A

Memoir by His Grandson, the Earl of Lytton quotes  a

visitor to Sheykh Obeyd who described his arrival there:

“Under the palm grove, in front of the gate and outer

court, the Arabian broodmares and their foals are

tethered and are feeding down the clover. There are

about 25 of them — lovely Arabs of grey, or black, or

bay — and they are tended by a small tribe of Bedouin

lads in burnouses, who live in tents under the palms.

The camel encampment is some distance off, in the

actual desert, where there is another tribe of Bedouin

who never come under a roof. In the backyard, in more

tents, live the Arabs who do the house and kitchen, and

round the garden more tribes who are gardeners and

water-carriers, and 50 yards off is a Bedouin village. 

“Some stations before I arrived, fellah lads in blue

and white frocks jumped into the train to carry my bags

and at Nake I found a Nubian, in fez and blue pants,

with a white (royal) donkey, richly caparisoned with

tassels and embroideries. I solemnly mounted the

donkey, the Nubian in front, and a tribe of Arab boys

running behind with my bags. We passed through the

grove of palms, under which a score of Arab mares

were tethered, and at the rude stone outer gate the

Nubian janissary said to me ‘El Sheikh.’ And there, sure

enough, was Wilfrid, in an immense white burnouse,

white baggy trousers, and an Arab — not Turkish —

white head dress and lapels, like the Sultan of Morocco.

I said ‘Allah! Bismallah! Sheikh!’ and rode in. I was taken

up a stone staircase on to the roof, shaded with lebbek

trees and sycamore and there, lounging on a collection

of cane divans, chaise longues, and settees, we had hot

fresh milk, and tea and dates.”

Only Arabic was spoken at Sheykh Obeyd. Lady

Anne had schooled herself in the language and was

fluent both in reading and writing and often translated

materials for Wilfrid as a part of his writing efforts. 

The aforementioned Cairo connection furnished the

Blunts entrée to the stud of Ali Pasha Sherif and they

(and their daughter Judith) made their second visit to

the stud the day after arriving back in Egypt. The stud

dated back to 1805 and the acquisitions of Mohammed

Ali, Viceroy of Egypt, of

the finest horses from

Arabia. Through a

succession of deaths

and sales, the horses

came to Ali Pasha

Sherif, a person of

powerful political

influence in Egypt, who

founded a stud that

gained worldwide

repute and at its peak

included nearly 400

horses. Now Ali Pasha

Sherif was said to be in

financial need and the

Blunts were able to buy

their choices (for the

most part) at private

treaty and at an auction

in 1897. 

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Visits to Sheykh Obeyd included forays into the countryside.
Here, Lady Wentworth rides in an area flooded by the Nile River.
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With those

purchases, Lady Anne felt

the stud was “complete.”

Many of the Ali Pasha

Sherif horses were sent

on to Crabbet; others

stayed at Sheykh Obeyd.

At Crabbet, the

descendants of the desert

imports and the Ali Pasha

Sherif horses were

blended, with little effort

to maintain bloodlines of

desert heritage or of

straight Ali Pasha Sherif

breeding. The Ali Pasha

Sherif purchases included

Mesaoud and the Blunts

presented him to Judith

on the occasion of her

sixteenth birthday, in

1889. 

Financial problems

were always with the

Blunts, it seemed, and in

1895, they decided to

move the stud to Newbuildings and to rent out Crabbet.

Newbuildings, a three-story home constructed of stone

with a Horsham stone roof, had been built in 1683.

Wilfrid added a wing to it to house his writing and

printing interests. 

At Newbuildings in the spring of 1897, the level of

excitement almost matched that of the arrival of the first

desert horses in 1878. Webb, a groom hired in Egypt,

arrived at Newbuildings with the first of the Ali Pasha

Sherif purchases — five mares and the stallion Mahruss

(1893). 

Altogether, the Blunts imported 48 Arabians. Thirty-

three came from the stud of Ali Pasha Sherif, of which

ten mares and six stallions were sent to England; five of

the Crabbet-based stallions and seven of the mares were

still considered influential in the late 1980s. Of the

desert imports, several mares are of worldwide

influence: Dajania, the Blunts’ first purchase, producer

of 21 foals, the last at the age of 27, founder of the “N”

line; Queen Of Sheba, a celebrated mare in the desert

and considered the finest at Crabbet; Rodania, founder

of the “R” line, producer of both sons and daughters

who have worldwide impact (her female descendants

comprised 45 percent of the mares in Volume XII

[1970–73] of the Arab Horse Society Stud Book); Sherifa,

unique in

appearance —

“Her head

surpasses

anything that we

saw in Arabia,”

Lady Anne wrote.

Of the imported stallions, Azrek, Feysul, Mahruss (1893),

Shahwan, and, most important, Mesaoud. He sired 97

foals at Crabbet, an unusually high number for the

population there, and descendants of his sons are

important throughout the world. *Astraled, probably his

most famous son, came in 1909 to the United States

where he founded a lasting sire line through his son

Gulastra. 

Along with the feeling that the stud was complete

and that Crabbet had already received worldwide

recognition — the sale of 1901 was among the most

successful ever held, with horses going to four foreign

countries — there was trouble in paradise. The Blunts

remained chronically beset by financial problems, and

Wilfrid’s habit of playing the spendthrift one day and

the miser the next only aggravated the situation. In

1904, convinced he had not long to live, Wilfrid signed

a trust deed giving Crabbet estate to Judith. 

Crabbet Arabian Stud

Above: Mares and foals inside the Coronation Stable
courtyard.

Right: The Coronation Stables built in 1937 became
almost as popular as the tennis court as photo

background for Crabbet Arabians. Lady Wentworth with
Silver Fire (Naseem x Somra by Daoud) who established a

world renowned family and Stud Manager Cecil Covey
with Rissla (*Berk x Risala by Mesaoud), dam of 13

Crabbet-bred foals, three by Skowronek. 
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Judith was now married and the mother of three

small children; they occupied Forest Cottage, a part of

Crabbet. In February 1899, when she was 25, Judith and

Neville Lytton (later Lord Lytton) were married in Cairo

and honeymooned at Sheykh Obeyd, after which they

lived in Paris where Neville was studying art. The

marriage added more literary, artistic, and diplomatic

blood to the family, as Neville’s father Robert, first Earl

of Lytton, had become acquainted with Wilfrid when

they were both attachés in the British Embassy at

Lisbon. Lord Lytton went on to become Viceroy of India

and British ambassador to Paris. 

Wilfrid and Lady Anne spent more and more time

apart, and Lady Anne joined Judith and her family at

Forest Cottage. Judith too had become disenchanted

with Wilfrid, his philandering being the initial bone of

contention. Blunt no longer wished to be involved in

the activities of the stud and proposed that Lady Anne

take it over completely. This arrangement seemed only

to provoke more disagreements, and in 1906, the Blunts

realized that a division of the stud was their only hope

of peaceful existence. A Partition Agreement was drawn

up; numbers of mares to be kept by each were set,

stallions divided, and each had some veto rights over

the other’s activities. 

Wilfrid now lived quite apart from his family, but he

maintained relationships with his grandchildren.

Anthony Lytton (Judith’s son born in 1900) recalled the

near-magic of a visit to Newbuildings as a child (Wilfrid

Scawen Blunt: A Memoir by his Grandson. London:

MacDonald, 1961): “While I am still very young, I am

put into the train from Three Bridges to Southwater

station and given to the guard. At Horsham, where we

change, I am joined by Caffin, a jolly miller-farmer cum

agent of the old school, with a ‘Yes, Squire’ and a ‘No,

Squire’ — Blunt’s liege man in humble flattery of

address, but a good soul, a good shot, and a good

countryman. He was ever my friend. There may be one

or two other guests on the train, but Caffin is my friend

and protector, my jolly caretaker, and a son of the soil

whose arrival anywhere is acclaimed by the bounding of

spaniels, the smiling of retrievers, and the confidences

of small boys. David Roberts is at Southwater with the

two halfbreds, Dobbin and Dagon, to fetch the guests

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Top row:  Left: Shareer (*Nureddin II x Selima by *Astraled), sold to Tersk in 1936. Center: Raseem (Rasim x Rim by *Astraled), sold to
Tersk in 1936. Right: Rijm (Mahruss x *Rose Of Sharon by Hadban).

Bottom row: Left: Silver Fire (Naseem x Somra by Daoud) with Cecil Covey. Center: Rissla (*Berk x Risala by Mesaoud). Right: Three
Bridges Station as Carl Schmidt (later called Carl Raswan), agent for W.K. Kellogg, loaded horses for Kellogg’s first importation in 1926.

The Skowronek son *Raswan at center, *Nasik in the background. 
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Judith was now married and the mother of three

small children; they occupied Forest Cottage, a part of

Crabbet. In February 1899, when she was 25, Judith and

Neville Lytton (later Lord Lytton) were married in Cairo

and honeymooned at Sheykh Obeyd, after which they

lived in Paris where Neville was studying art. The

marriage added more literary, artistic, and diplomatic

blood to the family, as Neville’s father Robert, first Earl

of Lytton, had become acquainted with Wilfrid when

they were both attachés in the British Embassy at

Lisbon. Lord Lytton went on to become Viceroy of India

and British ambassador to Paris. 

Wilfrid and Lady Anne spent more and more time

apart, and Lady Anne joined Judith and her family at

Forest Cottage. Judith too had become disenchanted

with Wilfrid, his philandering being the initial bone of

contention. Blunt no longer wished to be involved in

the activities of the stud and proposed that Lady Anne

take it over completely. This arrangement seemed only

to provoke more disagreements, and in 1906, the Blunts

realized that a division of the stud was their only hope

of peaceful existence. A Partition Agreement was drawn

up; numbers of mares to be kept by each were set,

stallions divided, and each had some veto rights over

the other’s activities. 

Wilfrid now lived quite apart from his family, but he

maintained relationships with his grandchildren.

Anthony Lytton (Judith’s son born in 1900) recalled the

near-magic of a visit to Newbuildings as a child (Wilfrid

Scawen Blunt: A Memoir by his Grandson. London:

MacDonald, 1961): “While I am still very young, I am

put into the train from Three Bridges to Southwater

station and given to the guard. At Horsham, where we

change, I am joined by Caffin, a jolly miller-farmer cum

agent of the old school, with a ‘Yes, Squire’ and a ‘No,

Squire’ — Blunt’s liege man in humble flattery of

address, but a good soul, a good shot, and a good

countryman. He was ever my friend. There may be one

or two other guests on the train, but Caffin is my friend

and protector, my jolly caretaker, and a son of the soil

whose arrival anywhere is acclaimed by the bounding of

spaniels, the smiling of retrievers, and the confidences

of small boys. David Roberts is at Southwater with the

two halfbreds, Dobbin and Dagon, to fetch the guests

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Top row:  Left: Shareer (*Nureddin II x Selima by *Astraled), sold to Tersk in 1936. Center: Raseem (Rasim x Rim by *Astraled), sold to
Tersk in 1936. Right: Rijm (Mahruss x *Rose Of Sharon by Hadban).

Bottom row: Left: Silver Fire (Naseem x Somra by Daoud) with Cecil Covey. Center: Rissla (*Berk x Risala by Mesaoud). Right: Three
Bridges Station as Carl Schmidt (later called Carl Raswan), agent for W.K. Kellogg, loaded horses for Kellogg’s first importation in 1926.

The Skowronek son *Raswan at center, *Nasik in the background. 
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and their luggage in the brake.

Then there is lusty Alfred Kensett

from Crookhorn farm with an

Arab mare all saddled and

bridled ready for someone to

mount.

“For me? Yes, so it is — and

I am overjoyed that Grandfather,

who has few horses, should

always have something for

everyone to ride, whilst at

Crabbet Grandmother has sixty

horses with more in Egypt and

often there is nothing for anyone

to ride. I set off with Alfred

through those magic woods,

where the broken canopy of oak

foliage lets in enough light for

alternating carpets of cream primroses, bluebells,

anemones and lastly, as the year advances, the dark

unbroken green of dog’s mercury. As we climb the last

hill up to the house and dismount beyond the wicket

gate in the yew hedge, the peacocks utter their haunting

cry and rattle their gorgeous tails before unreceptive

hens. There is moss between the stoneflags and some

weeds which no one may disturb without displeasing

Blunt. Up the stone steps with heavy scented clematis

flammula and a rambler rose brushing the cheeks —

how welcoming is the sweet scent of a flower on the

doorstep of a man’s home. Just inside, there hangs

within the porch against a wall the dried skin of an

ostrich with a swallow’s nest on top of the head; the

door is never closed during nesting time.

“The scent of smoke from an oak log fire takes the

place of flower scents outside. Opposite the open

fireplace, on the north wall of the hall, hang relics of

Blunt’s journeys in many countries East and West: a

South American bolas, a Mexican bridle, a leather

lassoo, the skin of a peacock, the tail of a favourite grey

mare, a spear and shield from one of the Mahdi’s fallen

followers at Omdurman, a wide Spanish hat, and several

things curious in shape whose origin and purpose are

obscure.”

Lady Anne repaired to Sheykh Obeyd where she

arranged as her own property the Pink House (the new

home) and part of the land. She continued international

marketing efforts and sold the first horses to an

American, Spencer Borden of Interlachen Farms at Fall

River, Massachusetts. English buyers too approached

her, and during her summers at Crabbet, other sales

were arranged. The squabbles with Blunt continued. 

After 1915, Lady Anne stayed at Sheykh Obeyd. She

continued a breeding program there, gave some of her

prize stock to the Egyptian breeding program, and still

struggled to find a way to ensure the perpetuation of

the Crabbet program. Lady Anne, her super strength and

determination finally deserting her, died in a Cairo

hospital in December 1917 at age 80. An English

newspaper obituary noted: “To the end of her life, she

had the heart of a child, the brain of a scholar, and the

soul of a saint.” 

After Lady Anne’s death, Judith quarreled

spectacularly with her father over the disposition of the

stud, and horses were occasionally “stolen” from one

stud to another, one mare was allegedly shot, and some

of the Crabbet land was sold. After years of bitterness,

solicitors were involved and because of Blunt’s health

— he was now quite bedridden — his deposition was

Crabbet Arabian Stud

Above: Newbuildings, the home of the Blunts in Sussex. Wilfrid
died here in 1922 and was buried in the forest nearby.

Below: Presentation of horses to foreign visitors were in the
loveliest of settings of Crabbet Park. Here King Fuad of Egypt
(seated with Lady Wentworth) admires Naufal (Sotamm x Narghileh
by Mesaoud).
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taken at Newbuildings. He managed to

be center stage of the proceedings as he

dressed in full Arabian regalia, had his

hair styled by a London hairdresser,

fortified himself with an extra dose of

cough mixture, and received court

officials at bedside. 

The smart money was on Blunt to

win, but the case was decided in favor

of Judith’s daughters Anne and Winifrid.

Because they were minors, Judith was

able to acquire the horses from their

trustees. (She allowed each daughter to

keep two horses.) The Newbuildings

horses were triumphantly brought to

Crabbet — Judith riding the stallion

Rasim herself. “Not even torrential

thunder and rain could drench the joy

out of that 17-mile ride,” she wrote. On

that day, April 16, 1920, a new and

brilliant era of Crabbet history began. 

Judith — now Lady Wentworth (the title is one of

the few British titles passed down through the female

line) — soon found she faced many of the same

problems of her parents: overpopulation and economic

woes. Early in 1920, she followed up on negotiations

begun by Wilfrid and sold 19 horses to an agent acting

for the Royal Agricultural Society of Egypt. Descendants

of those sale horses are now widespread,

many of them through the blood of Nazeer

(foaled 1934), whose maternal grandsire

Kazmeen was one of the sale horses. 

Next, Lady Wentworth added a new

dimension to Crabbet breeding with the

acquisition of Skowronek (Ibrahim x

Jaskolka by Rymnik), bred by Count Joseph

Potocki in Russian Poland (Ukraine). The

stallion came to England in 1913 as a four-

year-old, brought in by the American Walter Winans as a

model for his sculpting, then was sold for a hack, and a

bit later purchased by H. V. M. Clark of Courthouse Stud

in Sussex who bred him to several mares. Lady

Wentworth spotted Skowronek at a show, coveted him,

and within weeks acquired him through the use of an

American who posed as a buyer for an American

breeder. 

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Left: Lady Wentworth with *Rifala (Skowronek x
Rissla by *Berk), the dam of *Raffles (by
Skowronek). Selby Stud imported *Rifala to the
United States in 1928 and *Raffles in 1932. 

Below: As soon as Naseem (Skowronek x Nasra
by Daoud) came of breeding age, Lady Wentworth
put a high percentage of the Crabbet mares to him
with fewer to his sire. Naseem was sold to Tersk
Stud in Russia in 1936 where he founded a sire line
and sired daughters of great value to the Tersk
program. The rider is Pat Nugent, one of several
Irish grooms who worked and lived at Crabbet.
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taken at Newbuildings. He managed to

be center stage of the proceedings as he

dressed in full Arabian regalia, had his

hair styled by a London hairdresser,

fortified himself with an extra dose of

cough mixture, and received court

officials at bedside. 

The smart money was on Blunt to

win, but the case was decided in favor

of Judith’s daughters Anne and Winifrid.

Because they were minors, Judith was

able to acquire the horses from their

trustees. (She allowed each daughter to

keep two horses.) The Newbuildings

horses were triumphantly brought to

Crabbet — Judith riding the stallion

Rasim herself. “Not even torrential

thunder and rain could drench the joy

out of that 17-mile ride,” she wrote. On

that day, April 16, 1920, a new and

brilliant era of Crabbet history began. 

Judith — now Lady Wentworth (the title is one of

the few British titles passed down through the female

line) — soon found she faced many of the same

problems of her parents: overpopulation and economic

woes. Early in 1920, she followed up on negotiations

begun by Wilfrid and sold 19 horses to an agent acting

for the Royal Agricultural Society of Egypt. Descendants

of those sale horses are now widespread,

many of them through the blood of Nazeer

(foaled 1934), whose maternal grandsire

Kazmeen was one of the sale horses. 

Next, Lady Wentworth added a new

dimension to Crabbet breeding with the

acquisition of Skowronek (Ibrahim x

Jaskolka by Rymnik), bred by Count Joseph

Potocki in Russian Poland (Ukraine). The

stallion came to England in 1913 as a four-

year-old, brought in by the American Walter Winans as a

model for his sculpting, then was sold for a hack, and a

bit later purchased by H. V. M. Clark of Courthouse Stud

in Sussex who bred him to several mares. Lady

Wentworth spotted Skowronek at a show, coveted him,

and within weeks acquired him through the use of an

American who posed as a buyer for an American

breeder. 

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Left: Lady Wentworth with *Rifala (Skowronek x
Rissla by *Berk), the dam of *Raffles (by
Skowronek). Selby Stud imported *Rifala to the
United States in 1928 and *Raffles in 1932. 

Below: As soon as Naseem (Skowronek x Nasra
by Daoud) came of breeding age, Lady Wentworth
put a high percentage of the Crabbet mares to him
with fewer to his sire. Naseem was sold to Tersk
Stud in Russia in 1936 where he founded a sire line
and sired daughters of great value to the Tersk
program. The rider is Pat Nugent, one of several
Irish grooms who worked and lived at Crabbet.
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Skowronek soon proved himself an

ideal outcross on the Crabbet mares and

the merit of his Crabbet-bred offspring

was such that he became known

worldwide. He sired relatively few foals

(47), but their influence through

American, Russian, and Polish breeding

programs particularly is profound.

Breeders worldwide attempted to

purchase Skowronek and Lady

Wentworth was not above dangling the

prospect of selling or leasing him when

she was negotiating sales with foreign

buyers. Two Skowronek sons, the full

brothers Naseem and Naziri (x Nasra by

Daoud) exemplified the Arabian type

Skowronek consistently transmitted, and

Lady Wentworth found them great

favorites. But she was quick to

acknowledge the contributions of the

Crabbet mares: “Skowronek was mated

exclusively to mares of pure Crabbet

blood so that the fame of his illustrious

progeny is exactly halved by Crabbet

mares, from which his blood cannot be

divorced.”

The 1920s and 1930s brought

Crabbet some of its highest moments. Visitors came to

the stud from nearly all Arab-breeding countries, some

to learn about the Crabbet horses, others to buy. All got

the full impact of the meaning of Crabbet breeding

through carefully presented parades of the horses,

usually at the parade ground near the tennis court. “The

best parades were when the sheikhs and the Egyptian

people came — the biggest days,” Fred Rice, trainer

who presented many of the horses in the parades,

recalled. “We’d go down to the lodge to meet the

foreign visitors (and their bodyguards) and escort them

in, two of us riding in front of their car and two behind.

Her Ladyship always talked to them in French and she

loved hearing their compliments after the parades.” 

Soon Crabbet Arabians served as foundation stock,

or supplementary stock, for studs in Europe (Germany,

Greece, Hungary, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Spain, and

Sweden), South America, Australia, South Africa, India,

New Zealand, and many other countries. 

American breeders brought in nearly 150 of the 450

horses exported from Crabbet. The first came in 1893,

the last in the mid-1970s. Crabbet supplied breeding

stock for American pioneers Spencer Borden (horses

from Sheykh Obeyd and Crabbet); Maynesboro, the first

major American importer of Crabbet stock; the Kellogg

Ranch, which brought in the first Skowronek progeny in

1926; and the Selby Stud, which built a program on

Crabbet imports beginning in the late 1920s. For over

100 years, Americans have placed a high value on their

Crabbet lines: Of the 40 National Champion Stallions

and Mares named since 1958, 39 of the mares and 33 of

the stallions have lines to Crabbet-bred horses. 

As numbers of visitors to the stud increased,

presenting horses to them became a time factor, so,

beginning in the early 1950s, annual parades of Crabbet

stock became a much-anticipated event for Arabian

fanciers local and foreign. Horses were presented on the

parade lawn in front of the Coronation Stables (built in

1937 to commemorate the coronation of King George

VI), usually in the spring or early summer so that the

new foals could be viewed, with occasional additional

parades in the fall. 

Lady Wentworth promoted Crabbet well. Her

catalogs of the stud (published from the 1920s through

1956) reviewed the history of the stud, recited the show

wins of Crabbet horses, beginning with the Blunts’

showings, and championed the purity of the Crabbet

blood. She could always be counted on by newspaper

Crabbet Arabian Stud

In 1920, Lady Wentworth added the Polish-bred Skowronek (Ibrahim x Jaskolka by
Rymnik) to the desert and Ali Pasha Sherif lines at Crabbet. “With the monopoly of
Skowronek as a sire,” Lady Wentworth wrote in 1956, “I founded a completely new
dynasty and, with the amalgamation of the Blunt importation, the stud was raised to
a standard of world celebrity never before achieved.”
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and magazine editors for a story that hinted of the

exotic, so she authored or was the subject of many print

features. 

World War II had a devastating effect on Crabbet, in

a number of ways. “Running the stud was never the

same again,” Cecil Covey, manager of the stud since

1937, wrote. In the fall of 1940, Mr. Covey and Lady

Wentworth arrived home one day to find Canadian

soldiers in the house

and in the stables and

two of the drives

guarded by sentries with

fixed bayonets. The

army of course expected

Lady Wentworth to

move out of the house.

She of course declined

to do so and after much

argument was allowed

to stay. The stalls were

divided, with

broodmares occupying

stalls next to army

dental facilities. Officers

who occupied the house

soon learned to respect

Lady Wentworth as an

individual, especially

her ability at billiards at

which she beat them

roundly. The Canadians

took over the elaborate

tennis court building for a sports center, and three bullet

holes in the weather vane of Coronation Stables

furnished a reminder of their presence. Because Crabbet

was on the route of Nazi bombers on their way home

from London — 32 bombs were jettisoned just a mile

from Crabbet — Lady Wentworth evacuated some of the

Arabians to her Thoroughbred farm some 30 miles

away, and wartime shortages of labor and feed forced a

reduction in stock. 

Except for her staff, Lady Wentworth lived a solitary

life. By 1923, she had divorced her husband and

banished her three children from Crabbet. In spite of

her peppery correspondence and writings to

newspapers and magazines, she was extremely shy and,

being devoted to her task, seldom spent time away from

Crabbet. She carried on correspondence with breeders

worldwide and wrote a number of books on Arabian

horses, The Authentic Arabian (London: George Allen &

Unwin, Ltd., 1945 and 1962) probably the best known.

Like Wilfrid Blunt, she published several books of her

poetry. 

Failing eyesight necessitated the engagement of a

secretary in 1956, and Cecil Covey took over some of

the accounting duties. Lady Wentworth remained fit and

active (still making her rounds of the stud, if

occasionally in an electric wheelchair, still meeting with

Cecil Covey each morning for a planning session) until

the summer of 1957 when she fell

ill and was hospitalized. 

The news of Lady Wentworth’s

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Left: The stables near the Crabbet
house was home to some of Lady
Wentworth’s favorite stallions. This
1985 photo shows the portion of the
stables where Skowronek lived. 

Above right: After Lady Wentworth’s death, the tennis court
remained unused and had deteriorated to this state by 1983. The
exterior is now fully restored to its grandeur of the early years of the
century. 

Below left: Fred Rice was born at Crabbet, became trainer,
“stallion man,” and head showman and retired only when Crabbet
was closed down in 1972. Among the famous horses he trained:
*Raffles and *Serafix. 

Below right: After Lady Wentworth’s death, Cecil and Grace
Covey relocated at Frogshole, a 300-acre farm within Crabbet Park
willed to Covey along with about 80 horses. Mr. Covey managed or
owned Crabbet for 35 years. 
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and magazine editors for a story that hinted of the

exotic, so she authored or was the subject of many print

features. 

World War II had a devastating effect on Crabbet, in

a number of ways. “Running the stud was never the

same again,” Cecil Covey, manager of the stud since

1937, wrote. In the fall of 1940, Mr. Covey and Lady

Wentworth arrived home one day to find Canadian

soldiers in the house

and in the stables and

two of the drives

guarded by sentries with

fixed bayonets. The

army of course expected

Lady Wentworth to

move out of the house.

She of course declined

to do so and after much

argument was allowed

to stay. The stalls were

divided, with

broodmares occupying

stalls next to army

dental facilities. Officers

who occupied the house

soon learned to respect

Lady Wentworth as an

individual, especially

her ability at billiards at

which she beat them

roundly. The Canadians

took over the elaborate

tennis court building for a sports center, and three bullet

holes in the weather vane of Coronation Stables

furnished a reminder of their presence. Because Crabbet

was on the route of Nazi bombers on their way home

from London — 32 bombs were jettisoned just a mile

from Crabbet — Lady Wentworth evacuated some of the

Arabians to her Thoroughbred farm some 30 miles

away, and wartime shortages of labor and feed forced a

reduction in stock. 

Except for her staff, Lady Wentworth lived a solitary

life. By 1923, she had divorced her husband and

banished her three children from Crabbet. In spite of

her peppery correspondence and writings to

newspapers and magazines, she was extremely shy and,

being devoted to her task, seldom spent time away from

Crabbet. She carried on correspondence with breeders

worldwide and wrote a number of books on Arabian

horses, The Authentic Arabian (London: George Allen &

Unwin, Ltd., 1945 and 1962) probably the best known.

Like Wilfrid Blunt, she published several books of her

poetry. 

Failing eyesight necessitated the engagement of a

secretary in 1956, and Cecil Covey took over some of

the accounting duties. Lady Wentworth remained fit and

active (still making her rounds of the stud, if

occasionally in an electric wheelchair, still meeting with

Cecil Covey each morning for a planning session) until

the summer of 1957 when she fell

ill and was hospitalized. 

The news of Lady Wentworth’s

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Left: The stables near the Crabbet
house was home to some of Lady
Wentworth’s favorite stallions. This
1985 photo shows the portion of the
stables where Skowronek lived. 

Above right: After Lady Wentworth’s death, the tennis court
remained unused and had deteriorated to this state by 1983. The
exterior is now fully restored to its grandeur of the early years of the
century. 

Below left: Fred Rice was born at Crabbet, became trainer,
“stallion man,” and head showman and retired only when Crabbet
was closed down in 1972. Among the famous horses he trained:
*Raffles and *Serafix. 

Below right: After Lady Wentworth’s death, Cecil and Grace
Covey relocated at Frogshole, a 300-acre farm within Crabbet Park
willed to Covey along with about 80 horses. Mr. Covey managed or
owned Crabbet for 35 years. 
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death (August 1957) sped around the world in record

time. She had willed the stud (about 80 horses) and two

of the family farms to Geoffrey Covey, who came to

Crabbet as a tennis professional for the Lyttons in about

1910 and stayed on as manager of the stud and the

estate until his retirement in 1937. Because Geoffrey

Covey predeceased Lady Wentworth by a few days, the

inheritance came to Cecil Covey who succeeded his

father in the role of manager. Because of England’s high

death duties and the lack of stabling, Covey quickly cut

down his inventory to more manageable numbers,

notably through the sale of horses to Bazy Tankersley

for her Al-Marah Arabians, then in Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Covey kept Crabbet alive until 1972, when

progress (so-called) in the form of a proposed

motorway to London promised to effectively separate

the two farms. This time, English breeders were quick to

buy up the stock. He kept one of Lady Wentworth’s

favorites, the stallion Indian Magic (Raktha x Indian

Crown by Raseem) who was cared for by Fred Rice,

among the oldest of the staff members who showed

many a Crabbet Arabian to show championships. Fred

Rice lived out his years in one of the cottages at Caxtons

(a part of Crabbet), surrounded by his scrapbooks,

photo albums, and splendid memories of the Crabbet

heydays. 

Above left: Silvern Gleam
(Bright Crown x Silvern
Dream by Silvadoris), a

1989 stallion bred by
Rosemary Archer at Worth
Arabian Stud, now owned

by Jamaki Stud, South
Africa. 

Above right: Silvern Idyl
(Masjid x Silvern Dream by
Silvadoris), a 1983 stallion,

wearing the Saddle of
Honour won at the British

National Sire Produce
Class. Photo at Belvoir

Castle, home of the
Rutland Stud, during the

parade for WAHO
delegates, 1988.

Above: Silver Flame (Indian Flame II x Silver Ripple by *Silver
Vanity), 1982 British National Champion Stallion, was bred by
Rosemary Archer at Worth Stud.

Above: Indian Idyll (Silvern Idyll x 
Indian Golddust by Ludo), 1990 stallion, winning a two-mile race 

by 15 lengths at Lingfield Park in 1995.
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In 1959, an auction held at Crabbet called “The

Residue of the Contents of the Mansion” disposed of

Lady Wentworth’s furniture and furnishings. From the

Main Hall, where Lady Anne Blunt made her

noteworthy diary entry on July 2, 1887, the catalog

listing includes cupboards, chairs, display cabinets,

desks, Persian rugs, and a prayer rug — possibly the

same furnishings of that hall in 1887. From the library

where Rosemary Archer was welcomed by Lady

Wentworth in 1947, the catalog lists fireplace

accessories, many bookcases, a wood and gilt

chandelier, filing cabinets, book stands, and more

Persian rugs. 

Rosemary Archer’s visit to Crabbet was providential

in that it was the beginning of Rosemary’s long

association with Crabbet horses, Crabbet land, and

Crabbet history. In 1960, Rosemary and her husband

Richard purchased the corner of Crabbet Park known as

Cricket Park, where the Blunts’ early imports were

pastured. A portion of the land was known as “Blue

Jays,” a small facility where Lady Wentworth kept horses

she did not want prospective buyers to see. Rosemary

has developed a program there based on Crabbet lines

and has become the authority on Crabbet and the

unofficial keeper of the Crabbet aura through her

collecting and writing. She has authored several books

on Crabbet — The Crabbet Arabian Stud: Its History &

Influence (1978), with Cecil Covey and Colin Pearson,

and Lady Anne Blunt: Journals and Correspondence

1878-1917, edited with James Fleming, both published

by Alexander Heriot, Northleach, Gloucestershire,

England — along with numerous magazine articles.

In The Crabbet Arabian Stud, Rosemary pays

tribute to the persons who made Crabbet work: “All

three [Lady Anne and Wilfrid Blunt and Lady

Wentworth] were fine judges and had a natural ‘eye’ for

a horse. Lady Anne was more analytical in her approach

than the other two. She would study every detail of a

horse and its pedigree and make her decisions

according to the evidence of the facts. Blunt and Lady

Wentworth, on the other hand, had something which

perhaps Lady Anne lacked: the rare gift of being able to

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Lady Wentworth prided herself on her athletic skills. Here she rows the boat while her son Anthony fishes, 
probably on the pond east of Crabbet house.
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listing includes cupboards, chairs, display cabinets,

desks, Persian rugs, and a prayer rug — possibly the

same furnishings of that hall in 1887. From the library

where Rosemary Archer was welcomed by Lady

Wentworth in 1947, the catalog lists fireplace

accessories, many bookcases, a wood and gilt

chandelier, filing cabinets, book stands, and more

Persian rugs. 

Rosemary Archer’s visit to Crabbet was providential

in that it was the beginning of Rosemary’s long

association with Crabbet horses, Crabbet land, and

Crabbet history. In 1960, Rosemary and her husband

Richard purchased the corner of Crabbet Park known as

Cricket Park, where the Blunts’ early imports were

pastured. A portion of the land was known as “Blue

Jays,” a small facility where Lady Wentworth kept horses

she did not want prospective buyers to see. Rosemary

has developed a program there based on Crabbet lines
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collecting and writing. She has authored several books

on Crabbet — The Crabbet Arabian Stud: Its History &

Influence (1978), with Cecil Covey and Colin Pearson,

and Lady Anne Blunt: Journals and Correspondence

1878-1917, edited with James Fleming, both published

by Alexander Heriot, Northleach, Gloucestershire,

England — along with numerous magazine articles.

In The Crabbet Arabian Stud, Rosemary pays

tribute to the persons who made Crabbet work: “All

three [Lady Anne and Wilfrid Blunt and Lady

Wentworth] were fine judges and had a natural ‘eye’ for

a horse. Lady Anne was more analytical in her approach

than the other two. She would study every detail of a

horse and its pedigree and make her decisions

according to the evidence of the facts. Blunt and Lady

Wentworth, on the other hand, had something which

perhaps Lady Anne lacked: the rare gift of being able to

F o u n d a t i o n  B r e e d e r

Lady Wentworth prided herself on her athletic skills. Here she rows the boat while her son Anthony fishes, 
probably on the pond east of Crabbet house.
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discern the breeding potential of young

stock. Blunt was always too occupied

with other matters and had

probably too little application

ever to have achieved the

highest rank as a breeder. But

Lady Wentworth not only had

the advantage of having lived

with superb Arabians for most

of her life; she also inherited a

good measure of both her

mother’s persistence and 

her father’s intuitive flair.

“A case may readily be made for

attributing the success of the Crabbet

Arabian Stud to the horses themselves,

whether to the original desert-bred

importations, or to the Ali Pasha Sherif

horses, or to the later purchases such as Skowronek and

Oran. But this ignores the perspicacity of the people

who bought the animals in the first place. And

acquisition is only one

thing. But to continue

to breed horses of the

highest possible calibre

for nearly a century

and over the same

period to sell many of

the best ones abroad,

required either

immoderately good

fortune or a talent

amounting to genius.” 

Crabbet Park was

left to Lady

Wentworth’s daughter

(Lady Winifred

Tryon), who later sold

it. The stables were

used as a public

riding stable, the

house converted to

offices, the exterior of

the tennis court

eventually restored to

its previous glory.

Crabbet Arabian

fanciers gathered at

Crabbet in 1985 for a

“Return to Crabbet,”

two days of viewing

parades of Crabbet-line Arabians as in the

1950s, touring the house and stables,

teas and dinners, and viewing

historical film footage. 

Earlier, in 1978,

Crabbetphiles had gathered at

Newbuildings to observe the

Crabbet Centenary with much

the same sort of activities. They

were joined by Lady

Wentworth’s son Lord Anthony

Lytton (who spent his last years at

Keeper Knight’s, the gamekeeper’s

cottage at Crabbet) and her daughter

Lady Anne Lytton who then lived at

Newbuildings where she had

established “Blunt Stud” in honor of her

grandparents, using descendants of the

horses she salvaged from the Crabbet years. 

Both these celebrations harked back to a single

entry in a journal. In 1877, in Aleppo, Lady Anne Blunt

wrote: “We have made

a plan...of importing

some of the best

Anazeh blood to

England and breeding

it pure there. It would

be an interesting and

useful thing to do, and

I should like much to

try it.” 

The reverbera-

tions from that simple

statement will

continue for

generations to come

in showrings and

stables around the

world, as manifested

by those who

appreciate the Crabbet

traits in their horses —

in the contentment

after a quiet trail ride,

the exhilaration of the

foaling stall, the pride

of ownership of a

show winner, and the

joys of relating to a

fine companion

animal. 

Lady Anne Blunt in Arab 
headdress at the age of 76.

About one-third of Crabbet’s 500 acres was woodlands, 
and paddocks and pastures were shaded by oak trees. 

Lady Wentworth protected those trees by her strict rule that no trees could
be felled or cut back unless they were dead or dangerous. This 1985

photo looks toward Cricket Park where the early imports grazed.   

Crabbet Arabian Stud
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